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Abstract 

This thesis focuses on the contemporary revival of music from the Nahḍa 

period in Lebanon and considers how the revival challenges mainstream – 

and state-sponsored – notions of music heritage (turāth) in Lebanon. I 

investigate the impact of the revival on, firstly, the politics of identity 

and representation through the interplay between public and private 

heritage, and secondly, on music policies in education.  

I argue that nostalgia plays a crucial role both in the revival of, and in-

novation within, Nahḍa repertoire and heritage. I also contend that no-

tions of music tradition in Lebanon are inseparable from the politics of 

remembrance of the Lebanese civil war (1974–1990) and I explore this 

relationship between music tradition, identity and violent conflict. I sug-

gest that changes in notions and practices of music tradition are under-

pinned by changes in modes of remembrance and representation.  

My research is underpinned by the fields of postcolonial discourse on 

identity politics, sociology of nostalgia and musicological sources and I 

combined library research with fieldwork in Lebanon (during 2012 and 

2013). My fieldwork included interviews, concert attendance, and 

lessons in colloquial Arabic. I open my thesis with an introduction ex-

plaining my background, the scope and approaches of my Ph.D. and a lit-

erature review. In Chapter 1 I introduce the historical context of Nahḍa, 

and in Chapters 2 and 3 I move on to analysing contemporary Nahḍa mu-

sic-making. In Chapter 4 I discuss the revival of Nahḍa music in the Aṣīl 

Ensemble’s practice. In Chapter 5 I discuss The Burda, an innovative 

composition by Mustafa Said and the Aṣīl Ensemble. Chapter 6 investi-

gates public initiatives for traditional music. I conclude that the impact 

of the Nahḍa revival revitalises a period of Arabic music that had become 
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obsolete whilst fostering innovation and creativity within contemporary 

Arabic music traditions. 
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Transliteration system 

The transliterations from Arabic onto roman script have been based upon 

The International Journey of Middle East Studies (IJMES) transliteration 

system. 

All words have been transliterated according to this system except for 

the proper nouns of musicians, musicologists and music aficionados I 

have worked with in Beirut during 2012 to 2013. 

Arabic vowels 

In Arabic language every vowels as a short and long form. Whilst the 

short vowels appear unmarked the long vowels such as the Alef (ا) spread 

with a macron above such as this ā. 

Following Arabic letters are transliterated as 

 ā or ē     ا

 ī or ay   ي

ū or wa     و 

Arabic consonants 

Arabic language has a set of consonants whose sounds have no corre-

spondence in English, including velarised consonants and dark throat 

produced sounds. Bellow are some of these letters and their translitera-

tion system into English. 

kh      خ 

             gh غ 

   dh       ذ 

ṣ     ص  

ḍ     ض 

ṭ       ظ 
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         q       ق 

 Other consonants have been transliterated as follows:

š      ش 

   ‘        ع 

ḥ        ح 
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Introduction

1. How I came to the study of the Nahḍa music tradition

During 2005 and 2006, I lived in Madrid where I studied Baroque cello 

and ancient music at The Royal Conservatory of Music of Madrid (Real 

Conservatorio Superior de Musica de Madrid). When I was not involved in 

practicing or performing with an ensemble that I had started with fellow 

students, we would attend concerts, in particular those by Spanish an-

cient music groups. I particularly admired the Catalan cellist, turned vio-

la da gamba player, Jordi Savall (b.1941) founder of Hesperion XX (1974), 

La Capella Reial de Catalunya (1987) and Le Concerts des Nations (1989). 

I followed Savall’s music endeavours closely.  

After attending a couple of live performances by Jordi Savall and his en-

sembles, my attention was drawn towards the non-western instruments 

he had incorporated in his approach to European ancient music. The ‘ūd, 

the qanūn, and the frame drums particularly drew my attention. I won-

dered about the possibilities for sound exploration that existed outside 

and beyond the western classical music world of which, until then, I had 

been a part.  

The exposure to these non-western instruments, led to my interest in 

Middle Eastern music traditions. However, I wanted my knowledge to ex-

pand beyond theoretical enquiry into active performance practice of the 

traditions in question. So, in 2007, I applied to a Masters programme in 

Middle Eastern music performance at SOAS in order to pursue this inter-

est. Although my main instrument was the cello, I decided to study 

singing since I was unsure of the cello’s compatibility with the Arab Mid-

dle Eastern music traditions I was interested in studying. 

I first travelled to Lebanon during the summer of 2008 in the context of 

my Masters research. In parallel to studying classical Arabic language 
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(fusḥā) at the American University of Beirut, I travelled four days a week 

to Kasilik, a small town in the Mount Lebanon region, to study the 

muwšāḥ with the singer Ghada Shbeir.  The following year, in 2009, I 1

spent a summer in Syria studying Arabic at the University of Damascus. 

My engagement with the music traditions of the Arab Levantine region 

was now longstanding and I did not intend to stop pursuing my study of 

them. 

During the academic year of 2010–2011 I developed an M.Phil./Ph.D. 

project entitled Muwaššaḥ: Sounds and Ideologies. A study of the rela-

tionship between Arabic singing, Tajwīd and Ideologies in the Muwaššaḥ 

al-Hallebbiyya. This research project was abandoned due to the escala-

tion of the Syrian conflict, from what was thought to be another mani-

festation of the Arab Spring into a gruesome conflict which has continued 

with no end in sight.  

In the winter of 2012, I came across an article about the Foundation for 

Arabic Music Archiving and Research (AMAR) on an online magazine dedi-

cated to the Middle East and North Africa. The article was about the 

gathering of materials for the biggest archive of Arabic music at the 

AMAR Foundation, which was created by Kamal Kassar in 2009.  The arti2 -

cle referred in particular to the gathering of historical recordings of the 

Nahḍa period which I had not heard about before. 

I initiated an online research about the AMAR Foundation hoping to ac-

quire further details about the foundation’s collection and initiatives. I 

came across another online paper article about a performance project 

entitled Revisiting Ṭarab which made me realise that not only had AMAR 

developed this unique collection but that AMAR also wanted to promote 

performance initiatives that would relate to the revival of this music. On 
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the AMAR Foundation website I found references to an Egyptian musi-

cian, composer and musicologist named Mustafa Said who was the foun-

dation’s artistic director.  

Mustafa Said  had been teaching the ‘ūd (Arabic lute) at Beīt al-'ūd in 3

Cairo, the city of his birth. He was brought up in a suburb of Cairo by a 

father who was a military officer and engineer, and his mother, a house-

wife who looked after her children, particularly her two partially sighted 

children, Mustafa and Mohammad. Both brothers proved to be musically 

gifted and Mustafa’s virtuosity was channeled toward playing the ‘ūd and 

singing. Under the rigorous teaching of the Sheikhs at the Azḥār Mosque, 

he learned Qur’anic recitation (tajwīd) and improvisation (tafrīd). The 

techniques learnt with the Mašāyikh of the Azḥār Mosque would come to 

inform his musical vocal and instrumental practice and set him apart 

from other Arab traditional music performers who have been mostly 

trained at music conservatoires since their establishment in early twen-

tieth century.  They would also have an impact upon Mustafa’s conceptu4 -

alisation of musical aesthetics and form.   5

In Cairo in 2003, he created the Aṣīl Ensemble for Arab Classical Con-

temporary Music.   The Aṣīl’s artistic project was to perform contempo6 7 -

rary Arabic music rooted in the tradition of the Nahḍa period. The rela-

tionship between Mustafa Said and the Nahḍa music tradition was fur-

thered by Said’s appointment to the role of artistic director of the AMAR 

Foundation in Lebanon by Kamal Kassar. In 2007, Said moved to Lebanon 

 Mustafa Said’s personal website http://www.mustafasaid.co/?page_id=9 (accessed on 3

8 December 2016)
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 Website of the Aṣīl Ensemble for Arab Classical Contemporary Music music http://6

www.mustafasaid.co/?page_id=24 (accessed 1 December 2016)

  Aṣīl translates in English as authentic.7
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to work at the foundation and in parallel taught ‘ūd and ensemble music 

at the High Institute of Music at the Antonine University in Ba’adba, an 

hour’s drive southeast of the Lebanese capital city. 

Mustafa Said’s Aṣīl Ensemble developed further in Lebanon. The first al-

bum Rubā’iyyāt al-Khayyām was recorded by an Aṣīl Ensemble whose in-

strumentation was solely based on the main instruments of a traditional 

Arab takht ensemble, namely the ‘ūd, qanūn, nāy and riqq (Marcus 2007: 

97).  However, the ensemble expanded upon this formation to include 8

the kamanche (violin), the buzuq and instruments from neighbouring mu-

sic traditions, such as the tambur (Turkish), the santur, the tombak and 

the persian daff (Iranian). It was with this formation that the group 

recorded a second CD called Aṣīl (authentic) in 2009.   9

In 2012 the AMAR Foundation and Mustafa Said had become the centre of 

my interest and I decided to put forward a new Ph.D. proposal. My re-

search focus would be centred on the following basic key words: Nahḍa, 

revival, tradition, AMAR Foundation, Mustafa Said, Arab contemporary 

music and performance. The findings of that Ph.D. proposal are present-

ed here in this thesis and hopefully shed some light onto the current re-

visitation of Nahḍa music tradition in Lebanon. 

2. Scope of the study  

This thesis focuses on the contemporary revival of music of the Nahḍa 

period (ca.1885—1932). It also focuses on the innovation brought about 

by the exploration of the Nahḍa repertoire, performance practice tech-

niques and aesthetics. The research is located within the discipline of 
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 This instrumentation was further expanded upon to include the soprano and bass ‘ūd, 9

the viola and the cello, and with it the ensemble recorded its next two CDs: The Burda 
(2014) and Autism (2015). The instrumentation expanded as musicians who had studied 
with Said, mostly at the High Institute of Music, started engaging with both the Nahḍa 
music tradition as well as with Said’s own music compositions. See Chapter 1.
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ethnomusicology since it seeks to understand music within the context of 

that music, and is the first such study to reflect upon contemporary re-

vival of Nahḍa music tradition in Lebanon. 

Ethnomusicological literature on Middle Eastern Arabic traditions has fo-

cused particularly on the musical practices that crystallised with the 

creation of the nation–states around the 1940s (el-Shawan 1980, Shannon 

2006: Danielson 2008, 1994; Racy 2003; Marcus 1989). However, research 

by Ali Jihad Racy — Musical change and commercial recording in Egypt: 

1904 to 1932 (1974) — has pioneered the study of Arabic music traditions 

prior to 1930s, when processes of modernisation lead to its significant — 

in some cases radical — change.  

Racy’s research provides the first insight into the Nahḍa music tradition 

by analysing the emergence of the recording industry in Egypt. He sum-

marily describes the Careene musical life and the activities of the latest 

Nahḍa’s chief singers, such as Abdu al-Hamuli, Sheikh Salama Higazi (or 

Hijazi) and Shaykh Yusuf al-Manyalawwi. Racy also describes the type of 

Arab music ensemble (or, takht ensemble), the key singers of the Nahḍa 

period and their repertoire which primarily consisted on a long suite 

form called waṣla, composed of several instrumental and vocal pieces in 

the same melodic mode (maqām). 

His assessment of change in musical life in Egypt in early twentieth cen-

tury was based on both the analysis of musical catalogues of record 

companies active in Egypt at the time — such as Gramaphone, Odeon, 

Baidaphon or Pathé — as well music recordings on wax cylinders and 78 

rpm flat discs which had been until then keep away in private collec-

tions. Part of the material that was accessed by Racy for this study was 

the collection of Abd el-Aziz al-Anani — comprising over seven thousand 
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recordings — which is now owned by the AMAR Foundation and subse-

quently became a focal point of this thesis.  

Racy’s study is crucial insofar that it provides the only ethnomusicologi-

cal study focusing on the Nahḍa music tradition from the perspective of 

one of the processes that led to its change and subsequent decline. He 

points to the high cost of recording which came hand in hand with a fre-

quent lack of attribution to royalty payments for recording artists (Racy 

1974: 132). A further impact of the emergence of the recording industry 

was a decrease in earnings for musicians who would see their fifty 

pounds per night fee decreasing to twenty pounds per recording (Racy 

1974: 131).  

Racy also describes how the embryonic recording technology of the early 

twentieth century dealt with recording a music tradition in which the 

practice of improvisation leads to long musical pieces filled with intri-

cate ornamented melodic lines. For example, he recounts how the star 

singer of the Nahḍa, Sheykh Abdu al-Hamuli recorded a qaṣīda (a vocal 

form) over two sides of a record so that the musician’s improvisation was 

captured (Racy 1974: 141). The development of this recording industry, 

alongside the evolution of the radio and film industry, heralded the in-

troduction of some of the technological processes that would lead to the 

decline of the Nahḍa tradition and the emergence of a new type of Arab 

music which reached its peak, or Golden Age, in Egypt between 1935 and 

1975 (Lagrange 1994: 21) 

Other ethnomusicological studies, notably by Salwa el-Shawan (1980, 

1982, 1984, 1992), have looked at the 1920s and 1930s in order to ex-

plain processes of classicisation, westernisation and musical change in 

Arab traditional musics. These processes have been considered to have  

radically changed Arabic music traditions. 
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El-Shawan’s work on musical change in Egyptian music traditions during 

the first half of the twentieth century has provided a framework for the 

understanding of the notion of “turāth” (Arabic music heritage) in this 

thesis. El-Shawan’s determined two categories of music tradition in early 

to mid twentieth century which are the Mūsīqa al-Arabiyyah — referring 

to music practices based upon historical principles used to create and 

perform traditional Arabic music — and the Mūsīqa al-Shārq’yiah — used 

to refer to a widespread type of Arabic music created for commercial 

purposes, such as film or radio. She claimed that towards the mid twen-

tieth century these two categories overlap into a single one and are up 

to now a dominant notion of Arab music tradition.  

These two categories provide a basic conceptual framework for the un-

derstanding of modern Arabic music tradition, or turāth (el-Shawan 

1980:23—87). However, el-Shawan contrasted the notion of al-turāth 

( the heritage) and al-jadīd (the new) — which overlaps with the notion 

of Mūsīqa al-Shārq’yiah (el-Shawan 1982: 272). This contrast is contested 

in this thesis which argues that the turāth is both, that is a new heritage 

or rather, an invented tradition which emerged due to processes of mod-

ernisation in Egypt and the Arab Levantine region. 

Therefore, in this thesis turāth is used to refer to contemporary under-

standings of Arabic music traditions which emerged between 1925 to 

1935 crystallising around the 1940s to serve the modernising agendas of 

the new Egyptian and Arab Levantine nation–states. Frederic Lagrange 

(1994:210—211) has accurately established the main principles that led 

to change in Arabic music traditions between 1925 and 1935 as follows: 

1. The abandonment of the waṣla as the central musical expression 

(form). 

2. The relegation of improvisation as a creational (compositional) 

principle to becoming an ornamental principle used to embellish 

pre-composed music. 
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3. The simplification of vocal musical phrases in order to adhere to 

song-type phrases which would be easy to sing in groups and by 

amateurs. 

4. The transformation of the takht into the Arab-oriental orchestra 

in order to expand on orchestration possibilities and volume of 

sound. 

These principles lead to the decline of Nahḍa music tradition and the 

emergence of the modern Arab music tradition here defined as turāth.  10

In the context of Arab Middle Eastern music traditions the study of re-

vival has been limited. Davis (2004) has studied the processes of change 

in the Tunisian music tradition of the Ma’aluf which is usually associated 

with Sufi Sheikhs. The will to preserve the Tunisian Ma’aluf led to its in-

stitutionalisation which subsequently introduced “radical changes in the 

processes of transmission and performance reflecting music ideologies 

and aesthetic values directly opposed” (Davis 1997: 78) to those prac-

ticed by Tunisian Sheikhs of early twentieth century. Davis’ account of 

the foundation in 1934 of the Rashidiyya Ensemble, sponsored by the 

Tunisian state through the Ministry of Cultural Affairs (Davis 1997: 78, 

2004: 51—52), recalls what happened to Egyptian Sheikhs of the Nahḍa in 

the same time period (el-Shawan 1982: 58—51,1984: 271).  11

El-Shawan (1984) has described an attempt by the Egyptian Ministry of 

Culture to revive live performances of Arabic traditional music through 

the establishment of the Firqat al-Mūsīqa al-Arabiyyah (Arabic Music En-

semble) in 1967. According to el-Shawan (1984: 271) if on the one hand 

the revival of live performances of Arabic music was achieved, on the 

other hand the establishment of this ensemble has contributed to the 
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solidification of the four principles described above which led to the 

creation of the modern Arabic music turāth. 

The concept of revival as it has been defined and explored in Bithell and 

Hill (2014) and is particularly relevant to this research. Revival has been 

defined has “processes of retrieval, reconstruction and recontextualiza-

tion of the past to serve present purposes” (Bithell and Hill 2014: 9). The 

underlying motives for music revivals, as they have been defined in 

Bithell and Hill’s volume, widely echo the fundamental purposes of 

Tajdīd min al-Dakhil, the Internal Renovation  movement that I have 12

encountered in Lebanon and which established revival as a form of ac-

tivism (Bithell and Hill 2014: 10—12). More specifically the purposes for 

revival that are relevant for this study are as follows:  

1. An expression of discontent felt towards some aspects of the 

modern societies such as: modernisation, industrialisation, urbani-

sation, mediatisation and commercialisation.  

2.  The idyllic and romanticised conceptualisation of the past which 

is “romanticised, sometimes imaginary, and always 

political” (Bithell and Hill 2014: 11). 

3. As a political act, efforts of revival always seek to contest main-

stream notions of traditional music (Bithell and Hill 2014: 12) and 

which frequently have “an overt cultural and political 

agenda” (Livingston 1999: 66) 

A particular aspect that characterises the current revival of Nahḍa music 

in Lebanon is the revival movement total embrace and widespread use of 

modern technology. This sheds some light onto a particular characteristic 

of the Tajdīd min al-Dakhil (henceforth, Tajdīd) which is that revival is 

political act of dissent towards those aspects of modernity which have 

been used to erase fundamental characteristics of Arab music traditions 
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in Egypt and the Arab Levantine region — chiefly related to improvisa-

tion, memorisation and instrumentation — and which are used by the 

group to contest mainstream notions of music tradition. Technology pro-

vides the medium and the space in which the relationship between pow-

er and ideologies are played out, as Nooshin has reminded us (Nooshin 

2009: 4). Furthermore, the Tajdīd’s use of technology also manifests that 

this particular movement is not an anti-modernity but rather that ex-

presses a type of discontent that is common to other post-colonial soci-

eties (see Schofield 2010: 485). 

To better articulate the post-colonial disaffection manifest in the Tajdīd, 

I have drawn upon post-colonial theory (Bhabha 1994, Appadurai 1996) as 

a fundamental tool in understanding these wider socio-political con-

cerns.  The relationship between music and power has been explored by 

ethnomusicologists since the 1970s, becoming an integral part of the dis-

cipline in the early 1990s with the studies of Kofi Agawu (1992), Martin 

Stokes (1992) and Philip Bohlman (1993) (Nooshin 2009: 2). This thesis 

follows in line with these authors insofar as it recognises the necessity of 

analysing music as product of a particular social, political and economic 

fabric which shapes and is shaped by music (Nooshin 2009: 6).  

To further explain the music revival of the Nahḍa music and the innova-

tions the revival is introducing into the repertoire, performance praxis 

and aesthetics of contemporary traditional Arabic music I have focused 

on the notion of restorative nostalgia as proposed by the Russian sociolo-

gist Svetlana Boym in her seminal work The Future of Nostalgia (2001). 

Boym purported that nostalgia is an emotional response — both individ-

ual and collective — to the modern era and is characterised by a loss of a 

sense of community and cohesion (Boym 2001: 42). In this sense, the in-

dividual and societal response to the rapid industrialisation and moderni-

sation increased the intensity of people longing “for continuity, social 

cohesion and tradition” (Boym 2001: 16) and longing for a “community 
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with a collective memory, a longing for continuity in a fragmented world 

(Boym 2001: XVI). 

Svetlana Boym’s concept of restorative nostalgia is particularly useful in 

the context of this thesis on the contemporary revival of Nahḍa music 

tradition. To Boym, restorative nostalgia is the individual and communal 

sentiment that characterises revival movements throughout the world in 

their actions of reconstruction of spaces for individual and collective re-

membrance of an idealised past (Boym 2001: 41). Most importantly, it is 

relevant in the context of the Tajdīd group since, as Boym has proposed, 

this group “thinks of itself as truth and tradition” (2001: XVIII). Subse-

quently, when nostalgic individuals or communities seek to revive a tra-

dition which they consider the truth and tradition they are, according to 

Boym, restoring a past insofar it is prospective for the kind of future 

these individuals and communities want for themselves. In this sense, 

conceptually framing the Lebanese Tajdīd as a type of nostalgic move-

ment helps to explain some of the ways in which it embraces innovation 

and technology whilst at the same time reviving aspects of music memo-

risation or improvisation inspired by the Nahḍa tradition. 

The relationship between musical performance and listening with emo-

tionality in the Middle East has been widely explored in ethnomusicologi-

cal literature (Racy 2003; Shannon 2006, 2015; Stokes 2010). Racy (1982, 

1996, 2003) and Shannon (2003, 2006) in the context of studying Egypt-

ian and Syrian traditional music expressions, have made ample use of the 

term ṭarab (ecstasy) which is perceived as a fundamental constitutive 

element in Arabic music performance and listening praxis. So elemental 

is ṭarab that it is frequently expanded into referring to an entire reper-

toire. In this sense, ṭarab music is associated with the repertoire and 

practices of Arabic urban music traditions and it is frequently translated 

as Arabic classical urban music.  
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The nexus of ecstatic emotionality (ṭarab) in music repertoire and its 

performance praxis was perceived as a way of lending authority to one 

music tradition that was invented at the times of emergence of the 

Egyptian and Arab Levantine nation-states during the 1940s and elevated 

to the status of national music heritage (turāth). This nexus of authority 

is contested by musicians I have worked with in Beirut who claim an 

equal status should be in order for the music of the Nahḍa (which pre-

ceded the turāth), contemporary Arabic music repertoires or folkloric 

music traditions alike. Ṭarab is not perceived by these musicians as be-

ing a phenomenon exclusive of a particular repertoire.  13

This research, therefore, purposefully evades the term ṭarab. Not be-

cause the emotional manifestations were absent; they were not. Howev-

er, choosing to frame emotional manifestations as emotionality rather 

than ṭarab was a conscious choice in order to accurately portray the dis-

courses of musicians of the Tajdīd. In particular, the association of ṭarab 

with a particular music repertoire that has been greatly utilised by Arab 

nation-states in Egypt and in the Arab Levantine region in order to pro-

mote their modernising agenda. This association is not welcome amongst 

the group of musicians I worked with in Beirut since these policies are 

perceived to be the root cause of the lessening use of music characteris-

tics perceived as authentically Arab (or Middle Eastern), such as improvi-

sation.  14

Analysis of the parameters of Arab traditional music idioms has relied on 

the comprehensive body of literature produced in the field of ethnomu-

sicology since the 1980s. Although emphasis has been placed on the ob-

servation of inter-personal dynamics that underpin improvisation in re-

hearsals and concerts, such research has inevitably relied on literature 

of Arab melodic/modal structures (maqām) as described in detail by 

 Mustafa Said, personal communication 10 March 2016.13
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Scott Marcus (Marcus 1989, 1998, 1998b). Other researchers emphasise 

musical forms such as the waṣla and its constituents, such as the dawr 

and other forms such as the ughniyyya, the qaṣida, and the dhikr 

(Danielson 1987, 2008, Racy 1983, Marcus 2007:100–114, 117–121) which 

are discussed in relation to both the revival and the innovations that 

have emerged from processes of revival. Observations on improvisation 

have focused upon the studies of Scott Marcus (Marcus 2007:104—107, 

1998, 1998b; Nettl 1974, 1998) and also perhaps on Bruno Nettl’s notion 

that and improvisation are not two opposing techniques but are rather 

two different techniques for music creation (Nettl 1974: 2).  

Studies outside of the field of ethnomusicology have also greatly con-

tributed to this research. It would have not been possible to obtain a suf-

ficient understanding of the Nahḍa music tradition without the contribu-

tion of the Frederic Lagrange’s study, Musicians and poets in Egypt at the 

time of the Nahḍa  (1994) in the area of Arab and Semitic studies. La15 -

grange’s work has provided one the first distinctive and detailed histori-

cal insights into the musical life of Cairo at the end of the nineteenth 

century and early twentieth century. The musicians, the system of pa-

tronage and professional regulation, the musical forms, the maqām and 

the rhythms used were thoroughly analysed through the lens of the poet-

ical and literary language of the Nahḍa. 

In addition to the historical and literary insights into the Nahḍa music 

tradition provided by Frederic Lagrange (1994), Arab musicology has also 

proved essential in establishing a point of comparison between Nahḍa 

and its contemporary Lebanese revival by the Tajdīd group. D’Erlanger’s 

(1930—1959) compilation of some of the most fundamental Arab music 

treatises, such as the ones by al-Farabi (872-950), Avicenna (980-1037) or 

Safi al-Din al-Urmawwi (1216-1294) proved fundamental to being able to 

 Translated from the original French, “Musiciens et poètes en Egypt au temps de la 15

Nahḍa”
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differentiate between the elements of revival and innovation as they are 

incorporated into new compositions performed by the Tajdīd group. In 

particular, D’Erlanger was a crucial source for the analysis on rhythmic 

cycles (Iq’a) in the piece analysed in Chapter 5, The Burda.  16

3. Research questions

This led me to question what impact, if any, the development of the big-

gest archive on Arabic music tradition had upon contemporary perfor-

mance practice of traditional musics in Lebanon? I wanted to know in 

further detail what characterised the Nahḍa era and its music traditions. 

Most of the literature on Middle Eastern Arabic music traditions I had 

dealt with so far made no reference to this period. So, I was determined 

to explore it further. 

However, I was not interested in pursuing a purely historical research but 

rather on focusing on contemporary music practices of this music. I hy-

pothesised that this archive would have generated an interest amongst 

musicians and/or ensembles who would perhaps perform this music. If 

such groups existed, what distinguished their music practice from other 

groups who play the Arab Egyptian and Levantine music traditional music 

(turāth)?  

I wondered whether this music was being performed currently, and if so, 

did this constitute a music revival? If so, how was it being done? Was it 

by trying to recreate the performance techniques of the Nahḍa era and 

by reconstructing the performance practice of a given musical text ac-

cording to the late nineteenth century/early twentieth century Arab 

Egyptian and Levantine music practices or were innovative elements be-

ing added? If so, what were they? Was there a distinctive Lebanese 

Nahḍa music tradition? 
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I also wondered, if my research hypothesis was confirmed, why would 

these musicians be interested in performing this tradition? Were they 

performing it solely because of its aesthetic qualities or were there 

shared ideals in common between the Nahḍa and the current socio-polit-

ical and cultural makings of Lebanon? If so, what were they?  

Finally, I pondered on the impact a possible Nahḍa music revival would 

have on cultural and educational policies regarding music. Would the 

Nahḍa music tradition be regulated by Lebanese State run institutions? 

Would the Ministry of Culture sponsor any musical activities regarding 

this music tradition? Would the Ministry of Education develop any policies 

regarding the teaching of Nahḍa music traditions in music schools or con-

servatoires? 

4. Methodology 

After gaining approval for this research project, I started making con-

tacts in Lebanon in order to plan my fieldwork research. Deciding on a 

fieldwork-based research seemed the best option to research contempo-

rary music performance practices of Nahḍa music in Lebanon. Although 

part of my study has a historical component, which required the under-

standing of the Nahḍa period, the study focuses on contemporary prac-

tices of its musical repertoire. Moreover, it focuses on the innovative as-

pects that emerged from the revival of Nahḍa music repertoire and prac-

tices which could have not been studied without a direct involvement 

with the musicians, music amateurs, musicologists and audiences in 

Beirut. 

Although I had not been granted an award that helped me fund this Ph.D. 

research went on with considerable constraints. Fortunately, I could rely 

upon a small sum of family income when I was abroad. After returning 

from fieldwork, I was able to resume my two tutoring jobs, which along 
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with a family stipend, managed to cover my most basic living expenses 

throughout this research. 

I obtained Mustafa Said’s email through a common acquaintance. I wrote 

to him expressing my interest in learning more about Nahḍa music tradi-

tion in greater depth. He indicated his availability to help me in my re-

search and ask me to contact him again once I arrived in Beirut that 

summer. Meanwhile, I had noticed that there was an eminent musicolo-

gist at the Antonine University called Nidaa Abou Mrad whose work could 

inform my research. After consulting with my supervisor Prof. Owen 

Wright, I decided to write Abou Mrad a contact email and he outlined his 

availability to answer some questions during my stay in Lebanon. 

Due to an unrelated illness I could not leave the UK for periods exceed-

ing three months which limited the time I could be away on fieldwork. 

Therefore, fieldwork was planned in three different stages. The first trip 

aimed at establishing contacts with key figures in the field, such as Said 

and Abou Mrad, visiting the AMAR Foundation and assessing whether 

Nahḍa music practice was taking place. This first trip allowed me to es-

tablish that my initial hypothesis was confirmed: there was a group of 

musicians that worked on the revival of the Nahḍa. These musicians were 

part of a group which Mustafa Said reported as doing the Tajdīd min al-

dakhil, or internal renovation of Arabic music tradition.  My time during 17

this fieldwork trip was spent primarily with them, as would mostly be 

the case from then onwards. 

These musicians, such as Mustafa Said, Abed Kobeissy, Ghassan Sahhab 

and Bilal Bitar transmitted their understandings of Arab Levantine music 

tradition to me. They took me to all the music rehearsals with which 

they were engaged at the time. They also took me to concerts and took 
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the time to show me details about their instrumental techniques. In the 

times during which we would take rides to and from music rehearsals 

and concerts, we would talk abundantly about music tradition, and fre-

quently, discussions about music ended up as a discussion about politics. 

These proved essential in helping me gain a further understanding of 

Lebanese societal reality. To the group of musicians who had studied 

and/or taught at the Antonine University and who surround Mustafa Said, 

I have come to refer to throughout this thesis as the Tajdīd group. 

The second fieldwork research trip was aimed at reinforcing my connec-

tions with the Tajdīd musicians and learning further details about their 

music practice. During the first trip Mustafa Said had asked me to bring 

my cello with me on this second trip. Although I had initially requested 

him to teach me the 'ūd, I had only three classes with him on this in-

strument after which he invited me to use my own instrument, the cello. 

This led to an invitation to perform with his Aṣīl Ensemble, which then 

became a regular collaboration between 2013 and 2015, continuing after 

fieldwork ended.  

During the second research trip I expanded my research to include musi-

cians outside the Tajdīd group. This allowed me to assess the extent to 

which understandings of music tradition have diverged from but also 

overlap with the Tajdīd group. I interviewed two high profile musicians, 

one whose understanding of Arabic Levantine and Lebanese music in par-

ticular did not relate to the Nahḍa tradition, and another musician who 

although partially familiar with the Nahḍa tradition opted for contempo-

rary approaches to traditional music.  

Both these musicians had a great interest in new music material, either 

composed by them or for them. In both cases they opted to use jazz as a 

way to bridge Arabic music, traditional language and contemporary song. 

Meeting them allowed me to understand the multitude of approaches 

and understandings about Arab Levantine and Lebanese music traditions. 
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It also helped me to understand how these understandings of music tra-

dition were discreetly underpinned by religious, sectarian and social 

strata divisions. However, since my interest focused on the Tajdīd I de-

cided not to include these interviews on this thesis. 

On this second fieldwork research trip, I expanded my research to in-

clude the pedagogical aspects of music teaching. I have attended classes 

led by Mustafa Said and Nidaa About Mrad at the Antonine University. 

This allowed me to not only observe the ways in which the Nahḍa music 

tradition is taught, but also to meet the pedagogues who are at the cen-

tre of establishing a reform in the national curricula for music in all 

schools in Lebanon. These pedagogues are Bouchra Bechealany and 

Hayyaf Yassin.  

I also contacted the Conservatoire National de Musique in Lebanon. Al-

though I was unable to interview the head of the Conservatoire in this 

trip, I did interview a member of staff responsible for the Conservatoire 

“oriental music” curricula. Furthermore, I had the opportunity to attend 

the Lebanese Arab-oriental orchestra rehearsals as well as to interview 

its appointed conductor which enabled me to better understand the role 

of the Tajdīd as innovators in contemporary Arabic tradition. 

The third fieldwork trip consolidated my relationship with Mustafa Said 

and his Aṣīl Ensemble. Now that I had a solid relationship with the group 

and they had expressed to me their opinions time and time again, it 

seemed a good occasion to interview the musicians in a more formal 

way, aided by a portable recorder. I interviewed almost all of Aṣīl’s mu-

sicians with some exceptions due to less easy access to communication. 

These interviews repeat, although in a much more abbreviated way, the 

many ideas and debates I had had with these musicians between 2012 

and 2013. However, I have not recorded the interviews with Mustafa 

Said, preferring instead to invest my full attention into listening to him, 
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taking hand-written notes onto a notepad and returning to topics in a 

subsequent meeting.  

Mustafa had been my first contact in Beirut and would remain my main 

contact until after the end of my fieldwork trips in 2013. Initially, when 

we first met in the summer of 2012, Mustafa would make many remarks 

about my host country, the UK, and Europe and the western world, all 

too aware of the former colonial relationship that bonded Europe, Egypt 

and the Arab Levantine region. However, as my relationship with other 

musicians developed, I realised that this was a common feature of the 

conversations of all members of the group since the effects of such a 

past were still deeply felt in their everyday life. I preferred then to lis-

ten attentively to all of the musicians, but in particular to Mustafa, in 

order to understand in further detail what seemed to be a close relation-

ship between their world and local political views, and the music they 

chose to perform, as well as the way in which they performed it.  

The many hours spent with Mustafa Said over the course of a year of 

fieldwork and a preceding year of working with the Aṣīl has allowed me 

to have a privileged insight into Mustafa’s musical thinking, his tech-

niques and aesthetics which are reflected in this thesis with his consent. 

From our conversations there are many hand-written notes, recordings of 

a couple of ‘ūd classes I took of, and subsequently of many rehearsals of 

the Aṣīl Ensemble that I first attended as listener (researcher) and later 

as a musician. 

The last trip also allowed me to interview official representatives from 

the music conservatoire in Beirut as well as representatives from the 

Ministries of Culture and Education. These interviews helped me to situ-

ate the Tajdīd in relation to the wider Lebanese cultural and educational 

policies regarding music in Lebanon.   18

 §618
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5. Structure of the thesis 

This thesis is divided in six chapters dealing with different aspects of re-

vival and innovation within the context of the contemporary Tajdīd group 

in Lebanon. 

The first chapter provides a historical backdrop of the Nahḍa era. It de-

scribes the main philosophical concerns that characterised this period in 

an attempt to provide a better understanding of the current revival of 

the Nahḍa period. It seeks to establish a parallel between social anxi-

eties which were addressed during the Nahḍa period — by thinkers such 

as Rifai’ al-Tahtawi (1801—1873), Jamāl al-Din al-Afghani (1838—1897) 

and Muhammad Abduh (1849—1905) — regarding social justice, the rule 

of law, the interplay between the religious and the secular in Arab soci-

eties, and to assert that these concerns are still present in contemporary 

Lebanese society, despite the time that has elapsed since the Nahḍa era. 

Further, the chapter discusses the musicians and musical practices that 

characterised the Nahḍa era in order to help us understand the extent to 

which the Tajdīd is reviving its practices. This chapter finishes with the 

notion of a second Nahḍa which was brought about by Moroccan historian 

‘Adballah Larraoui (Kassab 2009: 82) to discuss an intellectual movement 

that emerged after the Arab defeat in 1967 and the Camp David Agree-

ment in 1978. Finally, I discuss the emergence of the second Nahḍa and 

the emergence of the movement of a revival of the Nahḍa music tradi-

tion within the context of the group surrounding Mustafa Said and the 

AMAR Foundation, designated here as the Tajdīd min al-Dhakhil. 

Chapter 2 discusses the emergence the national music traditions created 

in the first half of the twentieth century (turāth) and the reforms on no-

tions of traditional music that are being proposed by contemporary 
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movement of revival of Nahḍa music (Tajdīd). This discussion is concep-

tually framed with the notion of “restorative nostalgia” (Boym 2001:41) 

suggesting that the revival movement of Nahḍa music manifests a wider 

disenchantment with the socio-political status quo that has been forming 

since the Arab Defeat of 1967 and the Camp David Agreement of 1978. 

This disenchantment has led to a renewed quest for individual, social 

and national identity amongst performers of Arab traditional music, as 

well as amongst the wider society. To illustrate the desire for a renewed 

identity, I have honed in on interviews with the singer Ghada Shbeir and 

interviews with violinist and Arab musicologist Nidaa Abou Mrad. I have 

described and analysed how these two musicians situate themselves re-

garding the established notions of Arab music traditions whilst also not-

ing the nostalgic underpinnings that shape their very different careers as 

traditional music performers.  

Chapter 3 focuses on the AMAR Foundation’s crucial role not only in the 

revival of Nahḍa music but also as an agent for innovation in the Arab 

traditional music, performance praxis and aesthetics. This chapter dis-

cusses the collection gathered at the AMAR Foundation, drawing upon an 

interview with the Foundation’s founder Kamal Kassar. The chapter looks 

at the actions for preservation and dissemination of the Nahḍa music 

repertoire as viewed by Kassar by focusing on the work done at the 

foundation by its artistic director and musician, Mustafa Said.  

This chapter also discusses Kamal Kassar’s sponsorship of performance 

initiatives with the intention of expanding the revival of the Nahḍa music 

onto these performances. I have assessed the first music performance 

initiative internationally sponsored, by a collaboration between the 

AMAR Foundation and the Sharjah Arts Foundation (SAF) based in the 

United Arab Emirates. I then contrast this initiative with local unspon-

sored initiatives in Beirut and finish with an analysis of the degrees of 
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success of both initiatives in revisiting notions of music tradition of the 

Arab world amongst musicians and audiences alike. 

Chapter 4 maintains the focus on music performance initiatives by look-

ing closely at the revival of Nahḍa music performance in Mustafa Said’s 

Aṣīl Ensemble. It analyses the rehearsal processes in preparation for two 

concerts: the first one held in Beirut at the Horsh Beirut park during the 

summer of 2012, and the second one in the emirate of Abou Dhabi in 

March 2014. The chapter establishes the main characteristics of these 

rehearsal processes, the hierarchical roles and dynamics between musi-

cians that are maintained despite the inclusion of new musicians in the 

ensemble, which would include me on the cello. This has naturally 

changed my position as a researcher and has allowed me to describe the 

rehearsal processes in more detail.  

In this chapter I have chosen to focus on the ways in which the practice 

of improvisation is used as a tool to engage the attention of the musi-

cians and to trigger emotional responses — in other studies described as 

ṭarab (Racy 2003, Shannon 2003), but in this thesis described as emo-

tionality — among musicians. The heightened emotionality that charac-

terises the Aṣīl Ensemble performance practice is also discussed in rela-

tion to the use of new technologies by the musicians of the ensemble 

such as mobile recording or rehearsing via the international online call 

system Skype for the Abou Dhabi concert. I have assessed the ways in 

which new technologies facilitate the revival of the Nahḍa music through 

spreading the repertoire, as well as the emotional attachments that mu-

sicians and other members of the Tajdīd, maintain with this repertoire. 

Finally, I establish a comparison between the Egyptian and Levantine 

Nahḍa repertoire through the analysis of its rehearsal and performance. 

Chapter 5 focuses on innovation within contemporary traditional Arab 

music practices by analysing Mustafa Said’s composition The Burda which 
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was presented publicly in concert by the Aṣīl Ensemble in May 2014 in 

Beirut. This chapter starts by tracing the poetical legacy of the poem 

The Burda to the seventh century (C.E.) pre-Islamic poet Ka’ab Ibn 

Zuheir, then to the Moroccan Sufi Imam al-Busairi (1212—1295) who pop-

ularised The Burda within the context of Islamic personal and communal 

worship of the Prophet Mohammad, and finally to Nahḍa poet Ahmad 

Shawqi (1868—1932). Mustafa Said’s musical form draws upon a selection 

of verses from the eponymous poem by Palestinian poet Tamim al-Bargh-

outi. The legacy of the poetic form is crucial to this chapter’s discussion 

on music innovation insofar that two of the most fundamental aspects of 

this poetic form have been integrated by Mustafa Said and transposed 

into musical elements in his piece.  

The first element consists of the practice of mu'arāḍa (contrafaction) 

which can be broadly described as the re-writing of a poem by selective-

ly employing common features of theme, rhyme and metre whilst adding 

innovative elements. The second element is political, social and religious 

commentary which historically underpins the more open meanings of this 

poetical form, and this is reinforced through the authority conferred by a 

historically charged poetic form. These two elements are brought in to 

the analysis of the Mustafa Said’s piece.  In addition, this chapter analy-

ses three different stages in the process composing The Burda, by seek-

ing elements of continuity and innovation between the poem and the 

musical composition in the three different recordings. The analysis of 

the piece has also served to identify that the elements in Mustafa’s Bur-

da that depart from Nahḍa practice are timbral, rhythmic and formal.  

Chapter 6 explores the types of actions for the preservation, promotion 

and dissemination of music tradition that are fostered by public institu-

tions in Lebanon. This assessment draws upon three interviews which 

shed light onto the interplay between public and privately sponsored ini-

tiatives regarding Arab traditional music. The first interview is with the 

incumbent Minister of Culture, Mr. Hanna al-Amin. Mr. al-Amin’s inter-
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view illustrates how the Lebanese government continues to promote the 

notion of a music tradition which was established during the 1940s with 

the emergence of the nation–states in Egypt and the Arab Levantine re-

gion (turāth). 

The interview with the Minister of Culture, Hanna al-Amin, has highlight-

ed how the modernising agenda of 1940s remains present in the current 

policies established by the Ministry of Culture. For example, these poli-

cies currently involve a collaboration between the Conservatoire Nation-

al de Musique du Liban in Beirut to collaborate with its counterpart in 

Lyon, France, in order to “modernise the teaching curricula of the 

Lebanese conservatoire” (Beirut, 31 August 2013).  Although the Minis19 -

ter pointed out to the problems inherent to establishing efficient policies 

towards the preservation and promotion of Arab music traditions under a 

restricted budget I have interpreted these policies in the light of main-

taining the socio-political status quo which has been particularly delicate 

since the end of the Lebanese civil war in 1990.  

In this chapter I argue that the creation of the Lebanese turāth in the 

1940s relates to the Christian Maronite community’s affirmation of socio-

political dominance in Lebanon. Therefore challenging the Lebanese 

turāth could imply a challenge to the established socio-political order 

which is unwelcome. Another perspective brought into this analysis has 

been that of pedagogue Bouchra Bechealany who has proposed a reform 

in the teaching methods for music used in schools. Bechealany has ar-

gued that the teaching methods used do not teach Arab music traditions 

to children but rather “European music with Arab text” since, she ar-

gues, they are an adaptation of French music teaching manuals (Beirut, 

11 September 2013).  The obstacles faced by Bechealany and her group 20

are representative of the wider lack of institutional support offered to 

 Personal interview with the Lebanese Minister of Culture, Hanna al-Amin, Beirut, 31 19

August 2013.

 Interview with Bouchra Bechealany, Beirut, 13 of August 2013.20
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the Tajdīd group. Finally, I sum up my findings in the conclusion and con-

sider the success and limitations of my research. 

In this introductory chapter I have outlined the main questions that have 

guided this research project by which I will introduce the Nahḍa musical 

world and its contemporary revisitation. I have also explained the mo-

tives that lead me to such questions and the methodology necessary to 

understand this study. I have pointed out the limitations faced in plan-

ning and undertaking fieldwork which lead to dividing fieldwork onto 

three trips of three months each over the period of one year. I have also 

explained how my involvement with the Aṣīl Ensemble  as a cello player 

has provided a unique insight into the group that is at the centre of the 

revival of the Nahḍa music tradition and at the core of innovation in Ara-

bic contemporary traditional music. Having outlined the structure of the 

thesis which delineates a journey from the late nineteenth century 

Nahḍa to its contemporary revival practice in Beirut, I now invite the 

reader to enter this journey into the new contemporary perspectives on 

historical traditions of Arab Levantine music.  
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Chapter 1  

The Nahḍa, the Second Nahḍa and the  

Tajdīd min al-Dakhil: tracing history  

“But it has been remarked several times that this passionate search for a 

national culture which existed before the national era finds its legiti-

mate reason in the anxiety shared by native intellectuals to shrink away 

from the Western culture in which they all risk being swamped. Because 

they realise they are in danger of losing their lives and thus becoming 

lost to their people, these men, hot-headed and with anger in their 

hearts, relentlessly determine to renew contact once more with the old-

est and most pre-colonial springs of life of their people.” 

Franz Fanon (1968: 209-210) 

“The best way to colonise consciousness is to suppress it.” 

Eduardo Galeano (1983: 173) 

“Have we no living tradition of music, that we must be seeking to revive 

a dead one?” 

Richard Taruskin (1995: 94) 

It was in August 2012, on a mild summer’s day, that I got into a taxi to 

catch my flight from London to Beirut. On my way I received a message 

from a Turkish friend who was supposed to meet me in Beirut saying, 

“the road to the Beirut airport is blocked and Turkish citizens are advised 

not to travel to Lebanon, is it safe for you?”  The day before the news 

bulletins had reported the kidnapping of a Turkish businessman by a 

Lebanese clan which intended to hold him hostage until eleven family 
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members of this clan, who had been captured by the Free Syrian Army in 

Syria were released. 

On my way to the airport I contacted the Portuguese Embassy, the 

Lebanese Embassy in London, the British Embassy in Beirut, checked the 

websites of the French and Swiss Embassies (known for their quick and 

reliable online information), called a friend to help me with further on-

line research on the security situation and finally, the Portuguese Con-

sulate in Beirut. The Consul, who was Lebanese, told me in a reproachful 

tone, “Don’t come! What are you going to do here? Can’t you do it an-

other time? Get your bags, go home, and don’t come to Beirut. Next 

time ask me in advance”. It was too late. While making these security 

phone calls I had arrived at the airport and checked in my bags. I was 

ready to go. I had been in Beirut during the summer of 2007 right after 

what was deemed to be the most violent internal conflict since the civil 

war. I knew that there would always be instability, so waiting for a better 

time would be futile. This was Lebanon; unrest is part and parcel of 

Lebanese daily life and from then onwards it would be part of mine too. 

On my first day in Beirut, I attended my first “Oriental Music ḥafla” (ori-

ental music party) in Lebanon. The day was calm around Ḥamra, mostly 

because these were the very last days of Ramadan, and amongst the 

several organisational tasks I had set myself that day was registering for 

colloquial Arabic classes. The Saifi Urban Gardens Institute had been 

recommended by an aid-worker friend as the best place in Beirut to de-

velop spoken Arabic skills, or as they called it in the Institute “Urban 

Arabic”. The old four–story Ottoman–style building with signs of on-going 

reconstruction was in Ashrafiyyeh, a predominantly Christian neighbour-

hood, hidden from the main Pasteur Street behind the Coral petrol sta-

tion.  

With the help of a taxi driver who was somewhat taken aback at leaving 

me in a petrol station with no apparent place of interest in sight, and 

directions from the website of the Saifi Urban Gardens institute, I even-
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tually found the place. The entrance was down some stairs that led into 

a leafy courtyard. From there I could see the reception desk. There I was 

told to head to the building across the courtyard to do the entrance level 

test with the director before she left. The institute seemed a conglom-

eration of stairs and courtyards; I went down a set of stairs and up an-

other, only to find myself in an empty hall. I called to see if anyone was 

around, and someone responded from behind a computer on a desk in a 

room with a semi-closed door, “Aḥlan wa Saḥlan!” A young woman smiled 

at me and started chatting in Arabic switching on to English, and like 

that back and forth as it would be many times to come during my three 

fieldwork trips in Lebanon. After a few curious questions – where my re-

ligious choices and civil status were amongst primary interests – Nada 

Dirani realises that I am Beirut for research on what I had decided to 

vaguely explain as traditional Arabic music. “Oh great! Stay with me for 

the party (hafla) tonight! We have live musicians coming tonight!”  She 

says. And so I do. 

As the dining tables set in the leafy courtyard fill with young people en-

joying the food, the musicians arrive. The instrumentalists, three well-

groomed young men, start discretely setting up in the far right-hand cor-

ner of the courtyard. A young woman cheerfully greets a group at a table 

near the musicians, then joins the rest of the musicians and takes a mi-

crophone with which she will add her vocals to the violin, ‘ūd and table 

trio. The set begins, although the dining audience barely seem to notice. 

They are mostly young Lebanese who, like the musicians, are well–pol-

ished, which suggests they are part of the Christian middle class that 

frequents eastern Beirut. Despite the institute providing Lebanese con-

versation classes during the day to Western students, there are only two 

small groups of Europeans attending the evening festivities. At my table 

Nazih, who is Nada’s younger brother and manager of the hostel part of 

the institute, asks about my arrival in Beirut during the roadblock day. 

The slight smirk in his face suggested that he was wondering how a for-
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eign woman would cope with the common instabilities of daily life in 

Lebanon. 

At the table in front of us, all the diners begin to sway in their seats as 

they recognise the dabke  that the musicians have started playing. 21

‘araq  flows, fuelling those diners who now stand dancing, frantically 22

stomping their feet on the ground. Others join in, including Naziḥ and 

Nada’s older sister Nivine, a cheery muḥajaba  who dances and sings 23

with the rest of the young people, entranced by the dābke that now 

takes over the whole courtyard. Nazih tells me that there are fewer stu-

dents this year trying to use that as a justification for there being fewer 

people interested in listening to oriental music. Despite this, the riveting 

dance in front of us suggests the opposite; the dancers are all young 

Lebanese. He continues as if compelled, “It’s because of Syria”. Then, as 

the Fairῡz song plays along the dābke starts toning down, although only 

slightly, the atmosphere where the now exhausted dancers sing and drink 

at their dining tables. 

We continue our conversation and move from music to religion and poli-

tics. Which would be the case many times from then onwards; it was as 

if these amassed topics comprise a single life experience in Beirut. 

Meanwhile, as Fairuz plays on, I look inside the restaurant at the TV 

screen to see Hassan Nazrallah, leader of Hezbollah, delivering a live 

speech, something that only happens when the country’s situation is par-

ticularly tense. 

As the party dissolves into the night, the musicians leave and I take Naz-

ih’s lift back home, where he suggests taking me to al-Manar TV station 

 A Levantine Arab folk circle dance.21

  A Levantine type of drink that contains about 40 to 63% of alcohol with an unsweet22 -

ened aniseed favour.

 A term used to refer to muslim women who wear a scarf covering their hair and neck.23
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for a programme on western converts to Islam and I realise that what lies 

ahead will be an intense experience.  In Lebanon life is experienced at a 

particularly heightened intensity: dance, music, religion and politics. All 

these topics seem to touch one another without losing their dynamism in 

this passionate kaleidoscopic society. 

The first twenty-four hours in Beirut, introduced me to “ The House of 

Many Mansions” (Salibi 1988) that is Lebanon: a country with mul-

tifaceted and conjoined identities and traditions. That night, as I gath-

ered my impressions from the ḥafla, LBC’s (Lebanese Broadcasting Cor-

poration) reports of violence and conflict continued, whilst other local 

channels showed glossy singing contests and soap operas. I wondered 

where my research would lead me; was there, as I expected, a group of 

musicians dedicated to working on the revival of the music of the 

Nahḍa  period?  If this movement did exist, how did it relate to the no24 -

tions of tradition represented by the ḥafla that I had just witnessed?  

How did Lebanese people, like the Diranis for example, situate them-

selves regarding the notion of a Arab Levantine Nahḍa music tradition I 

had come to research? What would most Lebanese associate with music 

tradition: Dābke and Fairῡz alone? If not, what music traditions would 

accurately identify Lebanese people? And mostly, how alive were music 

traditions in Lebanon? 

1. The evolution of the Nahḍa tradition: a historical perspective.

On recalling the many walks to and from rehearsals, and concerts with 

members of the Aṣīl Ensemble  in which we would talk about music and 25

 The Nahḍa, or in its Arabic meaning Awakening, refers to a period starting  in the 24

early nineteenth century and ending on early twentieth century. This period was char-

acterised by intellectual debate,  socio-economic reforms and modernisation. See this 

Chapter 1.1.

Aṣīl Ensemble for Contemporary Arabic Music created by Mustafa Said in 2003 which I 25

will discuss and analyse in detail throughout this thesis.
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the way they understood music heritage and their own practice to be 

rooted in the Nahḍa, I could understand how it gave them a sense of be-

longing to Lebanon and a region that shares a common identity. They 

seem to have two understandings: the first Egyptian Nahḍa was always 

by them, as also being Lebanese because the Nahḍa was a phenomenon 

that affected the entire region before the creation of artificial borders 

and nations. The second Nahḍa, in which they are actively engaged to-

day, claims not only a temporal continuity with the previous one but a 

regional continuity. The following section will provide a thorough over-

view into the Egyptian Nahḍa  its socio-political and religious thinking 

and music as well most prominent figures. This will allows us to better 

understand the  contemporary revival movement (or, Tajdīd), or the Sec-

ond Nahḍa which concerns this thesis. 

1. 1 What is the Nahḍa? 

The Nahḍa (or “rise” in Arabic), also known as the Arab Renaissance, 

refers to the period following the Napoleonic Invasions of Egypt in 1798. 

This period saw the emergence of an Arab identity in face of the Ot-

toman Empire (1301–1922) which conquered Egypt in 1517 and retained 

titular control until the Napoleonic invasion (1798–1801). After this, it 

established itself as a Khedivate retaining relative political autonomy but 

paying tribute to the Ottoman Empire. During the period of Khedive, Eu-

ropean colonial powers such as the British (1882) gained influence due 

through their help in building the Suez Canal. Egypt became a British 

protectorate after the demise of the Ottoman Empire in 1914 . The 

Nahḍa period is considered to have come to an end with the fall of the 

Ottoman Empire after the First World War. Cairo had a central role in the 

modernisation of Egypt due to the processes of modernisation and re-

form led by Muḥammād Ali Pasha (1769-1849),who formed his govern-

ment in Cairo ruling Egypt from 1805–1849. There he initiated many of 

his policies in the city who sought military, financial and increased ad-

ministrative autonomy with regard to Ottoman rule. As a result, Cairo 
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became the locus for modernising/reformist activities, ranging from ed-

ucational and social societies to musical experimentation. Lebanon was 

one of the Arab territories under the Ottoman ruling being therefore also 

a part all these modernising and reforming activities (Kassir 

2003:179-184).  

It was, however, under his successor, Khedive Mustafa Ismail (1863 - 

1879) in the 1860s that ideas of reform took full shape and expression. 

The first ideas of cultural reform were questions of political theory most-

ly concerning Islam and increasing Western influence (Kassab 2009:19). 

Thinkers probed the compatibility of principles of Islamic Law with inde-

pendent rules of governance such as the ones in European models. Simi-

larly, they questioned European teachings and practices of social, educa-

tional and cultural norms and their compatibility with Muslim majority 

societies. Finally, it was questioned whether modernity and Islamic soci-

eties were at all compatible (Hourani 1983:67). These inquiries marked 

the first part of the Nahḍa period and was followed by the assertion of a 

modernised self-identity. 

Fig. 1: Khedive Mustafa Ismail (1863–1879) 
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The confrontation with European colonial powers – the Napoleonic Inva-

sions of Egypt (1798–1801), the French occupation of Algeria (1830–1962), 

the French Protectorates in Tunisia (1881–1996), Morocco (1912-1801) 

and Lebanon (1918 - 1943) and the British Protectorate of Egypt (1882–

1953) – led to processes of change in Arab societies (Kassab 2009:18; Kas-

sir 2003:332). Literature on the Arab Renaissance highlights two themes 

which emerged from the socio-economic revival brought about by the 

direct contact with Europe (Kassab 2009:19), Hourani 1991:231 and 

Hourani 1991: 249-246). In one hand, this contact led to a self-assess-

ment and reform, and on the other to an affirmation of Arab identity vis-

a-vis both Ottoman and European Empires.   These elements — self-as26 -

sessment, revival and assertion of identity — are at the core of Nahḍa 

ideals. However, scholars vary in their interpretation of prevalent 

themes (ibid). For example, historians and philosophers such as Hourani 

(1983), Kassab (2009) and Tarabulsi (2007) focus on the direct contact 

and confrontations with the colonial West as the main trigger for the 

Arab Renaissance, while music scholars such as Nidaa Abou Mrad high-

light internal processes of renewal “the Arab Renaissance was simultane-

ously endogenous and syncretic” ( Abou Mrad 2002: 4). Abou Mrad places 

the emphasis on the internal processes of change that were already un-

derway within the Arab-Ottoman dynamic, choosing to relegate to a sec-

ond plan the european influence (Abou Mrad 2002: 46).

Wider scholarly literature argues that the Nahḍa period emerged as a re-

sult of the contact and confrontation with the West (Kassab 2009:21; 

Hourani 1983:304-310). Hourani clearly identifies the emergence of re-

forms and renovations of the Nahḍa at the time when Egypt confronted 

Europe in the late nineteenth century. However, the Beirut musicians re-

 Albert Hourani (1983), in the preface of his book Arab Thought in the Liberal Age, 26

deals with the reactions to that process of change “that saw the growth of European 
powers and the spread of new ideas as a challenge to which they had to respond by 
changing their own societies, and systems of beliefs and values which gave them legit-
imacy, in a certain direction through the acceptance of some ideas of modern Europe. 
This off course raised problems of different kinds. What should they accept? If they ac-
cepted it, could they also remain true to their inherited beliefs and values? In what 
sense if any, would they still remain Muslims and Arabs?”
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visiting the cultural heritage of Nahḍa music widely insisted upon the 

centrality of endogenous processes already operating within Arab Egypt-

ian and Levantine societies , in what resembles an echo of Abou Mrad 27

(2002) and Lagrange (1994). This assertion commonly aired by the musi-

cians, despite absence of evidence for the existence of any internal pro-

cesses that may have arisen independently of western contact, raises 

questions regarding the underlying motivations. What these processes 

seem to suggest is that just as during the Nahḍa period, today’s 

Lebanese artists, thinkers, musicians and musicologists seek a renewed 

sense of identity.

Arab Renaissance ideals raised crucial questions regarding identity, mod-

ernisation and its interplay with religious views within contemporary so-

ciety. This questioning and the lively intellectual life that dominated 

Egypt during the nineteenth century was made possible through a series 

of measures take by the rulers throughout that period. Ali Pasha, Khe-

dive  of Egypt from 1805 to 1849, was responsible for transforming Cairo 28

into a modernised centre for Arab thought, and subsequently, the locus 

of the Arab renaissance or Nahḍa. His modernising policies were intend-

ed firstly to strengthen Egypt military capabilities with regard to the Ot-

tomans acquiring therefore further negotiating power regarding possible 

incursions by the Ottomans. Secondly, his policies were part of a larger 

economical project in which the Khedive sponsored students to study 

abroad, mainly in Paris, to encourage the circulation of social-political, 

economic and philosophical ideas; this approach gave rise to unprece-

dented intellectual debates and cultural activities (Kassab 2009:19; 

Hourani 1983:43). 

 This refers to many conversations held with musicians in Beirut between 2012-2013.27

 Translates from Ottoman Turkish into English as the title given to the viceroy of Egypt 28

under Turkish rule 1867–1914.
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If Ali Pasha’s reforms allowed for a unique intellectual climate, Khedive 

Mustafa Ismail’s (1863–1879) system of patronage enabled it to continue. 

It was this patronage system that allowed for the rise of translation 

movements, the creation of intellectual salons, secret political societies, 

and proto-nationalist movements as well as proto-feminist movements 

(Kassab 2009; Hourani 1983; Tạrābulsi 2007; Lagrange 1994). Rifa’a Rifai’ 

al-Tahtawi (1801–1873), Jamal al-Din al-Afghani (1838–1897) and 

Muhammad Abduh (1849–1905) are some of the thinkers who, despite dif-

fering on politico-religious inclinations, were concerned with the funda-

mental cultural, political and religious issues of their time. 

The core preoccupations of Arab Renaissance thought are vital to any 

understanding of its contemporary relevance. As laid out by Hourani 

(1983) (in Kassab 2009:20-21), the five main concerns of the Nahḍa are:  

1) Rise and Fall of Civilisations – a focus on the comparative awareness 

of European socio-political and economical realities, as well as local 

Egyptian-Arab-Muslim realities, and the hope of adapting Europe’s 

technological progress in order to prevent colonial expansion. 

2) Political Justice – in which the rule of law and political accountability 

was perceived as a cornerstone of European advancement. 

3) Science – a call for education outside the religious world, with an 

emphasis on modern and scientific knowledge.  

4) Religion – addressing questions surrounding the link between religion 

and progress.  

5) Gender – a comparative cultural evaluation of gendered behaviour.  

However, the demise of the Ottoman Empire by the end of WWI, the 

Sykes-Picot declaration (1916), the Balfour Declaration (1917), the sub-

sequent establishment of British and French mandates in the region, and 

the emergence of the first nation–states (Palestine in 1917, Greater Syria 

in 1920, which included both current territories of Syria and Lebanon and 

only gained Independence as a nation-state in 1946) are just some of the 
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events that triggered an array of socio-political instabilities that have 

dominated the region. It is these instabilities that turn the concerns of 

the Nahḍa into contemporary problems. Today, there is still a questioning 

in Lebanese society about questions related to socio-political justice and 

the rule of law, to the interplay between religion and socio-political 

progress as well as will to assert its identity regarding both Europe and 

its regional Arab neighbours. 

 The intellectual concerns of the Nahḍa have been present throughout 

the twentieth century and remain extant despite having been driven out 

of the sphere of public debate at times. These concerns manifest them-

selves in Lebanese society through a search for a sense of self despite 

national, regional and international conflicts, autocratic politics, eco-

nomic underdevelopment and intellectual confusion. Musicians I have 

worked closely with in Beirut, while researching the re-visitation of the 

music of the Nahḍa period, share the same concerns as those highlighted 

by Kassab (Kassab 2009:7). These concerns are considered to be part of a 

postcolonial effort towards the “quest for an affirmative sense of self” 

identifying it as a “sustained effort at intellectual and cultural decoloni-

sation” (ibid). Kassab asks further: 

What are the pitfalls and temptations of cultural authenticity and 
cultural essentialism? How does one re-appropriate one’s own his-
tory after it has been told and made by others? How does one re-
cuperate one’s own legacy after it has been denigrated and 
abused by others? How can one re-create a living relationship with 
one’s own history and heritage after one has been estranged from 
them by colonial alienation? Which history? Which heritage? 
(Kassab 2009:7). 

It is in order to pursue this quest that a small but significant number of 

musicians, musicologist, pedagogues and audiences in contemporary 

Lebanon are turning to the Nahḍa. 
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1.2 The Music of the Nahḍa 

The music of the Nahḍa period resonates with the socio-political move-

ment which aimed at reassessing and asserting Arab identity in relation 

to the Ottoman Empire and European colonial forces. Cairo, as we men-

tioned previously, was at the centre of intense artistic and musical activ-

ity. The influence of this activity spread to Beirut, Aleppo, and to Istan-

bul, the capital of the Ottoman Empire. In turn, these cities contributed 

to the enrichment of Cairo’s cultural life. The favourable socio-political 

climate, relative regional autonomy, and a patronage system offered by 

an enlightened ruling elite promoted and protected the arts and allowed 

for the emergence of a hybrid musical language.  

Consequently, the music of this age reflected a period marked by devel-

opment and change:  a complex hybridised language drawing upon 29

Egyptian urban secular songs, religious cantillation and paraliturgical 

hymnody (Muslim and Christian), Aleppan art music and the Ottoman art 

music tradition. Such music was made possible by the “development of a 

public audience, the transformation of Cairo into a capital and the 

emergence of an ambitious court” (Lagrange 1994:30) and was used to 

affirm — if not the superiority of its court — its perceived equality and 

power in relation to the court in Istanbul.  

However, Lagrange (1994) maintains that Nahḍa musicians were not con-

sciously committed to a project of renaissance, except the prominent 

musician Abdu al-Ḥamuli (circa 1841-1901). Lagrange adds, that despite 

contemporary writers and intellectuals providing such depictions of 

them, which correspond to a hagiographic musician rather than the real 

musician (Lagrange 1994:66-69). The music renaissance of the late nine-

teenth century consisted in the further development of pre-existing mu-

  The Nahḍa school is an Arab attempt to preserve its identity in face of colonial pow29 -

er of the Ottoman Empire, as well as European. It appears during the Tanzimat period 

(1839–1876), a period marked by the implementation of a series of reforms with the 

purpose of reorganising and modernising the Ottoman Empire.
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sical forms, performance practice and hybridisation of musical sources 

that combined would push music into a new creative era. 

‘Abdu al-Hamuli (1843–1901) and Muhammad Uthman (1855–1900) are 

considered the pioneers of the musical Nahḍa under the tutelage of Khe-

dive Mustafa Ismail Pasha. Nevertheless, current research by Mustafa 

Said, director of the Arabic Music Archiving and Research Foundation 

(AMAR), suggests that these music pioneers were expanding upon earlier 

musical practices which he claims, despite the lack of recorded evi-

dence, could considered also as Nahḍa music.  However, AMAR’s list is 30

unclear regarding which Nahḍa legacy it refers to: if it is the musical or 

the intellectual one. If there is evidence for an intellectual legacy that 

goes back to the Napoleonic Invasions (1798-1801) (Hourani 1983:41-43), 

evidence for the prior one can only start with the emergence of the first 

available recordings, which the AMAR website shows starting with Abd al-

Hay Hilmi recordings for Homophone in 1906 .The AMAR foundation 31

website indicates names such as Ahmad Abou-Khalil al-Qabbani (1833–

1903),  Muhammad Abdel Rahim al-Maslub (1820–1928)  or Muhammad 32 33

Sha’aban (1803–1896)  amongst others as earlier indicators for the evo34 -

lution of the Nahḍa music tradition. However, the paucity of music pro-

duction from all the members mentioned in this list seems to suggest 

that it results from a tangle between historical facts, nostalgia and per-

 At the time of writing I have consulted the “Timeline” section of the AMAR founda30 -
tion finding more information on the Naḥḍa school which was could not available at the 
time of fieldwork. Website http://www.amar-foundation.org/thetimeline/ [ accessed 
on the 17.10.2014]

 See AMAR Foundation Website http://www.amar-foundation.org/abd-al-hayy-hilmi/  31

This link provides access to recordings done by Hilmi for Homophone in 1906 [accessed 
on 20/10/16].

 Pioneer of Arabic theatre and composer of the muwaššaḥ “Mā iḥtiyālī” and “Mal al-32

Sham”

 Syrian musician who is said to have “composed adwār following the pre-Nahḍa model 33

[… later] changed is compositions in Uthman and Ḥamuli style”. http://www.amar-
foundation.org/thetimeline/[ accessed on 17.10.2014 ]

 Singer, qanūn and 'ūd player said to have been the teacher of Abdu al-Ḥamuli34
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sonal, as well as group ideology. As I shall demonstrate in Chapter 2, this 

quest for the continuity of musical tradition needs to be seen in the con-

text of a wider nostalgia for origins and identity.  35

Likewise, it is nostalgia for a past of glory and prosperity that leads this 

group of musicians, musicologists and aficionados to looks for evidence 

of a continuous music tradition in early treatises such as Abou al-Faraj 

al-Aṣfahani’s al-Aghani, or Cantemir’s work. It seems that musicologists 

as well as musicians from the Arab world continue to claim historical 

links, not only for purposes of reputation and legitimisation of their own 

authority within the tradition, but also reflecting deeper individual and 

social questioning about cultural colonialism. Therefore, it seems possi-

ble to read such claims of Lebanese musicians and musicologists as a 

quest for belonging to a heritage from which they have been alienated 

by political and historical interest. 

To further understand the Nahḍa music tradition, as well as its contem-

porary pertinence, it is also necessary to understand the locales of music 

performance which led music onto new territories. The Caireene locales 

of Hamuli and Uthman were places of music, art, literature, thought and 

pleasure. The Azbakȋya Gardens was the courtly centre for music activity, 

where musicians shared soirees side by side with poets and literati. Dur-

ing religious celebrations or the day marking the birthday of the Prophet, 

people in the Azbakȋya held ceremonies with dervishes from Sufi orders 

performing the Dhikr, religious songs accompanied by percussion and 

wind instruments as well as poetry readings and intellectual salons. 

(Danielson 1989:53; Lagrange 1994:32). It was the liberal life led in the 

Azbakȋya that allowed for Nahḍa musicians to experiment, and not only 

in music but also alcohol, drugs or a generally more liberal lifestyle. 

Sayyed Safti (1875–1939), Abou el-‘Ala Muhammad (1878–1927), Za-

karayyah Ahmad (1896–1961) all were drunkards, whilst Sayyed Darwish’s 
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(1892–1923) preferred substance was cocaine to which he dedicated a 

song called Kōkaīne . There were exceptions to these social activities; 36

the restraint and sobriety of Sayyed Yusuf al-Manyalawwi (1850–1911) to-

gether with his outstanding music skills earned him high repute and fi-

nancial compensations. However, his example would not change the gen-

erally low reputations of musicians.  

Fig.2: Azbakȋya  Gardens Palace Cairo 1900 

   

Fig. 3: Abdu al-Ḥamuli (1843–1901) and Muhammad Uthman(1855-1900) 

The musical developments of Hamuli and Uthman were focused around 

 Song Kōkaīne by Sayyid Darkish https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Em9QIWvlC_A 36

accessed 20/10/16.
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the hybridisation of traditional urban songs, and folkloric and religious 

genres as well as development of the traditional forms of performance 

practice. A musical soiree would contain two or three waṣlāt . The 37

components of the waṣlāt were established in the following order:  

1) Dulāb —  a short introductory instrumental piece 

2) Sam’aī or a Bašraf —  an instrumental piece composed usually of 

three to four sections and a refrain-type section that is repeated in 

between section. 

3) Taqsīm — an instrumental improvisation or, 

4) Layālī — a solo vocal improvisations without text, or 

5) Mawwal — a vocal improvisation over a small poem  

6) Muwaššaḥ  — a vocal piece performed by the entire ensemble 

7) Taqsīm, and / or Layālī and/or Mawwal 

8) Dawr — a semi-improvised vocal virtuosity piece, or 

9)  Qaṣīda — a vocal piece of less virtousistic and improvisational na-

ture. 

The taḥmila, an instrumental piece that alternates between a theme and 

individual solo improvisations would also be part of the repertoire per-

formed by the traditional ensemble (the takht). The takht ensemble 

maintained its primacy until 1920s although its traditional semi-perma-

nent four–member structure would be expanded at a future date. Lead 

by the ra’is, usually the singer, the takht ensembles competed for higher 

financial rewards as well as for the elevation of their social prestige and 

status (Lagrange 1994:75-76). The most prestigious Nahḍa takht ensem-

ble was that of Sheikh Yusuf al-Manyalawwi (1850–1911), the most highly 

reputed musician and sheikh of the time. 

The music ensemble traditionally used during the Nahḍa period was 

 Waṣla (s) or, waṣlāt (pl.) A multi-sectional form of musical pieces — pre-composed 37

and improvised — related by the use of the same maqām, or maqām family.
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called the takht, named after the short raised platform (or, takht) where 

musicians customarily sat and performed. The takht ensemble included 

the solo singer, ‘ūd (non-fretted short neck Arab lute), qanūn (trape-

zoidal plucked zither), nāy (reed flute) and riqq (small tambourine) 

(Racy 1976:51-52). Racy states that the late nineteenth century takht 

ensemble also included two or three supporting singers called the sannī-

dah (Ibid.). At the turn of the twentieth century the takht included the 

first indicators of westernisation, according to Racy (1976:51-52), which 

was manifest by the inclusion of the kamanche (western violin) that re-

placed the Arabic kamanche (a small spike fiddle) and becoming a per-

manent fixture on the Nahḍa takht of the turn of the twentieth century.  

It was common during the Arab Renaissance period for musicians to be 

considered “min al-mašāyikh”  individuals with the background of edu38 -

cated and religious people” (Danielson 1989:51).The connection between 

Qur’anic recitation and musical ability, despite the several questions it 

raise, was perceived as a continuous link between musical tradition and 

historical heritage, namely with the school of al-Azhār University of 

Cairo. Simultaneously, it provided this music the stamp of historical “au-

thenticity” (or, aṣīl ).  

The mašāyikh, mostly trained at the al-Azhār, brought onto the secular 

stage the vocal quality of a Qur’an reciter, both in the court and in the 

theatre. The nasality (ghunnāh), the paused and clear delivery of the 

text, the profound knowledge of maqām and improvisation – characteris-

 “Musicians who are min al-mašāyikh have been credited with representing authentic 38

Egyptian musical culture and preserving Egyptian musical heritage from extinction 
threatened by extensive and prolonged contact with foreign cultures: Turkish, European 
and American.” (Danielson 1989: 51) 
Also, according to Pierre Cachia “literate authors I have been able to trace are products 
of the traditional Islamic  type of education, like the Azhār Sheikh Mustafa Ibrahim 
‘Ajaja who died ca. 1936 – an extremely prolific writer of mawwāwīl who appears to 
have wielded considerable authority in his day and is still remembered with respect by 
present day singers”(1977:85 in Danielson 1989) 
Still, according to al-Naqqāsh “The mašāyikh had a big role in village life… The voices 
which charmed the people for the saints’ days and other religious holidays were the 
voices of the mašāyikh […] the mašāyikh used to present all kinds of religious songs dur-
ing evenings which were the most beautiful and the sweetest in the Egyptian village 
(1978:31–32 in Danielson 1989).
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tics of Qur’ānic recitation vocal style and aesthetic –  became popular 

outside the realm of religious music, “blurring the lines between secular 

and religious vocal repertoire” (Lagrange 1994: 73).The music of the 

mašāyikh is considered to have influenced the creation of musical the-

atre of Salama Hijazi and Sayyid Darwish (Danielson 1989:55).  The 39

legacy of the mašāyikh is of crucial importance when dealing with con-

temporary perceptions of music authenticity, as will be demonstrated 

further in Chapter 5.  40

The stamp of music authenticity derived from the min al-mašāyikh tradi-

tion gave the music of the Nahḍa an authority. However, this did not 

serve to restrict musical practice to those with Islamic education or mu-

sicians of Muslim background. If it is true that a large majority of musi-

cians who fell under such designation were Muslims and had trained in 

the al-Azhār, it was also true that other highly regarded artists belonging 

to different religious backgrounds who were also amongst the highest 

ranks of performance, stylistic level and status. Figures like Syrian Chris-

tian violinist Sami al-Shawwa (1885-1965), whose instrumental creativity 

would greatly draw upon Egyptian traditional music (Danielson 1989:55), 

illustrate how Jewish and Christian musicians have played a crucial role 

in the development of music traditions in the Muslim majority countries 

of the Middle East. 

Nonetheless, it is necessary to focus on the practical benefits of a reli-

gious education could bring to a practising musician in Cairo, or another 

city of the Arab Levantine region, during the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. Having a religious Islamic education enabled a mu-

 The importance of the link between Islam and music is further discussed in the works 39

of Nidaa Abou Mrad, Frederic Lagrange and Virginia Danielson (Abou Mrad, Tradition 
Musicale Savante et Renaissance de l'Orient Arabe. Esquisse d'une Philologie melodique. 
Thése en vue d'un Doctoract en Musicologie, 2002) (Lagrange1994) (Danielson, Min al-
Mašāyikh: A view of Egyptian Musical Tradition, 1990/1991).

Abou Mrad, A. 1991 "L'Imam et le chanteur: reformer de l'interieur une mise en paral40 -
lele de Muhammad 'Abduh et 'Abduh al-Hamouli” Dossier de la Nahḍa et la Musique in 
Les Cahiers de l'Orient n.24.
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sician to have a high command of standard Arabic, richness of vocabulary 

and being acquainted with the poetic literary heritage of the region. It 

also endowed him with clear pronunciation, which allowed him to enjoy 

social advantages in a society and at a time in which education was the 

exception rather than the rule. Evidence from the Nahḍa period includes 

the memoirs of the Christian (Greek Orthodox) Palestinian musician 

Wasif Jawhariyyeh , who spent his final days in Beirut. In his account, 41

from the early twentieth century he relates his experiences:  

My father  had learned the Qur’an by heart and could recite it 42

very well. When I was a student at the Dusturiyyeh School he used 
to correct me as I practiced my Qur’an lessons at home. Whenever 
I missed a surā he would tell me from the reception room and I 
would correct my mistake (Tamari, Salim and Issam Nassar (Eds) 
2014:10).   43

Therefore, although the music of the Nahḍa was widely accepted to have 

derived from the min al-mašāyikh tradition, it was not considered to be 

exclusively muslim.  

Despite progress regarding female participation in music performance 

conservatism remained. The socio-religious and political reforms of the 

Nahḍa extended to the professional status of musicians as well as female 

participation. The professionalisation of musical activity meant that a 

regulatory system was implemented. Musicians organised themselves un-

der the guidance of a sheikh in guilds  The sheikh would audition those 44

musicians, mediate agreements between musicians and patrons and col-

lect taxes for the government. The ālātiyyah guild was composed of 

male instrumentalists, mainly the performers of takht ensembles, 

 Tamari, Salim and Issam Nassar (eds). (2014).The Storyteller of Jerusalem. The Life 41

and Times of Wasif Jawhariyyeh 1904–1948. Interlink Books.

 Head of the Greek Orthodox community in Jerusalem in 1884.42

 Hourani ((Hourani 1983:56) accounts that learned Lebanese families, the founders of 43

the literary renaissance, learned [the Qur’an] from the Egyptian Mašāyikh.

 in Arabic ta’ifa (s.), tawā’if (pl.).44
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whereas women, who were becoming visible in this artistic milieu would 

have a guild of their own. They were much less musically trained, per-

formed for women only audiences and experienced social stigmatisation, 

some women nevertheless established themselves as highly accomplished 

performers. Among them were Almaz (Sakina Sleiman al-Halabi) (1845–

1876), Munira al-Mahdiya (1884–1965),  Faṭiyya Ahmad (1898–1975) and 45

Umm Kulthum (1904–1975), during the early part of her career.  46

Female performers had a repertoire mostly composed of fixed forms such 

as the commonly performed taqṭῡqa , since it was held that women 47

were not capable of improvisation.  Despite the vast amount of record-

ings of taqṭῡqa by awȃlima  (Lagrange 1994: 42-43), research by Mustafa 48

Said clearly demonstrates the existence of highly accomplished female 

performers: Asma al-Kumthariyya showed her mastery of the improvisa-

tion of the dawr . Similarly, Marie Jubran and Umm Kulthum were sub4950 -

sequently to their mastery of improvisation on the performance of this 

 Examples of Munira al-Mahdiya singing in the podcast 084 – Awalem in Adwar 3, 45

Duroub http://www.amar-foundation.org/085-awalem-in-adwar-4/ [accessed 
17.10.2014]. 

 According to al-Naqqash “There is no doubt that Umm Kulthum’s link with or artistic 46

heritage is her drive for the importance of religious song. After she came to Cairo she 
did not forget that she came from the Egyptian village, that she learned the Qur’an , 
and that our artistic history is filled with tawāšīḥ and  [other] religious song and that 
religious sensibilities are a basic part of the feelings of the [Egyptian] people (1978:22) 
(Danielson, Cultural Authenticity in Egyptian Musical Expression: The Repertory of the 
Mašāyikh. 1989)

 A non-virtuosistic song form of light hearted theme widely practised by female per47 -
formers, albeit not exclusively by females, between the late nineteenth century and 
early twentieth century.

 awâlima (pl) or âlima(s.), is the arabic word used to designate a female knowledge48 -
able in singing.

 The dawr is a semi-improvised virtuosic piece frequently used at the end of a waṣla.49

 See AMAR Foundation Website  Podcast Awâlem in adwar http://www.amar-founda50 -
tion.org/082-awalem-in-adwar-1/ accessed on the 17.10.2014 at 16h36 
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same genre, the dawr.  Some of these performers were also min al 51

mašāyikh, for example, al-Hajjaj al-Suwaysiyah, Sakina Ḥassan and Umm 

Kulthum. Evidence that these singers were also min al mašāyikh is pro-

vided by the rendition of Waduda al-Maniyalawwiya reciting Ṣurat Mar-

iām  in 1895, the first recording of tajwīd in history. Despite the lack of 52

consolidation of female representation in relevant cultural, social and 

political spheres, these examples indicate the extent to which the 

Nahḍa, as a whole, represented a movement for social reform, in cultur-

al and socio-political spheres. 

 . Yet another aspect pointed out by Mustafa said and Frederic Lagrange in the Pod51 -
cast “Awâlim al-Adwar http://www.amar-foundation.org/thetimeline/ [accessed on the 
17.10.2014] refers to the quicker change from the nasal vocal style (of sheikh like qual-
ity) which was predominant before 1920s, to a head voice. The main causes proposed 
by Said and Lagrange for this change, in women vocal technique is the impact of 
recording techniques introduced at the time. These techniques which would be per-
ceived, the speakers state, to distort the female voice which then lead performers to 
change their vocal style according to a renewed aesthetic preference.

 The nineteenth sura (chapter) of the Qur’an constituted by ninety ayat (verses) 52

named after Mary, Mother of Jesus.
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Fig.4: Munira al-Maḥdiya (1884–1965). 

  

Fig. 5: Faṭiyya Ahmad (1898–1975) 
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Fig.6: Sheikh Yusuf al-Manyalawwi's takht Ensemble circa 1906.

  
Fig. 7: Sami al-Shawwa (1889-1965) 
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Fig.8: Sheikh ‘Ali Mahmud (1880–1946) 
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Fig.9: Sheikh Yusuf al-Manyalawwi (1850–1911). 
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1.3 From the Nahḍa to the Tajdīd min al-Dakhil: terminology 

Nevertheless, the music of the Nahḍa remained a tradition performed by 

a musical elite for an elite audience. This leads to a nomenclature prob-

lem which was pointed out in the First International Conference for Ara-

bic Music in 1932. This conference aimed to engage in both preservation 

and modernisation of Arabic music. During the conference the well-

known terminology of Oriental Music, or Musiqqa al-Sharqiyya, replaced 

the term Arabic Music, or Musiqa al-Arabiyya  (al-Shawaan 1980:86; Racy 

1981:4). The inherent problem of this new terminology is that it seems 

to encompass all Arabic music, and by so doing disregards specific cul-

tural identities within the Arab world, as well maintaining an ambiguity 

between rural and urban traditions. Furthermore, the emergence of the 

term Musiqa al-Arabiyya al-Klasikiyya although pointing out to a tradi-

tion of art music was undesirably embedded with colonial references to 

a western art music.  

Therefore, it is not easy to find the appropriate terminology, in both 

Arabic and English, to refer to a music heritage that encompasses the 

Nahḍa while evading  English and French colonial references. Should 

terms as “Classical”, “Traditional” or the French “Musique Savante” be 

used for the Nahḍa instead? The debate remains current, not just in 

academia but also amongst the group of musicians, musicologists, peda-

gogues and music aficionados I worked closely with during my fieldwork 

in Beirut. It is perhaps in the knowledge that the term Taǧyīt (change) 

and Tadjīd (revival) were used frequently that the group of musicians 

working in Lebanon today with the music of the Nahḍa, and in particular 

Mustafa Said, has chosen to describe their current approaches to revival 

of the tradition as Tadjīd min-al-Dakhil, meaning Internal Revival.  This 53

allows them to avoid all the other terms such as Musiqa al-Arabiyya  or 

Musiqa al-Arabiyya al-Klassiqya which seem to seek validation for Arabic 
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music by conflating it with western art music. 

Part of the prestige of Nahḍa music is related to places where this music 

was performed, i.e., aristocratic salons and the Azbakīya Palace. How-

ever, despite the prestige of the place of performance, the music itself 

was of a high technical standard and sophistication, in both the poetic 

texts of songs as well the technical aspects of performance practice. 

However, the sources in which the tradition draws upon were not the 

most erudite and in addition, the ill-repute with which musicians were 

associated could hardly be associated with the “elite” (Lagrange 

1994:63). Mustafa Said, referring to the Nahḍa tradition in Lebanon be-

tween 1906 and 1925, claims that,  

Surprisingly, popular song forms such as the ‘atābā and the mījanā 
[colloquial monadic songs] were, early on, accompanied by the 
same urban takht […]This leads us to question our understanding 
of what is “classical” and what is “popular” (Said 2014:20)  54

Despite the associations with lower social status being presented clearly, 

Mustafa on other occasions, such as before or after a rehearsal and in 

informal conversation or during a simple car ride, would choose to iden-

tify this tradition with a learned artistic tradition. On the occasion of the 

ICTM Conference of 2012, his video-conference paper named the current 

movement in Lebanon as the “Second Nahḍa” or the Tadjīd min-al-Dakhil 

(Internal Revival), the latter will be the term adopted in this thesis. 

However, the terms such as classical and traditional remain in use to re-

fer to Nahḍa music. Such an example can be seen in the leaflet introduc-

ing the music of the “Early Arab Singers from the Bilad al-Sham: Syria, 

Lebanon and Palestine” (2014) . Here the author analysing “Classical 55

urban music from Bilad al-Sham” uses inverted commas it is possible that 

 Leaflet for the CD produced by the AMAR Foundation http://www.amar-founda54 -
tion.org/cd-slp/ [accessed on 17/10/16].

 Leaflet for the CD produced by the AMAR Foundation http://www.amar-founda55 -
tion.org/cd-slp/ accessed on 17/10/16
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the authors may have felt unease with the term. 

The ethnomusicologist Kofi Agawu has suggested that the emergence of 

different notions of music tradition is a consequence of post-colonialism,  

The emergence of two traditions of music, one socially prominent, 
the other less so, both conceived as active responses to Europe 
[cultural colonisation]. The first is the tradition of popular music; 
the other the tradition of the so-called art music (Agawu 2003:15)  

However, in Lebanon the differentiation between local classical music 

and popular music is difficult to define. Turāth (‘heritage’) has been the 

word used to designate the Arabic music since the creation of Lebanon as 

nation-state in 1946. The repertoire that came to constitute this music 

has been since then institutionalised as “classical”.  Therefore, today’s 56

prevalent notion of music tradition or turāth results from a set of poli-

cies espoused by nationalistic and modernising governmental agendas 

which emerged around 1950. These policies were absorbed into the so-

cial fabric of society and music institutions, and are still widely adhered 

to in Lebanon’s main concert venues and festivals. This notion of music 

tradition resonates with the postcolonial malaise that has continued to 

characterise Middle Eastern societies because it perpetuates the pres-

ence — even though an intangible presence — of colonialism in the mind, 

culture and heart of these societies.  

In Kassab’s words, “the colonised self-assertion, born out of protest, 

continues to define itself in relation to it. In the midst of revolt, the 

colonised continues to think, feel and live against and, therefore in rela-

tion to coloniser and colonisation” (Kassab 2009:9). Turāth, as a notion 

of music tradition born with the emergence of the nation-state, is im-

printed into society’s consciousness, daily life and is a symbol of national 

 As opposed to Nahḍa being the word used in this work to refer to the music tradition 56

prior to 1940s.
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culture and identity. For the great majority of Lebanese, it would be im-

possible, if not pointless, to deny the weight of this tradition in Levan-

tine musical heritage. However, what fieldwork research has suggested is 

the urgent need to add to this notion of Levantine music heritage which 

emerges after the formation of nation-states in the region. The addition 

would be a Levantine music tradition that also encompasses the Nahḍa 

period. 

The multiplicity of notions of tradition is paralleled by the multiplicity of 

terminology used by Arab and non-Arabs alike to name it. Salwa el-

Shawan’s 1980 thesis describes the processes of change that operated 

within the “al-Musīka al-Arabīyya’s within the Caireene musical scene 

between the years of 1927 to 1977” (Shawan 1980). El-Shawan states 

that “prior to 1940s both al-Musīka al-Arabīyya and vocal music were 

designated by al-maghna (roughly the context of singing) and by al-ṭarab 

(literally, the enchantment)”. These terms were used to define concepts 

of composition and performance doomed to “disappear” by virtue of be-

ing “no longer acceptable” socially despite  these concepts remaining 

the most important  aspect of musical experience until the 1950s 

(Shawan 1980:76).   Here, turāth appears as a dynamic concept with 57

shifting stylistic and temporal boundaries which are put in question 

“when its adequacy to contemporary life was challenged” (al-Shawan 

1980:52). It is in this sense that I suggest that the revival of Nahḍa mu-

sic, with Mustafa Said and AMAR Foundation at their front line in 

Lebanon, must stand for an emergent discourse on heritage that presents 

an alternative to the mainstream discourse about turāth. Moreover, this 

revival of the Nahḍa can also be claimed to stand for the need to turn 

away from an Arabic classical music tradition which is a hybrid between 

Arab and European musical languages towards a ‘pure’ pre-colonial (i.e., 

pre-European colonialism) heritage that locates music in relation to its 

 quoting  Al-Masri 1935:7-857
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own past, region and similar musical languages, such as the Turkish and 

the Iranian traditions (Racy 1981:12; Abou Mrad 2002:2) 

These processes of institutionalisation led to the transformation of living 

traditions into a relatively cohesive bloc of repertoire increasingly con-

strained in authoritative notations that seem to stand in parallel to the 

canon of Western art music. The classicisation of Arab Levantine and 

Egyptian music brought about the alienation of music traditions that had 

been imbued with historical significance causing for their neglect, from 

the people to whom they had originally belonged. This resulted in the 

creation of specialised contexts for music learning and practice, and sub-

sequent change in the emotional relationship between performers and 

audiences (ṭarab) who now stood as passive receptors of music (el-

Shawān 1980: 44-45). This draws us back to Hourani’s questions on the 

problems of “heritage and its renewal”(Kassab 2009:20-21): how can a 

national and cohesive musical identity, and its heritage be asserted if 

only the elites are able to access collective historical memory whilst the 

wider society remains excluded from the knowledge of its existence? 

How can turāth, in the terms I have defined, be an inclusive representa-

tion of Levantine society’s musical heritage? 

By the 1920s the Arab renaissance movement was in decline. The princi-

pal cause for this decline can be attributed to how it reminiscences of an 

Ottoman past that was not considered suitable to represent the new 

modernising trends emerging in the region. Processes of modernisation 

and westernisation accompanied by the ascendance of the recording in-

dustry,  the development of musical theatre, the film industry, and na58 -

tional radio were associated with the evolution of the Egyptian and Arab 

Levantine nation-states during the 1930s and 1940s. The music tradition 

of the Nahḍa gave way to “entertainment music with modernist and 

 Further reading Racy,A.J. 1976 Musical Change and Commercial Recording in Egypt 58

1904–1932. PhD Thesis.
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westernised tendencies” .  The golden era of Egyptian music emerged 59

alongside a competitive music and film industry. From then until the 

second half of the twentieth century, Egyptian and Lebanese societies 

enjoyed a period of prosperity and relative secularity. However, since 

then, certain sectors of society have promoted the comparatively new 

literalist Wahhabi  tafsīr (interpretation) emerging from Saudi Arabia, 60

which would come to have a permanent impact on Egyptian and 

Lebanese societies. The influence was made to feel not only the tafsīr 

al-Qur’an (interpretation) but also in the way in which the tajwīd al-

Qur’an, or recitation style has developed. Religious institutions all over 

the Arab and sunni world started pending towards this recitation style, 

amongst  them the al-Azhār University of Cairo. 

The pioneers of music modernisation in Egypt, such as Sheikh Sayyid 

Darwish (1892–1923) Muhammad Abdel Wahhab (1908–1991) and Zaki Nas-

sif (1918–2004) and Wadi al-Safi (1921–2013) in Lebanon, experimented 

with western musical instruments, genres, and harmonies as innovative 

approaches to Arabic music traditions. There had been experimentation 

with western forms, mostly with musical theatre and operettas, during 

the Nahḍa time but maqām and Arabic rhythmic systems would be re-

tained within the western forms. For example, Sheikh Salama Ḥigazi’s 

Romeo and Juliette operetta had an unparalleled success within the mu-

sical theatre presented in the Azbakȋya gardens to the Khedive.  

However, the tradition that emerged in the 1930s seems to constitute 

the start of an intense period of experimentation with western musical 

language. This turāth raised controversy amongst most of my intervie-

wees in Beirut, who refused to identify it as the authentic music tradi-

tion of the  Mašreq, or Arab Levant. Ghassan Sahhab, qanūn player and 

musicologist, would repeat in the several interviews that “the music that 

 Nidaa Abou Mrad personal communication 2013.59

 Wahhabi Islam is a branch of Sunni Islam.60
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started with Sayyid Darwish is a new tradition that has nothing to do 

with the original [meaning, Nahḍa]”.  Such confrontation between dif61 -

ferent meanings of music tradition would be an ongoing theme during 

fieldwork. The parallelism between different music traditions in Lebanon 

are akin to the multiplicity of historical narratives that coexist, com-

plete, confront or deny the each other in contemporary Lebanese soci-

ety. 

Nahḍa music moved from a courtly setting to a more prominent role in 

the theatre where it was performed for a larger audience. With the in-

crease of stage music and musical theatre music changed not only due to 

the new modes of production, such as film, radio, recording, but also 

due to new modes of consumption. (Racy 1976:329) The recorded reper-

toire available today demonstrates the development, secularisation, 

westernisation, a growing sense of nationalism, and the increasing pres-

ence of women provide audible examples of societal changes in socio-po-

litical areas.  

In the first two decades of the twentieth century with the growth of the 

record industry, artists would become more dependent on record compa-

nies and their deals. The guilds through which they organised their activ-

ity was slowly replaced by company contracted composers, poets, 

singers and accompanists. In addition, music was increasingly commis-

sioned which widened the rift between “composition” and “perfor-

mance” rather than being supported by the guilds. During the 1920s Eu-

ropean-derived compositions in genres like the polka, the mazurka, the 

march, and the waltz entered Egyptian repertoire.In the same era, the 

traditional sophisticated improvised forms declined and “the recorded 

taqtūqa soared in popularity” (Racy, 1976:144). Finally the popularity of 

the phonograph was hampered due to creation and rise of a national ra-

dio and film industry. Therefore, 1932, the year in which the first Egypt-

 Ghassan Sahhab Interview in Beirut, 12  of August 2013.61
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ian film was screened, became the symbolic date for the end of the 

Nahḍa, or Arab Renaissance.  

2. The Second Nahḍa, or the Second Arab Renaissance. 

The term second Nahḍa was first used by the Moroccan historian ‘Adbal-

lah Larraoui (Kassab 2009:82). It relates to the need for a renewed intel-

lectual movement that emerged more strongly following the 1967 the 

defeat and peaked with the Camp David Agreement in 1978. A movement 

emerged from the widespread societal discontent that engaged in a radi-

cal self-critique and on the attempt of recover of Arab legacy (Kassab 

2009:20)  In order to revitalise Arabic society and culture the proponents 

of this movement sought for an understanding for the decline of the 

Nahḍa (Ibid).  However, one of the artists and intellectuals whose work 

and words powerfully embodies the shame, discontent, anger and dis-

tress that came to characterise Arab societies since the Six-Day-War in 

1967 is the Lebanese playwright Saddallah Wannus (1941–1997). His 

speech for the International Theatre Day at the UNESCO International 

Theatre Institute in Paris describes underlying feelings from Lebanese 

musicians, musicologists, pedagogues and music lovers that I have 

recorded during my research in Lebanon. 

[I]n the absence of a vision of the future and because people, 
perhaps for the first time in history, dare no longer dream, the 
human condition at the turn of this century seems to be very grim. 
We can best understand the danger inherent in the marginalisation 
of culture when we realise that with revolution becoming ex-
tremely difficult and complex, culture now stands in the forefront 
of the forces that seek to confront the egocentric inhuman 
process of globalisation. For it is through culture and through the 
critical outlooks it promotes that man usually discovers the mech-
anisms of events and regains the strength to recover his humanity. 
Culture, after all, provides the idea and the ideals which enhance 
man's freedom, consciousness and beauty. Saddallah Wannus, UN-
ESCO 1997 (Wannus 1990:15) 

The message of Saddallah Wannus still resonates with musicians with 
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whom I have been in contact in Beirut. 

2.1 The Second Music Nahḍa: the emergence the Tajdīd min al-Dakhil 

The second musical Nahḍa is a dual process. On one hand it seeks to re-

vive the forgotten musical historical heritage of the Nahḍa, and on the 

other it consists on the reinvention of music repertoire and performance 

practices according to perceptions of continuity with the Nahḍa period. I 

first heard the claim for a “second Nahḍa” at the 2012 ICTM Conference 

held in the Antonine University in Lebanon. The claim was made in 

Mustafa Said’s video presentation referring to the process of recovering, 

producing, promoting and reclaiming the legacy of the first Arab Renais-

sance of the beginning of the twentieth century. It was equally made by 

some musicians, musicologists and amateurs who are directly involved in 

such work, e.g., Mustafa Said, Oussama Add-el-Fattah, Kamal Kassar, 

Nidaa Abou Mrad or Bouchra Bechealany. However, it is also the claim for 

a cultural decolonisation, for belonging, for locality, and the assertion of 

a diverse mystical-heritage. 

The ways in which this cultural decolonisation operates has been by re-

claiming authenticity whilst denying it to the nationalist turāth of the 

40s, 50s and 60s. However, musicians recognise the importance of the 

turāth (or, music of the Golden Age, as they would also call it) in their 

history and role it had in their education. In the words of Ghassan Sah-

hab,  

There was a school created in the 40s and 50s. They [the first 
Lebanese Government] wanted to say ‘we [the Lebanese nation] 
have a school’ [of music tradition]’. The Raḥbanni Brothers, Zaki 
Nassif, Philemon Wehbe… I like Zaki Nassif, very much, but he is 
very westernised […] So, in 50s and 60s we are westernised. There 
was a political decision to say khalas! [sic] we have a Lebanese 
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school [music tradition] to differentiate us from the Syrians 
(Beirut, 12 August 2013).   62

Ghassan echoed what I had heard being said, not only amongst musi-

cians, but within certain intellectual fringes of Beirut society. This fringe 

of society wants to re-appropriate its own history and heritage which the 

fringe feels has been estranged from them by national politics, which in 

turn, have been driven by international interests and politics. 

The main actors for the second musical Nahḍa in Beirut are the Arab Mu-

sic Archiving and Research Foundation (AMAR) and its founder Kamal Kas-

sar, Mustafa Said (musicologist, composer, pedagogue and founder of the 

Aṣīl Ensemble), Nidaa Abou Mrad, and the musicians who are part of the 

Aṣīl Ensemble. In the educational and cultural policies area, I have 

worked along Bouchra Bechealany and Hayyaf Yassine. These are the 

agents of revitalisation of the musical Nahḍa in Lebanon whose work I 

focus on in my research. I seek to understand how their conjoint action 

is affecting perceptions and practices of music tradition. The evidence 

for a music Lebanese Nahḍa was made available in May 2014 with the  

publication of the CD  Early Singers form the Bilal al-Shams. Syria. 

Lebanon.Palestine to which I was able to listen – to cleaning and re-mas-

tering of the the 78rpm – at the AMAR Foundation headquarters during 

fieldwork. The CD displays a selection of male and female artists per-

forming muwaššāḥ, qudūd, taqatīq and mawāwīl giving us an example of 

music practices in the region.  

Nevertheless, questions remain regarding other performers and genres in 

Lebanon at the time of the Nahḍa. During my fieldwork in the summer of 

2013, Father Badiah el-Hajj, head of the Musicology Department at the 

University of the Saint Esprit of Kasilik (USEK), was gathering a team of 

students and young musicologists to further investigate musical practices 

 Ghassan Sahhab Interview, Beirut 12 of August 2013.62
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in Lebanon at that time. Nonetheless, until now, there has been no fur-

ther evidence from the research by the USEK team apart from the mate-

rial provided by AMAR Foundation. 

Despite the recent gathering of recordings (amongst other material) that 

provided insight into the musical Nahḍa in Lebanon, so far the second 

Nahḍa constitutes a small semi-marginalised group. Its impact in regional 

music practices and contribution to cultural understanding remains open 

to assessment. Lebanese society has had an ongoing engagement with 

conflict since the civil war (1975–1992), which has included the invasion 

and successive wars with Israel (1982, 2006 and 2008). Looking at a past 

musical legacy provides the space of hope in which to escape the malaise 

that has had a significant impact upon Arab societies since the Arab de-

feat to Israel during the Six-Day War in 1967 and in Lebanese society, 

particularly since the civil war in 1975-1990. According to Kassab,  

today’s Arabs look back at this glorious past with intense nostalgia 
and feel deep bitterness regarding their present weakness and de-
pendency. The past, he says, stands as an independent rival force 
to the present instead of being integrated into the present as part 
of its historical constitutive element […].This non-historical view 
of the past handicap as thinking and produces the ubiquitous prob-
lem of authenticity and contemporaneity in which authenticity is 
associated with civilisational legacy of past, or turāth in conflict-
ual link with present age (Kassab 2009:126).  

In the Lebanese case the conflict between authenticity and past legacy is 

augmented by the multiplicity of narratives of past that are handed 

down from community to community, family member to family member 

whilst, on the other hand, there is a total absence of official historical 

narrative set down by the government policies. The lack of teaching of 

history to children in schools from the 1970s onwards, as related by all 

my interviewees, demonstrates the difficulties of agreement on what 

constitutes heritage due to the inherent tensions between different sec-

tions  of society. 
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Perhaps, in this context it is worth remembering the words of Arnold 

Schoenberg — a pioneer of (western) music modernism — whose words 

encapsulate my fieldwork memories along with the members of the Tad-

jīd. 

 A real tradition is not the relic of a past that is irretrievably gone; 
it is a living force that animates and informs the present… Far 
from implying the repetition of what has been, tradition presup-
poses the reality of what endures. It appears as an heirloom, a 
heritage that one receives on condition of making it bear fruit be-
fore passing it on to one’s descendants… Tradition thus ensures the 
continuity of creation ( quoted in Stein 1965:57).  63

Conclusion 

The current Nahḍa music revival in Lebanon  is allowing musicians, musi-

cologists, music aficionados and audiences the possibility to reassess 

what has been now considered Lebanese but also more widely, Levantine 

music Arab music tradition. The Tajdīd min al-Dakhil emerges at a period 

where socio-political concerns that have been accumulating since the 

late 1960s, and 1970s, were worsened by a fifteen year long civil war 

(1975-1990) as well as the successive invasions for Israel to Lebanese ter-

ritory (1982, 1993, 1996 and 2006) and   heightened with the current war 

that devastates neighbouring Syria — and seriously impacting Lebanon’s 

demographics and economy. This socio-politic conjuncture has lead to 

both and individual and communal search for solutions to the long stand-

ing “cultural malaise”, described by Kassar (2009:1-15), reshaping no-

tions of cultural identity and belonging. 

The gathering of the largest archive of Arab traditional music at the 

AMAR Foundation in Lebanon as allowed for an access to a music tradi-

tion hitherto unaccessible. The collection has allowed musicians, in par-

ticular those with a greater access to it such as Mustafa Said and the 

group that surrounds him, to revive the Nahḍa tradition, which was ac-

tive prior to the emergence of the nation-states. This revival functions 

 Arnold Schoenberg letters .Trans. Eithne Wilkins and Ernst Kaiser in Stein (1965:57).63
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an agent for creativity and simultaneously provides a type of individual 

and communal nostalgic solace for the contemporary socio-political ills 

whilst allowing these musicians to create possible worlds and “imagined 

communities”(Anderson 1983). As Taruskin claims, traditions have never 

been anything other than engines of change — perpetual, gradual, re-

generative and unstoppable (Taruskin 1992:317). It is this way that the 

musicians, musicologist, pedagogues, music aficionados and audiences 

that form the group of the Tajdīd are crucial agents not just for revival 

of the forgotten tradition of the Nahḍa but also crucial agents for change 

and innovation in particular regarding the established notions of music 

turāth. 
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Chapter 2 

Between ‘The Colours of Enchantment’ and the Shadows of 

Nostalgia: From the Making of a National Music Tradition 

(Turāth) to the Renovation Movement (Tajdīd) 

 

The Tajdīd min al-Dakhil (henceforth Tajdīd), or renovation from within, 

is a revival movement of Nahḍa music and can be located within a con-

temporary global culture of malaise that seeks answers in an imagined 

past for contemporary cultural ailments. The twentieth century has seen 

the emergence of multiple movements of authenticity, revival in the 

arts, both in the West and in the East (Bithell and Hill 2014). In this 

Chapter, I argue  the ways in which the movement of revival or Nahḍa 

has been fuelled by the concept of nostalgia. In 1688, the Swiss doctor 

Johannes Hofer (in Boym 2001:3), coined the term nostalgia to denote a 

disease that affected displaced people,  which  64

Was said to produce ‘erroneous representations’ that caused the 
afflicted to lose touch with the present. Longing for their native 
land became their single-minded obsession. The patient acquired 
a ‘lifeless and haggard countenance’ or ‘an indifference towards 
everything’ contributing to “confusing past and present, real and 
imaginary events. (Boym 2001:3). 

Revisiting a century old oral music tradition of which most historical 

memory has disappeared from the public sphere equates to a search for 

a lost sonic homeland. A homeland displaced in time through colonisation 

and  the processes of modernisation, often self-imposed, as they were 

perceived in the early twentieth century as an exclusive route to societal 

improvement. The Tajdīd suggests an alternative perspective on mono-

Svetlana Boym describes these displaced people as “freedom-loving students from the 64

Republic  of Berne studying in Basel, domestic help and servants working in France and 
German and Swiss soldiers fighting abroad) (Boym 2001:3)
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lithic notions of modernity, in the way proposed by Appadurai  (2010). It 65

seeks an alternative notion of musical heritage to that which has been 

officially established since the emergence of Lebanon as a nation–state 

in the 1940s. In it its revisitation of the music of the Nahḍa, the 

Lebanese Tajdīd movement is reconstructing — as well as reinventing — a 

past that has long been absent from contemporary public, cultural and 

national memory and conceptions of national heritage (turāth) at large.

Contemporary Lebanese music heritage memory emphasises the music 

tradition which emerged during the formation of the independent 

Lebanese nation–state, following the period of French colonial rule 

(1920–1943)(Tạrābulsī 2007:88). The founding of Lebanese state borders 

caused the Lebanese establishment to conceive of the Nahḍa heritage as 

essentially foreign whilst at the same time working towards a notion of 

heritage aligned with a mid twentieth century state. Echoing L.P. Hart-

ley’s “the past is a foreign country” (1971:7), the Nahḍa tradition was 

excluded from governmental policies towards the building of “la culture 

Libanaise” (Stone 2004:23). Although the core concerns which engaged 

rulers and thinkers of that period remain pertinent today — such as mod-

ernisation of the state, improvement of the educational system and an 

accountable political justice system — the Nahḍa remains in a remote 

past, overshadowed by deep-seated notions of nationalism (Kassab 

2009).  During the 1940s and 1950s in Lebanon, as in most countries of 66

the Arab Levant,  modern nation–states were emerging with their own 67

state apparatus, elites and institutions derived from European models of 

governance.  68

Appadurai questions what he calls”theory of rupture” with the past which emphasises 65

the incompatibility between tradition and modernity and which he claims “ have shown 
repeatedly to  distort meanings of change and politics of pastness” (Appadurai 2010:3)

 §1 1.166

 For Syria see (Shannon, 2006) (Jihad Racy 2003) for Egypt ( Shawwan Castelo-Branco 67
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In Lebanon state governmental institutions has been modelled according 

to the system of governance in twentieth century France. French was 

introduced to become the second language of the country, although to-

day use of French has elitist connotations related mostly but not exclu-

sively to the Christian elite. Furthermore, the French educational system 

has served as a model for Lebanese educational system at large. This in-

cludes also the institutions dedicated to the teaching of music which 

have been modelled according to the system of the Conservatoire, a 

name which is until today used by the Lebanese. The emergence of the 

national radio and television, of the film industry led to a change in mu-

sic practices (Racy 1976:124) Furthermore, the institutionalisation of 

music conservatoires and the subsequent establishment of national or-

chestras made the influence of European music apparent. In Lebanon as 

elsewhere in the Arab Levant and North Africa Tunis (Davies 2004), Egypt 

(Shawan 1980), Libya (Ciantar 2016), Syria (Shannon 2006), these orches-

tras performed a newly composed repertoire in which melodies of local 

historical resonance were combined with European influences. This 

repertoire established itself as the national canon and is considered to-

day as national heritage (turāth). 

Turāth became associated with artists who became both national sym-

bols in radio, television and films and internationally famous throughout 

the Middle East, such as, Farid al–Atrash and his sister Asmahan, Mo-

hammad Adel Wahhab, Umm Kulthum, Abdel Halim Hafez and Fairuz. 

These singers remain inscribed in the collective cultural memory as the 

figures of the Golden Age of the twentieth century, an age that ends with 

the Arab defeat of 1967.  Not only did the defeat install a sense of limi69 -

tations and humiliation but the subsequent armed conflicts that devel-

oped during the second half of the twentieth century in Lebanon would 

transform the country and region. 

 Refers to the six Day War held between Israel and neighbouring Arab countries of 69

Egypt, Syria and Jordan in Israel’s annexed the territories of East Jerusalem, West Bank 
and the Golan Heights.
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The music of that Golden Age of the twentieth century, roughly situated 

between 1954 to 1967, became a symbol or, using Boym’s terminology, 

the “memorative signs” (Boym 2001:15) of an era of hope, growth, de-

velopment and secularism that was threatened with disappearance after 

1967. The current reproduction of this music is filled with nostalgic con-

notations to a glorious lost past. The Egyptian (Lebanon based) writer 

Jean Makdissi wrote Beirut Fragments (1999) a personal memoir of the 

Lebanese civil war in which she reveals her indelible connection to the 

past. She says that “under attack, we were shackled together, the past 

and I” (Makdisi 1999:122). This statement reflects the way in which the 

present and past remain almost undissociated in the writings of, and 

lives of, many musicians, musicologist, pedagogues and music aficiona-

dos who I met during my fieldwork (2012 - 2013).

However, in Lebanese collective memory of the twentieth century, as 

well as that of many societies of the Arab Levant, there are at least two 

prevalent notions of the past: on the one hand the past of the Golden 

Age of emerging nation–state, with its creation of apparently democratic 

institutions and a rise in secularism and prosperity, while on the other 

hand that of violent conflict. Every bullet-ridden semi-ruined building 

with posters of government or faction leaders peeling off the walls, 

which line the streets of Beirut, provide a daily reminder to the resi-

dents that their city is a living shrine to the memories of the past. It is 

through the “works of imagination” (Appadurai 2010:5) that musicians, 

and artists allow themselves to “construct imagined selves and imagined 

worlds” (Appadurai 2010:3) with the potential of creating movements 

towards social change. The generation of musicians that is active in the 

reconstruction of Nahḍa music tradition was mostly born during the 

Lebanese civil war(1975-1990). Some of the musicians I have worked 

with between 2012 and 2013, has learnt to navigate the city and its nos-

talgic evocations with humour and irony. They reclaim a heritage that 

has deep-seated roots in Arab culture whilst using it in a way that is 

compatible with their needs as contemporary global citizens.
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The Golden Age of the twentieth century with the musician-symbols — 

like Umm Kulthum — has ambivalent connotations for the Tajdīd group. 

For some it represents the decadence of Arabic music (âge de décadence 

or, aṣr al-inḥiṭāṭ), as stated by musical and musicologist Nidaa Abou Mard 

(2002:49).  Hayyaf Yassin, santur player, pedagogue and musicologist, 70

has stated in an interview that he does not listen to music of this period,  

Muhammad Abdel-Wahhab and Umm Kulthum, Adbel Halim Hafez 
or Farid al-Attrash that play variety music (musique de varieties) 
so we say that our music is the new music that started after the 
two world wars whilst the roots of authentic music in this region 
existed before these wars and it existed in relation with the music 
of the Nahḍa. [sic] (Beirut, 11 September 2013) 

Furthermore, when referring to Lebanese music of the same period he 

adds “when people here refer to tradition they say Wadi al-Safi and Zaki 

Nassif! We cannot have a country that is eighty years old with this tradi-

tion” He argues, “the tradition is a shared cultural heritage that starts 

perhaps a thousand years ago”(Ibid.). 

Therefore, he claims that it is crucial to revive the tradition of the 

Nahḍa. Not simply to revive an old tradition that had an unquestionable 

influence in the region but also to allow contemporary musicians to cre-

ate new music that seamlessly integrates with the musical idiom of the 

region prior to the impact of modernisation processes and without seek-

ing influences from, western art music. However, other musicians have a 

less extreme approach to the music of the twentieth century Golden Era. 

Conversations and interviews with Abed Kobeissy, a buzuq player and mu-

sicologist, and Ghassan Sahhab, a qanūn player and musicologist, as well 

as Naim Asmar, ‘ūd player and singer (architect by profession) has led me 

to understand that musicians do like and relate to the music of the 

Golden Era which they still enjoy listening to and performing occasional-

 Personal Interview, Badba, 26 September 2013 70
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ly. However, they too consider it to be an Arabic music that has been 

“westernised” by virtue of western colonialism, and therefore seek to 

revive the tradition of the Nahḍa which they consider tells them about 

their cultural heritage prior to western colonial influences.

1.Nostalgia and music tradition in the Arab Levantine region

Processes — and particular notions — of modernisation as well as public 

policies implemented towards the arts and culture by successive gov-

ernments contributed to the fragmentation of societies in the Arab Lev-

ant. Whether this social fragmentation was based on social class, reli-

gious affiliation or both, social fragmentation increased after the mili-

tary defeat in 1967 and was exacerbated by the successive wars that 

marked Lebanon from 1974 onwards. Ultimately, this resulted in a splin-

tered cultural memory, that led to a sense of loss, displacement and dis-

enchantment within Lebanese people. 

To the critical reflection of the modern condition which has the concept 

of nostalgia at its core as Svetlana Boym has called it, “off-modern”  71

(Boym 2001: XVI).  It is in this sense that it will be argue that the Tajdīd 72

is not only a movement of musical revival, or an eastern form of the ear-

ly music movement but part of a wider tradition of ‘off-modernism’. In 

this sense, musicians of the Tajdīd use nostalgia as “a poetic creation, an 

individual mechanism of survival, a counter-cultural practice, a poison 

and a cure” (Boym 2001:18)  to recover a hindered sense of identity.73

According to Boym off-modernism corresponds to an artistic style and lifestyle in 71

which antagonistic tensions between dualistic concepts are not mutually exclusive but 
rather reciprocally illuminating despite the unresolved tension. To Boym,  “off-mod-
ernists” mediate between modernists and postmodernists” (Boym 2001:31). This term is 
beneficial to the current discussion since it is unlike modernism which “disavow nostal-
gia for the past, at the end of the twentieth century reflection on nostalgia might bring 
us to redefine critical modernity and its temporal ambivalence and cultural contradic-
tions” (Ibid.). 

 For further details see “ Restorative Nostalgia: conspiracies and return to origins” in 72

Boym, S., 2001. The Future of Nostalgia  (p. 41-48), New York: Basic.

 in Boym, S., “Nostalgia and its discontents”  The Hedgehog Review, pp. 7-18.73
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Although nostalgia is pervasive to almost all sectors of Lebanese society 

it can be said that the object of nostalgia differs according to class and 

sectarian background. As Christopher Stone pointed out “the [civil] war 

prompted nostalgia for pre-war Lebanon” (2007:2). Further adding, In 

the 1950s the fledging nation-state of Lebanon was only thirty years old 

at this point and had only had about a decade of independence from 

France (Ibid). What constituted this Lebanon remained an open question 

(Stone 2007:1). Nostalgia for the pre-war Lebanon was expressed in the 

work of the  musicians Mansur and Assi Rahbani,  whose music resound74 -

ed with the majority of the Christian population. Christians identified 

their musical theatre as analogous to life as they experienced in the vil-

lages of Mount Lebanon (Stone 2007:2). Furthermore, nostalgia is men-

tioned by Assi Rahbani himself, when he stated that his music evoked a 

nostalgia for the bucolic idyll of the countryside (Stone 2007:26). This 

nostalgia evoked by the Rahbanis, and channelled through Fairuz, has 

lead to the appearance of a movement to preserve and record folk music 

in Lebanon.75

Stone (2007:2) argues, that Fairuz and the Rahbanis are not national 

symbols for national union in the face of external aggression and inter-

ference but rather symbols to the Christian segment of the population. 

However, he also argues that this fact, frequently obscured by their suc-

cess, is that by becoming musician-symbols for a section of the popula-

tion they contributed indirectly to sectarian strife. Like Stone, I agree 

that Fairuz and the Rahbanis have been “key symbols in a protracted 

struggle over identity of the nation” (Stone 2007:2), frequently con-

tributing to the exacerbation of the sectarian tensions. During my field-

  The brothers Assi and Mansour Rahbani musical work is almost indissociable from the 74

singer Fairuz —who married Assi and who gave voice to many of their successful songs— 
as well as indissociable from the Baalbek Music festival . The Rahbanni Brothers career 
lasted between 1960s until illness took over Assi Rahbanni in 1978. The Rahbanis wrote 
songs, plays, musical dialogues many of which is infused with patriotic undertones such 
as the song Li Beirut amongst others.

 §675
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work, I observed a nostalgia for the Lebanon of Fairuz, especially 

amongst the Christian sections and upper-middle sections of society. In 

addition, the Lebanon that was identified proudly as the Paris of the 

Middle East which set it apart from the rest of the countries in the Arab 

Levant, is nevertheless understood as being more attached to Arabic 

Muslim culture. So, although nostalgia is pervasive in contemporary 

Lebanese society, it manifests differently according to religious sect and 

social class. 

Whereas for the christian and middle upper classes of the country the 

longing for a pre-war Lebanon in which Beirut was the “Paris of the Mid-

dle East” is stronger for the Arab Muslim population who longs also for a 

pre-war period, with less western intervention and isolation from its 

Arab regional neighbours.

The nostalgia at the core of the Lebanese Tajdīd differs from Stone’s 

(2007) description in The Fairuz and Rahbani Nation (Stone 2007). Al-

though individually some musicians, musicologists or music aficionados of 

the Tajdīd group may long for the pre-war Lebanon days, as a group their 

nostalgia is directed towards the perceived loss of socio-political and 

cultural grandeur of the Arab identity of pre-colonial times. This  simul-

taneously locates Lebanon in relation to the geographical locus of the 

Arab world whilst removing some of the emphasis from Lebanon’s socio-

religious distinctive status as the country with the greatest Christian 

population in the region. The nostalgia at the core of the Tajdīd move-

ment serves the triple function of mourning, healing and reconstruction 

for the lost cultural grandeur. As Hayyaf Yassin, musician and pedagogue 

currently active in the Tajdīd group, has stated, “our music tradition re-

quires more than the eighty years Lebanon has as a country but also it 

requires a wider geography” (Beirut, 1 October 2013).  What Yassin is 76

claiming is his desire to expand upon what is currently understood as 

music, at the moment turāth is confined to a cultural construct deeply 

 Interview with Hayyaf Yassin, The Lebanese University, 01 October 201376
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linked to the mid-twentieth century emergence of the nation–states in 

the Arab Levantine region.

This desire to expand a music tradition to the wider context of the 

Mašreq (Arabic for Arab Levantine region) comes as a response to the in-

fluences brought about by centuries of foreign trade, contact and ulti-

mately colonial occupation by both the Ottoman Empire and European 

colonial forces (Tạrābulsī 2007:54). As Bouchra Bechealany says, “I see 

tradition as well as something that is not marked (influenced) by the ex-

ternal (foreign), that remains pure, that remains intact” (Beirut 11 Sep-

tember 2013).  However, this desire for an intact non-hybrid tradition 77

comes as the nostalgia for a dream of a past which in itself was never 

pure and intact, especially when taking into account the hybrid nature of 

the music which is the focus of Bechealany and Yassin’s nostalgia.  78

As I have discussed in Chapter One the nature of the music of the Nahḍa 

lies precisely in its hybridised nature in which different elements from 

regional traditions of the Mašreq were combined giving voice to a dis-

tinctive musical expression. As much as musicians and pedagogues such 

as Bechealany and Yassin are mourning for a musical tradition that they 

feel reflects the identity of the Arab Levant  — and which they attempt 

to heal and revive  — they are also largely reacting against the West. 

This reaction to or resistance to, the West manifests itself in two ways. 

In a narrow sense, there was a reaction against the way colonial powers 

influenced local governments in the changes of Arab Levantine music 

traditions from the 1940s onwards. Despite the claim, the evidence for 

direct governmental influence in change of music traditions can only be 

seen in the actions of President Chamoun (1900-1987),  who was presi79 -

 Interview with Bouchra Bechealany done at the Lebanese University, 11 September 77

2013.

 §178

 President Camille Chamoun was the second Lebanese President who was in office be79 -
tween 1952 to 1958.
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dent of Lebanon between 1952 and 1958, as subsequently discussed with 

regard to the creation of the Baalbeck Festival (Stone 2007:31-32). How-

ever, evidence suggests that the changes operated in the music tradition 

of the Arab Levantine region were an indirect consequence of the wider 

projects for the creation of a modern state. In a wider sense, these mu-

sicians are reacting against the ways in which decades of western influ-

ence in the region has led to socio-political unrest and prominent con-

flict.

The relationship between music, emotionality and nostalgia in the region 

has been described in relevant literature on the MENA  region. Accord80 -

ing to Jonathan Shannon (2006), musicians in Syria used to engage with 

their musical heritage, one in which emotion plays a key role in the 

preservation of musical tradition and national cultural memory. Shannon 

(2006:86) has questioned whether Syrian musicians’ expressions of long-

ing towards a de-temporalised, and/or mythologized, past could be un-

derstood as nostalgia. In doing so he emphasises that the negative under-

tones of the English word nostalgia do not resonate with the Arabic ḥanῑn 

(longing) as used by Syrian musicians. He observes how “highly evaluated 

emotional states and sentiments associated with particular times, locale, 

social relations and cultural practices” (Shannon, 2006:116) of music 

performance can be lost in translation. 

These emotional states, he claims, reflect feelings of positive attach-

ment to a past self, society and experience of temporal and spatial dis-

location. One reason for the primacy granted to the de-temporalised 

and/or mythologised aesthetic experience might relate to the commonly 

expressed sentiment in Syria that history is written by those in power, 

whereas myth and legend, being products of the popular imagination, 

are more sincere, even if not “real” (Shannon 2006:106). What Shannon 

describes echoes conversations that I heard amongst Lebanese musi-

cians, and pedagogues such as Hayyaf Yassin and Bouchra Bechealany. 

 MENA refers to the Middle East and North African region.80
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Both pedagogues are equally emotionally involved in the preservation of 

the national cultural heritage, a heritage which is ignored in mainstream 

historical narratives as well in what concerns its music practice.

A parallel to the Syrian experience of nostalgia embodied within music 

traditions connection, is found in Turkish popular music, and has been 

extensively researched by Martin Stokes. In his pioneering book, Cultural 

Intimacy in Turkish Popular Music (Stokes 2010) he investigates the ways 

in which nostalgia played a role in transforming popular music culture in 

Turkey. Nostalgia, he claims, is an outgrowth of the cultural logic of ne-

oliberalism that has been a conspicuous feature of Turkish public culture 

since the death of Zeki Mϋren in 1996.(Stokes 2010:76) According to 

Stokes (ibid), his death coincided with a moment of social, political and 

cultural transformation in Turkish culture which, together with more re-

cent questions about the postcolonial and global cities, the nature of 

public sphere in late liberalism and cultural intimacy, seems an unantici-

pated combination. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that this coincid-

ed with a moment of popular culture and music transformation to pro-

duce “a moment of nostalgic backward glances, shifting cultural hierar-

chies, new technologies and anxieties about national heritage” (Ibid). 

Echoing the debate I will present later concerning the Lebanese case, 

Stokes also points to a context where stability is lacking and public de-

bate is stifled, in a period that is marked by “a cycle of aggressive eco-

nomic liberalisation, political violence, military intervention, and Is-

lamist reaction” (Stokes 2001:3). 

This context is similar to the situation in Lebanon, especially after the 

end of the civil war in 1990. Even though the end of the war was the be-

ginning of a period of hope, attempts of reconciliation and economic 

growth, conflicting narratives about history and national heritage remain 

divisive today. Furthermore, the onset of open conflict between Lebanon 

and Israel — not to mention the conflict which broke out in neighbouring 

Syria in 2010 which has had a significant impact upon Lebanon — have 
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contributed to perpetuating a divided society which looks nostalgically to 

the past as a place of solace in order to curb social anxieties about the 

present.

In the case of Egypt, the connection between nostalgia, music and politi-

cal change — or crisis — is illustrated by the successive attempts of polit-

ical leaders to promote new artists who could highlight the power of cur-

rent political leadership (Danielson 1997:1-2, 2008; Lohman 2010:5, al-

Shawan 1980: 88-141). During the Mubarak years one of the measures 

taken to preserve the Egyptian tradition of singing of the Golden Age, 

the turāth, from a perceived threat of disappearance was through the 

establishment of a competition for young singers, The Future of Egyptian 

Singing (1999), a competition designed to encourage Egyptian youth to 

perform “the musical heritage of ‘Abd al-Halim Hafiz, Muhammad Abd 

al-Wahhab and Umm Kulthum”(Lohman 2010:155). 

This competition demonstrated how nostalgia is an active agent of not 

only revisitation of music and its symbols but of actively searching for its 

re-enactment. The winner of the competition was the young singer Amal 

Mahir who could rephrase, and was capable of reproducing in every de-

tail, Umm Kulthum’s vocal mannerisms. This granted Mahir immediate 

governmental support, a pecuniary award by the former president 

Mubarak, and being sent to Egyptian Radio to receive practical support in 

her career development (Lohman 2010:156). In Egypt, as pointed out by 

Lila Abou-Lughod (2008:19), emotion is at the centre of the process of 

nation–building through the Egyptian radio and television drama. Similar-

ly, I suggest that it is also at the centre of the process of canonisation of 

the music traditions described in earlier studies such as al-Shawan’s ac-

count of traditional music in Cairo (al-Shawwan 1980).

Ethnomusicological literature on North African music traditions has pro-

vided several accounts of moments of the revival of musical traditions 

over the last twenty years. Earlier studies such as al-Shawan’s (1980) ac-
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count on traditional music in Cairo or Ruth Davis (2004) account about 

the processes of revitalisation of Tunisian traditions focus on the process 

of modernisation of musical traditions. However, the processes focus on 

the establishment of a network system that allowed music rooted in Mid-

dle Eastern traditions to be collected, taught and preserved according to 

criteria that raised questions about governmental institutions. These In-

stitutions could be either Educational Institutions - such as the al-

Rashidiyya Music Institute in Tunis, or the Music Conservatoires that 

emerged everywhere in the Arab world during the 1940s. Simultaneously, 

the new nation–states launched a process of creation of national culture 

promoting the creation of a national radio, television and film industry, 

including the establishment of national ensembles that developed into 

national oriental orchestras. These institutions were responsible for cre-

ating a “classicised tradition” all over the Arab World that has become 

known under the umbrella name of turāth (Heritage).)

2. Turāth: the nation-State and the creation of a modern music tradi-

tion 

Turāth is an institutionalised set of music policies espoused by nationalis-

tic governmental agendas that emerged during the 1940s. Throughout 

that period, the notion of turāth, was used by the media industries —  

recording, radio and film —  which fed into nationalistic cultural and mu-

sic policies embodying the idea of one unified, strong nation-state.  81

Largely identified with that set of repertoires and performance practices 

in conservatoires such as the ones in Tunisia, and the Arab Levant, this 

notion of ‘authentic’ music tradition is a post-colonial construct. In this 

context “authenticity” (according to Ruth Davis 2004) is narrowly identi-

fied with the melodic and rhythmic parameters of music while excluding 

the remaining aspects related with principles of transmission, perfor-

  Started during the late 1920s with the Cairo Conference in 1932 which aimed to pre81 -
serve and modernise and peeked after 1950s when most countries here described 
achieved independence. It was in these post-independence periods that cultural gov-
ernmental policies took place.
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mance practice, improvisation and performance contexts (because oral 

tradition, melody and rhythm are considered as the most pertinent ele-

ments representing the immanent aspects of the tradition as compared 

to the other aspects more exposed to change connected with social con-

texts) (el-Shawan 1984:278, Davis 1997:15) The exclusion of aspects re-

lated to principles of transmission, performance practice and improvisa-

tion is why this understanding of turāth is also a marker of rupture and 

change. In this sense, turāth has ushered in a period of musical amnesia, 

according to Frederic Lagrange (1994:21). Other reasons for the exclu-

sion of aspects related to transmission, performance practice and impro-

visation relate to the way in which they are the reminder of an Ottoman 

colonial past rendering this music unsuitable to illustrate the socio-cul-

tural and political aspirations of the new nation-states.

During the first half of the twentieth century two main forces of musical 

change were identified: the need to preserve oral traditions from disap-

pearance and a powerful urge to modernise musical idioms. These two 

forces — both endogenous and exogenous — led to the convening of the 

First International Conference on Arabic Music in Cairo in 1932. According 

to Salwa el-Shawan  (1992:42), in this historical conference the terms 82

Taġyīr (change) and Tajdīd (renovation) were used frequently and with-

out precision. Furthermore, al-Shawan (Ibid.) states that one of the most 

immediate results from this congress was the replacement of the notion 

of “Oriental Music”, or al-Musiqa as-Sharqiyya  by “Arab Music”,or al-

Musiqa al-Arabiyya creating a terminological separation of  Arabic musi-

cal heritage from the wider family of Iranian-Ottoman-Arab traditions 

with which it is connected  Seemingly, musical and political change go 

hand-in-hand with a change in terminology, which in itself added a fur-

ther layer of complexity.  In a similar way, I suggest that changes in the 83

 El-Shawan, Salwa in “Mutation de la musique egyptienne: Une question majeur au 82

congres de musique arabe” in Musique Arabe : le Congres du Caire de 1932. Le Caire 
CEDEJ. Paris.

 However, change in terminology cannot be generalised, as a number  of musical 83

terms, still in use in modern times continue to be both Turkish and Iranian.
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notion and practice of turāth following the Cairo Conference of 1932 

were mostly due to endogenous movements towards musical modernisa-

tion and unification. These forces led towards cultural policies for the 

creation of national ensembles and educational institutions, as well as 

musicians that embodied official national identity after the 1950s (see 

Fig.1). In addition, although part of the aim was preservation, the result 

of such policies led to a narrowing of the notion of turāth as a result of 

both policy-driven change and — perhaps even more so — by virtue of 

neglect. 

 

Fig.1:Lebanese Prime Minister Sami el-Solh bestowing a medal of honour to 
singer Umm Kulthum in 1955. 

These processes of institutionalisation whereby national orchestras were 

created and educational institutions were founded for the teaching of 

music led, in some Arabic countries, to the transformation of “living tra-

ditions” into a relatively monolithic bloc of repertoire which was increas-

ingly enshrined in authoritative notations, and seen to stand in parallel 

to the canon of western art music. As result we find that traditions of 

popular origin were institutionalised and classicised as musical patrimo-

ny, for example the Tunisian Ma’luf (Davis 2004). The concept of ‘classi-

cal’ in the Arab world, as in many other non-European countries, differs 

from that which is embodied in the cultural identity of western world. 
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Whilst in the western world classical refers to a body of repertoire, com-

posers and practices that developed throughout centuries, in some parts 

of the non-western world it is frequently associated with a cultural con-

struct deeply linked with the emergence of the nation–state (Harris 

2008:5). Katherine Buttler Schofield (2010) in her discussion of classicisa-

tion in Hindustani music  points out  how “western concepts of classical 

where adopted by colonial period nationalists in order to reinforce a 

renovation of certain genres, cautiously selected for posterity along with 

associated practices and institutions (Schofield 2010:485). In the Arab 

Levant the use of the term Arabic classical music resonates with the arti-

ficial creation of the regional nation-states. An association that is for 

some, like those involved in the Tajdīd project, unwelcome. 

It can be argued that classicisation is the result of institutionalisation 

which has alienated music imbued with historical significance — living 

traditions –- from the very people to whom they had originally belonged. 

This happened by virtue of the creation of specialised contexts for music 

learning and practice and subsequent change in the emotional relation-

ship between performers and audiences (Ṭarab), who became passive 

receptors of music (el-Shawan 1980:44-45). This takes us back to 

Hourani’s questions on the problems of “heritage and its renewal” de-

fined in terms of how a national, cohesive musical identity can be as-

serted if only the only people are able to access collective historical 

memory via the musical heritage are elites, while other people are ex-

cluded? How can turāth, as a socio-political construct that emerged as a 

symbol and tool of the new nation-state, represent the musical heritage 

of Lebanese society musical heritage. The answer of the musicians, mu-

sicologists, pedagogues and music aficionados with whom I have worked 

closely in Lebanon is through processes of revival, like that of the con-

temporary Tajdīd. 
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3. The creation of a national music tradition (turāth) in Lebanon: the 

role of the Baalbeck Festival 

During the 1950s there was a surge in Arab nationalism with the creation 

of the United Arabic Republic (UAR) in 1958 (Dawisha 2005:127). 

Lebanon, however, had a delicate balance to keep due to the almost 

equal division of its population in Christian and Muslim sects. Lebanon’s 

political order was based on the “Pact of 1943” between Christian and 

Muslim leaders, in which governmental responsibilities were divided 

among the two religious communities (Dawisha 2005:207). With the po-

litical power balance pending towards the Christian Maronite community, 

it came as no surprise that Lebanon’s reaction towards the UAR was 

mixed.  

Whilst the Muslim population reacted positively to ideas of creating an 

Arab Union that would dissipate separate identities and political inde-

pendence, the Christian population did not. Most Christians were keen 

on maintaining Lebanese sovereignty that would shelter them from be-

longing to a wider Muslim Union. As Dawisha notes, “many in the influen-

tial Christian community in Lebanon worked in tandem with the French 

to frustrate Arab nationalist goals that they considered to be merely a 

camouflage for Muslim domination” (Dawisha 2005:44) In Lebanon the 

peak of the discontent felt by this community was reached in 1958 with 

the breakout of a civil war which President Chamoun blamed on the UAR 

and its leaders (Dawisha 2005:207-8). It was therefore unsurprising that 

under President Chamoun, measures were taken to create a strong 

Lebanese identity that would distinguish the country from its Arab 

neighbours. 

The 1950s saw the emergence of multiple state initiatives to construct a 

national music as a symbol of the modern Lebanese State. Amongst these 

initiatives the creation of national music festivals played a significant 

role in showcasing national culture. The Baalbeck festival, initiated in 
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1955, is perhaps one of the most significant of these. Initially, this 

project emerged from the close relationship between the Maronite 

community and the French Mandate as a proposal to stage plays in the 

ancient ruins of Baalbeck in 1946. However, the following year President 

Chamoun proposed the event to be turned into a sporadic cultural event 

which would be led by a group of wealthy Maronite ladies known as “les 

dames du festival” (Stone 2007:24). This committee would establish the 

program of the festival which would mostly comprise European theatre 

and music. 

 
The emergence of the festival of Baalbeck illustrates how the processes 

of formation of national music canon can be influenced by previous colo-

nial powers. This influence mostly operates by having the local elites co-

opting colonialist discourse and practices related to music heritage in 

order to reinforce their power, and this is what happened in the Baal-

beck festival (Stone 2007: 24.) Camille Chamoun, Lebanon’s second post-

independence president, wrote:  

The historical role of Lebanon has been since time immemorial, is 
now, and will continue to be primarily the development of culture 
and civilisation. In organising this International Festival in the 
magnificent temples of Baalbeck at which great classic works of 
music and drama of rare beauty and power have been presented, 
Lebanon has been conscious of and faithful to its heritage. ( Tueni 
1994: xxii in Stone 2007:19) 

The heritage that Chamoun proposes here is not a local heritage but one 

that aims to represent the Maronite national elite, in which an ancient 

Phoenician nation that looked outwardly towards the cultural identity of 

the West was reclaimed (Stone 2007:32). And, in this sense, it is one that 

does not encompass the entirety of the Lebanese population. Moreover, 

the close connection between Lebanese elites and the French coloniser 

were behind a project for the maintenance and development of 
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Lebanese culture.  This project aimed at promoting a particular version 84

of Lebanese culture  which promoted Lebanon as a singular nation with 85

an Europeanised elite and culture. However, in doing so, this project has 

disregarded not only the position of Lebanon with regard to the neigh-

bouring Arab states, but also almost half of its population whose identity 

lies deeply rooted in Arab Muslim culture. 

In 1957 the Festival of Baalbeck had developed as an annual arts events 

which showcased not only the regular international acts it had hosted 

until then but also Lebanese folklore, most of which produced by the 

Rahbanis. The negotiation of their terms of inclusion were carefully 

worked out, “this was not just snobbery, but also because the festival 

was an integral part of a larger elite nationalist project that aimed to 

highlight the Christian and European faces of the nation” (2007:3). This 

demonstrates how the Lebanese national music culture (turāth) emerged 

from “the struggle for legitimacy and dominance” by an elite group. Un-

til today, Lebanese national music heritage lies mostly betwixt regional 

folklore and western classical music juxtaposed with regional urban mu-

sic such as the Mūwašah. 

The appropriation of Lebanese popular folk music has played a signifi-

cant role in establishing a connection between past and modern music 

heritage (Fig.2). In the process of creation of a musical cannon, the ap-

propriation of local folklore served to reinforce narratives of ancestry 

and origin which are widely accepted as historical facts that embody the 

“true”, “pure”, “traditional”, “native” character of the nation (Regev 

2004:3). Therefore, the appropriation of popular traditions serves to le-

gitimise the created national canon by holding claims to a local historical 

past. The pernicious aspect of this construction of locality, and of local 

 This project was called “L ’association nationale pour le maintien et le développe84 -
ment de la culture libanaise” and was led by  Michel Chiha, Said Akl and Fouad Boustani 
(Stone 2007:23)

 Designated at the time by the French expression “La culture Libanaise” (Ibid.)85
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national culture, is that it “requires the enhancement of the significance 

of borders, both real and imaginary, and both internal and 

external.” (Stone 2007:39). It is precisely this construction of national 

heritage that is being contested by some musicians in contemporary 

Lebanon, especially by those who are part of the Tajdīd movement. 

Fig.2: A vinyl record part of the collection of the archives at University du Saint 

Esprit de Kasilik (USEK). 

From the two interpretations above we can conclude that there are two 

types of turāth running in tandem since mid twentieth century. One is 

the turāth that was common to Egypt and the Levantine region, which 

encompasses singers such as Umm Kulthum or Abd al-Wahhab. The other 

is the Lebanese turāth, or turāth al-Lubnany, which comprises the 

repertoire and the singers that came about after the emergence of 

Lebanon as a nation–state, for example, Fairuz, the Rahbani bothers, 

Wadi al-Safi, Zaki Nassif and even Sabah. These two types of turāth run 

in parallel in Lebanon and have both been identified as encapsulating 

the Golden Age of the twentieth century. This demonstrates that her-

itage music, or music tradition, in the post-colonial moments has several 
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interpretations. To these two notions of turāth is added the layer of mu-

sic tradition and heritage as understood by the Tajdīd. It is crucial to de-

note that, although most of the members of the Tajdīd do not nullify the 

importance of the two turāth, the regional and the Lebanese, they have 

initiated further inquiry into notions of turāth — tradition — in the Arab 

Levant. 

4. Ghada Shbeir and Nidaa Abou Mrad: Restorative nostalgia in two 
contrasting approaches to the turāth 

4.1. Ghada Shbeir: the discourse

During the summer of 2013 I contacted my one-time singing teacher 

Ghada Shbeir to request an interview for this thesis. Once we agreed, I 

travelled to the University of Saint Esprit du Kasilik (USEK) where she re-

ceived me in her faculty office. Ms Ghada’s office was a sound–proof stu-

dio in the basement of the building, which is exclusively dedicated to 

music practice, and seemed to be new and of a high standard. On the 

side  of a staggering amount of papers, personal belongings — car keys, 

little jacket and other personal objects —  lay a portable piano on top of 

a table while on the  other side of her desk lay handwritten sheets of 

paper, sheets of music and manuscripts, seemingly in Syriac. She sat be-

hind her desk unfazed by the apparent chaos, her doctoral thesis in front 

of her, in piles of hand written texts. She said, “I need to give it to my 

secretary to print them out. This task is endless” and sighed! 

Sitting opposite her, I kept my desire to sigh to myself. During her inter-

view Ghada Shbeir expressed the longing for “old and rare melodies” 

rooted on Arabic music tradition. This supports her sense of estrange-

ment towards the classical Arabic music repertoire performed in Lebanon 

and her attempts to attach herself to a particular musical heritage. Her 

longing illustrates what Svetlana Boym called restorative nostalgia (Boym 

2001:41), one that equates tradition to truth. Tradition is placed in a 

plane that is both nostalgically distant and close and wrapped in a so-

phisticated or self-conscious act of cultural construction (Stewart 1988: 
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228). Ghada has tried to use her nostalgia as a cultural practice seeking 

to restore the tradition of Arabic singing through the analysis of ancient 

religious manuscripts, sacred texts and their cantillation. However, 

Christian and Muslim cantillation styles are very different. Since Ghada 

Shbeir has established herself as an expert in Syriac chant, I would sus-

pect that it would be mostly this vocal style that informed her approach 

to secular music tradition.

Similarly, the way that tradition is set in a simultaneously distant-close 

relationship so too is “music”. In Ghada’s discourse, music has acquired a 

sense of an entity per se, which echoes the Heglian interpretation of ab-

solute music  in the context of western art music in nineteenth century 86

Europe. Such conceptualisation seems to emphasise an extant sense of 

estrangement, thought to be caused by the wars and political instability 

of the country. Shbeir’s work on “re-appropriation of Arab vocal tech-

nique”, as she claims, through her work on ancient religious cantillation 

to be difficult. Difficulty can be also understood as a place of struggle 

for closeness of something that feels lost or alienated.

Ghada’s childhood was spent in a house where traditional Arabic music –

— the turāth music of the Golden Age common to Egypt and the Arab 

Levantine region — was played constantly. As a result of the regular ex-

posure to this music, she claims she was “unaware of its difficulty and 

therefore its value” . She remembers listening to Umm Kulthum but 87

when asked who the singers were that she most revered as a young aspir-

ing singer herself, she replied, 

 According to “music is absolute because it expresses the Absolute” (Roger Scruton. 86

"Absolute music.” Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press. 
Web. 10 Nov. 2016. <http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/mu-
sic/00069>) I am aware that the concept of absolute music in nineteenth century Eu-
rope was used to designate a music which implied any sort of extra musical references , 
including song texts and poems and so in this narrow sense this concept is not applica-
ble in the context of this discussion.

 Personal Interview Badba, University of the Saint Esprit de Kasilik (USEK) 13 August 87

2013
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My main inspiration was my father, he was the one who told me 
about the importance of singing the old mawwal. To learn the old 
techniques and performance styles of Nathem al-Ghazali. (Kasilik, 
13 August 2013)

Simultaneously, she states desire to appropriate the old melodies of Arab 

tradition while expressing resentment that the manuscripts of the Arabic 

music tradition which she values are kept in Europe. The fact that these 

manuscripts do not contain melodies seems to be unknown to her. Ghada 

opined,

All the secrets [of Arabic music] are not available in our country. 
If you want to look at a manuscript like Tifashi it is in Germany 
and maybe that is better because we never know what would 
have happened. Maybe they would have been disposed of after 
the war, I don’t know.(Kasilik, 13 August 2013)

The notion of tradition that stems from Shbeir’s discourse is associated 

with “secret”, “difficulty”, “value” and “old” which places it in an un-

certain past of a relative inaccessibility. However, I argue that by refer-

ring to a repertoire of musicians whose body of work is deeply associated 

with the construction of national identity — Umm Kulthum, for example, 

had a crucial role in the building the notion of Egyptianess and Natham 

al-Ghazali played a similar role in Iraqi national culture — the discourse 

gains further dimensions.

On the one hand it becomes clear that the tradition she is referring to is 

the turāth that emerged after 1940s and is therefore deeply linked with 

an invented tradition that symbolises the nation–state. On the other 

hand, it indicates that even an ‘élite’ Maronite such as Shbeir finds it 

difficult to limit Lebanese tradition to the borders of the nation–state. 

This gives further emphasis to the constructed and imagined nature of 

turāth, especially when added the need to re-appropriate it. Ghada 

Shbeir’s notion of musical tradition blurs geographical borders, expand-

ing these borders to the wider Arab world or shrinking them to Lebanon 

according to the need of the moment. What emerges from this is a sense 

of confusion between the desire for a national identity, the desire for a 
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pre-modern regional identity, the desire to maintain her reputation as a 

recognised Syriac music expert, and the desire for a particular sophisti-

cated status as a Lebanese musician. All of these desires are coexistent, 

constructed and invented simultaneously.

In addition, conflict seems to overshadow all aspect of Ghada Shbeir’s 

personal and professional life. As she later adds, 

We live in a country where we never know, when you leave the 
house, if you are going to return. There is fear, the fear of death, 
it’s difficult to live with fear …[pause]… and it’s not only in music 
it is a way of life. It is very difficult for us to live like this. (Kasi-
lik, 13 August 2013)

Her expression of fear, although expressed in a broad sense of the living 

conditions in Lebanon, seems also to specifically point out to a threat of 

annihilation to what she perceives as being her music tradition. She no 

longer looked at me but clicked nervously on her computer keyboard. 

The ubiquitous presence of imminent conflict, and sometimes of fear, 

have been similarly echoed by other musicians in the course of this re-

search. They describe it as a crippling way of life that undermines per-

formance initiatives as well as academic performance work. Further-

more, a perceived threat of contemporary music production overtaking 

traditional (or old) music is ubiquitous throughout her work. Therefore, 

the pervasive violence is not only present in research considering the 

prominence of wars and physical destruction of individuals, places of 

performance or instruments. As poet Tamim al-Barghouti (b.1977)  later 88

describes, a sense of imminent threat is felt towards an Arab culture and 

civilisation.  This threat is not only perceived as from coming from ex89 -

ternal global forces, but is also felt to emanate strongly from Lebanese 

elites who throughout the years co-opted the western colonial perspec-

 Interview held by phone on the 11 June 2016. ( 6.30pm to 7.30pm)88

 §5 1.189
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tive, which contributed to a sense of alienation between people and cul-

ture.

Ghada Shbeir and I moved on to discussing Arab vocal technique, a topic 

that has interested me since 2009 when I studied with her an introducto-

ry short course on “oriental” vocal technique and repertoire. For this 

course she prepared repertoire mainly composed of muwaššah. Md. 

Shbeir tells me that when she started her career her main focus was on 

musical forms that were not the song form that had been popularised by 

artists like Fairuz in previous decades. Rather, her interest lay in the 

muwaššahāt and the adwār(dawr), to which she dedicated her first two 

CDs. For the first CD entitled Muwaššahāt, Ghada Shbeir was awarded 

the BBC World Music Awards in 2007. Since then, she tells me, she be-

came more interested in developing a written study about “oriental vo-

cal technique” as she calls it. When I questioned her about her reasons 

for wanting to write such a study her answer was revealing,

We don’t really have an oriental vocal technique. In Europe they 
have not only one vocal technique but techniques! Schools of 
singing: the Greek school, the French, the German, the Italian. 
Why can’t we Arabs have the same since the Arab came before 
the Europeans?! Why should we be contented with listening to the 
Europeans and do [it] the same way, to learn their technique, do 
their vocal exercises!? I think this is false [it’s not applicable to 
Arabic singing]. That is why I started working on my thesis on 
‘how to do an oriental vocal technique according to the tradi-
tional religious repertoire. (Kasilik, 13 August 2013)

This need to create a manual that restores traditional vocal technique 

denotes two aspects of the understanding of musical tradition, that it 

equates to multiple narratives and that is also a construct about which 

there is a lack of consensus. The reasons for this lack of consensus lie in 

the religious themes that underpin every single aspect of cultural rela-

tionships in Lebanon. In this context, Muslim and Christian vocal tech-

niques have different principles from which their respective vocal ap-

proaches are constructed. 
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An attempt to build consensus came with the creation of the Centre de 

Rechérche pour la Musique Classique du Moyen Orient of University of 

the Saint Espirit of Kasilik (Fig.3 and 4). However, most of the material is 

still waiting to be catalogued and explored by a team of musicologists 

and graduates from the University. Although the creation of the centre is 

undoubtedly useful, nothing seems to indicate that it alone will bridge 

the gap between notions of tradition or the different vocal techniques 

that stem from them. Ghada Shbeir prefers to focus her research efforts 

in a section of musical tradition she considers to have been untouched, 

or un-westernised; the religious musical traditions of Maronite repertoire 

and Qur’anic recitation (tajwīd).

Shbeir’s resentment towards the perceived loss of her musical heritage is 

apparent, particularly in what concerns that part of culture that is al-

ready lost and the culture which could be imminently lost due to the 

continuing conflict in the region. Her words echo a longing for an “au-

thentic” Arab Music, to sing the “old melodies, or rare melodies” (Kasi-

lik, 13 August 2013)  that are so far from “the new melodies that burst 90

with banality”(Ibid.) . Her discourse emphasises a well know dualism 91

that associates “old” with “authentic”, and “new” with “vulgarity” 

seeming to both acknowledge and resist one of the constitutive features 

of post-colonial modern societies that lie in overlapping plurality (Ap-

padurai 2010:46) 

 La banalité, is the expression Ghada repeatedly uses to describe “the 

new melodies” which she describes as “infantile music made to make 

money” as well as to describe contemporary composers and fellow musi-

cians who “think that people are banal”(Kasilik, 13 August 2013) and 

make this sort of music to please them. La banalité is also associated 

with the use of this music repertoire to make a living by performing in 

 Ibid.90

 Ibid.91
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restaurants. Ghada sets herself apart from the wider environment of mu-

sic making in Lebanon by performing exclusively in the major theatres of 

the Lebanon (such as the Madina theatre that we will discuss below) as 

well as in international concert halls in the U.A.E. and Europe. Further-

more, she also distinguishes herself by a discourse that aims to set her 

musical practice above La banalité. 

Ghada’s speech enlightens us to a discourse on the Arab music tradition 

in which music is understood to be a separate entity from popular music. 

This in itself seems to demonstrate the pervasiveness of the western art 

music tradition in the formation of an Arab classical music heritage, both 

in its musical praxis and in its ideals. Furthermore, this discourse is 

aligned with wider debates on the ways in which the modernisation of 

traditional Arab music, from mid-twentieth century onwards, contains a 

multitude of elements — from western to local, and urban to rural, 

which have come together to embody an idiosyncratic regional turāth 

which simultaneously upholds the separate cultural identities of each na-

tion-state (Stone 2007; Danielson 1996; Racy 1992). 

Ghada’s views also illustrate the need to take a practical approach to-

wards heritage by making it available – and therefore more capable of 

being transmitted and circulated — in the form of written music, con-

certs, recordings or academic publications (articles and books). Shbeir’s 

discourse epitomises the contradictions felt amongst some musicians of 

classical Arabic music; not only is it the result of her Maronite elite 

provenance, in which music, intellectualism and high social status are 

considered interlinked, but it is also the result of her upbringing in a so-

ciety threatened with consecutive and violent alienation from both Eu-

rope and their Arab neighbours. 
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Fig. 3 and Fig. 4: Items waiting be archived at the Centre de Rechérche pour la 
Musique Classique du Moyen Orient, University of the Saint Spirit de Kasilik 
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4.2 Ghada Shbeir: accounts on the concert held in the al-Madina the-

atre in 2013.

A few days after our interview, on the evening of the 12th of August 

2013, Ghada Shbeir presented a concert in the masraḥ (theatre) al-Madi-

na theatre located in the central district of Hamra in Beirut (Fig.4). 

Ghada told me that funding for the concert had relied entirely upon pri-

vate initiatives. The venue has the capacity of four hundred and fifty 

seats and that evening was sold out to almost its entire capacity. The 

stage was bare in black with  black seats for four musicians. Music stands 

stood in front of each seat. At the front was a microphone for the soloist 

indicating that she would stand, sing with a microphone and use either 

scores or reminders for the poem–lyrics now and again. The atmosphere 

inevitably recalled that of a western art music concert for a small en-

semble. In contrast to western audiences, the hall was alive with a chat-

tering audience, mostly well-groomed and well-dressed couples, a few 

families with young children and debonair groups of teenagers, both boys 

and girls who stood about in separate groups. Make-up, intense perfumes 

and the Lebanese accent interspersed with French expressions denoted a 

mostly Christian audience of the upper-middle class. 

The members of the audience would have made their way from Mount 

Lebanon or other areas around and in town to attend the concert. How-

ever, Hamra, the cultural centre of town where the theatre is located is 

not a habitual destination. Once, a Lebanese friend from Mount Lebanon 

who would fit in with the sect and social class of much of this audience, 

said that coming to Hamra was understood to be dangerous, despite be-

ing the unofficial downtown where every sect and class mix encouraging 

intellectual and creative development. Hamra is on the other side of the 

green line that separated the Christian west of town from the eastern 

Muslim during the civil war. Although the green line hasn’t officially ex-

isted since 1995, it lives on in the minds of Beirutis, and many young 

people are still brought up to think of a divided city. 
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While the location of the concert was mostly chosen due to the Madina 

theatre being considered amongst the most reputable ones in town, a 

symbolic meaning seems also apparent. It suggested that the nostalgia 

for the pre-war days when green line divisions did not take place. In lo-

cating the concert at the Madina Theatre, Ghada Shbeir challenged this 

psycho-emotional limitation that still lives in many Lebanese, with an 

attempt to bridge a perceived gap between the two Beiruts, of the 

Christian-West and the Muslim-East. The instrumentalists entered the 

stage quietly, to play violin, qanūn,‘ūd, double bass and percussion 

(riqq, mostly). Following closely behind, Shbeir entered, dressed in a 

long black gown. She came to the microphone at the front of the stage, 

facing the microphone. Shbeir addressed the audience with courtesies 

and thanks. She also explained that in this night she would present them 

with old melodies from the tradition of Arabic music, and other new 

songs written in the old manner by contemporary composers, most of 

whom double their functions as composers with that of clergymen. 

The night, she said, was a night to celebrate ṭarab and to let the music 

fill the audience. This was the first occasion in my research trip that I 

came across the word ṭarab. It was very clear in that context that it re-

flected Shbeir’s nostalgia for a ‘golden period’ of music. The concert be-

gan, introducing a programme aimed at presenting her last two CDs, one 

called al-Qaṣīda, and the other called Andalusyya. Although both titles 

suggest that Shbeir is revisiting the tradition of the qaṣīda as well as that 

of Arab-Andalusian music, she was, in fact, presenting new music.
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Fig. 5: Poster for Ghada Shbeir's concert in the Medina Theatre in Beirut on the 
12 August 2013

The concert progressed in line with the standards of the regional turāth, 

combining elements of western art music tradition and jazz with local 

Lebanese traditions. The western aspects mostly relied on the visual el-

ements presented on the stage: the plain black scenery, music stands 

supposedly with scores which could not be seen from the audience, as 

well as black attire for the musicians: suits for the men, and a long gown 

for the lead singer, who was the only female performer of the ensemble. 

Furthermore, the mix of instrumentation denoted a modern western 

takht which included a double bass. Not only was the double bass a con-

stituent part but its player frequently led the other instruments, which 

would have never happened in a traditional takht where the lead has al-

ways been ‘ūd or qanūn.  

Most of the pieces were pre-composed followed by sections of layālī and 

mawwal, which some would argue, would have been prepared in ad-

vance for the concert. There was an interval of half an hour, followed by 

the second half of the concert which had the same structure as the first 
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half of the concert. The only exception was an a capella performance by 

Shbeir of a Syriac chant, which enthralled the audience. Again, during 

the second half, the double bass player took the lead on several occa-

sions, even taking over from the lead singer herself.  

In this sense, the ensemble presented in concert by Shbeir that night in-

verted the historical roles of the takht. In a traditional takht the lead is 

taken by the lead singer, or ‘ūd player or by the qanūn player. In this en-

semble, the lead was very visibly taken by a double bass player, using 

gestures such as a nodding of the head or a raise of the hand to give non-

verbal cues to the other members of the ensemble. Although, the use of 

non-verbal communication amongst musicians in a performance has been 

noted in the context of Jazz (Berliner 1994) or North Indian music 

(Leante 2007: 161-163) my previous interview with Ghada Shbeir — in 

which she compared the European and Arab music traditions — lead me 

to think  how the hand and head movements of the double bass player / 

conducted of her ensemble resembled those of contemporary instrumen-

talist–conductors that perform ancient European music. Moreover, having 

the double bass player assuming a lead role also inverts the historically 

unassuming role of the double bass in the western art music tradition. 

This concert crossed many lines, not just the green line.It started by in-

verting the traditional use of instruments in both eastern and western 

art music traditions   92

The repertoire was based on modern poems by al-Babtain. No mention of 

the composer was made in the case of the al-Qaṣīda. Of the repertoire 

taken from the Andalusia CD, given with a bilingual Arabic/English title, 

again there is no reference to a composer but to “arrangements” which 

were done by Elie Hardane.  The attribution of this new compositions to 93

an arranger rather than composer may lie, however, on a pragmatical 

 Whilst the double bass has a prominent role within western jazz bands, this was not 92

the genre that was being evoked in this concert.

 CD Leaflet p.2.93
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decision. According to current copyright law the author of the arrange-

ments is assigned with automatic copyrights and therefore being entitled 

to payment . In both cases, what comes across, despite the re-writing 94

by al-Babtain of old poetic forms, are the numerous references to the 

golden ages of Arab culture prior to the twentieth century, i.e., the Um-

mayad and Abbasid (661C.E.–1258 C.E). for Qaṣīda, and the al-Andalus 

period (711 C.E.–1492 C.E.)  for the Andalusian music. It is clear that the 

singer expresses a longing for a reinstatement of a period of glory and 

grandeur in Arab culture. Nothing encapsulates this nostalgia better than 

the closing line of the English section of the leaflet where Shbeir states, 

“ today we are providing our audience with a work that honours us, you 

and the Arab Nation”.  95

However, what seems to unite the evoked notion of an Arab nation is not 

the mid-twentieth century ideals of Pan-Arabism. Rather, the notion of 

the Arab Nation evoked here seems to be united by a very pragmatic 

principle: capital. The album al-Qaṣīda is entirely based in the poems of 

a Kuwaiti “poet and a prominent businessman”  Abdul Aziz Saud al-Bab96 -

tain. The Andalusia CD relies on al-Babtain’s re-writings of the 

Muwaššaḥ. In Arabic culture re-writing a poetic genre is a way of praising 

ancestry and placing one self in a certain line of Arabic cultural 

heritage.  However, the way these poems are set to music is aligned 97

with the modernised turāth of the early to mid-twentieth centuries, 

which as we have commented, is a modern cultural construct.  

This cultural construct seems to be taken further in this context. Unlike 

the Arab nationalism of the 1950s and 1960s, where solo singers like 

 For further details on Copyright see the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 94

Cultural Organisation [UNESCO], The ABC of Copyright (Paris: UNESCO, 
2010) [accessed in 10/11/2016].

 CD Leaflet p. 395

 Ibid.96

Al-Barghouti, phone interview 11 June 201697
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Umm Kulthum were symbols of the progress of a modern state, here the 

solo singer, Ghada Shbeir wants to symbolise an idea of Arab Nation 

which is united through wealth while simultaneously exploiting the op-

portunity to further her career. In addition, Shbeir is capable of dissemi-

nating this concept of tradition throughout the Arab world and beyond. 

Shbeir’s allegiance with al-Babtain appears to promote the idea of an ex-

tremely wealthy Arab world, capable of challenging the West through the 

dissemination of this “invented culture” via the power of capital. 

Al-Babtain has worked extensively in the promotion of Arab culture. He 

created the Foundation Abdul Aziz al-Saud al-Babtain for Poetic Creativi-

ty, and established a Library for Arab Poetry as well as establishing a 

Centre for Translation in Kuwait. His curriculum vitae is filled with nu-

merous charitable actions that aim to promote Arabic poetry and culture 

as well as “inter-civilisational dialogue”  not only in Kuwait, and the 98

Arab Gulf but also in Muslim Central Asian countries for example Kyrgyzs-

tan and Azerbaijan, as well as in North Africa and Jerusalem. The associ-

ation between al-Babtain and Shbeir serves to further illustrate the rea-

son why the concert was located in Hamra, beyond the green-line. It 

demonstrates the association between a prominent figure of the Arab 

Muslim Gulf and a talented Christian Lebanese singer, who form an al-

liance with each other to promote their independent agendas. The Arab 

Gulf is known for having a culture of purchase and investments and 

Shbeir in raising herself to the highest possible status as professional 

singer. 

Finally, my contention that the promotion of the Arab Nation, according 

to Shbeir and al-Babtain lies in financial values is further demonstrated 

by the sponsoring and production of the two CDs. The CD al-Qaṣīda was 

produced by Zaman Production, who were once the sole creation and en-

terprise of Ghada Shbeir. However, a brief visit to the current website of 

Zamam Productions indicates that the production company was bought 

 Ibid.98
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by Jean Herve Vidal and is now based in France. Under the direction of 

Jean-Hervé Vidal and Alain Weber, the artistic adviser, it is now a pro-

duction company organising “world music and performing arts” events. 

On the website Ghada Shbeir features as a musician from Lebanon who 

“specialises in Syriac Chant and Arab-Andalusian song” amongst a 

panoply of artists from around the world. It is unclear whether the CD 99

al-Qaṣīda was produced by Zaman Production before or after Ghada 

Shbeir sold the company. However, since the cover type, colours, letter-

ing and photo are aligned with Shbeir’s previous CDs suggest that this 

was perhaps the last CD to be solely produced by Shbeir, possibly be-

cause of excessive costs incurred. (See Fig. 5).  

Furthermore, I would venture that dedicating the entire album to qasi-

dat (qaṣīda) written by al-Babtain, can be understood as an astute en-

trepreneurial step for a singer who seeks further sponsors by whom she 

can advance her career. Corroborating my claims, the next album An-

dalusia was produced, as stated on the back cover, by The Foundation of 

Abdul Aziz al-Saud al-Babtain Prize for Poetic Creativity, and by Ghada 

Shbeir (See Fig.6) The album was also sponsored by the Association Nadi 

Lekol el Nas, a Lebanese association created in 1998 “to preserve, pro-

mote and disseminate the Lebanese and Arabic artistic production.”  100

Despite the statement the group seems more interested, from the con-

tents of the website, in promoting events related to the Arab Film Festi-

vals, film production and distribution, having music playing a minor role 

amongst their activities. 

What can be concluded from Ghada Shbeir’s musical career from 2009 to 

2013 is her struggle to remain an heir of Arabic turāth, both the twenti-

eth century golden age regional Arabic turāth encompassing Egypt and 

 See Zaman Productions http://www.zamanproduction.com/en/artist/ghada-shbeir 99

[accessed 17/10/2016].

 See Nadi Lekol el Nas  http://www.nadilekolnas.org/about.php accessed on 100

17/10/2016.
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the Levant, and the Lebanese turāth. In this sense, her take on the 

Lebanese turāth is expressed by her engagement  with the repertoire of 

Syriac Christian music, rather than folklore. Although, both secular and 

religious repertoires, play a significant role in her career, the interplay 

between her approach to the secular turāth and religious heritage of 

Syriac chant is unclear. It is also evident that Ghada Shbeir, like most 

Lebanese musicians, struggles with the lack of public funding and sup-

port for musicians. Therefore, the association with al-Babtain appears to 

be a marriage of convenience between finance and culture. In addition 

Ghada Shbeir seems to have partially rebranded both her music and her 

attire, moving from a western style long black gown to a more embroi-

dered Galabyya  style (Fig. 7). 101

 

  Is a type of long and loose gown widely used amongst  Muslim communities, in par101 -
ticular  those of   the Middle east and Noter Africa.
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Figs.6 and Fig.7: Cover of the CD Andalusia. 

Fig.8: Front cover of the  CD al-Qaṣīda in line with the aestethics of colour, 
font and picture as Ghada Shbeir previous CD’s al-Muwaššaḥ and al-Qawaled. 
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4.3 Nidaa Abou Mrad: the pioneer of the Tajdīd in Lebanon  

Prof. Abou Mrad, the central figure and pioneer of Tajdīd in Lebanon, has 

a unique approach to music traditions in the Arab levant. He Is a kind 

and friendly man with an impeccable command of French. When I met 

him, he led me to his office, at the end long corridor in the Music De-

partment of the Antonine University in Ba’ādba. He is a polemic figure 

amongst musicians and musicologists both in and outside Lebanon, and is 

called by many “an orthodox” or “a fundamentalist”.  This is because 102

he searches for the roots of the tradition of the region in the Nahḍa pe-

riod, except for the period following the Cairo 1932 conference, which 

he considers a period of decadence that gave rise to a tradition mostly 

comprised of “exogenous hybridisation (métissage exogènes)” (Abou 

Mrad 2002:84)103

Abou Mrad’s approach to the Levantine music tradition has been inspired 

by the European Early Music movements which evolved during the 

1910s . These movements arose as a result of interest in Renaissance 104

music from musicologists and historians, and were further established 

through the publication of The Interpretation of Early Music of the sev-

enteenth and eighteenth centuries by Arnold Dolmetsch in 1915. In 1933, 

Paul Sacher founded the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis in Basel (Switzer-

land) which remains a reference for early music performers and musicol-

ogists throughout the world. At the core of these European movements 

was the desire to revive an authentic music performance praxis of music 

mostly prior to the eighteenth century. Since both Abou Mrad and I have 

studied early music, my understanding of his perspective and drive to 

 These words were used by several musicians who I would rather not identify for eth102 -
ical reasons during the course of research in Lebanon.

 Katherine Buttler Schofield has pointed out to similar remarks in the context of Hin103 -
dustani music Schofield 2010:485. 

 Interview with Nidaa Abou Mrad at the Music Department of the Antonine 104

University,Ba’ābda, 26 September 2013.
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revive the music of the Nahḍa in similar modes to those done in the an-

cient music moments throughout Europe, is facilitated.

During our interview in the summer 2013 he told me that his time as a 

student at the Schola Cantorum during the 80s was a turning point in his 

artistic life. He described it as follows,

[at the time] I was a medical student in Paris and I did baroque 
violin and medieval viola d’archet [sic] in parallel at the Schola 
Cantorum Basiliensis with Sterling Jones;.[…] I didn’t know the 
music tradition of the orient, I didn’t know that it [Arab Levan-
tine music traditon] had an interest, and [I] was filled with a 
westernised complex, in the sense that I didn’t think that there 
was another music tradition worth studying outside the western 
music tradition. I didn’t know we had an interesting music tradi-
tion, it was neither known nor discussed, it was truly margin-
alised. But, I was interested in this ancient tradition in Europe: in 
Baroque music, music of the Renaissance and of the Middle Ages, 
and it was there that I found that many western musicians, Euro-
peans and Americans, were interested in Oriental music in order 
to revive [European] medieval manuscripts. Because we 
[Lebanese] no longer had these music traditions (or very few of 
them) in the west, a living tradition that could breathe a new life 
into the practice of Arabic music so many musicians used to study 
the music of the Maghreb, of the near east, of Iran or even India 
to look for the ways in which to revive music, to do [he adds in 
English] revival. …” [sic] (Ba’ābda, 26 September 2013)

The discourse of Prof. Abou Mrad set him apart from most of his contem-

poraries. His personal story as a musician locates him as a product of the 

Lebanese elite Christian Orthodox minority. This allowed him to access a 

degree in medicine abroad, as well as to a classical western music edu-

cation inaccessible to many Lebanese. His discourse clearly articulates a 

sense of marginality not only towards the colonial powers but also to-

wards Arabic music traditions. He claims that despite growing up in 

Lebanon as a music student, he was surprisingly unaware of the country’s 

musical tradition. This may not come as a surprise if we take into ac-

count the agenda drafted by the Christian Maronite elites towards a 

Lebanese culture relatable to the West and Europe in particular, as I 

have described earlier. Furthermore, this claim “of being totally un-
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aware” emphasises what he considers to be the general ignorance about 

the music tradition of the Levant, a lack of knowledge that is endemic 

throughout the Lebanese education system, outside the Antonine Univer-

sity .105

Abou Mrad’s research also takes full account of the postmodernist dis-

course which claims to dislocate Europe out of the centre of the flow of 

knowledge into the margins (Appadurai 2010, Regev 2004, Chatterjee 

1993 ) when Abou Mrad claims that European musicians were looking at 

non-European music traditions in order to revive European ancient music 

practices described in manuscript. This reverses the advantage conferred 

by the bias, knowledge wise, on the colonised and not colonial power. 

Whilst using a postmodernist discourse serves to legitimise and apply 

equal standards to Arab Levantine music tradition with regard to both 

western and non-western music traditions alike. Similarly, his use of the 

word revival (in both French and English), equating to the Arabic Tajdīd, 

further indicated the clarity of his musical, musicological and pedagogi-

cal goals. He describes his method,

So I started researching; researching by questioning musicians, 
listening to what there was in terms of discography. I discovered 
Munir Bashir […] I knew that this had nothing to do with the music 
tradition I was researching. I felt that this had nothing to do with 
the quest of authenticity [I was looking for, not ] that [of] those 
who practiced the [European Ancient Music ] tradition were in the 
quest of authenticity for the baroque music, the Renaissance and 
medieval music.  [sic] (Ba’ābda, 26 September 2013)

So in France, I heard a concert of taqasim of ‘'ūd by Fawzi Sa’id 
and I was enthralled  because I heard what I expected. I mean, 106

it was way beyond what I had been expecting. I discovered a cre-
ative competence, a generative competence,[sic] of production, 
of enunciations that seemed endless [and] that he was improvis-
ing on this instrument. So I asked this musician, this master, if he 

§6105

 He uses the French word to describe is state of fascination as being “agrandi” which 106

translates in English as ‘to enlarge or expand from’, which we can understand the ways 
in which the feelings emerged through this performance informed Abou Mrad’s quest to 
expand the knowledge on Arabic music tradition. 
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would like to “initiate me” [sic]. He presented a lot of obstacles, 
said that I had to ‘stop this and that’ as if I was going to become 
a monk in a monastery [but] it seemed that it was a way of dis-
couraging me because he didn’t want to teach, had no will to 
teach, had never taught and in fact he never taught any other 
that your servant [referring to himself]. So I accepted his condi-
tions, I was entering a relationship of “traditional initiation”, tru-
ly in what takes place in a traditional context with my violin [it 
was an] aural initiation, and initiation in other stages and then of 
memorisation in order to go towards creativity. [sic] (Ba’ābda, 26 
September 2013)

The importance attributed to the notions of creative competence, gen-

erative competence and initiation are crucial to our understanding of the 

methods and goals of the Tajdīd. The goal of the Tajdīd is not simply a 

revival of the music of the Nahḍa period, but also to find the core prin-

ciples, that will enable contemporary musicians to create contemporary 

Arabic music that will be in line with the musical style and praxis of the 

Nahḍa. This will facilitate freedom from the western influences that 

have been developing in Lebanese music since the creation of turāth in 

the 1950s. Accordingly, the project of the Tajdīd is not only a musical 

project but like most other activities in the region, it is a profoundly po-

litical one. One that aims at locating Lebanon in relation to its regional 

neighbours rather than to the West, which had a powerful influence 

when Lebanese turāth was created. Abou Mrad recounts his first contact 

with the music of the Nahḍa and his subsequent development as a pio-

neer of the Tajdīd as follows,

[I discovered] the violinist Sami Shawwa and the great singer 
Sheikh Yuṣūf al-Manyalāwwī, Abdel Hāy Hilmī, Sheikh Ali Mah-
moud, Mohammad al Aqqaq on the qanūn etc. and that was how 
the “initiation” started , originated by Fawzi Said… And, at the 
same time we founded an association in Paris for this tradition, 
started to give concerts and at the beginning of the 1980’s I re-
turned to Lebanon. And it was there that I worked in the practice 
of this tradition and it was a restart because it was a truly mar-
ginalised tradition. There were only old people the young didn’t 
know about it so, although I was young, I worked with much older 
people such as Georges Abiad, Sa’id Salam, etc. and older singers  
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Toufic Ghreiab, Muhammad Said el-Shammi and so on, and until 
that moment I started forming musicians in a ‘maniere initia-
tique’ so we could play together; in that moment I was outside an 
institution and the in the years 2000  […]created at the heart of 
the Antonine University a hub for the study and performance of 
this tradition in a department for traditional Arabic music [sic] 
(Ba’ābda, 26 September 2013) 

Prof. Abou Mrad’s project is a good example of Boym’s notion of nostal-

gia used as a regenerative force of reconstruction of a newer — and per-

ceived as truer — music tradition (Boym 2001:42).  His discourse is un-

derpinned by the nostalgia for a period prior to the emergence of the 

turāth and aims to deconstruct this invented nationalist music project. 

Like most of the revival and authenticity movements that have peppered 

the second half of last century, it reflects a malaise of contemporary 

Lebanese society. The Tajdīd movement compares to the early music 

movement in Spain  in the way that musicians gave preference to the 107

use of instruments  that have been prevalent for centuries in Arabic 108

music traditions. Likewise, the preference for the waṣla as a wider mu-

sic structure as well as the preference towards its constituent musical 

forms, also exhibits this preference towards rooting contemporary Arab 

music performance in the oldest tradition for which we have evidence 

today. 

However, I would argue that the most relevant parallel between these 

two movements do not only lie in the recreation of the older instru-

ments, music forms and performance styles but also in the way in which 

they seek. Nevertheless, the most important idea to retain from these 

parallels with the  Spanish ancient music movement is the will of those 

 The ancient music movement in Spain  was spearheaded by Jordi Savall (b.1941) 107

through the creation of the ensembles Hisperion XX in 1974, La Capella real de 
Catalunya in 1987 and Les Concert des Nations in 1989. These groups succeeded in in-
troducing the public to older Spanish music traditions.

 One of such examples is verified in the use of the tambur as a main (and only bass 108

Instrument for the initial two years of the group.
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involved that their movement is perceived and recognised as a move-

ment which has authenticity at its core.

The use of scores (written music) provides us with another main point of 

comparison between the two movements. The revival of an oral music 

tradition questions the adequacy of a role for the music score. Arabic 

music traditions are oral traditions in which improvisation has historically 

played a crucial role. A pre-composed piece of music in the Arabic tradi-

tion is learned by memory, and repetition. The taqāsim are however im-

provisations based on the maqām of a piece, taking inspiration from 

melodies of the piece in question or, from other pieces or, from any par-

ticular music piece. It is a moment where the musician is free to explore 

his technical ability and musicianship. Tajdīd musicians claim that the 

use of the score has led to the disappearance of improvisation amongst 

musicians of Arabic music, especially when playing in larger ensembles or 

orchestras. 

Nonetheless, it has been generally acknowledged by most musicians I 

have interviewed that scores have played a significant role in preserving 

and transmitting the music.Musicians generally claim that music scores 

are first and foremost, aide memoires, or “skeleton” scores of the musi-

cal form.  Similarly, Abou Mrad and Said echoed the views of the musi109 -

cians that I interviewed, in regarding scores essential role as aide mem-

oire.The music in the score would only come to fruition during perfor-

mance at the hands of a knowledgeable and skilled performer who can 

interpret the written score as well as improvise where needed. 

5. A Change of Emotion: the prevalence of nostalgia over ṭarab in con-

temporary Arabic music.

Literature on Middle Eastern turāth has provided us with extensive de-

scriptions of emotional expressions related to music. It has considered it 

 Ruth Davies has pointed out a similar use of musical scores in the case of the 109

Tunisian Ma’lūf (Davis 2004:54)
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to be at the core of the processes of listening to and consuming music in 

the Arab world. This emotional quality is understood as a transformative 

state of ecstasy, described by Danielson as “ecstasy, a state of enchant-

ment” (Danielson 1997:11-12),or by Lagrange as an “aesthetic 

emotion” (Lagrange, 1996 p.17) and “the feeling of being aroused by 

music” (Shiloah 1995:16) or as a merger between music and emotional 

transformation (Racy 2003:5). Ṭarab seems to be deeply associated with 

the music of the golden age of the twentieth century. However, during 

my fieldwork, the word ṭarab was never mentioned by any musician nor 

was it mentioned during my subsequent performing career with the Aṣīl 

Ensemble. One of the few exceptions was Ghada Shbeir’s concert, de-

scribed above, in which she used the term ṭarab while addressing the au-

dience. In her speech the feeling of ṭarab served to describe her experi-

ence when performing her music with the audience. However, her views 

seemed to be enshrouded in nostalgia for a lost period when the music 

aroused a state of ecstasy in the audience .

The pervasive absence of the term ṭarab amongst the Tajdīd reflects a 

new trend in the overall discourse about Arabic music. This absence may 

be explained by not only these musicians willingness to distance them-

selves from the musical repertoire of the Egyptian Golden Age but also, 

and perhaps more importantly, from the desire to create a  demarcation 

between them and a period marked by cultural colonialism which they 

reject .Furthermore, ṭarab brings about the remembrance of the decline 

of the modern Arab world in the run up to the Arab defeat in the Six Day 

War of 1967, which was perceived as a humiliation by Israel of the Arab 

states. In Lebanon the end of the Golden Age is marked by the outbreak 

of the civil war in 1974.  

Nonetheless, the absence of the term ṭarab by no means suggests the ab-

sence of the sentiment itself. On the contrary, it has been mentioned be-
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fore in Arabic music, since almost all genres have emotionality at their 

core and the Tajdīd is no exception . However, the lack of mention of 110

the term ṭarab to refer to the emotional content of music by the musi-

cians and musicologists at the forefront of this movement, is reason 

enough to suggest that this term has too many undesirable connotations, 

which render it inappropriate to express Tajdīd musicians relationship to 

music. 

How then can we name the emotional content at the core of the Tajdīd I 

have answered this question as being nostalgia. According to Bijsterveldt 

and Van Dijck ,“Nostalgia as a structure of feeling has changed consider-

ably over time, proliferating and, as many have written, taking on great 

importance in late modernity” (Bijsterveldt and Van Dijck 2009:98). 

Williams’s conception of “structure of feeling” is useful in this context 

because it removes ‘feeling’ from the realm of the individual and the 

psychological and places it instead in the realm of the cultural, histori-

cal, and material. And it is valuable in more immediate terms because it 

allies feeling with experience”(Kassab 2009:91). The Tajdīd movement 

aims to understand who takes inspiration from European movements for 

Ancient Music. However unlike the Tajdīd, these movements are not mo-

tivated by nostalgia. 

What they do seem to have in common is the notion that to nostalgically 

gaze the past as means to reinvent both present and future does not 

necessarily oppose notions of modernity. As has been argued by Boym, 

nostalgia does not oppose modernity but is rather,  

A rebellion against at the modern idea of time, the time of history 
and the time of progress. The nostalgic desires to obliterate histo-
ry and turn it into a private or collective mythology, to revisit time 

 §4 2.2110
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as space, refusing to surrender to the irreversibility of time that 
plagues the human condition (Boym 2015).    111

If a tenuous parallel can be made between the Tajdīd and turāth groups 

it should be in the way they understand and react to the twentieth cen-

tury historical narrative which modernity has brought, along with tech-

nological progress and a westernised musical heritage which seems to 

have exhausted its own meaning to an intellectually sophisticated sec-

tion of Lebanese society. What the musicians of the Tajdīd, themselves 

part of this Lebanese intellectual elite, have set themselves to the task 

of “nostalgic obliteration”(Ibid) of dominant discourses on Arabic music 

tradition whilst putting forward an alternative notion of music tradition.

Conclusion

Throughout this Chapter I have demonstrated how the creation of music 

tradition in Egypt and the Arab Levantine region of which Lebanon is a 

part, is deeply enmeshed with the emergence of nation–states in the 

1940s and 1950s. Cultural products such as music have been used to 

symbolise ideas of the modern nation–state. In this sense, therefore, 

turāth is a way of imagining and performing a nation. The problem that 

arises with the notion of turāth is that it fails to acknowledge other lo-

cal, or rather, marginal or ethnic groups that do not align with the main-

stream invention of a collective culture propagated by state institutions. 

I have identified two types of turāth running in parallel: the regional 

turāth, which included Egypt, and the Lebanese turāth. In Lebanon, 

both these notions of turāth are used arbitrarily, at least according to 

my fieldwork experience. 

In Lebanon, I have established how the Lebanese turāth emerged from 

the will to portray a nation with a powerful Maronite elite that was keen 

to perpetuate its ties to the Europe whilst seeking roots in an idealised 

 “Nostalgia” by Svetlana Boym, online article http://monumenttotransformation.org/ 111

accessed on the 04/02/2015.
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Phoenician past. I have also  established how successive years of civil 

war and unrest, and international war have contributed to a widespread 

emergence of nostalgia. This nostalgia is expressed differently according 

to social class and sectarian groups. However to say that Christians still 

hold to the idyll of a Phoenician past and the peaceful years of the pre-

war, whilst Muslims tend to look further into that past of the Nahḍa, and 

the Ummayyad and Abbasid period would be a misleading generalisation.

I have provided examples of two leading musicians Ghada Shbeir and 

Nidaa Abou Mrad who use nostalgia as a way to reconstruct narratives 

about, their past and their present, as well as narratives about tradition, 

authenticity and identity. Hopefully I have been able to illustrate that 

whilst Ghada Shbeir aligns musical practice that is embedded in the no-

tions of turāth (both regional and Lebanese), Abou Mrad challenges 

turāth altogether and has pioneered the movement of Tajdīd (revival) 

which we will explore further in the subsequent chapters.

As Boym mentions, “nostalgia was not an individual anxiety but a public 

threat that revealed the contradictions of modernity and acquired a 

greater political importance.” (Boym 2001:5) I would argue that these 

contradictions of Lebanese modernity have acquired a political and eco-

nomic importance that goes hand in hand with the recuperation of early 

twentieth century Levantine Arab music tradition. After all, there would 

be no Tajdīd were it not by alliance between nostalgic cultural practice 

to high economic and political influence. So, as Stewart (1988:227) has 

pointed out, nostalgia is a response in late capitalism to the angst-ridden 

life in modern capitalist societies in a post-colonial world. A postmodern 

and postcolonial society such as Lebanon is symbol with multiple narra-

tives and traditions. These multiple narratives constantly challenge 

mainstream definitions of dominant culture.
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Chapter 3 

Contemporary Revisitations of the Nahḍa From Archiving to 

Performance: The Foundation for Arabic Music Archiving 

and Research (AMAR). 

The work of revisitation of the Nahḍa musical heritage in Lebanon takes 

multiple forms from archiving to performance. Most of the revival efforts 

have been undertaken by the Foundation for Arab Music Archiving and 

Research (AMAR) created in 2009 by Kamal Kassar. Kassar gathered the 

widest collection of recordings of Middle Eastern music from 1885 to 

1932 (and beyond) which lie at the centre of interest of the current re-

vival movement. Allied with Mustafa Said as artistic director, the founda-

tion has worked in producing a collection of CDs based on a selection of 

the archived music material. These which are frequently joined by ex-

planatory books. In collaboration with the Sharjah Arts Foundation for 

Contemporary Art (UAE) , AMAR has launched a parallel series of pod112 -

casts which encompass detailed debates of performance practice and 

musical forms, as well as the contribution by specific l musicians to Mid-

dle Eastern music. These podcasts have been disseminated online via the 

Foundation’s website,  the AMAR 113

 Sharjah Arts Foundation for Contemporary Arts Website http://www.sharjahart.org/ 112

and the Sharjah Arts Foundation Website page for the AMAR Foundation Podcast http://
sharjahart.org/sharjah-art-foundation/web-radio/rawdat-al-bababel

 AMAR Foundation Website http://www.amar-foundation.org/113
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Foundation Facebook page,  and other online forums like Zaman al 114

Wasl  which continue the debate initiated by AMAR.  115

In this chapter I will analyse how these actions — archiving, dissemina-

tion and performance, both individually and combined, contribute to the 

revisitation of the Nahḍa music heritage. 

1.Archiving and Revival: re-shaping notions of music tradition 

The revival of the Nahḍa tradition implies the historical recontextualisa-

tion of music tradition. Bithell and Hill argue that this is inherent in the 

very concept of revival (Bithell and Hill 2014:15). The Tadjīd min al-

Dakhil (Tajdīd) is considered the principal vehicle responsible for provid-

ing an alternative narrative of Lebanese music turāth prior to the forma-

tion of the modern nation-state. Whilst the notion of turāth embeds mu-

sic tradition in the 1940s at the time of formation of the nation-state 

under the French Mandate (1920 –1945), the notion of Tadjīd shifts the 

emphasis of the historical Lebanese narrative away from a European in-

fluence. Instead, it focuses on the regional influence of neighbouring 

Arab countries. The implications of this shift lie in providing an alterna-

tive historical narrative (time) and in emphasising the regional influences 

upon Lebanon from its geographical neighbours in the Middle East 

(space).Ronström suggests music revivals should be understood as,  

Shifts between historic, geographical, social and cultural con-
texts, between the individual and the collective, private and pub-
lic, informal and formal, and between different mythical geogra-
phies (Ronström 2014:45).  

 AMAR Foundation Facebook Page https://www.facebook.com/groups/91478073938/114

 Zaman al-Wasl Website: http://www.zamanalwasl.net/forums/ Note: This is a pri115 -
vate website to which I lost access to from 2010. I was a member of the website during 
2008 and 2009 when I first became aware of a circle of aficionados that shared, com-
mented and analysed in detail  recordings that were then relatively unavailable to the 
wider audience. Unfortunately, I lost access to the membership of the site since I 
stayed more than three months without logging in. The administrators denied me fur-
ther access to it claiming that I had shown “lack of commitment” to the Forum. There-
fore, I am unable to attest further currents debates taking place on the Zaman al Wasl 
Forum.
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Perhaps one of the greatest contributors to these shifts in the music his-

torical narrative of Lebanon is Kamal Kassar, AMAR Foundation’s  presi-

dent and founding director.  116

I had been given Kassar’s number by a dancer friend who was a neigh-

bour of Kassar and contacted him during my first fieldwork trip during 

the summer of 2012. However, the meeting wouldn’t occur until my re-

turn during spring of 2013 due to Kassar’s busy working schedule as a 

lawyer for an oil company in Dubai, and other activities in Lebanon. In 

early march 2013 we arranged to meet at his family property which is 

also headquarters to the foundation. The tall figure of Kamal Kassar wel-

comed me at the door of his home, which was modelled after old Ot-

toman buildings. We walked to a rectangular living room with a high ceil-

ing, elegant tapestries hanging from the walls and a view of the Mediter-

ranean Sea from the windows . The house maid served coffee and 

ma’amoul – the traditional biscuits made during Easter time amongst the 

Lebanese Christian communities — and we started our conversation. 

Kassar created the AMAR foundation with the aim of disseminating and 

promoting the Levantine music tradition prior to 1930s. Having been a 

collector from a young age, he acquired the habit of recording and shar-

ing his unusual musical findings amongst his friends on mix-tape cas-

settes or CDs. Kassar’s collecting zeal faced a turning point when he pur-

chased Abd al-Aziz Anani’s collection of 7,000  rare recordings in Cairo, 

in 2009. Kamal Kassar established criteria for purchase of recordings was 

established prior the purchase of Anani’s collection. These criteria un-

derpin AMAR’s acquisitions  and are based on two fundamental princi-

ples: first,that the recordings should belong to Egypt and the Levantine 

Arab region. And second,preferably these recordings should date from 

the period prior to 1935 and that are rare, says Kassar. He explains these 

criteria,  

 AMAR Foundation Website: http://www.amar-foundation.org/116
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Because this tradition is more prevalent before 1935, while after 
1935 there was the cinema that tried to make films like Bolly-
wood, and westernised music. It was a good westernised music 
but we are not interested in hybridised music. So, we try to buy 
our collections from early artists who were representative of the 
Nahḍa Renaissance period, this is the criteria.  [sic] (Qurnet al-117

Hamra 9 March 2013) 

His use of westernised and hybridised to refer to Arab music tradition af-

ter the 1930s resonates with the discussions of most Aṣīl’s musicians as 

well as those of musicologists and educators working in the revival of the 

Nahḍa tradition. Furthermore, it illuminates two levels of hybridisation 

in Arabic music. The first level can be called the internal hybridisation 

which occurs amongst repertoires of different genres in the same region, 

between secular, religious or urban and folk styles. The external hybridi-

sation is the product of processes of colonialism or more recently of 

globalisation and which impact over local music. As Abed Kobeissy, musi-

cologist and buzuq player, pointed out in a later interview, the Nahḍa 

tradition is a hybrid tradition which comprises urban and rural, religious 

and secular, Arab and non-Arab influences. Abou Mrad has  identified 

Nahḍa music tradition as being a hybrid cultural product. (Abou Mrad 

2002:3)  

Whilst the notions of westernised or hybridised echo wider discourses on 

tradition and authenticity, the reference to Indian Bollywood as a term 

of comparison for the Golden Era of Arabic music and film is an attempt 

to shift the narratives of cultural dominance. The reference to other 

non-western nations as producers of highly successful cultural products 

underlies the condition of the individual in postcolonial modernity in 

which the “canonical centre” (Bhabha 1994, p. xi) that is Europe is both 

perceived as “elusive and compelling by its enigma of authority” (ibid.). 

With this statement Kassar simultaneously challenges and withdraws a 

 Personal Interview with Kamal Kassar, Qurnet el-Hamra 9 March 13.117
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perceived cultural primacy from the centre, i.e., Europe, towards the 

margins, i.e., the non-western world (Bhabha 1994:xi). 

This new shift in perception allows for Arab culture, with the validation 

of Nahḍa tradition, to attempt to gain a new national and international 

recognition and status. Lagrange (1994:21) has pointed out that the lack 

of widespread knowledge about Nahḍa music tradition should be corre-

lated with the zeal of some of the private collectors of Nahḍa material. 

However, these private collections have allowed for the survival of 

Nahḍa material in a region where cultural policies regarding the preser-

vation of Nahḍa cultural heritage are effectively non-existent.  Several 118

musicians interviewed during fieldwork for example, like Ghada 

Shbeir,  expressed concerns with the preservation of historical music 119

recordings with regard to the ubiquitous shadow of international and civ-

il armed conflict. It has been in this sense, perhaps, that collectors and 

aficionados of Nahḍa music, have maintained recordings of this heritage 

in private collections. In addition, the exchange of this recorded materi-

al would take place online, removed from public eye. 

The AMAR foundation collection started with 2500 records growing to 

7000 in 2013, most of which were in different private collections . This 120

material comprised reels and 78rpm recordings as well as recordings of 

live broadcasts from Egyptian, Lebanese and Syrian radio. Kassar states,  

Private people [sic] who are passionate about music and who col-
lect it; many of them would record the radio. You have had people 
recording from the radio since the early 40’s and at that time the 
radio was airing programmes without records. I mean, many pro-
grams of the radio at that time were not recorded; they were live 
concerts or programmes. Private people have recorded a lot of 
that. And, we have gathered a lot of material from private 
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sources, like many private collections in Egypt, the largest collec-
tion in Lebanon, two or three large collection in Syria, and we are 
purchasing from people who have specialised in this kind of old 
records. (Qurnet al-Hamra 9 March 2013)  

Hence, the material gathered at the AMAR Foundation is unique since no 

track recording of such broadcasts has been preserved in the national 

radio stations. No recordings of this music has been preserved in the 

archives of Arab Levantine states despite most states in this region hav-

ing a strategy for preservation of music heritage after 1932 that included 

music education, notation, and the creation of national radio and or-

chestras to disseminate and promote national heritage (Vigreux and al-

Shawan 1992). The method for preservation and divulgation of Arab mu-

sic traditions devised at the 1932 Cairo conference led to the re-inven-

tion and revamping of local culture. Which in turn lead to the work of 

local singers, instrumentalists and ensembles that had been active in the 

practice of the Arab music living traditions of that time, to been ne-

glected in favour of emerging ones that echoed the aesthetics put for-

ward by the turāth. 

The method devised to purchase this material was to hire a local buyer 

in markets throughout strategic cities in Egypt, Lebanon and Syria. Kas-

sar describes the process:  

We developed a purchasing campaign. In Syria we had a guy who 
collects records for us from people’s houses, from markets and 
then, once he has gathered some material, he would give us a 
call. We used to go there twice a year, to a place near Damascus. 
And the same would be done in Egypt with the difference that 
there we would have two or three people working for us. (Qurnet 
al-Hamra 9 March 2013) 

One of the guidelines used to purchase music is through referencing the 

early twentieth century music catalogues of companies, for example Co-

lumbia HMV, Pathé, and Odeon, in order to complete the music cata-

logues.  
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According to Kassar (Ibid.), the criteria behind each purchase are that 

the recordings are from early artists, who are representative of the Arab 

renaissance period. However, he added that the collection went beyond 

Nahḍa music into rural Egyptian music, Bedouin music from Syria, 

Lebanon, Iraq, and Sudan. Also, a large part of the AMAR collection com-

prised religious music of both Islamic and Christian songs and cantila-

tions. Furthermore, Kamal Kassar highlighted the importance of collect-

ing the music traditions of regional religious and ethnic minorities— such 

as Kurdish and Turkmen minorities — as a way showing recognition and 

respect for those communities. As an example, he cited current negotia-

tions to buy a big collection of Syrian Armenian chants that have been 

preserved by musicologists in Lyon. Kassar added that AMAR had recently 

purchased fifty records in Egypt as well as early twentieth century 

recordings of Coptic Church music. While Kassar talked about the collec-

tion and its possible expansion, his enthusiasm was tangible.  

Our conversation continued onto the goals of his work with the AMAR 

Foundation. He said that the aim of gathering a comprehensive music 

collection is to “complete [sic] the knowledge of the tradition” (Qurnet 

al-Hamra 9 March 2013), thereby suggesting that current mainstream 

knowledge of Arabic tradition is insufficient due to the inaccessibility of 

earlier material. In order to develop this knowledge, Kamal had suggest-

ed that AMAR use two main strategies: dissemination and performance. 

For their dissemination strategy AMAR produces CDs, books and podcasts 

– that we will refer to at a later stage – which aim to reach “anyone who 

has a computer and an internet connection” (Qurnet al-Hamra 9 March 

2013). Therefore, it is important to Kassar that the recordings are made 

available online are “in very good condition [which implies] hours of fil-

tering with labels and matrix numbers” (Ibid).  

The podcasts produced and streamed online by AMAR are the only pub-

licly available record of Arab Middle Eastern music traditions, in particu-
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lar those prior to 1930s. To emphasise the crucial role of AMAR’s work in 

promoting and disseminating Arabic these traditions, Kassar added,  

Imagine at the end of the cycle of this program which is now one 
hundred and four sessions, if you multiply this for four records per 
session at the end of the year you’ll have four hundred to five 
hundred records of our collection at our [sic] disposal. (Qurnet al-
Hamra 9 March 2013) 

The podcasts allow for easier dissemination and access to Nahḍa materi-

al. Most of the podcasts follow an interview format in which Mustafa 

Said, the Foundation’s artistic director, is usually interviewed or inter-

views a guest. This dialogue structure allows for relatively simple expla-

nations to be given about musical forms, practices, styles and musicians 

of the Nahḍa that facilitate an understanding of this period to the listen-

er.  Despite the availability of this material online, questions remain 121

about the programme’s outreach capacity. The Nahḍa has remained a 

musical period to which only sophisticated aficionados would have inter-

est and access. The reliance on private initiatives in order to promote 

this material, rather than state-run initiatives, seems to emphasise the 

exclusivity of this material. Kamal Kassar aims to further expand from 

archiving and collection of recordings to promoting the performance of 

such material.  

Kamal Kassar’s AMAR Foundation initiative echoes Bithell and Hill’s 

statement regarding other contemporary music revival movements such 

as those in USA, Finland, Britain, insofar that,  

Revivals are often set in motion by individuals  or clearly defined 
groups who are partial outsiders to the chosen tradition rather 
than at core cultural bearers.[…] Even if they come from the same 
region, ethnicity and class, the first generation of performers of a 
revived tradition are usually relative outsiders in the sense of hav-
ing been raised in different musical idioms and environments be-
fore adopting the revived tradition. Shifts such as these can be 
drawn between “genuine “inheritors of a tradition and “revival-
ists” (Bithell and Hill 2014:15) .  

 See http://www.amar-foundation.org/062-abduh-al-hamuli-1/121
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It is this outsider condition which is the root cause for the Tajdīd initia-

tive to have emerged in Lebanon. Lebanese institutions for music — be 

they the Conservatoire National de Musique, the national orchestras, or 

music education in non-specialised schools — have drawn upon French 

institutional models. According to Tajdīd musicians such as Abed Kobeissy 

or Ghassan Sahhab, as well as pedagogues such as Bouchra Bechealany 

and Hayaf Yassin, their interest in reviving the music of the Nahḍa origi-

nates from the way French/European influences were perceived to have 

corroded their musical heritage.    122

In an interview, Bechealany added that the degradation of Arabic music 

heritage is deeply entangled with a loss in sense of identity in Lebanese 

society.  Bechealany maintains that Lebanese people frequently per123 -

ceive themselves as European neglecting their Arab identity (Beirut 11 

September 2013).According to her, the need for a revival of Nahḍa music 

heritage is essential in order to recover an Arabic identity which  is per-

ceived as lost (Ibid). Similarly AMAR Foundation works on preservation, 

dissemination and promoting music relative to the Nahḍa be it through 

podcasts, CDs or music performance — as ways of activating the past in 

order to generate a future (Ronström 2014:45) in which Lebanese Arab 

identity is recovered. 

2. The Foundation for Arabic Music Archiving and Research (AMAR) 

My first trip to the AMAR Foundation was two days after my arrival in 

Beirut. There I witnessed the processes of musical selection for two CD 

collections: one on Abdel–Hay Hīlmi and the other the “Early Singers of 

Bilad al-Sham” . The AMAR Foundation is established in a building in 124

Qurnet el-Ḥamra, in Mount Lebanon region, less than half an hour drive 

 §6 122
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 Bilad al-Sham is a historical term that dates back to the 7 century Muslim conquest 124

of the Arab Levantine region. The term refers to the territories of present day Syria, 
Lebanon, Palestine and Jordan.
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north of Beirut, if there is none of the famous āj’a (traffic). Sahib, 

Mustafa Said’s technical assistant at the AMAR Foundation, drove the 

curves and counter curves of the main road with patience while Mustafa 

tried to better understand the purpose of my visit. I explained that I was 

doing research for a Ph.D. at the University of London and that I’m par-

ticularly interested in the music of the Nahḍa period, specifically how it 

is being listened to, learned, performed and re-worked today.  He 

replied, “There is no one doing this today!”  No one apart from him or 125

those around him in his ensemble and at the Université des Peres An-

tonines, or Antonine as it is known. He continued, “music students and 

musicians today are only concerned with money and image. They all 

want to be pop stars! There are very few serious and well trained musi-

cians in this country”. Later on I would hear this comment repeated by 

other musicians, reflecting a wide sense of neglect by those working on 

Arabic music traditions. In the car, the radio was on with the news hour 

and silence fell as we all listened carefully. Inevitably, the news topics 

on the radio changes to politics.  

In the headquarters of Qurnet al-Ḥamra, Mustafa and Sahib sat at their 

desks after showing me the archive where the collection is kept (See Fig. 

1 to Fig.3) The collection has nearly eight thousand records, reels and 

78rpm recordings, most of which are from the Egyptian Nahḍa. However, 

I was told at the time there were some recordings from the Bilad al-

Sham but “we don’t know anything about them yet.” The information 

was exciting but Mustafa claimed there is no further information. At the 

time, there were no future plans for creating a CD collection beyond the 

one on Saleh Abd al-Hay Hilmi that had been published.  However, ear126 -

lier that month, Mustafa, as music director of AMAR, had determined 

that the next CD Collection, or coffret as is called, to be edited would 

 Personal Communication 2012125

 CD collection on Abd al-Hay Hilmi on the AMAR Foundation website http://www.a126 -
mar-foundation.org/cd-adb-al-hayy-hilmi/ (accessed 03.12.2016)
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be dedicated to the figure of  Saleh Abd al-Hay Hilmi. On the table lay a 

handwritten list with all the recordings available at the foundation. 

Mustafa asked Sahib to read it aloud so he could choose where to start 

the listening that would be done that day. This would then be followed 

by cleaning and re-mastering the recording that would eventually fea-

ture a podcast, or coffret. While he listened to them on headphones,  

Sahib dedicated himself to the task of digitising a reel in one computer, 

while passing a previously digitised recording onto the computer to be 

cleaned of as much background noise and distortion as possible; such 

noise makes so many of these recordings barely perceptible. As I sit tak-

ing notes, pictures and asking questions when possible, I ponder  how the 

processes of re-mastering and cleaning unwanted noises from sounds are 

associated with processes of aesthetic realisation of modern tastes. 

These processes of re-mastering developed throughout the twentieth 

century and moved from a radical ban of all extraneous noise to a more 

noise encompassing aesthetic in which the work I was witnessing was lo-

cated. I returned to my observations as the two men repeated the same 

process over and over again for each recording throughout the working 

day — from 8am until 3pm — without a break. Mustafa and Sahib’s work-

ing day is long and incessant, albeit in a cool air-conditioned room that 

contrasts sharply with the outside heat. 

Towards the end of the day a tall young man with a beard and long black 

hair in a ponytail, walks in looking cheerful in his sporting summer shorts 

and carrying a qanūn, it’s Ghassān Sahhab. He has come to join Mustafa 

and a radio presenter to record AMAR’s first Nahḍa podcast Rawdat al-

Balabel  Episode 001, titled al-Qaṣīda al- Wahda, would only be aired 127

on 21 March 2013. No further information was given about the Lebanese 

Nahḍa.  128

 This first podcast series was named after the music collection of Bernard Mousalli.127

 This podcast is available at http://www.amar-foundation.org/001-alqasida-ala-al-128

wahdah/ [accessed 30/10/2016].
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Figs. 1 to 3: The AMAR Foundation Space and Archive. Fig. 4 Mustafa Said and 
Sahib at work on the archives. (Images courtesy of the AMAR Foundation) 

Ghassan introduced himself as a qanūn player, musicologist, and teacher 

at the university (Antonine) and handed me his card while offering to 

help me in my research. He divides his time between two part-time 

teaching positions, one at the High Institute of Music at the Antonine 

University where he graduated with a Masters degree in Musicology in 

2009, and the other at the Lebanese American University (L.A.U). In par-

allel to his teaching, he maintains a significant presence on the Lebanese 

musical scene as a qanūn player. Despite having played with names well 

known to an Arab audience such as Warda, Oumeima or even the recent 

pop star Michael Massi, Ghassan’s public online profile primarily intro-

duces him as an academic and a founding member of both the Sahirtou 

Ensemble and the Aṣīl Ensemble. He later explained that his profile em-

phasised  his dedication to the promotion and dissemination of the 

Nahḍa music tradition. Mustafa Said and Ghassan Sahhab were the first 

musicians and musicologists based in Lebanon who would demonstrate 

that the revival of the Nahḍa music is reshaping the notions of tradition 

at large in the country. 
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The recording of the podcast proceeds in the AMAR building with 

Mustafa, Ghassan and a radio narrator in a studio space separated from 

the main room by a screen. The concept of the Rawdat al-Balabel pod-

cast series is of a collaboration between AMAR Foundation and the Shar-

jah Arts Foundation (henceforth SAF) which specialises in a broad range 

of contemporary visual art and cultural programs. According to its web-

site, the Sharjah Arts Foundation (SAF)  was established in 2009 and 129

built on the history of cultural collaboration and exchange that began 

with the first Sharjah Biennial in 1993. Working with local and in-

ternational partners, it aims to “create opportunities for artists and 

artistic production through our core initiatives that include the Sharjah 

Biennial, the annual March Meeting, residencies, production grants, 

commissions, exhibitions, research, publications and a growing [art] col-

lection”.   130

Unlike the AMAR Foundation (Lebanon), which relies on private funding, 

the SAF is funded by the Department of Culture and Information of the 

Government of Sharjah (U.A.E). This collaboration between the two 

foundations initially struck me as a study of contrasts mostly due to 

seemingly divergent outlooks on art. While SAF looks at the present 

through contemporary art, primarily visual, the core work of the AMAR 

Foundation looks onto the past through the preservation of a past sound 

culture.  

 Sharjah Arts Foundation website www.sharjahart.org/home (accessed on 129

30/10/2016)

  Sharjah Arts Foundation Mission and Vision statement http://sharjahart.org/shar130 -
jah-art-foundation/about/mission-and-history [accessed on 30/10/2016]
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2.1 AMAR Foundation work of dissemination of Nahḍa music: CDs and 

Radio podcasts 

  

Fig. 5:.Front cover of the CD Collection Early Singers from Bilad al-Sham. Syria. 
Lebanon. Palestine. Released by AMAR Foundation, May 2014. 
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Fig.6:. CDs 1 and 2 from the CD Collection Early Singers from Bilad al-Sham: 
Syria. Lebanon. Palestine.Released by AMAR Foundation in 2014.

The CD Collection dedicated to the Sham region  lacks of mentioning 131

Nahḍa in its title of the name. Although this seems to correspond to a 

marketing choice, it does raise questions about the nature of Nahḍa 

Lebanese repertoire. In Chapter 1 I explained that the Egyptian Nahḍa is 

a musical aesthetic and language that has evolved in a hybridised reper-

toire usually presented in pre-set sequences — the waṣla — that display 

key musical genres . These characteristics were maintained by the 132

Lebanese performers of the Nahḍa, even to the extent that they would 

imitate the Egyptian accent (by the Syrian Ahmad al-Mir on CD4) so as to 

demonstrate the provenance of such repertoire inherited from Egyptian 

practice. 

 The Sham region, or Bilad al-Sham, is a historical term used to refer to a geographi131 -
cal region, which refers to an area now split between the countries of Syria, Lebanon, 
Palestine and Jordan.

 §1 1.2132
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If the repertoire in Egypt was constituted by Egyptian urban secular 

songs; Muslim and Christian religious cantillation and paraliturgical 

hymnody; Aleppan art music and the Ottoman art music tradition — 

which shine clearly in the recordings from Egyptian Artists — the same 

wide range of secular and  sacred traditions is not found in the collection 

dedicated to the Sham region. Despite the knowledge of prolific mystical 

and religious activity centred in Aleppo,a city of historical relevance in 

the Sham region, no liturgical or paraliturgical material is provided as 

example on the AMAR Foundation website. This may suggest that AMAR 

chose secular repertoire to represent the Sham region in the Nahḍa peri-

od, perhaps as a symbol of a sophisticated yet religious Egypt, rather 

than AMAR’s choices reflecting an absence of existing recordings of litur-

gical or paraliturgical repertoire in the region. Therefore, the title of the 

collection seems to indicate that the Lebanese Nahḍa draws upon local 

folk traditions as well as wider regional traditions coming from Syria and 

Egypt.

The primacy given to folk repertoire in the collection highlights the dif-

ferences between the Egyptian and the Levantine Nahḍa music tradition. 

In the case of the previous collections available by the AMAR Foundation, 

of Sayyed Yusuf al-Manyalawwi and Abdel Hay Hilmi, the focus was on a 

repertoire where the sophistication of the Arabic language and the skill 

of the instrumentalists  —  including improvisation — are paramount. In 

the collections dedicated to these artists, Egyptian folk repertoire is not 

included. Said claims that, 

The stylistic characteristics of the Nahḍa urban music in Bilad al-
Sham were comparable to those of urban music in Egypt of the 
same period. This shared tradition was practised in different mu-
sical dialects depending on the region, as inflected by religious 
and popular traditions, as well as influences from neighbouring 
traditions such as the Turkish and Iranian traditions that share the 
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same musical system.  (Said 2014:19-20)133 134

Nonetheless, the inclusion of the ‘atābā and mījanā  (CD 4) points to135 -

wards the main differences between the Nahḍa repertoire in Egypt and 

in the Arab Levantine region. According to Racy (1974), the Nahḍa was 

divided onto two different trends and schools, one centred in Cairo and 

the other centred in Aleppo (Racy 1974:50). 

the Syrian were represented by the musical practices of Aleppo 
and Damascus but not Beirut, which was under the musical influ-
ence of Cairo; and the Egyptians represented by Cairo singers 
such as al-Hamuli and Ḥijazi  (Racy 1974:50)

In light of Racy’s statement, I would argue that the Lebanese repertoire 

recorded in the AMAR Foundation’s CD reflects a repertoire that although 

it is under the influence of Cairo does not have the Khedivial sponsoring 

to develop singers and instrumentalist in way Cairo has and therefore 

remains connected to the folk traditions of the region. 

The Early Singers Collection also contrasts with previous collections due 

to the absence of the dawr, a genre that represented the Egyptian 

Nahḍa at its utmost sophistication. In literature on the field of early 

recordings in the Arab world (Abou Mrad 2002; Lagrange 1993; Racy 

1976) the limitations of recording time available in a reel or a 78rpm 

prevented recording of adwār has been highlighted. However, evidence 

has shown that adwār in Egypt were recorded on several sides of records 

as a way to counter such technological limitations. Therefore we are led 

to question whether the absence of adwār from this collection is due to 

a lack of technological means to overcome recording obstacles or rather, 

 It is noteworthy that all writers in this booklet (Diana Abbani, Jean Lambert and 133

Mustafa Said) refer to a direct connection or an influence and exchange between the 
Arab, Turkish and Iranian Traditions despite lacking sufficient evidence other than simi-
larity of ornamentation, maqamic tradition and rhythmic system.

 in CD booklet134

 Lebanese folk music styles.135
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and much more likely, the lack of practice of such genres in the Levan-

tine region. 

Pre-existing academic literature on the traditional music of the region 

has emphasised the crucial role of the mawwāl, muwaššaḥ, the qadd 

(with secular or religious themed texts), and the Sufi repertoire without 

mentioning the dawr. Therefore, we are led to conclude that genres 

such as those mentioned in the literature had a primary role in the Lev-

ant, whilst the dawr had at best a secondary role and was not included 

in the CD collection due to their lack of representation in the Nahḍa mu-

sic tradition of the Sham region.

The role of female performers in this collection is noteworthy. Not only 

they figure in large numbers in it, but also the outstanding quality of 

their renditions is remarkable. According to Diana Abbani, Lebanese so-

ciety was conservative and had a low tolerance of female ambitions to 

have an artistic career (Abbani 2014, p.11) . Many of aspiring singers, 136

mainly of Christian and Jewish background, migrated to Egypt where 

greater tolerance allowed them to join famous ensembles, for example 

Hilana Bitar who joined Salama Ḥigazi’s troupe; Almaz Satati who joined 

Ibriz Suleyman Qurdaai’s troupe. Both Abbani and Said (Abbani 

2014:10-11, Said 2014:22)  concur that the standards of performance 137

and musicianship of Beiruti female singers such as Ḥasiba Mosheh, titled 

‘Sitt’ Hasiba Mohsheh , ‘Alima Badriyya Sa’adeh and Thurayya Qaddura 138

was laudable for their outstanding skills in performance.

 CD booklet.136

 CD booklet137

she was also known as the nightingale of the Damascene gardens (bulbul al-riyyad 138

al-shamiyya)” (Abbani 2014, p.11) 
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Fig.7: Sitt Hasiba Mohsheh who was amongst the first singers to record for com-
pany Gramophone in 1908 (Abbani 2014)  139

The recordings gathered and made available at AMAR Foundation allowed 

for a revitalisation of the music of Nahḍa in Lebanon by the Tajdīd 

group. Although constituting a small, and thus far, semi-marginalised 

group the impact of the Tajdīd on regional music practices and cultural 

understanding remains open to assessment. Lebanese society has had an 

ongoing struggle with conflict from the civil war (1975-1992) to the suc-

cessive invasions (1982) and wars with Israel (2006 and 2008). The revival 

of the Nahḍa musical legacy provides a space of hope in which to escape 

the malaise that has severely affected Arab societies since the 1967  140

and Lebanese society in particular since the outbreak of civil war in 

1974 . According to Kassab,  141

 In CD booklet of the collection Early Singers from Bilad al-Sham: Syria. Lebanon. 139

Palestine.Released by AMAR Foundation in 2014.

 Refers to the six Day War held between Israel and neighbouring Arab countries of 140

Egypt, Syria and Jordan in Israel’s annexed the territories of East Jerusalem, West Bank 
and the Golan Heights.

 §1 2 141
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Today’s Arabs look back at this glorious past with intense nostalgia 
and feel deep bitterness regarding their present weakness and de-
pendency. The past, he says, stands as an independent rival force 
to the present instead of being integrated into the present as part 
of its historical constitutive element […] This non-historical view 
of the past handicap thinking and produces the ubiquitous prob-
lem of authenticity and contemporaneity in which authenticity is 
associated with civilisational legacy of past, or Turāth, a conflict-
ual link with present age (Kassab 2009:126). 

In the Lebanon the divergence between authenticity and the legacy of 

the past is augmented by the multiplicity of narratives about the past 

that are handed down from community to community, and family mem-

ber to family member, whilst there is a total absence of an official his-

torical narrative set down by government policies. This lack of official 

narrative is manifest in the school curricula where students are not 

taught history of Lebanon after 1970s. According to many of my inter-

viewees, the lack of an official historical narrative is the source for the 

lack of a shared notion on music tradition in Lebanon.142

3. Performance Projects of Nahḍa Music: privately sponsored in-

ternational initiatives 

 Kamal Kassar has established a goal for the AMAR Foundation of the 

preservation and dissemination of Nahḍa music material not only through 

collecting and archiving but also through promoting the performance of 

this music. The collaboration between the AMAR Foundation and the 

Sharjah Arts Foundation emphasises the importance of AMAR’s collection 

of rare heritage music informing contemporary music performance 

projects. In parallel to the podcast series, SAF commissioned three per-

formance projects from the Paris based Lebanese sound artist Tarek 

Atoui on the basis that he should draw on AMAR’s music collection.  

 §2 and §6.142
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3.1. From Visiting Ṭarab to La Suite: accounts on revisiting Nahḍa 

music 

The first of these projects was Visiting Ṭarab , premiered on the 5 of 143

November 2011 at Performa 11, the fourth edition of the acclaimed New 

York visual art performance biennale, and commissioned by SAF (UAE) 

along with Performa 11 (New York). The second project, Revisiting 

Ṭarab  was performed in Sharjah (UAE) and in its description focused 144

more on Kamal Kassar’s collection.The last of the projects was La Suite 

and was performed to launch the Serpentine Gallery’s Memory Marathon 

(London, UK), which I attended in the evening of the twelve of October 

2012. La Suite consisted of a five-hour performance based on the notion 

of Ṭarab, as a trance-inducing quality of Arabic music and was described 

in the programme notes as exploring “ṭarab both as a traditional form of 

music and an Arabic word to describe the emotional effect music has on 

the listener”.  To develop this work Atoui invited sound artists from 145

genres as diverse such as pop, hip hop, electronica, improvisation and 

noise art to “create a dialogue with/to utilise Kamal Kassar’s library as a 

body of sound material from which to imagine and design live acts and 

performances”.  Despite SAF’s description of Atoui’s project as one of 146

contemporary sound art based on the Arab music heritage, specifically in 

a dialogue with Kamal Kassar’s collection, the outcome proved different.  

 See Sharjah Arts Foundation website http://sharjahart.org/press/sharjah-art-foun143 -
dation-announces-visiting-tarab-an-evening-of-music-organis [Accessed on 30/10/2016]

 Ibid.144

 See Serpentine Gallery website http://www.serpentinegalleries.org/exhibitions-145

events/tarek-atouis-la-suite-opening-memory-marathon (accessed on 10/10/2016).

 See Sharjah Arts Foundation website http://sharjahart.org/press/sharjah-art-foun146 -
dation-announces-visiting-tarab-an-evening-of-music-organis (accessed on 30/10/2016).
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Fig. 8: Tarek Atoui in performance (Photo Courtesy of Sharjah Arts Foundation) 

La Suite was conceived as a performance project of sound art which 

mostly focused on cross-genre improvisation and conceptual sound art. 

This performance project was brought together by a wide array of musi-

cians whose underlying connection was improvised music. Ghassan Sah-

hab was invited for the project along with Uriel Barthelemi, John Butch-

er, Mira Calix, Susie Ibarra, Hassan Khan, Kazuyuki Kishino, Lukas Ligeti, 

Robert Lowe, Ikue Mori, Sara Parkins, Zeena Parkins and Osama Shalabi. 

Most of the artists who were invited by Atoui are “distinguished by their 

unique performance styles and experimentation with sound 

techniques”.  However, it seems to be unlikely that anyone apart from 147

Sahhab would have been acquainted with Arabic music traditions and 

their performance. From personal observation of the La Suite perfor-

mance, as well as a later conversation with Ghassan Sahhab, I would 

suggest that the references to AMAR’s musical collection were mostly ab-

sent with the exception of a couple of evocative sound samples. The 

 On the Sharjah Arts Foundation website http://sharjahart.org/press/sharjah-art-147

foundation-announces-visiting-tarab-an-evening-of-music-organis (accessed  on 
03.12.2016)
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projects of Visiting Ṭarab, Revisiting Ṭarab and La Suite were the only 

performance projects solely commissioned by the SAF and AMAR joint 

venture. From 2012, year in which the performance of La Suite took 

place, the AMAR Foundation sought to promote the music of its collec-

tion through other performance projects, focusing particular in sponsor-

ing the Aṣīl Ensemble . 148

4. Performance Projects of Nahḍa Related Musics: unsponsored 

Lebanese Initiatives 

4.1 Takht Ahl el-Hawa  

Abed Kobeissy, Aṣīl’s tambur and buzuq player, proved to be 

particularly efficient in helping me establishing my contact 

network in Lebanon while simultaneously engaging me in stim-

ulating debates about many topics including music tradition, 

media, religion, regional and world politics, all of which al-

lowed me a deeper understanding of the socio-political con-

text of Beirut. However, his complex, and at times contradic-

tory, opinions about the lack of pertinence of Nahḍa music (on 

which he is an expert) in today’s socio-political and cultural 

context proved to be challenging and representative of the 

conflicts and clashing forces that strike at an entire society’s 

perspective on its own cultural heritage.

When we met for the first time, he was a masters’ student in 

musicology at the Antonine University, under Nidaa Abou Mrad 

and Mustafa Said. He had developed a deep knowledge about 

Nahḍa music, in both theory and practice and had been a 

member of the University Ensemble as well as being a per-

former with Aṣīl Ensemble. He had also formed previously two 

other ensembles for the practice of Nahḍa music with friends: 

 §4 and §5148
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Ensemble Mayal which finished in May 2012, and a new one 

called Firqa Ahl el-Hawa. These two ensembles were essen-

tially the same, with the same instrumentalists and instru-

ments; the only change was the lead singer from Dalinne Jab-

bour to Naim Asmar.

According to its Facebook page, Firqa Ahl el-Hawa,  

Adopts the traditional method of musical interpretation 
of the Arabic Levant that was established during the 
19th [sic] century Renaissance (Nahḍa), where perfor-
mance is in the form of a modal suite (waṣla), revolving 
around a number of pre-composed as well as improvised 
melodies all in the same mode (maqām) [sic]149

After describing the instrumental and vocal forms that are the 

constituents of the waṣla, by dividing them into categories of 

composed, pre-composed and mixed forms of pre-composed 

melodies intercalated with metric improvisations, the group’s 

description finishes with the line,  

We also enjoy performing the pop songs of the 1940s, 
1950s and 1960s that were more or less a mutilated 
[sic] extension of the Nahḍa repertoire (ibid.)

In spite of the description, the group suddenly vanished after 

their second performance, which was also their first in Beirut, 

in October 2013.

I was invited by Kobeissy to attend a rehearsal preparing for a 

concert at the World Young Artists Event (henceforth WEYA) 

which would take place in Nottingham that September. I met 

 Description on the Takht Ahl el-Hawa Facebook page [accessed on 30/10/2016]149
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Abed on Hamra Street to take a service  together to the re150 -

hearsal by Kola Station. Once the price had been negotiated 

for two passengers and a buzuq we set of on our way leaving 

the centre of town towards the periphery of the city. The re-

hearsal room was in one of the old headquarters of the com-

munist party in western Beirut to which the group was allowed 

access since, I was told, the group’s ‘ūd player and back vocal-

ist Imad Hashisho’s father had been a member. 

The dilapidated building was off a muddy main street where 

the noises of a busy gas station reverberated through the 

building. We climbed upstairs until we reached the office and 

passed a working secretary to enter the room where Imad, Bi-

lal (the qanūn player) and Ali (the percussionist) were setting 

up and chatting. I already knew them from a previous Aṣīl En-

semble rehearsal so I only had to be introduced to the singer, 

Naim Asmar, when he arrived later.

The rehearsal started after a lively exchange of jokes and 

chatter. Like in Aṣīl’s rehearsals, the repertoire was played 

straight through with very few, or no, interruptions to adjust 

or repeat phrases in the middle of a muawašah or a waṣla; 

commentaries were mainly left to the end. I was struck by the 

incredibly high performing standards of the group and sat in 

silence as they rehearsed. Their casual appearance, bohemian 

style and the percussionist Ali al-Hout's dreadlocks, together 

with their relaxed attitude, stood in contrast to the authorita-

tive character of the music they played; an authoritative 

character that they themselves attributed to it. 

  The service is the name beirutis give to a taxi which takes multiple passengers 150

 that get on and off towards the destination set by the driver. It is the most effective, 
dirty and cheap means of transportation in Beirut.
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The location added further to the seemingly divergent nature 

of the scene. The five men sat rehearsing cross-legged on the 

sofas and chairs in a semi-circle. They appeared entranced by 

the music they played, which started off as being deeply em-

bedded in Islamic tradition. On the white walls that surround-

ed us were the pictures of communist leaders, as well as old 

communist propaganda. What emerged from that scene was a 

sense of defiance. 

The repertoire the group had selected to play in a festival 

abroad also seemed to be underpinned by a similar sense of 

defiance. It was divided into three main sections: 

 1.Religious/Islamic: tajwīd of the opening verses of the 

Qur’an, Surat al-Fatiḥa; tawaših  of the song Tala al-Badru, 151

and Madiḥ al-Nabīu, songs in praise of the prophet Moham-

mad. 

2 A waṣla in maqām Kurd of the repertoire and style of the 

Nahḍa. 

3. Repertoire from Egypt’s Golden Era:  which consisted of the 

Dawr “Ahl el-Hawa” from Sayyed Darwish and the song “El 

‘Ardh Bitekallam ‘Arabi” by the Egyptian Sheikh Mekawi.  152

The choice of this repertoire seemed to showcase both Egypt-

ian and Arab Levantine music traditions.  At a glance, it may 

seem that the Lebanese group chose to perform Egyptian 

repertoire. However, this repertoire consisted mostly of music 

 the al-nashīd are songs sung by a chorus a cappella. They usually reflect upon the 151

Islamic history or believes.

 Sound files available at https://soundcloud.com/ahlelhawa (accessed 23/04.2014)152
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traditions that are shared across the region. All of the musi-

cians except, perhaps, the singer Naim Asmar, whose situation 

I will subsequently discuss. Also, this repertoire served the 

function of showcasing Arabic Levantine and Egyptian music 

traditions to listeners in the UK and elsewhere.

Fig. 9: Firqa Ahl al-Hawa performing at WEYA Festival in 2012 (Photo 
courtesy of Firqa Ahl al-Hawa). From left to right: Bilal Bitar 
(qanūn), Imad Hashisho (ūd), Naim Asmar (voice and ūd), Abed 
Kobeissy (buzuq) and Ali al-Hout (Riqq). 

The repertoire seemed to emphasise the plurality which un-

derpins Levantine music traditions. Paradoxically, Kobeissy’s 

chooses to refer to it using the singular in an interview for the 

BBC.  He opined that,  153

This tradition has been kept for a hundred and twenty 
years approximately but we only have access to the 
recordings of the last thirty years. It is still an aural 
[sic] tradition so it is passed on from generation to gen-

 Takht Ahl-el- Hawa Nottingham BBC Interview : https://www.youtube.com/watch?153

v=_bW8daTDETk [accessed on 22.04.2011].
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eration verbally and orally [sic]. (Kobeissy /Takht Ahl el-
Hawa, 2012)  154

This statement reflects the influence of Nidaa Abou Mrad on 

the musicians. It was Abou Mrad who purported the notion of a 

“period of decadence” (Ibid.) after the 1930s in Arabic music. 

Despite later showing defiance to Abou Mrad’s concept in this 

interview — and for the few months he helped me during 

fieldwork — he seemed to abide by Mrad’s definition. There-

fore, it seems that About Mrad’s notion of tradition represents 

an alternative narrative to turāth which carries a stamp of au-

thority. It is this stamp that Kobeissy discusses in the inter-

view. Nevertheless, the repertoire performed by the group 

which included songs from “the period of decadence” indicat-

ed an outlook at odds with the position of Abou Mrad’s .

A reference to religion was also made in the interview, as 

would be the case in a Lebanese context. Although the reper-

toire focuses on Islamic music traditions, Kobeissy chooses to 

emphasise the influence of religious plurality in the construc-

tion of the music tradition they would perform. He observed 

that, 

it came from the existing folk music in Egypt and Syria; 
all the vocal pieces inside this tradition are basically 
classical but there is also a huge influence from the Is-
lamic and Christian Byzantine repertoire that there was 
back then, so it is sacred music be it Islamic or Christ-
ian [sic] (Kobeissy / Takht  Ahl el-Hawa 2012).  155

The main emphasis in the interview seemed to be not on the 

distinction between competing notions of tradition but in the 

Takht Ahl el-Hawa BBC Interview https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bW8daTDETk 154

[accessed 03.12.2016]

Abed Kobeissy on BBC Interview from Takht Ahl el-Hawa BBC Interview https://155

www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bW8daTDETk [accessed 03.12.2016]
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equal contribution to the repertoire — and to Lebanese music 

traditions in general — from both Christianity and Islam. 

Naim Asmar, the singer, added the religious/sectarian layer in 

his interview for Reuters News Agency  about the group’s 156

performance at WEYA. Asmar points out that,  

It is nice to show that part of the culture is around Is-
lam, or religions in general. It is good to show the nice 
part because we know religions have both [good and 
bad parts], so the cultural part, especially with music, 
is what we would like the people to see (Asmar / Takht 
Ahl el-Hawa, 2012) .  157

He focused on the importance of the spirituality of the music 

regardless of whether it is Christian or Muslim and ended with,  

By the way, I am Christian, I am not Muslim [….]  So we 
make this for the sake of music and that part of Islamic 
culture that has so much beauty in its words, in its po-
etry [sic] (Ibid.). 

Asmar’s discourse emphasises the underlying sectarian divide 

which shapes Lebanese understanding’s of music tradition.

During my next research trip (March to May 2013)I had the op-

portunity to interview Naim Asmar, to raise questions I had had 

since hearing the Ahl el-Hawa rehearsal the previous year in 

September 2012. We met in a busy cafeteria in the central dis-

trict of Hamra to further discuss his musical practice as a 

singer and ūd player of Arabic traditional music. Naim studied 

piano at the Conservatoire Nationale de Musique in Beirut. 

However, his interest in Arabic music singing led him to the 

  Takht Ahl el-Hawa Reuters Interview: https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?156

v=10151226891690050&set=vb.646310049&type=2&theater [accessed on the 29.04.14]

 Takht Ahl al-Hawa Reuters https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?157

v=10151226891690050&set=vb.646310049&type=2&theater [accessed 03.12.2016]
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Antonine University where he attended a course taught by 

Nidaa Abou Mrad. Similarly to other musicians I interviewed,  158

he states that,

The teaching of music tradition at the university is too 
elitist and has no connection with the reality we live in 
today […] the Nahḍa repertoire doesn’t have a meaning 
to us [Lebanese]. The reality it refers to in its lyrics is 
too distant and the long improvisations it has are prac-
tically impossible to perform these days. (Beirut, 26 Au-
gust 2016)

The music tradition taught at the Antonine University mostly 

focuses on the Nahḍa period. In parallel to his studies at the 

university he dedicated himself to developing his singing tech-

nique by studying the repertoire of  the Egyptian musicians 

Muhammad Abdel Wahhab and Umm Kulthum.

Despite his feelings of disconnection with Nahḍa music tradi-

tion, Asmar has developed a sophisticated singing style which 

closely resembles the singers of the Nahḍa period. Apart from 

Mustafa Said, he was the only the singer I met during field-

work whose vocal characteristics seemed to share some of the 

most distinctive characteristics of the mašāykh of the Nahḍa, 

for example nasal timbre.  159

Moreover, he was capable of memorising not only secular 

repertoire of that period but also sections of the Qur’an 

(tajwīd), which he would recite, reproducing the sheikh’s 

 I am referring to Youmna Saba, singer and ‘ūd player, with a similar musical back158 -
ground to Naim Asmar. I conducted an interview with her after she finished her MA Mu-
sic at the Antonine University. Both Naim Asmar and Youmna Saba emphasise their per-
ceived disconnection between the notion of music tradition they were taught at the 
Antonine University and the reality of music traditions in practice. I have chosen not to 
include Saba’s interview since her work as singer-songwriter is not relevant to the con-
text of the Tajdīd or Nahḍa music revival. For further details on Youmna Saba see 
https://soundcloud.com/youmna-saba (accessed 30/10/2016)
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recitation style in very close detail (Track 1 CD 1). In addition, 

he could sing part of the Islamic hymnody repertoire such as 

tawših and anashīd as well as having excellent improvisational 

skills. I pressed him further about how he had acquired his vo-

cal skills but his answers remained simple, “by listening to and 

imitating the sheikhs” (Beirut, 26 August 2013) (Track 2 CD 1). 

His unforthcoming attitude invited no further questions. 

His vocal skills were a product of is own personal dedication. 

Despite his sophisticated vocal technique, Asmar claimed that 

he did not want to perform traditional Arabic music from the 

onwards. He stated that the role of performing, promoting and 

passing on music tradition belonged to people such as Mustafa 

Said, or Nidaa Abou Mrad (Beirut, 26 August 2013). Asmar 

learned his vocal technique and aesthetics entirely by listen-

ing to and imitating the sound without referring to any type of 

formal education in vocal performance. It is possible that As-

mar’s reservations relate to the fact that he belongs to the 

Lebanese Christian community. Sectarian tensions in Lebanon 

are ubiquitous and extend to musical practice.  By learning 160

music traditions outside of his sectarian group, he could have 

been defying unspoken social conventions that are engrained 

in Lebanese society, a society which remains divided — more 

or less covertly — along sectarian lines.

After a successful performance at the WEYA Festival, held in 

Nottingham (UK), the ensemble Ahl el-Hawa performed twice 

in Lebanon. These performances were held in alternative art 

spaces which were frequently attended by young intellectuals 

and artists. After the last performance in October 2013 the 

group disbanded. Curiously, all musicians with the exception 

of Bilal Bitar (qanūn) re-appeared in a new group called Rahel 
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el-Kabir.  The group had served the function that the musi-

cians had envisaged: to represent them abroad (Beirut 26 Au-

gust 2013). 

In its short-lived existence, Takht Ahl el-Hawa represented 

Lebanon’s social pluralism abroad. This was manifest in the 

profile of the group’s constituent musicians, since the group 

comprised a Christian, two Muslim Shiites and two Sunni Mus-

lims from diverse social strata but united by secular views and 

lifestyles. However,  cultural and religious plurality was also 

manifest in the repertoire they selected, which provided an 

overview of music traditions of the Arab Levantine region in-

cluding Egyptian music.  Further, the repertoire also expressed 

an element of provocation in the choice of the song el-Ardh 

Bitetekalam ‘Arabi (The land speaks Arabic).(Track 3 CD 1)  161

The song was composed in 1956 by the Egyptian composer 

Sayyed Mekawi, evokes pride in Arabic language and culture. 

The verses of the last strophe is perhaps the most telling,

The land speaks Arabic,
The land speaks Arabic and doesn’t feel comfortable,
Oh Abdel Fattah , continue your conquest,162

Like a sweeping flood
The land, the land, the land.  

The performance of this song, with its repetitive refrain “the 

land speaks Arabic”, in front of an international audience at 

WEYA is telling of the feelings held by Ahl al-Hawa’s musi-

cians. As previously mentioned, the song transmits a sense of 

pride in Arabic language and culture which is emphasised in 

 An original version of this song performed by Sayed Mekawi can be heard https://161

youtu.be/eNJp41-LAB0 [accessed on 02/11/2016]

 Abdelfattah is an Arabic muslim name translatable as “servant of the conqueror”. In 162

this context it refers to the Arab people.
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the second hemistich of verse two by the words “It doesn’t 

feel uncomfortable”. 

The verses further express the negation of a sense of shame 

brought about by the confrontation with colonial powers 

which have been overtly and covertly present in Egypt and in 

the Arab Levant since the Napoleonic invasions of Egypt (1798-

1801). In performing, the members of Ahl el-Hawa were de-

claring their pride in their Arabic culture, be it Muslim and/or 

Christian. They were unwilling, as representatives of Lebanon 

and Arab music tradition, to portray conflict, poverty, division 

or other markets of the “cultural malaise” identified by 

Kassab (2009:3),which international news  media already cov-

er extensively. Singing el-Ardh Bitetkalam ‘Arabi in a festival 

held at the heart of a former colonial empire in the Middle 

Eastern region, the musicians claimed a sense of pride in their 

culture in a way that closely resembled an act of defiance.

The disappearance of Ahl el-Hawa in October 2013 reflects the 

relationship between heritage music and violence. The sum-

mer of 2013 had been spent in the shadow of the Syrian con-

flict which has had a significant impact on Lebanese socio-po-

litical stability. Particular tensions had been felt around the 

U.S. declaration of potential air strikes on Damascus, which is 

only at forty three air miles distance from Beirut . At that 

time, perhaps symptomatically, musicians chose not to per-

form their music traditions. Arab intellectual George Tarabichi 

in his reading of contemporary Arab consciousness said that,

Most Arab critical thinkers agree that Turath and the 
idea of authenticity associated with it, are the last des-
perate resort for pride and hope after a century of dis-
asters and in the face of unbearable present. (Kassab 
2009:169)
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In this light, Ahl el-Hawa’s performance of traditional music 

outside Lebanon may have been an act of pride and hope 

when faced with the daily threat of disaster to their home 

country of Lebanon . However, the musicians soon found an-

other musical outlet to expresses their socio-political discon-

tent: the Firqa Rahel al-kabir.

5. Firqa Rahel el-Kabir or, The Great Departed: dissent and 

discontent

 

Fig. 10: Firqa Rahel el-Kabir performing in the Metro al Madina theatre. From 
left to right: Naim Asmar (vocals), Sandy Chammaoun (vocals), Khaled Sobeih 
(keyboard), Imad Hashisho ('ūd and vocals), Abed Kobeissy ('ūd and vocals) and 
Ali al-Hout (percussion and vocals).  

During the summer of 2013, the Firqa Ahlel-Hawa had disappeared and 

its members, with the exception of Bilal Bitar, were now part of new 

group. Ahl al-Hawa former members, Abed Kobeissy, Ali al-Hout and Naim 
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Asmar were joined  by Sandy Chammaoun (vocals) and Khaled Sobeih 

(keyboard). Lead by Sobeih, who composes most of the repertoire, Asmar 

describes the group has being “deeply political” (Beirut 26 August 2016). 

Rahel el-Kabir translates in English as ‘The Great Departed’,  and is an 163

immediate reference to the “death of [music] tradition” (Kobeissy 

15/09/2013 and Asmar 26/08/2016). Apart from Chammaoun, all the 

members of the band had received formal music training at the Antonine 

University which meant they were well versed in Lebanese Turath and 

Egyptian Golden Age repertoire and in the tradition of Nahḍa music. Ac-

cording to Asmar (Beirut, 26 August 2013), it is possible to listen to the 

influences of Arabic music tradition in the songs of the  group Rahel el-

Kabir. Nonetheless, their declaration of death of music tradition can be 

seen as an act of rebellion from some of those musicians who mastered 

Arabic traditional music at the highest level.

In my fieldwork diary, I noted with surprise what seemed to be a sudden 

change from musicians who were performers of music tradition (in Ahl 

el-Hawa) to muscial dissidents or opponents to Arab music tradition (in 

Rahel el-kabir). In order to understand the group better I attended one 

of their many “sold out” concerts at the Metro al Madina Theatre in 

Hamra. The group sat on stage in a semi-circle wearing tarbūsh  hats 164

and sunglasses in a mock-funeral ceremony for the so called “Great De-

parted”. The public mostly comprised the young people and educated 

secular intellectuals who frequent Hamra. Standing or sitting, in the lit-

tle available space, with a glass or a bottle of beer in hand the audience 

actively engaged with the band, singing along, as the band performed 

their Youtube hit song “Don’t mixi”.  The song repeats the refrain 165

 Website of Rahel el-Kabir https://www.facebook.com/TheGreatDeparted/ [ac163 -
cessed on 30/10/2016].

 The tarbūsh, or Fez hat was part of the  Arab male dress code during Ottoman times 164

and in is associated with old Arab traditions.

  Rahel el-Kabir performing their first hit song Don’t Mixi https://youtu.be/Lwgmza165 -
62YdQ [accessed 18/10.2016].
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“Don’t mix gas with alcohol”, a witticism signifying that politics and al-

cohol should not be mixed.

The success of Rahel el-Kabir was due to their ironic comments on 

Lebanese and regional socio-political reality.  The group’s second hit dur-

ing the summer  of 2013 was Nhas ‘atiq el-be’a (Antique copper for 

sale) , named after the call of street sellers that trade in scrap metal. 166

Naim Asmar stood in as lead vocalist and added small sections of tartīl  167

and tajwīd al-Qur’an  to the street seller’s call ,according to Asmar 168

(Beirut 26 August 20163) . These sections serve to depict the religiously 169

charged atmosphere in which the street sellers would work. However, 

the song’s deeper meaning is unveiled by Naim as he adds,

The song is based on the calls of street sellers who would go round 
the streets calling for people to hand old pans and pots so they 
could to re-sell them as metal. But, [these calls] the metal here 
[in the song] is symbolic. It symbolises the handing in of weapons 
(Beirut 26 August 20163)

This refers to the weapons that have been kept in most Lebanese house-

holds since the civil war. But it also refers to the armed branch of politi-

cal parties such as Hezbollah. Khaled Sobeih, the group’s leader had 

been described by a fellow musician as being “pro-Syrian opposition, 

against the Hezbollah and aligned with the fourteenth of March  politi170 -

 Rahel Kabir performing “Nhas ‘Atiq el-Be’a” https://youtu.be/uG03Asm1ouA 166

 [accessed on 18/10/2016].

 Islamic hymnody.167

 Qur’anic recitation.168

 Interview with Naim Asmar held in Beirut on the 26 August 2013. 169

 The 14th of March Alliance is a coalition between Lebanese political factions that 170

emerged in 2005. This allegiance main political claims lie in the  institution of a court 
to investigate the murder of President rafik Hariri, the opposition to Syria’s interfer-
ence in Lebanon and revision of Syrian Lebanese Borders and the establishment of gov-
ernment control and monopoly over weapons as well as the disarmament of the armed 
faction of Hezbollah. Retrieved from https://now.mmedia.me/lb/en/archive/
March-14165 [accessed on 02/11/2016] 
 The 14th of March official website: http://www.14march.org/news-listing.php?
id=MTMwOTEy
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cal streak [sic]”.  The political critique gives voice to wider sentiments 171

of discontent with Lebanese politics.

The Rahel el-Kabir concert and Naim Asmar’s interview coincided with a 

period of heightened tension in Lebanon in the summer of 2013. The in-

tensification of conflict in neighbouring Syria led to the announcement of 

a proposal to instigate air strikes in Damascus by the U.S.A and its Euro-

pean allies.  This announcement initiated intense discussions between 172

the US and Europe on whether or not to carry out such attacks. The day 

after the announcement, the streets of Beirut were disturbingly empty. 

The usual overcrowding of people and cars on the streets, the constant 

beeping of car horns and noise, had disappeared. Beirutis sheltered in 

their homes, only venturing out for work or other tasks that could not be 

postponed. Ghassan Sahhab observed that, “You cannot make plans in 

this country; everything may change at any moment”. During these bleak 

days of uncertainty and fear, I exchanged messages with some of my mu-

sician friends who reassured me that this was normal for them.

6. The relationship between music and violence

The inextricable relationship between music and violence has been elo-

quently expressed by Abed Kobeissy in an exchange of emails between 

the 14 of February, 2014, and the 20 of April, 2016. We had been dis-

cussing Abed’s musical projects, which he kept in parallel with Rahel el-

Kabir, and the Aṣīl Ensemble. In an email, he described an incursion into 

the world of electronic sound art music, which he was emailing to me so 

that I could listen to it. During the times I spent in London in between 

fieldwork trips, I remained in close contact with most of musicians in 

Beirut. 

 I have decided to leave the author as anonymous in order protect the identity of the 171

person who made this Personal Communication.

 Remarks of president Obama on Syria on the 31/08/2013 http://www.nytimes.com/172

2013/09/01/world/middleeast/text-of-president-obamas-remarks-on-syria.html?
ref=middleeast&_r=0 (accessed 31/10/2016)
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This allowed me to observe how some musicians more than others would 

alternate between performing the Nahḍa tradition, carefully adhering to 

its aesthetics and performance practice style,  and seemingly unrelated 173

creative fields such as sound art. This artistic freedom certainly corre-

sponds to their creative drive which led them to explore different musi-

cal styles. However, I pondered on Nooshin’s remark of how music is pri-

marily a pleasurable aesthetic experience that often camouflages the 

ideological or the political (Nooshin 2009:6). After exchanging a few 

emails Kobeissy eloquently wrote,

In Music [sic] I trust violence more than anything else […]. Arabic 
traditional or traditional pop[ular] music  is one of the most 174

dead (archeological) musics in our lifetime because it has nothing 
to do with the auditive and visual aesthetics of our cities, and our 
everyday life, violence is the most obvious absentee from it, vio-
lence being the most present aspect in our cities and daily life. 
[sic] (Kobeissy 20 March 2013)

He continued,

Hopefully one day, after many trials, a scattered group of Arabic 
composers will reach this aesthetic reconciliation with our collec-
tive self. [sic] (Ibid.)

Like Naim Asmar, Kobeissy expressed a disconnect between the perfor-

mance of heritage music and the daily aggressions manifest in the urban 

landscape these musicians inhabit. Kobeissy says that with the end of the 

Arab Ummyyad (also referred to as the Golden Age) and the Nahḍa peri-

ods as marked the end of the perceived eras of greatness of Arabic cul-

ture and that in both mental and urban landscapes, nothing in Kobeissy 

or his fellow artist’s lives reflects that past glory. Rather, Kobeissy seems 

 § 4173
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ising to the terminology of Nidaa Abou Mrad in considering that all music that comes 
after 1932 is not traditional Arabic music but a “degeneration” and popular music, not 
classical Art Music.
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to indicate that the city of Beirut he inhabits is a witness and the degra-

dation of its physical landscape the product of the successive violent 

conflicts that have assailed it. As Kobeissy states,

When I say violence (and it’s not the only absent aspect) I’m not 
talking about war-related violence only. I lived in Beirut for ten 
years during the civil war, and I know that violence [was] exer-
cised against my city in the 1990s [after the war] by Solidére  175

and other competitors, and all the collective amnesia [sic], ori-
ented [sic] against our collective memory is even more violent. 
[sic] (Kobeissy 20 April 2016)176

He added,

I don’t remember a single day since 1993 where I do not hear, at 
each and every second of the day, the sound of a building being 
brought down by bulldozers, or a building being lifted up above 
places we decided it is better to “forget”. I will never get over 
this, no one of my generation and the ones before it will”. [sic] 
(Ibid.)

Performing heritage music confronts musicians like Kobeissy with a lost 

world and the trauma generated by violent loss brought about by armed 

conflict. It is a source by which traumatic memories of different forms of 

violence are re-lived, whether they are of armed conflict or the destruc-

tion of historical buildings. Performing traditional music, in this context, 

becomes “a burden” (Lowenthal 1999:7) which both Kobeissy and Asmar 

chose to leave aside, particularly in a period of heightened political ten-

sion. Instead, they prefer to engage with new musics that can speak to 

and about their environments.

In the ideas propounded by both Kobeissy and Asmar, music tradition is 

understood as a fixed singular practice rather than a music practice that 

is in flux and in dialogue with contemporary reality. The ideation of a 

  Solidére s.a.l. is a Lebanese joint-stock company founded by assassinated ex-Prime 175

Minister Rafik Hariri  to plan and redevelop Beirut Central District following the conclu-
sion, in 1990, of the country’s devastating civil war.

 Abed Kobeissy personal communication on the 20 April 2016.176
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pure, authentic and true music tradition of the Nahḍa is imparted at the 

Antonine University, the place in which all of the musicians of the en-

sembles discussed in this Chapter have been taught. The in-depth teach-

ing of this music allowed them to become skilled masters of its perfor-

mance and capable of mastering its pre-composed and improvisational 

idioms.

This singular, authoritative and mono-cultural notion of tradition perpet-

uates dualism that demarcate what belongs from what doesn’t, local 

from global, tradition from modernity, pure from authentic hybrid and so 

on (Nooshin 2009 : 20-21). As much as the teachings imparted at Anto-

nine University serves in reviving the Nahḍa music tradition and generat-

ing musicians that are prolific in its idiom, it also serves to engrain in 

them a sense of disconnectedness. This disconnectedness between tradi-

tion and landscape is particularly felt at times of imminent conflict. It is 

manifest in the making of the Lebanese social fabric in which the “social 

imaginary” remains detached but is present along sectarian lines.  

The relationship between heritage music and violence in the Arab Levan-

tine region remains an under-explored topic. The performance of music 

tradition seems to be an act of remembrance of a past that has ceased 

to exist. Musicians like Kobeissy and Asmar, switch between performing 

heritage music and performing music they claim challenges that her-

itage, in an attempt to come to the “aesthetic reconciliation”  which 177

Kobeissy mentions in his email. However, this aesthetic reconciliation 

will not come to pass if the understanding of tradition remains monopo-

lised by certain groups, be it the Antonine University or the National 

Conservatoire. In music, like in politics, reconciliation is impossible 

without the acknowledgement of diversity and difference.

 In November 2014 I received the invitation to come to Lebanon in order to work on 177

Mustafa Said’s newest piece, Autism. According to Kobeissy thesis the first piece in clas-
sical arabic music that achieves the “aesthetic reconciliation” he had mentioned earlier 
that year. 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter I have discussed how the revival of Nahḍa music in 

Lebanon has been explored in multiple ways from archiving to perfor-

mance. The AMAR Foundation created by Kamal Kassar in 2009 plays a 

crucial role in this revival. The revival of Nahḍa music is being undertak-

en by a small group of musicians, musicologists and music amateurs who 

jointly comprise what I have designated the Tajdīd. The gathering of the 

biggest archive of Arabic music in the headquarters of the AMAR Founda-

tion in Qurnet al-Hamra, Mount Lebanon, contributes to a narrative shift 

of notions of music heritage. This narrative shift, prompted by private 

funding, challenges the mainstream Lebanese state-sponsored turāth 

which dominates public institutions which deal with music in Lebanon. 

The Tajdīd encompasses actions of collecting, archiving — based at the 

AMAR Foundation — and dissemination through radio podcasts and CD 

collections, as well as performance initiatives. Performance initiatives 

vary in their degree of engagement with AMAR’s Nahḍa archive. Tareq 

Atoui’s Revisiting Ṭarab and La Suite projects resulted from the joint ef-

forts of the AMAR Foundation and the Sharjah Arts Foundation to pro-

mote the repertoire of the Nahḍa through live performance. The project 

succeeded in raising awareness of the recently collection gathered at 

AMAR. However, using the collection mostly as sampling material for 

electronic sound art music by an international collective of musicians 

does not lead to a deep engagement with the musical language of that 

period, nor does it facilitate its revival in music performance. 

Takht Ahl el-Hawa showcased Nahḍa repertoire at the WEYA international 

Festival. Alongside the Nahḍa traditions the ensemble also performed 

Islamic hymns and chants as well as repertoire from the Egyptian Golden 

Era of the twentieth century. The group’s choice of repertoire shows the 
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plurality of traditions that coexist under the umbrella of an Arab Levan-

tine Music tradition. In this sense, the revival of Nahḍa music is open to 

a questioning of established notions of music heritage in the region, as 

well as being open to creating awareness of the plurality that underpins 

Arab Levantine music tradition. 

In this way, Lebanese musicians, like Naim Asmar or Abed Kobeissy seem 

to challenge notions of tradition that are perceived to have been mo-

nopolised to serve persons or groups of people in close relationship with 

ruling power in Lebanon. The revival of the music of the Nahḍa, in the 

multiple ways it takes shape, allows musicians to critique not only the 

turāth as a national heritage but also the ruling elites with which it is 

associated. This critique also manifest the diversity of music traditions 

that exists in Lebanon and that are underrepresented by the notion of 

turāth as a national music in Lebanon as in other countries in the Arab 

Levant and Egypt.

The engagement of musicians like Asmar of Kobeissy with traditional mu-

sics becomes particularly challenging when Lebanon is enmeshed in 

tense political or leaning on violent situations. In these times they resort 

to the exploration of new musics. Musicians from Ahl el-Hawa and Rahel 

el-Kabir utilise music as a tool to shape the place, in this case the city of 

Beirut, they inhabit “locate themselves in quite idiosyncratic and plural 

ways” (Stokes 1994:3).In this case, they have in the neighbourhood of 

Hamra — which they frequent, some inhabit and frequently perform in 

concert — a moral and political network of like minded individuals that 

experience Rahel el-Kabir’s music and Beirut in similarly. Although the 

work of the AMAR Foundation facilitates the preservation, dissemination 

and performance of Nahḍa music it also risks perpetuating divisions be-

tweens groups which monopolise notions of tradition.
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 Chapter 4

 Contemporary Performances of Nahḍa Music and the Aṣīl
   Ensemble: Revival and Innovation

The work of Mustafa Said is at the core of the Tajdīd (renovation) move-

ment because his work encompasses the three measures that constitute 

the revival of Nahḍa music tradition: preservation, distribution and per-

formance. In Chapter 3, I described and analysed the Tajdīd preservation 

and dissemination of Nahḍa music that has been developed by the AMAR 

foundation of which Said is artistic director. I will now focus on the ways 

in which Said’s musical work as performer engages with the revival of 

Nahḍa music performance practice.  

This chapter will focus on the performance of Nahḍa repertoire by Aṣīl 

Ensemble for Contemporary Arabic Music, which was created by Said in 

2003.  I will demonstrate how the group effectively reproduces the 178

repertoire in the style of the Nahḍa period of nineteenth century Egypt, 

in particular the style of performance and listening praxis of the per-

formers of that era. To illustrate this, I will provide a detailed descrip-

tion and analysis of the ensemble’s rehearsals, the musicians conversa-

tions and the concert performance practice in the performance of Egypt-

ian Nahḍa music for a concert held at the  Horsh Beirut park in Sep-

tember 2012. This analysis of the group’s rehearsals will be followed 

with an analysis of a performance given by the Aṣīl Ensemble, in Abou 

Dhabi 2014, of repertoire from the Lebanese Nahḍa period, and I will 

consider how Lebanese Nahḍa relates to its Egyptian counterpart in this 

performance. 

This description and analysis will allow me to demonstrate how perform-

 Despite the ensemble being Said’s main experimental outlet for his compositions, as 178

explored in Chapter 5, the ensemble also performs repertoire from the Nahḍa period. 
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ers of the Aṣīl led by Mustafa Said, mastered Egyptian Nahḍa repertoire. 

Particular attention will be dedicated to the rehearsals undertaken in 

preparation for a concert performed in the Horsh Beirut park in Sep-

tember 2012.   These rehearsals took place between August and Sep179 -

tember of that year. Although the rehearsals included new compositions 

by Said, I will focus on the section comprising the Egyptian Nahḍa reper-

toire.The analytical comparison between the Nahḍa recording of the 

dawr Mīn Qabli Ma Ahwā al-Jamāl by Abdu al-Ḥamuli one of the singers 

who pioneered the Nahḍa and performance of the Mīn Qabli Ma Ahwā al-

Jamāl by the Aṣīl musicians in rehearsal illustrates the extent to which 

the group adheres to and diverges from practices of Nahḍa music. In par-

ticular, I examine the extent to which this contemporary revival emu-

lates Nahḍa musical practices in the use of improvisation (Nettl 1994).  

Historical recordings from the Nahḍa period play a key role in the group’s 

revival of Nahḍa repertoire, and its performance and listening praxis. On 

the one hand, the Aṣīl plays a significant part in the dissemination of 

knowledge of music repertoire of the Nahḍa. On the other hand, the Aṣīl 

serve to strengthen affective bonds amongst performers of this music. In 

Arabic music scholarship, the relationship between music and emotional-

ity has been explored at great length (Racy 2003, Shannon 2006, Lohman 

2010, Danielson 2008, Frishkopf 2001, Hood 2001, Zuhur 2001). Litera-

ture has focused on ṭarab as the ecstatic response to performing and lis-

tening to Arabic music. 

The relationship between music performance and emotionality seems, 

therefore, an inevitable topic when dealing with Arabic music. However, 

 The Aṣīl ensemble as played two concerts, one in Beirut (2012) and one in Abou 179

Dhabi (2014) concerts where the group performed music from the Nahḍa period. How-
ever, whilst the Beirut concert consisted on music from the Egyptian Nahḍa and original 
compositions, the Abou Dhabi concert comprised repertoire from both the Egyptian and 
the Arab Levantine traditions of that period.
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this chapter will address the relationship between emotionality and Ara-

bic music — performance and listening axis —by focusing on the role 

Nahḍa music recordings have as facilitator and mediators of emotionali-

ty. I argue that the circulation of these recordings facilitates not only the 

circulation of Nahḍa repertoire but also of a particular type of nostalgic 

affect that the wider symbolism of the revival of Nahḍa music entails.  180

In this sense, technology seems to play an important role in disseminat-

ing emotionality, cultural inferences and politics to wider audiences than 

it had previously happened. For example, Martin Stokes (2009) analysed 

the role of the microphone in shaping the emotionality of performances 

by the Egyptian singer, Abdel Halim Hafez.  Stokes highlighted how the 

microphone, as a technological tool, allowed Abdel Halim to reflect both 

the auditory and the political dynamics of the construction of the mod-

ern Egyptian State (Stokes 2009: 56). 

Charles Hirschkind (2006) discussed the use of sermon-cassettes in en-

abling the revival of the Islamic practice of dā’wa (summon or call) in 

Egypt. These cassettes allowed for the proliferation of sites of dā’wa 

outside of exclusively religious locales like the mosque. In this sense, 

Hirschkind argues that the cassettes facilitate the dissemination of reli-

gious and political ideologies (Hirschkind 2009: 12). In line with these 

two authors, I argue that the dissemination of Nahḍa recordings serves to 

build affective bonds between the Tajdīd group, and the Aṣīl Ensemble 

musicians in particular. These recordings hold a particularly relevant 

symbolic power insofar that  they allow the revival of a music tradition — 

a set of repertoires, performance practices and aesthetics — whilst cre-

ating an imagined community  amongst the Tajdīd  group who identifies 

with the common past of the Nahḍa and hopes  seeks to project it into to 

the present and future. Most musicians, musicologists and music connois-

seurs, amongst whom these recordings initially spread, use these record-

ings as a source to challenge established notions of music turāth in the 
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Lebanese establishment. The recordings therefore, work as Tajdīd, as a 

relevant source of socio-cultural and political dissent towards the estab-

lishment. 

Finally, I will analyse the Aṣīl Ensemble performance of repertoire of the 

Lebanese Nahḍa period and discuss the ways in which it relates to its 

Egyptian counterpart. The ensemble included Lebanese Nahḍa repertoire 

in a concert held in Abou Dhabi in March 2014. In this concert the Aṣīl 

Ensemble performed Egyptian and Lebanese Nahḍa repertoire, as well as 

new music by Mustafa Said, the founder of the Aṣīl Ensemble . This al-

lowed the group to effectively present a musical heritage non-aligned 

with the notions of turāth supported by the Lebanese government. In 

this sense, the performance rendered them representatives of an alter-

native notion of music heritage. The particularity of the alternative mu-

sic heritage of Nahḍa music is the vehicle by which the Arabic compo-

nent of Lebanese identity is emphasised, and this correspondingly high-

lighted the socio-political ties with other parts of the Arab world.  

1.The Aṣīl Ensemble for Contemporary Arabic Music 

The Aṣīl Ensemble for Contemporary Arabic Music was founded in 2003 

by Mustafa Said, with the aim of creating and performing new Arabic mu-

sic derived from the melodic, rhythmic and formal language of the 

Nahḍa period. According to their Facebook online profile,  Aṣīl’s mis181 -

sion statement aims to create not only new music in this way, but also 

new genres and forms. At the core of this statement is the will to 

counter the way in which Arab music has developed since the first quar-

ter of the twentieth century, to counter a development that has which 

implied the “importing musical components from other musical systems 

 Aṣīl Ensemble Facebook page online description ( https://www.facebook.com/En181 -
semble.Asil/info?tab=page_info [accessed on 26.10.2015]
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and traditions that have very few common or compatible traits with the 

musical traditions in the region”.   182

Prior to 2009, when the ensemble reached its current full form, the Aṣīl 

Ensemble released two CD’s: Rubā’iyyāt al-Khayyām, 2008 (Forward Mu-

sic), Aṣīl 2009 (Incognito) as trio and later as a twelve piece ensemble 

the Aṣīl Ensemble released The Burda, in 2015 (AMAR). The develop-

ments of the ensemble from a three piece group to the current forma-

tion as a twelve piece ensemble was progressive.In 2010 the group de-

buted in a Beirut concert as a ten-member strong ensemble. In 2013, the 

ensemble expanded to its current cohort of twelve musicians, with the 

inclusion of a violist and a cellist. Despite the Aṣīl Ensemble’s mission 

statement focusing on the aim of creating new music, the group also 

performs Arabic music from the Nahḍa period. Therefore, it is possible to 

argue that the Aṣīl Ensemble is the principle agent in the revival of 

Nahḍa music performance practice.

1.1 The Aṣīl Ensemble from 2012 to 2013 

At the first rehearsals I attended during fieldwork in 2012 the group 

comprised seven instrumentalists. All of them are based in Beirut with 

the exception of the nāy player Mohammad Antar, who is based in Egypt, 

and the percussionist Joss Turnbull, who is based in Germany.  During 183

the summer of 2012, the group was entirely constituted by male musi-

cians whose ages ranged between sixteen and thirty years old. From 

2012 to 2013, with a few exceptions,  the rehearsals were held at 184

Mustafa’s house in the Mar Elias district of Beirut. In August 2012 I at-

tended a rehearsal by the Asil ensemble for the first time in the evening  

at Mustafa  Said’s house where seven young men sat in semi-circle hold-

 Aṣīl Ensemble Facebook page online description ( https://www.facebook.com/En182 -
semble.Asil/info?tab=page_info

 Nine in total including the German based percussionist, Joss Turnbull.183
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ing their instruments. The instruments of the ensemble were: ‘ūd ( non-

fretted short neck Arab lute), tambur (long neck fretted Ottoman lute), 

nāy (end-blown reed flute), riqq (small tambourine), santūr (trapezoidal 

hammered dulcimer) and the kamanche ( modern western violin)  185

played by Redha Bitar who was the youngest member of the group, with 

only sixteen years old. The qanūn player, Ghassan Sahhab, was absent 

from the rehearsal that day but the others nevertheless continued their 

practice. The musicians listened attentively while Mustafa played ex-

cerpts of the waṣla  that would be performed next 20th September at 186

the Horsh Beirut park. 

The ensemble repertoire was divided into two main sections: one com-

prising Egyptian Nahḍa repertoire and the other comprising new compo-

sitions by Mustafa Said. Said’s compositions were called Rubā’iyyāt al-

Khayyām. They set a selection of Omar Khayyām’s famous short poems to 

music. This  rehearsal of the repertoire took place at 6.30 pm when the 

heat receded, deliberately coinciding with the last hour of the daily sup-

ply of electricity by the Lebanese State run company.  In this particular 187

session, some of the musicians listened attentively while Mustafa played 

‘ūd and sung. Some would attempt to reproduce what they had just 

heard  on their instruments, while the others would opt to record the 

examples to take home for individual practice. The Nahḍa repertoire re-

hearsed consisted of one waṣla in maqām bayyātī.

When the rehearsal ended I talked with the group’s tambur and buzuq 

player, Abed Kobeissy, in an attempt to make sense of the rehearsal and 

 §1185
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  State run electricity company Electricité du Liban operates a daily power cut lasting 187

about three hours. These three hours of power cut vary according to a specific pattern 
with which people become familiarised and plan accordingly. During these three hours 
people either remain without electricity or use electricity supplied by privately owned 
power generators.
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the group’s music practice. From then on, Kobeissy became a reliable 

source of information for this research.

 
Fig.1: from left to right: Ghassan Sahhab, Mustafa Said, Oussama Abdelfattah, 
Bilal Bitar performing with the Aṣīl Ensemble at the Festival Horsh Beirut Park, 
September 2012.  

  
Fig.2: Instrumentalists Redha Bitar, Abed Kobeissy, Ghassan Sahhab, Mustafa 
Said, Oussama Abdelfattah, Bilal Bitar and Ali Hout. Standing on the left: Imad 
Hashisho and Sara el Baw. Photo taken on 20 September 2012. 
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As I introduced myself as a researcher and a cellist, Mustafa exclaimed, 

“there is a picture of Tanbūri Jamil Bey holding a vielle  and there is a 188

book that talks about the use of gut strings at the Ottoman court!” This 

reference seemed to be an indicator of Mustafa’s artistic direction and 

aesthetics by pointing out his broad cultural and historical music refer-

ences.

1.2. Between Revival and Innovation in Contemporary Traditional Ara-

bic Music Performance: aesthetics and timbre

Said’s aesthetic places the focus on the Arab Egyptian and Levantine 

Middle Eastern music idiom and tradition. Said, however, does not disre-

gard the appeal of music traditions — or particular aspects of other tra-

ditions — which call to his creative invention and can be compatible with 

his developing musical language. Evidence for this is provided by the in-

strumentation of the Aṣīl Ensemble, in particular from 2013 onwards.  

The basic instruments of the group are those of the takht ensemble: 

‘ūd , qanūn, kamanche (modern violin) or nāy ,and riqq.  Said added a 189

tambur to this core instrumentation; a tambur is a plucked string lute 

with a rich bass tone mostly used in Ottoman court music. Said also in-

cluded in the ensemble the buzuq which is also a fretted plucked string 

instrument with a shorter neck, tambur) but has a high register which 

lends itself to fast virtuoso-like melodic lines. Unlike the tambur (long 

neck fretted Ottoman lute), the buzuq is an instrument widely used in 

popular music throughout the entire Middle Eastern region. It is also 

common amongst Kurdish musicians and therefore its sound is frequently 

associated with Kurdish music traditions. Ali Jihad Racy, as pointed out 

 The vielle (or, fiddle) is a term used to refer to a variety of bowed chordophone in188 -
struments, from the family of the modern day violin, in particular during the European 
Middle Ages and Renaissance period. See http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/sub-
scriber/article/grove/music/09596 [accessed on 10.12. 2016)
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to existing descriptions of both instruments, the tambur and the buzuq, 

in the late nineteenth century musical life in Cairo during the Nahḍa pe-

riod (Racy 1977: 22). However, Racy makes no mention to the contexts in 

which these instruments might have been used them. Although I am un-

sure, It is possible that Mustafa Said is aware of the presence of these 

instruments in Cairo during the Nahḍa and he could be familiar with the 

work of Racy given his position as artistic director of the AMAR founda-

tion or his musicological background. Regardless of there being a possi-

ble historical explanation that could justify the inclusion of this instru-

ments within the context of revival, the practical outcome of its inclu-

sion is a wider variety of pitch register by draws upon instruments from 

other music traditions in de Middle Eastern region.

Timbral and cultural diversity are a singular characteristic of the Aṣīl En-

semble’s instrumentation resulting on a distinctive sound quality which 

characterises its unique trait in contemporary renditions of Nahḍa. In 

addition to the variety of instruments taken from music traditions in the 

Near East, Said has opted to include instruments from Iranian and west-

ern art music traditions. This inclusion is once again, determined by a 

will to enrich the sound of an original takht ensemble in both the upper 

and lower registers. The traditional percussion instrument of a Nahḍa 

takht ensemble was the riqq, the traditional small round frame drum  of 

about twenty to thirty centimetres of diameter with side jingles used in 

the takht of the Nahḍa and which is widely used in the Aṣīl Ensemble. 

However in order to expand in register, timbre and volume of sound in 

the percussion section of the ensemble Said has chosen to include the 

tombak, a round goblet drum used in classical and folk Iranian traditions 

with a deep register. 

The tombak was originally conceived as an accompaniment percussion 

instrument however since the technical developments included by Iran-

ian musician  Hossein Tehrani (1911–76) it is now explored as solo virtu-
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ous instrument (Grove Online 2016).  For example, holistic and virtu190 -

ouso explorations of the tombak can be seen in some of the improvisa-

tion sections of pieces play by the Asil ensemble and determined by 

Mustafa Said. Similarly, the percussion section also includes the daff, a 

single single-headed frame drum, used in Sufi music rituals throughout 

the Middle East and Central Asia. In the Asil two types of daff are used, 

the one used by Joss Turnbull is an Iranian instrument with about forty to 

fifty centimetres diameter and a rich inlay and metal chains attached to 

the inner frame of the drum which add a complementary rich effect 

achieved by the tilting or shaking of the drum (Grove Online 2016).  191

The other daff played by Ali Hout, is also similar in diameter but does 

not have the inner chains. 

Timbral diversity, pitch variety and increase on sound volume are also  

behind Said’s choice to expand on the number of bowed instruments in-

cluded in the ensemble. Racy (1974) as told us that “by the turn of the 

twentieth century the traditional takht ensemble was already western-

ised” (Racy 1977:52) by which he meant that the Arab kamanche, which 

was a short spike fiddle with a small rounded resonating body had been 

replaced by the Western modern violin named kamanche al-ifranjiyyah 

(or foreign kamanche) (Racy 1977:52) which became later refereed to 

only as kamanche . The role of the kamanche in the takht is to provide 

melodic accompaniment as well has having a predominant role in impro-

visation within the waṣla. The kamanche has a primordial role in impro-

visation in the waṣla either in entire improvised pieces , such as the 

taqasim, which serve to separate pieces within the waṣla or within semi-

improvised section within a piece, such as the dawr. 

 Adding to the basic kamanche (violin), the original instrument of the 

takht ensemble, Said has  opted to include the viola and the cello, when 

available. The addition of these two instruments, and in particular of the 

 SR. Conway Morris, et al. "Daff." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online. Oxford 190

University Press. Web. 10 Dec. 2016. <http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/
article/grove/music/07050>.

 Ibid.191
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cello with a much larger resonating body and steel or hybrid strings 

would, in addition to registral distinctions, add significant volume and 

resonance to the role played by the kamanche. Although,it has been 

pointed out by Racy that the ‘cello was occasionally used in takht en-

sembles in the early twentieth century  this instrument was never a fix-

ture of the Nahḍa takht (Racy 1977:52).The addition of Khalil al-Baba, a 

professional violinist from the Lebanese Arab Oriental orchestra, who 

became interested in the music of the Nahḍa and joined Aṣīl allowed 

Redha Bitar to move from playing the violin to playing the viola, which 

he quickly mastered. Similarly, as I became a regular fixture in the en-

semble’s rehearsals, the possibility of including the cello became avail-

able and I joined them as a member in 2013.  192

The reasons for this timbral diversity are undoubtedly in a first instance 

aesthetic. The inclusion of instruments which are traditionally outside 

the purview of Arabic music expand the timbral possibilities in both the 

upper and lower register of the traditional instruments of the takht. This 

expansion is Said’s innovative conception of the sound of a traditional 

Arabic ensemble. However, instruments selected for the Aṣīl ensemble 

adhere to  specific criteria: they must be capable of playing modes that 

are not based on equal temperament  as well as complementing the 193

instruments of the takht, chiefly the ‘ūd, with sympathetic resonance.  

The main innovative aspects of the Aṣīl Ensemble – instrumentation and 

timbre — aim to reinforce Said’s principal aesthetic criterion, i.e., to 

emphasise the sound of a traditional Arabic takht, as it would have been 

during the Nahḍa period. Innovation comes, therefore, out of the revisi-

 I joined the Ensemble after Mustafa Said’s invitation . My regular collaboration in the 192

ensemble lasted approximately one year, between 2013 and 2014.

 Equal temperament is a tuning system that consist on the division of a cycle of 193

twelve identical intervals of fifths and with the octave divided into twelve equal semi-
tones, and consequently with intervals of third and six having a more equal division 
that the intervals of fifth and fourth from within that same cycle ( see New Grove Dic-
tionary Online: http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/
08900?q=equal+temperament&search=quick&pos=1&_start=1#firsthit (accessed 10 De-
cember 2016).
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tation of the traditional instrumentation of Nahḍa Arabic takht ensemble 

and the expansion upon the register and timbre of these instruments 

through the addition of non-traditional Arab music instruments as it has 

been described above.In this sense, the Aṣīl represents a shift in notions 

of modernisation of Arabic music, which in mid-twentieth century (at the 

time of the emergence of the turāth) was equated with borrowing from 

western music systems in what concerned musical forms, 

instruments,scales and music temperament. In this shift, modernisation 

or rather, the creative development of Arabic music is derived primarily 

from its own cultural frame of reference. Hence, Tajdīd min al-Dākhil, 

or renovation from within, is the name of the group which has Mustafa 

Said and the Aṣīl Ensemble at its core. 

1.2.1. Revisiting Nahḍa Music, Innovating Timbre: an account from 

fieldwork

During the academic year of 2011/2012 Abou Mrad had given classes to a 

young  Lebanese cellist named Tony Hawat, who Abou Mrad suggested I 

contacted in order to observe his technique, both left hand fingerings 

and bowing technique, when playing the Nahḍa repertoire that Prof. 

Mrad had given him over that year. I arranged to meet with Tony at my 

house with both of our cellos and the photocopied book of the compila-

tions of the pieces that Tony had studied and Prof. Mrad had just given 

me. The book dedicates a section to each maqām, starting with simple 

exercises in the maqām progressions and fingerings, followed by small 

instrumental pieces (dulāb) and finally, more substantial instrumental 

pieces such as a sam’āi and/or bashrāf. The most striking characteristic 

of this compilation is that its notation is written from right to left follow-

ing the direction of Arabic script. This results in making the pieces hard-

er to read and less accessible even for the fast sight-reader who will 

need to get adjusted to it. 
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Fig. 3: Dulāb Rast from Nidaa Abou Mrad’s compilation 

Tony and I sat with our books opened on the second page on maqām rāst 

while talking about his interest in Arabic music. He had studied in the 

music conservatoire in Beirut until he developed an interest in Arabic 

music and decided to become a student of Abou Mrad for a year. He 

played the dulāb in maqām rāst  on his cello from the book with the 

fretfulness of someone feeling scrutinised. Despite this, he did his best 

to display what he thought to be understood as a characteristically Ara-

bic style, mostly through an emphasis on the use of slurs and glissandi. 

He stressed these techniques further when he stopped playing the piece 

to explain how they were crucial in working towards a sound quality that 

he, following his teacher, considered an Arabic style, and he was kind to 

hear my experimentations playing the same piece.

This session allowed me to understand how the revival of the music of 

the  Nahḍa fosters new creativity, in particular the development of tim-

bre, register and aesthetics. Both Mustafa Said and Nidaa Abou Mrad 

welcomed the exploration of instruments such as the cello, which they 

find compatible with the musical language and techniques of the Nahḍa 

since as an unfettered instrument it could easily adapted to the non-

tempered and variable intervals and movable notes of the maqamat. 
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Further, as I was able to personally experience, the cello allowed for a 

timbral variety in the articulation between bow and pizzicato section, in 

the potential to accompanying an improvisation both by providing a 

drone, as well providing short ornamental phrasings that follow a singer’s 

vocal improvisation — an Arab music practice of call and response called 

tarjama (translation). In this sense, Said and Abou Mard have encour194 -

aged cellists to further experiment with Nahḍa repertoire and its tech-

niques, in particular sound aesthetics and improvisation.

2. Rehearsing the Egyptian Nahḍa in Contemporary Beirut: waṣla 

bayyātī description and analysis. 

2.1 Revisiting the Egyptian Nahḍa: concert format and performance 

style 

Despite the innovative timbral and instrumental and diversity of the Aṣīl 

Ensemble, the performance praxis of the ensemble, led by Mustafa Said, 

closely adheres to that of the Nahḍa era. When asked which feature of 

the Aṣīl praxis harks back to Nahḍa performance practice, most of the 

musicians with whom I worked, answered with improvisation. In the Asīl 

Ensemble, all musicians are required to know how to improvise in the 

style of Arab Nahḍa music tradition. To do so they must both engage in 

listening to Nahḍa recordings, which they would exchange between 

them, as well as practicing the recordings that they heard. This is fun-

damental in developing the skills that enable them to engage in active 

listening — to themselves and to fellow ensemble musicians. Active lis-

tening further enables them to remain faithful to Nahḍa style whilst en-

gaging in the interplay of fixed and improvised sections which charac-

terise some of the most important musical forms of this period.195

 §5194

 §1 195
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A few weeks later after attending an Aṣīl Ensemble rehearsal for the first 

time, I joined Kobeissy, Ali Hout, the percussionist; and Imad Hashisho,  196

a talented student of ‘ūd and voice, to attend another rehearsal. This 

time the rehearsal was held at the atelier of one of the most prominent 

Arabic ūd makers in the Middle East, Albert Mansour, who Mustafa re-

ferred to as ‘am (uncle) Albert. Again, we took a service from Hamra to 

the atelier where some of the musicians who had already arrived were 

practicing. The rehearsal followed the same formula I would find repeat-

ed in many of Aṣīl’s concerts, that is, containing both traditional and 

original compositions. 

This division of a concert or repertoire into two or three sections draws 

upon the concert structure practiced during the Nahḍa period (Racy 

1977:55)  The rehearsal for the Horsh Beirut concert that I attended at 197

‘am Albert’s was divided in same way - first the waṣla bayyātī of the 

Egyptian Nahḍa and then Said’s new composition — and it was also re-

hearsed following the order in which they would be played in concert. To 

interpret the waṣla bayyātī of the Egyptian Nahḍa the Ensemble would 

be joined in solo vocals by two singers, Imad Hashisho and Sara al-Baw, 

who were students of Antonine University at the time. The second part 

of the rehearsal which consisted of new repertoire by Mustafa Said, the 

Rubā’iyyāt al-Khayyām, would be performed only by the seven members 

of the Aṣīl who lived in Beirut.  198

 Since the spring of 2014, Imad had taught himself to play the Arabic music repertoire 196

he had already learnt on the 'ūd and voice on the cello . The instrument was seemingly 
bought by Mustafa Said for that purpose earlier that year perhaps indicating a prefer-
ence to use local musicians trained by him in this tradition and to keep both the costs 
and the circle small.

 §1 1.2197

 At the time the group was composed of seven musicians who resided in Beirut and 198

two musicians whiled in Cairo and Germany. Due to travel expenses, the members who 
live abroad are usually only called to perform with the Ensemble when there is an im-
port promotion of the group or repertoire to be done or the debut of a new composi-
tion. 
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Performing the repertoire in this sequence holds a double function. On 

the one hand, it allows the unacquainted listener to familiarise them-

selves with the Nahḍa music style and repertoire. On the other hand, it 

lends Said’s new compositions the authority derived from performing 

such traditions. In fact, the evening of the rehearsal at Albert Mansour’s, 

the difference between the two sections of the rehearsal seemed diffi-

cult to grasp at first. 

Performance style seemed to constantly flow between the Nahḍa waṣla 

and the Rubā’iyyāt al-Khayyām. To a listener unacquainted with Nahḍa 

music, the most noticeable differences lay in the distribution of the solo 

singing parts. Whilst in the Egyptian Nahḍa section Mustafa shared solo 

vocals sections with his students Imad and Sara, in the second half, the 

lead vocals were solely executed by Said. Between the Nahḍa and the 

Rubā’iyyāt sections, there was no change in the instrumentation of the 

ensemble. Although the group had a smaller formation at that time than 

it acquired in 2013, it already included instruments that were foreign to 

the Arabic takht, such as the santūr or the tambūr. This resulted in a 

distinctive group trait of having an innovative timbre and instrumenta-

tion alongside their detailed revival of Nahḍa performance repertoire, 

style, improvisational and interactive listening practices. 

2.2 Performance style, Improvisation and Emotionality in Nahḍa Re-

vival 

Another key characteristic of the Aṣīl Ensemble which I was able to wit-

ness for the first time that that evening, at Albert Mansour’s, was the 

creation of a distinctive atmosphere that emerged from the ways in 

which the musicians interacted. This atmosphere I would come to as-

sociate from then onwards as being one typical of every Aṣīl rehearsal 

and concert. This atmosphere was caused by the musicians’ attitude to-

wards both their own and each other’s playing, and was characterised by 

heightened attention, emotionality and a sense of playfulness. Although 
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there was no reference to ṭarab, the rehearsal conjured a sense of en-

chantment very much in the manner described by Racy (2003: 6) or 

Shannon (2003: 73). 

The heightened attention that underpinned this rehearsal – and all Aṣīl’s 

rehearsals that I have attended — was demanded by the fluid nature of a 

repertoire which requires an interplay between fixed structure and im-

provisations. Clayton has used the notion of “music entrainment” to ex-

plain the process of synchronisation in music performance which largely 

relies upon auditory information, as well as any other channels such as 

visual contact or movement, that can further synchronicity (Clayton et 

al. 2013: 22).  Said uses his musical knowledge of the repertoire and the 

creative inventiveness which he displays in his improvisations, maqām 

and rhythmic explorations, to achieve and enhance this synchronicity be-

tween the ensemble. The synchronicity in this context, however, is not 

just technical but is also an emotional one.

Fig.4: Dulāb from waṣla bayyāti, Track 1  from 0’15’’ to 1’49’’ on CD 2.Record-
ed on the 17 September 2012. 

The rehearsal of the waṣla bayyātī started with the group playing the 

dulāb which precedes the longer instrumental sam’āi in maqām bayyātī. 

The tempo was fast and the musicians played with little synchronicity 
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between themselves which did not seem to disturb them. Each seemed 

to focus on their own playing. The second phrase of the dulāb requires 

an exchange between the ūd, the lead instrument, and the other instru-

ments in a short musical dialogue of descending music units (See Fig. 4 

unisons between bars 6 and 10). 

This short melody is played first by the qanūn, then on the second repeat 

by the ‘ūd and finally by the entire ensemble. On the final repetition be-

fore the reprise from the beginning, Said plays the melody on the 'ūd. His 

way of playing of this short melody indicates his control of the piece and 

his leading hierarchy over the rest of the ensemble. He strikes the ‘ūd 

with percussive strokes and in the last cell he makes an unexpected in-

flection by the lowering of the G (Fig.4, bar 11).199

By breaking the expected descending modal pattern with an unexpected 

inflection to another maqām, Said heightened both the emotional re-

sponses and synchronicity between musicians of the Ensemble. This care-

fully placed inflection and an added rhythmic/pulse emphasis, placed 

right before a repetition of the same melodic phrase by the ensemble, 

has a collective response by the group who burst in “ah!” (Fig.4 end of 

bar 11). Shannon (2003) has noted similar responses in his study related 

to traditional music in Syria. He has pointed out that, 

These strategic detemporalizations  and retemporalizations – 
changes in the experience of the flow of time – can be occasions 
for the evocation of  tarab, assuming all other conditions are ap-
propriate. (Shannon 2003: 87) 

 Maqamat are usually dived into two main tetrachord, that is into two sets of four 199

notes (or three) . The lower tetrachord is the base tetrachord which gives the name of 
the maqām whilst the upper tetrachord either confirm the maqām or if is replaced then 
it indicates a modulation to another maqām. For example, maqām bayyātī  consists of a 
lower tetrachord starting on D to G, the tetrachord bayyātī and an upper tetrachord 
from G to D (tetrachord nahawand). If we replace the upper tetrachord of maqām 
bayyātī by another tetrachord for example, by playing an A flat and a natural B we will 
have played an hijaz tetrachord in the upper register and by doing this we are changing 
from maqām bayyātī to maqām bayyātī shuri.
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Although in this thesis the concept of ṭarab per se is not explored,  the 200

emotional responses to music performance are. In this sense, it is clear 

that the use of short maqām inflections or modulations affect the per-

ception of time flow, particularly on the emotional responses and inter-

actions of the musicians. 

The group repeated the first phrase again to the end of the dulāb, as it 

is was customary practice, led by Said. By this point the sound of the en-

semble had changed: it had become a more cohesive and fuller sound. 

The musicians seemed more attuned to each other and although they 

still took freedoms in the performance of certain musical phrases, the 

ensemble sounded together. This synchronicity emerged as a result of 

the breaking of an expected musical pattern by Said’s unexpected inflec-

tion. Also, in doing this, Said, has (perhaps unwillingly) enhanced further 

his role as ensemble leader through the use of musical imagination and 

improvisation.

This short modal inflection also served to engage musical memory, an-

other fundamental aspect of the Aṣīl’s practice and one which relates 

back to the oral nature of Nahḍa music, and to Arabic music traditions. 

Aṣīl’s musicians must first be able to memorise the group’s repertoire. 

Thus musicians are accustomed to memorising many hours–worth of mu-

sic which requires the  engagement of long-term memory. But Said’s use 

of improvisation demands not only long-term, but also short-term memo-

ry to be engaged. We have learned that musical memory stems from a 

continuous demand for long-term conscious participation, i.e., long-term 

attention (Fay 1974: 128). The relationship between memory and impro-

visation is, therefore, a need that relates first to the oral nature of the 

repertoire and secondly to improvisation because improvisation is based 

around continual practicing of forms, scale-patterns and melodic pro-

gressions. The continual attention (on auditory-spatial/motor informa-

 §2 200
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tion) on this musical information engages both the short-term and long-

term memory systems to process and retain the information.

Over time, between 2012 and 2014,  other musicians of the Aṣīl En201 -

semble would develop their artistic and improvisational skills although 

never to the point of overshadowing Said’s leading hierarchical role. At 

this time in August 2012, his knowledge of Nahḍa repertoire and mastery 

of improvisational skills gave him a greater creative freedom over his fel-

low ensemble musicians.  The development of improvisational and styl202 -

istic skills by musicians of the Aṣīl Ensemble did not impact on the hier-

archical structure of the group neither did it alter the type of interaction 

between musicians in both rehearsals and performances. The rehearsal 

atmosphere I have described, characterised by heightened attention, lis-

tening, reaction and emotional exchange, still remains Aṣīl’s distinctive 

trademark.

The dulāb was followed by another instrumental piece, the sam’āi in 

maqām bayyātī,  and finally to the vocal section of the waṣla bayyātī. 203

The structure opens like a Nahḍa model, in that it starts with a 

muwaššaḥāt, a vocal  fixed form within a waṣla. The group performs the 

muwaššaḥāt Imlali al-aqdāḥa ṣirfan and Yā Ghazālan ṣāda Qalbī without 

interruptions. The slightly rushed tempo set by Said suggests that these 

pieces are not the pieces at the centre of the waṣla but rather pieces 

that serve as a preparation for it.  

 My engagement with Aṣīl started in 2012 as a researcher, developed into becoming a 201

regular member of the Ensemble between 2013 and 2014, expanding well into one year 
after my fieldwork ended.

 The exception is made to Ghassan Sahhab, who had for a long time been established 202

as an accomplished musician mastering Arabic musics repertoires and improvisation as 
well as other musical idioms.

  CD 2203
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After the muwaššaḥāt, Ghassan improvises briefly on the qanūn and this 

is followed by a brief mawwāl by Oussama Abdelfattah, the group’s bass 

‘ūd player. Oussama’s improvisation, done while he was playing the ‘ud, 

is closely followed by Said, who contrary to normal practice intervenes 

to remind him of excerpts from the text. The mawwal leads onto anoth-

er dulāb which is followed by Said’s layālī over a binary rhythm. Then 

finally, onto to core piece of this waṣla, the dawr, Min Qabli Ma Ahwā 

al-Jamāl (Before I Fell in Love with Beauty). However, as Said began 

playing the dawr the attention and the atmosphere  disintegrated, be204 -

cause the group seemed relatively unfamiliar with the piece.  

2.3 Abdu al-Hamuli Ensemble (ca. 1900) and the Aṣīl Ensemble 

(2012): a comparative analysis of the dawr Min Qabli Ma Ahwā al-

Jamāl

Thus, the rehearsal became a place for both the revival of and the learn-

ing of Nahḍa music. Mustafa Said, leading the ensemble on vocals and 

ūd, selected the first section of the dawr which has a fixed text and 

melody (See Figs. 4 and 5). Fidelity to the text and pronunciation briefly 

became central to the rehearsal. Unaccompanied, Mustafa slowly sang 

the first two hemistichs of the verse whilst maintaining inflections typi-

cal of the Egyptian dialect. The dawr Mīn Qabli Ma Ahwā al-Jamāl was 

popularised in the late nineteenth century during  Nahḍa period in Egypt 

by the eminent singer Abdu al-Hamuli and then by Sheikh Yusuf al-

Manyalawwi. Fidelity to not only to the text but to the spoken Arabic ac-

cent and its particular inflections provide a crucial element of continuity 

between Nahḍa and contemporary renditions of Nahḍa repertoire. Said 

worked through the first dawr section of the poem with the group in ex-

haustive detail (Figs. 5 and 6).205

 This refers to minute 12’34’’ on CD 2204

 Track 1 between 14’54’’ to 18’25 CD 2 205
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If in the instrumental section, a modal inflection brought synchronicity 

to the group’s performance, this time Said used repetition in the vocal 

section to achieve synchronicity. Mustafa makes the group successively 

repeat the three strophes from the dawr (See Fig 5 and 6). These repeti-

tions last for three minutes and thirty seconds, a considerable amount of 

time for native Arabic speakers and professional musicians. The group 

sings repeatedly the excerpt without instrumental accompaniment until 

they progress towards a trance-like synchronicity (see Fig. 5 and 6) 

(Track 1 on CD 2 between 14’38 to 18’20’’). This trance-like vocal chorus 

seems to indicate that the group has regained total synchronicity and 

congruent attention, and is ready to return to normal practice.

Once they are entranced by the repetition Said knows they are ready to 

play it again on their instruments with the synchronicity that the per-

formance requires. This means that they can then start working on the 

interaction between these fixed sections and the solo improvisations of 

the ghusn section of the dawr (Fig. 5)

Dawr

Min qabl ma Ahwā al-Jamāl / 

kunt al-lum al-‘ashiqin

w-ankur’ru wujud al-mahabba / 

w-hein ra’eit hadha al-ghazal

sabaht dhmin al-mughramin / 

a’adhir jami’a w-al-habba.

Dawr

مِنْ قَبْلِ مَا اهْوَى الجَمَال / كُنْتِ الومِ العَاشِقِين 

وَانكُر وُجُود المَحَبّه / وحِين رَأيت هَذَا الغَزَال 

صَبَحْت ضمْنِ المُغْرَمِين / اعْذِر جَمِيع األَحِبه
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Translation:

Dawr

Before I fell in love with beauty, 
I used to reproach the lovers, 
And deny the existence of love. 
But when I saw this gazelle, 
I became one of the infatuated ones,  
So I have excused all lovers. 

Ghusn

O my heart what do you have to do with love? 
Weren’t you before in real paradise? 
And you used to live comfortably. 
This has no remedy, 
It makes the infatuated person become ill, 
And leaves the lover wounded. 

Fig.5:  Poem transliteration, translation and original from the dawr Min Qabli 

ma Ahwā al-Jāmal  . 206

Ghusn 

ya qalb al-malak w-al-hawa / 

ma kunti al-jalis fi n’aim 

w-kunti qa’ad  mastirih / da 

al’ashq ma lush dawa 

idhibah  al-mughram saqim / w-

itrak al’aashiq jarih

Ghusn 

 يَا قَلْب مَالِك والهَوَى / مَا كنْتِ خَالِص فِي 

 نَعِيم

 وكُنْتِ قَاعِدْ مسْتِرِيح / دَا العِشْقِ مَالُوش دَوَا

 يِصَبح المُغْرَمْ سَقِيِم / ويِتْرِكِ العَاشِق جَرِيح

 Translation by Louay Abdulillah Mohammad206
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Fig. 6: Musical transcription of the first section of the dawr Min Qabli Ma Ahwā 
al-Jamāl. Track 1, CD 2  18’30’’ to end. 

Aṣīl’s rendition of the dawr Mīn Qabli Ma Ahwā al-Jamāl demonstrates 

how the ensemble is reviving the repertoire and performance practice of 

the Nahḍa. After attending the rehearsal Abed Kobeissy passed me the 

sound files of Nahḍa recordings of the repertoire they were playing 

(Track 1  CD 3 ).The dawr on the folder he passed me was a recording 

attributed to Abdu al-Hamuli recorded who would have recorded it in 

1885. According to Ali Jihad Racy’s doctoral research (1976),  Abdu al-207

Hamuli (1836–1901) was one of the very few Egyptian singers to have 

been recorded on a wax cylinder at the beginning of the twentieth cen-

tury, however Racy makes no reference to a specific date (Racy 1976: 

81). There seems to be no other research to date that indicates the exis-

tence of recordings made in Egypt in the 1880s so dating Hamuli’s 

recording to 1885 seems highly unlikely.

Racy’s study  was based on the collection of Egyptian collectionist, Abdel Aziz Anani  207

which is held at the AMAR  Foundation since it was purchased by  its owner Kamal Kas-
sar in 2009.  
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The first drawback to a comparison between the Aṣīl Ensemble rendition 

and Hamuli’s lies in the limitations of recording technology at the dawn 

of the twentieth century. The wax cylinder would have only allowed an 

extremely limited recording time. According to Racy, wax cylinder 

recording developments introduced by Edison in 1908 allowed for the 

recording time to increase from two to four minutes (Racy 1976: 85). Al-

though this recording is a rare glimpse into the musical world of Egypt 

during the Nahḍa era it does not seem representative of the genre of the 

dawr, which would encompass further repetitions in the dawr section 

than are accounted for in the recording.  208

Racy’s research from 1976 also leads us to further question the nature of 

Hamuli’s recording. Abdu al-Hamuli’s rendition of the dawr Mīn Qabli Ma 

Ahwā al-Jamāl has a duration of about six minutes and forty-seven sec-

onds which would have been impossible to record in 1885 the date at-

tributed by Kobeissy to Hamuli’s recording. The impossibility for this 

recording to date back to 1885 can be argued further in the light of 

Racy’s claim that the Amberol cylinder which allowed to record up to 

four minutes was only developed in 1908 (Racy 1976: 85). Therefore, 

since wax cylinder and flat disc technology coincided in the early twen-

tieth century Egypt (Ibid.) the doubt emerges whether Hamuli’s rendition 

of Mīn Qabli Ma Ahwā al-Jamāl passed on by Kobeissy was made in wax 

cylinder or in a flat disc. These doubts are further enhanced given that 

Hamuli died in May 1901 (Lagrange 1994: 72).  

Questions about the nature of the recording technology involved in Abdu 

al-Hamuli’s rendition of the dawr Mīn Qabli Ma Ahwā al-Jamāl remain 

open to assessment. What this discussion seems to illuminate, however, 

Mustafa Said told me in personal communication of Abdu al-Hamuli’s illness at the 208

end of his life. The limitations of wax cylinder recording technology attest for the over-
all defective quality of the recording. Added to Hamuli’s ill health at the end of his life, 
this accounts for a rendition below the standards expected for a musician of his rank-
ing.
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is the will — from Kobeissy, at least — to establish continuity between 

Aṣīl’s repertoire and the performance practice of the master musicians 

of the Nahḍa period. This will to establish continuity can be understood 

as a desire to harness the authority which such comparison would bring 

about. Despite the questions that have emerged about Hamuli’s record-

ing a comparison between it and the Aṣīl rendition is a useful exercise in 

the analysis of the current revival of Nahḍa music in Lebanon.

The recording by Abdu al-Ḥamuli bears an overall resemblance to Aṣīl’s 

performance in the basic features of the dawr: its structure, maqām and 

rhythm. The first section of the dawr is modelled upon the same modal 

(maqām bayyātī) and rhythmic structure in both renditions. It is in the 

ghusn section that the two performances seem to diverge in the manner 

of their repetitions and their exchanges between solos in biṭāna in the 

hank (a section of the dawr which consists exclusive on a melodic  call-

and-response between solo singer and chorus, or biṭāna). However, these 

differences are mostly due to the limitations that recording technology 

in early twentieth century would have posed to Abdu al-Hamuli. 

Other differences between the rendition of the Aṣīl Ensemble and that 

of the takht of Abdu al-Hamuli relate to the singers delivery of the text. 

Hamuli’s vocal rendition is delivered at a slower tempo which leads 

therefore, to a slower pace in the instrumental accompaniment. Conse-

quently, this pace seems to relate to a difference in the articulation of 

the text. Abdu al-Hamuli’s delivery of the text accentuates each syllable 

of the text giving the overall impression that the melody is predominant-

ly syllabic. Said’s on the other hand, delivers the text at slightly faster 

pace and without emphasising each syllable. This difference in accentua-

tion of the text leads the listener to perceive the melodic structure in 

Hamuli’s case as syllabic whilst in Aṣīl’s case it is perceived as a mix be-

tween syllabic and melismatic, but essentially tending towards melismat-

ic.  
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Certainly when analysing both recordings contextual differences must be 

taken into account. As Widdess reminds us 

[The] transcription and analysis of a recorded performance, with-
out access to the original context, can produce misleading or am-
biguous results (Widdess 1994:59).

In this sense, comparing Mustafa Said’s vocal rendition with the Aṣīl’s in-

strumental accompaniment to Hamuli’s Nahḍa recording is a fraught 

task. Adding to the questions that I have explored regarding the nature 

of the recording, and which remain open, other questions need to be an-

swered. Namely, questions about how faithfully recording technology in 

1904 would have captured Hamuli’s performance.

Fig.7: Table of tempi comparison between the renditions of the dawr Mīn Qabli 

Ma Ahwā al-Jamāl by the takht of Abdu al-Hamuli and the Aṣīl Ensemble 

Despite the differences between Hamuli and Aṣīl, tempi are virtually 

identical in the early sections, however, the performance tempo of Aṣīl 

becomes rather faster towards the end (See Fig. 7).

Further congruencies can be drawn from the performance style in both 

renditions, in particular, the interplay between the fixed melodies and 

solo improvisations in the ghusn section of the dawr. The ghusn section 

of a dawr is where the interplay between improvisation and fixed melody 

poses the biggest challenges to performers. The ghusn consists of a 

Section Abdu-al-Hamouli 
Ensemble ca. 1904

Aṣīl Ensemble 2012

Dawr 80 bpm 78–81 bpm

Ghusn 74 bpm 75 bpm
Hank 1 (bitāna) 83–90 bpm 72–90 bpm

Hank 2 88 bpm 94 bpm

Ahāt 93 bpm 99 bpm
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melodic exchange between solo and choral vocals (biṭāna). In this ex-

change the soloist is at liberty to modulate from the original maqām, 

whereas the biṭāna responds by affirming the initial maqām. As the Aṣīl 

rehearsed this section, attention and focus are heightened so that the 

group follows and resounds to the improvisation. In the ghusn section of 

a dawr, the soloist repeats a selection of words or small phrases from 

that section of the poem which will be exchanged by him and the biṭāna 

following a call and response structure, the hank (starts at 23’05’’ of 

Track 1 CD 2). 

The hank in both Aṣīl and Hamuli’s renditions relies on the repetition of 

the same phrases of the ghusn. The sections of text repeated in both 

renditions are, 

Hank 1: ‘Qalbi malak’ with the  end word ‘malak’ (repeated three times) 

( 23’05 to 24’20’’ Track 1 CD 2) 

Hank 2: ‘Malak wa el-hawa,ya qalbi’  

 (24’20’’ to 24’50’’  and 25’25’’ to  26’ 01’’ Track 1 CD 2) 

Closing with an ahāt section which leads to the end of the dawr. Said’s 

improvisation lasts for almost eight minutes which is nearly double the 

duration of Hamuli’s recording, which less than five minutes.  I have 209

already explored the reasons in recording technology that underpins the 

differences in duration of both recordings. Although the recording of 

Abdu al-Hamuli was passed onto me in order to attest for similarities be-

tween the Aṣīl’s performance and that of a Nahḍa recording, further sim-

ilarities arise when considering the rendition of the same dawr by Sheikh 

Yusuf al-Manyalawwi 

 Exactly 4’ 28’’209
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The similarities between Yusuf al-Manyalawwi’s rendition and that of the 

Aṣīl Ensemble are more apparent. In order to do this analysis I have de-

cided to follow the suggestion made by Widdess in involving,

The performer or performers as closely as possible in the process 
of transcription and analysis. This approach would be particularly 
valuable in the case of music that is ‘improvised’ to a significant 
degree (Widdess 1994: 60) 

Between the 15 and 17 November 2015, I exchanged emails with Abed 

Kobeissy regarding analysis of the dawr. In these exchanges I sent him 

my transcription in staff notation for his assessment of my accuracy (See 

Fig. 6). For Kobeissy, using staff notation or “European notation”, as he 

would call it did not seem to add value to my analysis. I could under-

stand his objection to staff notation, particularly in the ways in which it 

can obscure the fluidity of a semi improvised piece such as the dawr. 

However, I also understood this claim to be made on ideological grounds. 

Fig. 8: Transcription of the ghusn exchange between solo and biṭāna 
from dawr, 23’05’’ to 24’20’’ Track 1 CD 2
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The comparison between the respective dawr renditions of Min Qabli Ma 

Ahwa al-Jamal by Mustafa Said and by Sheikh Yusuf al-Manyalawwi pro-

vides better evidence for continuity between the contemporary and the 

Nahḍa music practices. The ghusn section in both renditions follows the 

same structure, thereby has been identified as the most likely source for 

Said’s interpretation. The analysis of the ghusn is particularly illuminat-

ing. In both cases the ghusn is divided into two hanks, or responsorial-

style sections between the soloist and the bitana. The selection of texts 

is exactly the same hank one over the text Qabli malak with the final 

word being repeated three times by both solo and bitana. Hank two is 

sung over the words “malak wa al-hawa, yā Qabli”. In both renditions 

hank one modulates between maqām bayyātī to maqām jaharka.

3. Revival and the role of Nahḍa music recordings 

3.1. Innovation and continuity in the transmission of Nahḍa music 

The transmission — i.e, the learning and teaching — of Nahḍa music 

repertoire and performance praxis also encompasses elements of innova-

tion and revival. Innovation mainly relates to the use of modern technol-

ogy — such as phones, mp3 recordings, and online recordings, such as 

those available at the AMAR Foundation podcast or youtube videos — in 

order to learn Nahḍa music. This element is combined with a master/

student approach which reproduces the teaching relationship as it was 

during the Nahḍa period. Racy describes the Sufi mašāyikh and their stu-

dents as, 

the mašāyikh (members of the Sufi sect) sat in a circle, played 
large frame drums (ṭārāt, singular tār), and sang muwashaḥāt as 
well as other genres typically followed a call-and-response pat-
tern ( Racy 2003: 28) 
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During 2012 and 2013 during fieldwork, I witnessed a very similar type of 

interaction between Mustafa said and his students.  210

3.1.2  Learning to Perform Nahḍa: an account from the field 

Accessing these recordings, which the musicians used for their own study 

of the repertoire, was the first step into learning to perform the music 

tradition and its contemporary revival that I was studying in Beirut. 

Learning to perform a musical instrument has become an institution-

alised fieldwork practice in ethnomusicology since the 1970s. It was the 

introduction of the notion of bi-musicality by Mantle Hood in 1968 that 

emphasised a practical dimension to the study of ethnomusicology (Hood 

1960).  

Although Mantle Hood did not advocate the act of learning to perform as 

a fieldwork methodological tool, he did emphasise the crucial impor-

tance of learning the basic musicianship of the culture being studied, in-

cluding being able to hear the correct intervals and developing the pro-

cessing an retrieval of information through  compilation of aural and mo-

tor memory skills in order to be able to learn pieces aurally (Baily 2001: 

86). As a non-musicking member of Aṣīl but with access to the record-

ings, I became able to sing along with the musicians in the rehearsals 

(although, at this stage I would never sing aloud), internalising the cor-

rect pitch, intervals, rhythms and structure of the pieces, all of which 

also facilitated my understanding of the structure of the rehearsal and 

the dynamics between musicians. 

Although I didn’t carry an instrument on my first trip, I did bring my cel-

lo for the next two fieldwork trips since performing the repertoire came 

to prove to be the best way of understanding my research. Despite that, 

for almost half of the trip the cello was kept in its case since I had bor-

 This interaction would also be reproduced during rehearsals in order to teach parts 210

of the repertoire as seen in Chapter 4 section 2.1
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rowed an ‘ūd from Mustafa in order to take lessons with him. Mustafa 

offered me these lessons at no charge promising to fit them whenever he 

had time available which meant that there was no fixed time for our ses-

sions. This seemed to indicate not only his generosity but also his com-

mitment towards working with musicians who would be able to play the 

Nahḍa tradition. The learning process was under my control.  

Usually lessons would take place after four pm, after he had returned 

home from his work at the foundation. The lessons would take place at 

his home in Mar Elias or at a room in the university music department in 

between one official student and next. The sessions would vary between 

twenty minutes to an hour, and having no set time limit they would fre-

quently dilute themselves into regular home informal gatherings with 

long talks, tea making and food eating sessions. In the first session I was 

given Daraj hijaz, a couple of right hand finger pick exercises that I 

recorded on my portable recorder or recorded on video on my iPad (after 

seeing a student at the University doing so). 

I would take home these recordings, play them in slow motion in order to 

learn it with maximum precision and detail, and then increase the music 

up to its regular speed to play at the next session. In total I took four ‘ūd 

lessons sessions with the ‘ūd where I learned the Daraj hijaz, two 

samayyat and a series of right hand pick exercises which where the big-

gest challenge for me as a cellist. However, Mustafa’s particular style of 

holding the pick seemed to emulate the bow hold of a bowed stringed 

instrument, like a modern cello, which I told him. He seemed happy to 

hear my comparison and asked me to show him my way of holding the 

bow; the lesson turned into a moment of exchange of knowledge be-

tween two musicians. Since I was progressing at a relatively fast speed — 

and attributing that speed to my dedication and to the similarities be-

tween left hand positions on the cello and on the ‘ūd — Mustafa suggest-
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ed I could learn the muqāddima (instrumental introduction) from the 

new composition he was working on: the Burda.    211

3.1.3  Innovation in Nahḍa Music Transmission: recordings and emo-

tionality

These recordings, which are otherwise rare and hard to access, were 

passed around primarily as a way to learn the repertoire and so held a 

crucial pedagogical role. Consequently, the recordings played a vital role 

in the aural transmission of musical knowledge either by the direct use 

of original Nahḍa recordings or by using another type of recording, those 

made in class or rehearsal. In the absence of notation that is used as an 

aide memoire, recordings and written indications on paper are at the 

epicentre of music making among Tajdīd musicians, as in many tradition-

al music environments. They ensure an effective aural transmission of 

musical knowledge which can be passed on in two ways: direct and indi-

rect. 

By direct aural transmission I refer to the transmission of knowledge that 

focuses on the relationship between master-performer and student, and 

mediated aural transmission such as that from a recording, which has 

frequently been made during a music lesson or in the early stages of a 

rehearsal and which serve as an aide memoire for the students practice. 

Unlike Baily who recounts that, “whereas they knew the tunes they 

learned to play by hearing them as part of their urban soundscape, I 

needed the tape recorder to create an aural score from which I could 

learn to play” (Baily 2001: 89) in Aṣīl we all needed recordings to a simi-

lar degree as a result of the absence of a Nahḍa urban soundscape. 

 §5211
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Arabic music tradition is inexorably connected with an affective core 

content, as described multiple times by scholar and performer Ali Jihad 

Racy (2003),  

In the tradition that I bring in, the music is strongly connected 
with emotions. Ṭarab, which means ‘ecstasy’, is an emotional 
state that is embedded in the music; similarly, the music itself is 
generically referred to as ṭarab. You learn ṭarab. You perform 
ṭarab. You feel ṭarab. So how do you communicate the ecstatic 
message? How do we teach the repertoire as a musical-emotional 
package? (in Solis (ed) 2004: 162). 

Racy’s question about music transmission having an emotional content 

remains as fundamental issue for the Tajdīd movement  and is an inte-

gral part of the transmission of Arabic music tradition. Regardless of the 

general disregard for the word, the issue of apprehending and passing on 

a music tradition that is a “musical-emotional package”(ibid.) is as 

prevalent in the transmission of music of the music of the golden age 

(1935-1975) as it is for the music of the Nahḍa . What differs is that the 

word ṭarab as become associated with the turath, a modernised version 

of Arab music tradition, associated with the repertoire and practices that 

emerged with the institutionalisation of music in the 1940s when the 

emergence of the nation-states. It is because the musicians of the Tajdīd 

reject the practices institutionalised then — such as the curtailment of 

improvisation, the use of orchestra and arrangements or the use of writ-

ten notation — that they reject the use of the word ṭarab. It is the asso-

ciations of ṭarab and not ṭarab as emotionality, that they reject. Regard-

less, recordings not only play a crucial role in this transmission but are 

also themselves an integral part of that emotional package. 

The affective flow that connects musicians, music and recordings is ex-

pressed in the embodied habitus of listening and performing practices. 

Bourdieu has coined the notion of habitus as an embodied pattern of ac-

tion and reaction, in which we are not fully conscious of why we do what 
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we do. Our habitus of listening is tacit, unexamined, seemingly com-

pletely 

 [N]atural” [however] most of our styles of listening have been 
earned through unconscious imitation of those who surround us 
and with whom we continually interact. Habitus of listening sug-
gests, not a necessity nor a rule, but an inclination, a disposition 
to listen with a particular kind of focus, to expect to experience 
particular  kinds of emotion, to move with certain stylised ges-
tures, and to interpret meaning of the sounds and one’s emotion-
al responses to the musical event in somewhat predictable ways. 
(Becker 2004: 71)

The musicians held an affective connection with Nahḍa music recordings 

and its practice and had privileged easy access to these otherwise rare 

recordings now kept at the AMAR Foundation archive. All musicians were 

aware of the rarity of these music pieces which they held has a part of a 

past that has been ‘denied' and/or 'hidden’ from them. The emotional 

attachment that they have with these recordings is, therefore, charged 

with meanings of the historical narrative which they hold in high esteem. 

Furthermore, despite the absence of the reference to the notion of ṭarab 

amongst them, their emotional response to recordings and performances 

would reproduce the same listening habitus which involved exclamations 

of “Allah!”, nodding of heads, and self-absorbed/contemplative expres-

sions while listening to a particularly moving section of improvisation.   

4. Performing Levantine Nahḍa Repertoire in contemporary Beirut: 

using the Internet in rehearsals 

In January 2014, I received the repertoire for the concert that would 

take place in Beīt a-Farābī on the 17 of March 2014 at the Abu Dhabi Arts 

Festival. The concert had two functions, one explicit and the other im-

plicit. First and foremost, we would introduce the early music of the Bi-

lal al-Shams — a CD of his music was to be released a few months after 

the concert. Secondly, the concert sought to gather funds that would al-

low Mustafa’s new work “al-Burda” to be debuted and recorded in May 
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that year. I connected to the group through Skype call, and from London, 

listened to the group performing three waṣlāt, one in maqām bayyātī, 

the another in maqām rāst, and the third in maqām segah. Whilst the 

two initial maqāmat were from Egyptian repertoire, the waṣla segah in-

cluded repertoire from the Lebanese Nahḍa with which I had been unfa-

miliar until then.  

The waṣla from the Lebanese repertoire followed the structure of the 

Egyptian Nahḍa except without the emphasis on the dawr. The Lebanese 

waṣla, like the Egyptian one, comprised a succession of musical forms 

starting with a group instrumental form like the dulāb and finishing with 

a vocal form in a call-and-response structure between the solo singer 

and the biṭāna (chorus) called qadd and connected to a  taqṭῡqa . The 

waṣla segah that was selected by the Aṣīl Ensemble for performance at 

the Abou Dhabi arts festival started with a dulāb followed by the 

Muwaššaḥ “Ānā Mīn Wajdi”.  However, the dulāb would not proceed 212

from the mawwāl to a dawr or qaṣīda, as would be the convention in the 

Egyptian Nahḍa repertoire.  

Rather, following the Muwaššaḥ, Oussāma, who sung that waṣla while 

playing a bass ‘ūd, then sung the mawwāl “Lammā zamāni d’ani” fol-

lowed by two taqṭῡqa “’A-darr el-zuriyya” and “Baladī wa-balad ahlī Yā 

wād”.  So, although the development of the waṣla was the same in 213

both Egyptian and Lebanese repertoires the difference lay in the final 

pieces of the waṣla. Whilst the Egyptian waṣla emphasises the dawr, as 

the core piece which allows musicians to display their artistic and impro-

 The sound file in attachment is a rendition of the muwaššaḥ by Muhiddin Ba’yun   212

(Beirut 1868-1934) sent to me for study for the concert.

 Recordings of the complete waṣla segah attached here as  performed in rehearsal  in 213

the 12th of January 2014 at Mustafa Said’ by Aṣīl Ensemble.
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visational skills, the Lebanese waṣla ended with a taqṭῡqa, an up-beat, 

pre-composed musical piece. 

 
Fig.9. Skype rehearsal on 2 February 2014. View of the rehearsal room in 
Beirut. From left to right: Khalil el-Baba (violin), Reda Bitar (viola), Ghassan 
Sahhab (qanūn), Mustafa Said (‘ūd), Abed Kobeissy (buzuq). 

  

Fig.10: Outdoor advertisement in Abou Dhabi. It reads: Beīt al-Farābī: Aṣīl En-
semble for Contemporary Arabic Music. 17 of April 2013. 
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The preparation for this concert was identical to the preparation for the 

Horsh Beirut concert held in Beirut in August 2012. Alongside the re-

hearsals held in Beirut at Mustafa’s house, the group added its in-

ternational members — based in Cairo, Mannheim and London – through 

communication technology, which in this case was online Skype video 

calls. The regular rehearsals were held at Mustafa’s house in the 

evenings after all of the musicians had finished their day jobs. The fre-

quency of rehearsals increased nearer the time of the concert. In the 

last two weeks prior to the event rehearsals were held daily.   

The organisation of rehearsals was also done through the use of commu-

nication technology. The group exchanged messages through the What-

sapp application available on almost every musician’s Smartphone. Mes-

sages discussed the concert program, the rehearsal schedule and the 

sharing of the group’s rehearsal recordings which would all be done 

through the Aṣīl Ensemble WhatsApp group. The WhatsApp group would 

facilitate the quick sharing of messages not only among the members of 

the group residing in Lebanon but also with ones abroad such as Moham-

mad Antar, Mustafa’s elder brother and a nāy player for Aṣīl based in 

Cairo; Joss Turnbull, the group’s Iranian percussionist based in 

Mannheim; and me, based in London. This new expanded configuration 

of the group into a twelve member international ensemble posed new 

challenges to the group’s rehearsal dynamics. These new demands were 

tackled by connecting both of the Europe-based members, Joss and my-

self, to the group’s rehearsal in Beirut via Skype call. However, the effi-

cacy of these online rehearsals proved challenging on multiple levels.  

Rehearsals would be arranged in advance and re-confirmed early in the 

week, or the day before, to the WhatsApp group making sure Europe 

based members were aware of the time difference between their time 

zone and Beirut. A few minutes before the start of the rehearsal, the 

group would receive a video call from Mustafa from his phone or desk-

top. Once the connection was established we would wait for all of us to 
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be settled in their places, tune our respective instruments and make 

ready to start. If, on the one hand, these online rehearsals allowed for a 

sense of participation in the dynamics of the group as well as accessing 

the level of preparedness and progress from session to session, the ob-

stacles to its efficiency proved numerous.  

Firstly, it was difficult to maintain the online connection without fre-

quent interference signals and noises that impeded the following of the 

rehearsal. This bad quality connection proved an obstacle in assessing 

melodic pitch in situ, however the recordings that would be sent imme-

diately after the rehearsal would compensate for this lack.  Adding to 

this, the connection would also frequently be cut which initially proved 

to be a distraction for the group. Nevertheless, after the initial days, the 

online rehearsal format was taken as a regular rehearsal routine. The ob-

jective of these online rehearsals was to allow for an overall assessment 

of group dynamics rather than minor details which needed to be verified 

by each performer in his or her own individual practice.  

Managing the rehearsals soon became shared between Mustafa Said and 

Bilal Bitar, the ensemble’s santur player. Sharing this responsibility al-

lowed Mustafa to focus on his role as artistic leader of the ensemble. 

However, both Bilal, and Mustafa would regularly the connection was on 

to see if it was on and if it had broken, one of the two sides would call 

back to re-take the rehearsal without further ado. The rehearsals fol-

lowed a usual structure of two sections, of usually one-hour practice 

each divided by a twenty-minute break. At the end of each section 

Mustafa would make remarks to the ensemble or to individual instrumen-

talists in order to improve their performance. Rehearsals for the Abou 

Dhabi performance lasted for about one month increasing in frequency, 

as the date of the concert grew nearer.  

Online rehearsals facilitated the communication between musicians 

based in Beirut and the musicians based elsewhere. On the one hand 
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they facilitated the monitoring of personal progression of the knowledge 

of the repertoire to all musicians. On the other hand, the reharsals 

proved ineffective in providing sufficient details of music and in facilitat-

ing the interpersonal dynamics previously established in rehearsals. On-

line rehearsals fell short in particular in the exchange of emotionality 

which underpin rehearsals and performances of Arabic traditional music. 

Although they allowed overseas performers to witness emotional displays 

of affect between the musicians based in Beirut, they did not allowed 

for participation  by the overseas performers in this exchange.  

  

Fig. 11. Aṣīl Ensemble on stage at the Beīt al-Farābī theatre in the Abou Dhabi 
Arts Festival held between the 2 and 31 March 2014. 
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Fig. 12: Aṣīl Ensemble on stage in Beīt al-Farābī, Abou Dhabi Arts Festival held 
between the 2 and 31 March 2014. 

Conclusion

The Aṣīl Ensemble led by Mustafa Said is the main vehicle for the con-

temporary revival of Nahḍa music in Lebanon. The Aṣīl play a fundamen-

tal role in reviving the repertoire of the Nahḍa period by remaining faith-

ful to the interplay between pre-composed musical forms and improvisa-

tion. Improvisation plays a crucial role in the performance practice that 

characterises the ensemble. Improvisation holds a particular relevance in 

heightening the attention of the group’s members in interpersonal dy-

namics by fostering musical creative exchanges packed with emotional 

exchanges. These music-related emotional exchanges play a crucial role 

in reinforcing established practices in both the performance of and the 

listening practices of Arabic traditional music. Shannon has described the 

emotionality which underpins Arabic music as “the aesthetics of authen-

ticity” (Shannon 2003: 74). Despite the demonstrations of affect be-

tween Aṣīl’s musicians displayed in rehearsals and in concert, references 

to Ṭarab were absent due to its association with the institutionalised 

turāth practice. The turāth, as it has been institutionalised, first in mu-
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sic conservatoires, national orchestras and later on in wider music tradi-

tional practices, largely excludes improvisation. Therefore, the exclusion 

of references about ṭarab serve as a demarcation between turāth and 

Tajdīd musicians. 

The circulation of Nahḍa music repertoire, performance praxis and aes-

thetics is facilitated by sound recordings. Sounds recordings are shared 

in mp3 formats through online groups or Smartphones. Although these 

are used to initially share knowledge related to Nahḍa music repertoire, 

performance practice and aesthetics they also serve to create affective 

bonds between musicians. Sound recordings are important vehicles for 

the sharing emotional and ideological positions regarding the turāth. 

Recordings reinforce the musicians’ sense of belonging in an oral music 

tradition, in which improvisation plays a leading role in the expression of 

individual creativity. This oral music tradition is understood to be rooted 

in a historical past which is shared with other Arabic and near eastern 

countries. 

In this sense, the revival of Nahḍa music serves not only to revive the 

music of this period but also fosters new creativity within contemporary 

traditional Arabic music practices. The adoption of instruments, such as 

the tombak and daff, used in Iranian and Sufi music practices in neigh-

bouring Near Eastern countries reflects musicians sense of belonging to a 

music tradition which is shared outside the confinements of the 

Lebanese nation-state. The inclusion of these instruments is described as 

being an expansion of  the timbre — both the upper and lower registers 

— of the instruments that characterised the traditional takht of the 

Nahḍa era. However, it gives the ensemble a distinctive timbre and 

sound aesthetic quite removed from Nahḍa ensembles. In this sense, the 

Aṣīl Ensemble is as much an agent for the revival of Nahḍa music tradi-

tion as it is an agent for innovation within contemporary Arab music tra-

dition. 
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Finally, the Aṣīl Ensemble has been performing Nahḍa music alongside 

contemporary Arabic music pieces, mostly composed by Mustafa said the 

founder and leader of the Ensemble. This serves three different func-

tions: firstly, it allows for the dissemination of knowledge of Nahḍa 

repertoire, performance practice and aesthetics; secondly, it provides a 

sense of authority to contemporary music pieces that emerge from the 

revisitation of that repertoire and finally it serves to challenge institu-

tionalised notions of turāth as the mainstream narrative of music tradi-

tion in Lebanon. 
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Chapter 5  

The Burda: reweaving the mantle, renovating music tradi-

tion 

In Chapter 4, I demonstrated how the Aṣīl Ensemble engages in the re-

vival of the Nahḍa music tradition. Evidence from the analysis of the re-

hearsal processes and two concerts of Nahḍa music repertoire portrayed 

the performance praxis and aesthetics of the group. This analysis al-

lowed me to assert that the ensemble’s engagement in the revival of 

Nahḍa music fosters innovation in performance practice of Arab tradi-

tional music. In this chapter, I am concerned with innovation brought 

about by composition, and argue that the compositional contribution 

made by the Aṣīl Ensemble, and more specifically by Mustafa Said, con-

stitutes its most striking characteristic within the repertoire of contem-

porary Arab traditional music.  

In order to accurately portray these innovative elements, I will analyse a 

new piece that became part of the group’s repertoire and the perfor-

mance practice of this work in both in rehearsals and concert. This por-

trayal benefits from my direct involvement as a performer (cello and 

biṭāna) in the Aṣīl, covering a period of regular collaboration between 

March 2013 and July 2015. During these years the ensemble, led by its 

founder Mustafa Said, prepared and performed pieces composed by Said 

as well as Nahḍa music repertoire. One such piece was The Burda (The 

Mantle Ode), which is the focus of this chapter. The Burda was set to 

music by Said between the years of 2013 and 2014, and its text is the 

eponymous poem by the Palestinian poet Tamim al-Barghouti.  With his 214

musical interpretation, Said opens new doors to the Arabic music idiom, 

in particular what constitutes melodic improvisation, timbre, texture 

 See Tamim al-Barghouti’s personal website http://tamimbarghouti.net/index.php214
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and rhythm. 

The analysis of The Burda allows us establish the ways in which Said’s 

new music departs from the models espoused during the Nahḍa period. 

There is strong evidence to suggest that the Aṣīl is inspired by the reper-

toire and practices of the Arab Renaissance period (1840-1932),  in 215

what Vervliet and Van Looy describe as “bounded creativity” (in 

Stetkecitch 2010: 210–211), in their discussion about historically in-

formed performance practice. There is equally strong evidence to 

demonstrate that the revisitation of Nahḍa music — repertoire and per-

formance practice — has led to the creation of hitherto unexplored facet 

of the Arabic musical languages and can be considered as Arabic contem-

porary music. Bithell and Hill’s characterisation of “transformations 

wrought through revival efforts may open up artistic pathways that pro-

vide opportunities for creativity not available in other idioms” (Bithell 

and Hill 2014:17) seems particularly relevant here. Mustafa’s Burda mu-

sic draws upon the practices of the Mašāyikh of the Nahḍa whilst further-

ing traditional Arabic music language in particular the use of timbre, tex-

ture and rhythm.  216

Tamim al-Barghouti’s poem forms the latest stage of a literary lineage, 

using the technique of mu’āraḍa, that is, composing a new poem in emu-

lation of, and in competition with, an earlier poem, selectively employ-

ing common features of theme, rhyme and metre. The purpose in this 

case is to add further authority to contemporary political, social and re-

ligious commentary. The concept of mu’āraḍa holds particular relevance 

to The Burda set to music by Mustafa Said and performed by the Aṣīl En-

semble since he extends the practice of mu’āraḍa to music, and it can 

 The dates chosen to mark the music Arab renaissance period are based op the year 215

of birth of Adu al-Hamuli (who was considered the pioneer of this school) and the date 
of the Cairo conference of 1932.
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be argued that the adoption of this historically rooted poetic  practice 

serves the same purpose in music that it does in poetry, that is, of pro-

viding a socio-political critique honed by the perceived authority of an-

cient practices.  

Hill in her characterisation of revival music practices in Finland has 

pointed out how the revival of a tradition fosters not only innovation but 

also cultural activism (Hill 2014: 343).“ As elements of past musical tra-

ditions are invoked and put into use in the present, they are decontextu-

alised from their original music-cultures and recontextualised into new 

cultural settings” (Hill 2014: 394). The Burda by Said provides the per-

fect example for the way in which these processes of decontextualisa-

tion and recontextualisation foster music innovation whilst providing a 

new alternative to the established practices of music tradition in 

Lebanon (turāth). 

I will analyse The Burda in three different recordings, made at different 

stages of development of the piece between 2013 and 2014. This will 

show the creative processes that underpin the creation of this piece and 

determine how the overarching structure of the piece has developed 

through the process of rehearsing and preparing The Burda debut con-

cert held in Beirut in May 2014. In particular, I will focus on how Said's 

use of improvisation allows him to create and develop a music form 

throughout the duration of the performance. The use of improvisation to 

compose and develop a music form is akin to that described by Paul 

Berliner (1994: 63-94, 95–119) in his account of the practices by Jazz mu-

sicians. Berliner states that it is the musician’s ongoing experimentation 

with the repertoire that provides the ground for new music (Berliner 

1994: 90). Similarly, Mustafa Said’s practical knowledge of the Nahḍa 

repertoire and its performance practice, chiefly the practice of improvi-

sation, has allowed for the emergence and continuous development of 

the musical Burda. 
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1. The Burda (The Mantle Ode): from Ka‘b Ibn Zuhayr to Tamim al-

Barghouti

The historical origins of the poem Qaṣīdat al-Burda (Arabic: قصيدة البردة, 

"Poem of the Mantle”) are firmly rooted in pre-Islamic poetic tradition. 

The first poem to hold this name as a sobriquet was Su’ad has departed 

by Ka’b Ibn Zuhayr (7th century C.E) , presented to the prophet Mo217 -

hammed on the occasion of his conversion to Islam (Stetkecitch 2010: 

31). Ibn Zuhayr’s Burda marks the transition form pre-Islamic poetry to 

the Islamic period dating to circa 630 C.E. Ibn Zuhayr’s ode draws upon 

the pre-Islamic panegyric genre named qaṣīdat al-madḥ, or praise poem. 

The qaṣīdat al-madḥ,  

… served as a vehicle for the praise of the kings and tribal lords of 
the pre-Islamic warrior aristocracy and, in Islamic times, was to 
become the preeminent form of courtly ode that dominated the 
Arab-Islamic poetic tradition until the early twentieth century 
(Stetkevitch 2010: 2).  

The aspect of embedded socio-political commentary will be of particular 

relevance to our analysis of the Said’s Burda in the context of the Aṣīl 

Ensemble.  Most saliently, Stetkevitch argues that an analysis of Ka’b’s 218

Burda (in the context of the prose anecdotes that accompany the poems 

in classical Arabic poetry) sets in evidence the “multifaceted ritual, 

moral, political, and economic functions” (Stetkevitch 2010: 2) of this 

poetic genre.  Nonetheless, it was Al-Busiri’s (1212–1295) Burda, writ219 -

ten in thirteenth century Mamluk Egypt, that would remain attached to 

the epithet of Burda, obscuring Ka’b Ibn Zuhayr’s poem. 

 Dates of birth and death are unknown217

 Stetkevitch argues that “the key functions of the Islamic courtly qaṣīdat al-madḥ, 218

whether explicitly of the supplicatory form or not, is to construct and perpetuate a le-
gitimising myth of Arab-Islamic rule and, in particular, to establish the legitimacy of the 
mamdūḥ’s rule or role. This means that the qaṣīdat al-madḥ is polemical in nature: 
that Islam is to be promoted as the true religion, and the royal patron as the divinely 
appointed ruler, to the exclusion of other claimants and pretenders.”  (Stetkevitch 
2010: 73)

 We will return to the importance of the ritual aspects of thesis poem later on in this 219

chapter.
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The Sufi Imam Sharaf al-Din al-Busairi (1212–1295) composed his Burda 

during a period of severe illness from which he recovered shortly after. 

In this poem he praised the Prophet Mohammed extensively using the 

structure of what would become known in Arabic Literature as al-madīḥ 

al-nabawī.  The starkest difference between this genre and the pane-

gyric of the qaṣīdat al-madḥ, would come from Al-Busairi’s inclusion of 

material taken from the life story of the Prophet (sīrat al-nabī). Howev-

er, it was the healing powers attributed the healing powers attributed to 

the poem that immortalized it. These healing powers of Al-Busairi’s Bur-

da led to the incorporation of the poem as part of personal devotional 

use and liturgical uses within Sufi (especially in the Shāddiliyya order) 

where it was chanted with mystical intent. 

It became part of widespread public recitation, mostly on special occa-

sions such as the Prophet’s birthday (mawlid al-nabī) but also became 

associated with weekly Friday prayers (Stetkevitch 2010: 71). The fre-

quency of its recitation or use would depend on the location and period 

in time. According to Stetkevitch it gave way “to series of commentaries, 

expansions, a new sub-genre of al-madīḥ al-nabawī and contra-faction 

(mu’āraḍa), i.e., counter-poems of which the most famous example is 

Ahmad Shawqi’s Nahj al-Burda (The Way of The Mantle 1910)” (Stetke-

vitch 2010: 61).

Ahmad Shawqi’s poem, Nahj al-Burda is indissociable from the contesta-

tion of the political context that marks Egyptian cultural and literary 

production of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Trapped 

between a dying Ottoman Empire and an emergent British domination “It 

is in this situation that political and cultural paralysis, despondency, and 

humiliation that Shawqī’s Nahj al-Burda addresses and that his Iḥyāh 

Project of revival seeks to remedy” (Stetkevitch 2010: 163). The Ode 

claims the restoration of the Islamic Umma in what Nahḍa intellectuals 
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and reformers  understand as its humanistic values (Ibid). The purpose 220

of writing a Burda following the modes of al-Busiri lies in “Connerton’s 

concept of ‘mythic concordance’, that is, the identification with an orig-

inally and authoritative model, whereby the imitator acquires, or co-

opts, for himself and his own work, the model’s authenticity and authori-

ty.” (Stetkevitch 2010: 156) 

1.1 Tamim al-Barghouti and Mustafa Said: the makings of a contempo-

rary Burda 

The poem Burda written by Tamim al-Barghouti came to public in 2013 

follows the tradition initiated by al-Busairi.  According to al-Barghouti, 221

to understand his Burda poem it is necessary to be familiar with the so-

cio-political context in which the preceding poems emerged since there 

are relevant parallels to be drawn (al-Barghouti, 11 June 2016).  The 222

first parallel to be drawn between all three poets is a geographic one 

since all have lived in Cairo despite coming from different places in the 

Middle East (Ibid.) Most saliently, according to Barghouti, all three poets 

have lived in historical periods marked by imminent violent conflict and 

a pervasive “sense of threat towards the entire Arab-Islamic 

civilisation”(Ibid.).This assertion enables us to understand the political 

undertones of The Burda.

Barghouti’s Burda follows the tradition of mu’āraḍa not only through in-

novations in contemporary Arabic poetry but also by providing a histori-

cally rooted comment on what he perceives as a threat towards Arab-Is-

 Jamāl al-Din al-Afghānī and Muḥāmmad Abduḥ are key Nahḍa thinkers and reformers. 220

See Chapter 1.

 Tamim al-Barghouti started working on the poem in November 2010 taking him over 221

one year to be completed. (Personal communication 20/11/2016). The poem was first 
published in the Arabic newspapper Al-Shourouk  See http://www.shorouknews.com/
news/view.aspx?cdate=19012013&id=66c0a75c-eef0-47d5-ad91-1da7a0e7d8ce (ac-
cessed 20/11/2016)

 Imam al-Busiri was Moroccan of Berber descent; Shawqi Egyptian of Iraqi Kurdish 222

descent  and Barghouti is Palestinian Arab.
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lamic culture. Whilst Ahmad al-Shawqi’s Burda tackled external threats 

posed by the Ottoman forces and the colonial forces of the British Em-

pire to Egyptian sovereignty and culture, Barghouti’s poem deals with 

both external (colonial/foreign) and internal (Arab) threats. The external 

threats the Arab world faced during Barghouti’s lifetime, born in 1977, 

were the occupation of Palestine (1948) by Israel and the invasion of Iraq 

(2003) by US (al-Barghouti, 11 June 2016). These two events are per-

ceived to be the source of the current conflict and upheaval in Egypt and 

the Arab Levantine region.

Barghouti and Said met in Egypt during the revolution of 2011. In a show 

of direct political and artistic engagement, both artists joined the occu-

pation of Cairo’s Taḥrir Square, in the public protests that lead to the fall 

of then Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak.  However, the revolution of 223

2011 gave way to furthering Islamist conservatism as the shown by de-

mocratic election of president Mohammad Morsi in June 2012. Although I 

am unsure of Barghouti’s presence in the protests that followed the elec-

tion of president Morsi, I have witnessed Said’s engagement with the 

Egyptian revolution since he frequently travelled between Beirut and 

Cairo to participate in rallies and protests during the summer of 2012. 

This political involvement led to his short imprisonment  and the sub224 -

sequent withdrawal of his passport by the Egyptian authorities. Although 

the election of President Morsi wasn't particularly welcomed, Said ac-

cepted it as the result of a democratic process. The same however, can-

not be said about the military coup by the former Defence Minister Abdel 

Fattah al-Sissi, the current president of Egypt.

The Burda, as written by Tamim al-Barghouti, poignantly addresses the 

socio-political discontent with the ruling political elites, in the Arab 

world as well as elsewhere. In particular, the verses selected by Mustafa 

 Source for a timeline on the Egyptian revolution of 2011 https://www.britannica.com/223

event/Egypt-Uprising-of-2011 (accessed 

 This lasted for a few days over the summer of 2012.224
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Said seem to reflect upon the failure of the Arab Spring — the wider 

movement in  which the Egyptian revolution of 2011 was located — in 

providing a just and accountable political power. Moreover, these verses 

remind us of the key questions posed by Nahḍa thinkers such as Rifāi’ al-

Taḥtāwī (1801–1873), Jamāl al-Din al-Afghānī (1838–1897) and Muḥām-

mad Abduḥ (1849–1905) about social justice and the interplay between 

religion and political power (Kassab 2009: 20–21).  225

In this sense, The Burda — both the poem by al-Barghouti as well as 

Said’s musical setting — rightfully encapsulates the meaning of the 

Tajdīd min al-Dākhil, or internal renovation, as conceived by Said. The 

Burda effectively serves to innovate Arabic poetic and music traditions 

whilst addressing wider socio-political discontent. One of the examples 

by which the musical setting of The Burda addresses wider socio-political 

discontent is by challenging turāthist notions of music heritage as is ex-

plicitly manifest in the CD subtitle “ Contemporary maqām suite. Chal-

lenging Heritage. Defying Modernity” (See bellow  Fig. 1). As has been 

discussed previously,  the emergence of the nation-states in the Arab 226

Levant and Egypt during the 1940s implied the co-option of European 

modes of music transmission, preservation and performance practice 

which came along with wider policies towards state modernisation. The 

Burda challenges heritage and modernity by rejecting these modes and 

drawing upon the music tradition which preceded the emergence of this 

modernised music heritage, the Nahḍa.

The description and analysis of The Burda that follows will allow us to 

further establish the musical dimensions of this defiance. From the out-

set, some of the musical characteristics of The Burda that defy the 

turāth are manifest through music form, by engaging in the practice of 
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improvisation throughout the piece and by the introduction of rhythmic 

cycles hitherto unexplored in Arab Levantine and Egyptian music tradi-

tions. The way in which musical forms are conceptualised and executed 

privileges a succession of instrumental and vocal pieces, or as stated in 

the subtitle of the CD ‘a maqām suite’ which draw upon a waṣla of the 

Nahḍa era and forego both the long (Ughniyya) and short song forms 

popular during the years of the Golden Age of the twentieth century.

Fig.1: Burda CD front cover.

The practice of improvisation in The Burda, and in particular the alloca-

tion of specific improvised sections throughout the piece can be also un-

derstood as an act of defiance. The practice of improvisation has been 

discussed by Racy as a way of operating “textural stretching" (Racy 2003: 

89–91), enhancing emotional arousal (Racy 2003: 93–96) or as symbolic 
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practice (Racy 2000: 302–303). Despite improvisation being an estab-

lished practice in Arabic music, the institutionalisation of music and the 

introduction of notation since the 1940s impacted upon and crystallised 

the practice of improvisation. However, in the context of Said’s Burda, 

improvisation has been a crucial part of composition of the piece, as 

Nettl has pointed out (Nettl 1974: 4). As the following section in this 

chapter will demonstrate, improvisation has determined the length of 

the composition and the overall timbral quality of the composition, 

which has expanded from the inception of the piece according to the 

availability of instruments and performers capable of improvising in the 

appropriate style of Arabic music idioms. 

Although all musicians of the Aṣīl are capable of reading and writing mu-

sical scores in Western staff notation the group purposefully steered 

away from the use of staff notation . Instead the group followed the mu-

sic by using copy of the poem and making notes on it. This preference 

set in evidence two crucial aspects of this piece: the privileging of im-

provisatory practices by actively preventing the use of musical Western 

staff notation in rehearsals and concerts (use of this notation has been 

the norm in Arabic music since the 1940s); and by emphasising the way in 

which the musical setting of The Burda relates to the word and metre of 

the poem. 

The relationship between poem and music in The Burda can be under-

stood as both Said’s and the Aṣīl Ensemble’s ultimate challenge to the 

turāth since The Burda is both the source of musical innovation as well 

as a symbolic act of contestation of the turāth as representative of  

Egyptian and Levantine Arab music tradition. Rhythmic innovation in The 

Burda has been brought about by the use of cycles which have been 

mostly unused in the Arab Levantine and Egyptian turāth. Some of these 

rhythmic cycles are directly based upon poetic metre — such as the 
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basīt   – whilst others are adopted from wider traditions in the Arab 227

world such as the jojīna.  This use of rhythm in The Burda reflects the 228

desire from Mustafa Said and the Aṣīl musicians to recreate an Arabic 

music tradition which is rooted in the music and language of the wider 

Arab and Near Eastern world as opposed to the turāth co-option of Euro-

pean musical practices and language.

2. The Burda as an innovative piece of contemporary Arab music: 

concept, structure and legacies. 

2.1 The legacy of the Mašāyikh 

Said’s Burda was composed in early 2013; seventy-three verses from 

Tamim al-Barghouti’s poem were set to music. As Barghouti stated in a 

personal interview “both me and Mustafa share a common project: the 

search for an alternative modernity. One that does not model itself after 

the forms of governance and cultural blueprints of Europe and North 

America but also looks at India, China and other nations throughout the 

world ” (al-Barghouti, 11 June 2016).  In this sense revisiting Arabic 229

musical and poetic heritage is crucial in the creation of new cultural ma-

terial that speaks to both the time and region in question. Therefore, 

from the outset, The Burda, as a musical piece, establishes a dialogue 

with, on the one hand, the poetic and cultural Arabic heritage and, on 

the other hand, the musical practices of the Mašāyikh of the Nahḍa era 

which had been neglected in the context of Arabic secular urban music 

practices (classical Arabic music) since the Golden Era of the twentieth 

century.   230

 §4 4.2.1227
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 Tamim al-Barghouti in phone interview on 11 June 2016229

 The Mašāyikh practices of the Nahḍa era (Danielson 1990; Said 2010; Lagrange 1994; 230

Racy 1976). 
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According to Said (2010), a melody associated with al-Busairi’s Burda 

(lāzimat al-Burda) was used to teach young students of Inšād not only 

how to deliver a text according to classical articulation rules — as set in 

the Qur’an and classical poetry of the poetic metres (al-awzān al-

Khalīliyya) — but also, how to improvise a melody on a given metric cy-

cle (Said 2010: 21).  

Setting a contemporary Burda poem to music allowed Said to not only 

emulate the Mašāyikh practice but also to imbue his musical practice 

with authenticity and authority.  This is derived both by the use of a his-

torical text such as The Burda as well as other historical poems with 

roots in Islamic tradition. Moreover, The Burda also allows him to display 

and explore on the techniques he himself learnt in the Inšād school of 

Tanta (Egypt) named after the Sufi Imam Ahmad al-Badawi (1199–1276) 

and later in the al-Ahzar Mosque school. This parallel between Said’s mu-

sical parcours — from a religious education to his nowadays work as mu-

sician and composer in a relatively secular environment — and that of 

the Sheikhs of the Nahḍa is not only desirable but plays a crucial role 

distinguishing the work of Said and the Aṣīl Ensemble, since the 

Mašāyikh have long been considered a source of authenticity in Arabic 

culture (Danielson 1990: 114).   

This connection is further explored in Said’s Masters’ thesis entitled 

Modal Systems of the Inšād tradition in Egypt’s Modern Period (2010). 

He asserts that most Nahḍa singers were originally munšidīn (singers), 

such as Sheyykḥ Salama Hijazi, who subsequently favoured secular mu-

sic, but that other singers maintained both secular and Sufi music prac-

tices for example Sheykḥ Yusuf al-Manyalawwi. Similarly, Virginia Daniel-

son has suggested that authenticity in Arab culture is rooted in “Muslim 

education” which is the common denominator that unites all proponents 

for authenticity in the Arab culture (Danielson 1990: 114).  
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In this light, the practice of the Mašāyikh of the nineteenth and early 

twentieth century established a precedent in bridging the religious — or 

mystical — world with secular culture whilst lending the performances an 

authentic Arabic imprint. This is expressed by Said, who argues that the 

religious musical training of these musicians created a link between both 

types of musical practice which is at the core of the renewal and innova-

tion of music during the Nahḍa era. The statement  

[…] the munšidīn not only brought the inshad [sic] outside [the re-

ligious and para-liturgical Sufi practice] but also developed it, ex-

tending it from given models and refining it without external 

[western music] elements (Said 2010:18)  

lays out the tenets of the Tajdīd min-Al-Dakhil that him, his musicians 

and the Tajdīd group are pursuing today.  

Establishing this parallel with the Nahḍa seems to lend Said and the Aṣīl 

Ensemble music a mark of authenticity and historical engagement whilst 

prompting an innovative approach to music composition and perfor-

mance as practiced in today’s Arabic music world. In this light, The Bur-

da is a central piece within the context of Tajdīd min al-Dakhil since it 

illustrates how Said, and the Aṣīl Ensemble, work on innovating Arabic 

music. That is, whilst looking for poetic and musical legacy in the Nahḍa 

period (revisitation), they do not solely engage in the recreation of its 

repertoire, musical practices and aesthetics but rather imitate the prin-

ciples of musical form and improvisation, and the music–text relationship 

which played a fundamental role in Arab music during the Nahḍa period. 

2.2 The music application of the poetic legacy of mu’āraḍa   

As a poetic form, The Burda draws upon the Nahḍa poetic legacy of Ah-

mad Shawqi in the same manner that Shawqi's one draws upon al-Bu-

sairi’s homonymous poem. Said claims “ [I’ve decided to set it to music 
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because] it is a good poem. It has all the main elements of internal de-

velopment [Tajdīd min al-dakhil] and it deals with poetry in a very simi-

lar way that I deal with music.”(al-Barghouti, 10 March 2013).  He con231 -

tinues, “It is clearly a twenty-first century poem that draws upon Arabic 

classical poetic tradition, taking it further and turning it into a contem-

porary piece of Arabic poetry. This we call mu’āraḍa 

(contrafaction)” (Said, 10 March 2016).  

This statement sets Said’s work within a literary-poetic Arabic historical 

lineage which, as previously mentioned, lends his music further authori-

tative potential. It also illuminates our understanding of the musical and 

aesthetic guidelines which serve him when producing new musical mate-

rial, by invoking mu’āraḍa as a compositional technique which results in 

a setting that is profoundly innovative. 

2.3 Musical legacy 

There are no known precedents from the Nahḍa period of setting the 

qaṣīda al-Burda to music. Conceptualised as a continuum, Said’s Burda 

lasts approximately one hour without any intermissions. To put this in 

context, Lagrange (1994) indicate that masters such as Yusuf al-

Manyalawwi would have been able to extend the semi-improvised piece 

such as the dawr into a lengthy piece (1994: 67). Of the practice of im-

provisation, there is no recorded evidence due to the limitations posed 

by the recording techniques of the Nahḍa era.  There are only two pre232 -

vious references to musical settings of this poem.  

The first comes from the practices of the Sufi brotherhoods in north 

Africa which have been known to perform al-Busairi’s version of the 

poem, and the second is the Nahj al-Burda written by the Egyptian com-

poser Riad al-Sumbati in 1946. His  setting can be classified as an Ugh-

 Personal communication 10 March 2016231
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niyya, the long song that rose to fame in Egypt in the mid-1940s which 

forms a significant part of the Egyptian and Levantine turāth (Marcus 

2007: 119–120)   and was brought to fame by Umm Kulthum’s perfor233 -

mances. However, Said’s Burda bears no resemblance to al-Sumbati’s 

piece; the only point of comparison is their respective durations, with 

both lasting up to one hour, as demonstrated below. The variety and con-

stant development of musical material in The Burda composed by 

Mustafa Said stands far apart from the Ughniyya’s relatively limited and 

repetitive musical material. 

Said claims the concept which informs the structure and development of 

his Burda is the Egyptian Sufi ritual, known as ḥalqat al-ḍhikr ( ُحَلْقَة 

.(الذِكْر  By seeking inspiration from the mystical ritual of the ḍhikr for a 234

secular piece of contemporary music, Said is evoking what is thought to 

have been the practice of the Mašāyikh of the Nahḍa who, he claims, 

brought to the secular music practices of the Nahḍa their vocal and im-

provisatory style which was deeply rooted in religious practices (Said 

2010). However, unlike the ḍhikr   The Burda does not consist of a se235 -

ries of interrelated suites, but is rather a single continuum. All the dif-

ferent sections within The Burda are part of its organic development and 

do not function as separate entities. It is through the analysis of the 

overall structure of Said’s Burda that the influence of the ḥalqat al-ḍhikr 

becomes apparent.  

 §2 233
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 Shannon has stated that the ḍhikr “is to be performed without intermissions but 235

would rather consist of a series of interrelated suites” (Shannon 2003: 267), which sets 
it apart from The Burda. However, as he has discussed a piece that is conceived as a 
continuum that develops over a lengthy period of time, this poses several questions 
regarding its relation to religious mysticism in the concert hall, primarily in relation to 
the performer– audience dynamics. The Burda’s overall continuum structure influences 
the dynamics between performer and audience likewise raises some of the questions to 
which Shannon refers. However, we will approach this later when discussing the recep-
tion of this piece and the political aspects embedded in this musical work. 
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The ḍhikr’s main feature consists on the use repetition  of the same 236

melodic and rhythmic material. It progresses over a lengthy time period, 

sometimes hours, during which successive repetitions of this musical ma-

terial are raised by diatonic steps in a melodic progression. This melodic 

progression — from a lower to a higher register — can be understood to 

symbolise the progression, or the path, of the pleader towards the di-

vine. It is frequent for a ḍhikr to repeat one single melody — or a very 

small variety of melodic phrases – rising eventually to a very high pitch 

for the male voice of its participants (Racy 2007:52).  

Despite being based on the same compositional premise — of the devel-

opment of musical material in diatonic steps throughout the entire work 

—  Said’s Burda has taken a different route. The stepwise progression, or 

development, of the musical material in Said's The Burda is articulated 

as a progression from maqām to maqām according to the base note. It 

starts in Bayyati (D), moving into Segah (E half [¼ OR ¾ ♭]), Jaharkah (F) 

and finally, Nawa (G) (Marcus 2007: 19–22). It is important to note that 

several variants of maqām bayyātī are used, such as Bayyati Araban and 

Shuri, giving the piece a greater sense of variety and fluidity. 

The main constituent elements of the waṣla also serve as an inspiration 

for The Burda. The structure of the modern waṣla was laid out in the 

book “al-Musiqi al-Sharqi” (The Oriental Music) by Kamil al-Khula‘i, pub-

lished in 1904. It consists of a suite-type form comprising a succession of 

musical pieces, which can be replaced by another piece of the same type 

without hindering the overall the structure of the suite, while perfor-

mance progresses from being pre-composed to include larger degrees of 

improvisation.   237

Repetition is used in order to emphasise the strength of the words supplicated and 236

the devotion of both the pleader and plea. 
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The Burda draws upon the concept of structure and developmental pro-

gression of the ḥalqat al-ḍhikr. A parallel between these two musical 

forms is particularly expressed in the way both progress from mainly pre-

composed to an increasing degree of improvisation through their devel-

opment. In the case of The Burda, its instrumental overture (muqaddi-

ma) and vocal sections are largely pre-composed, despite always con-

taining a certain degree of freedom. However, the constituent elements 

of The Burda’s middle section contain numerous solo vocal improvisa-

tions before returning to a full ensemble rendition of a precomposed 

section in the finale. However, despite The Burda having musical sec-

tions with distinguishable characteristics, these do not constitute inde-

pendent musical forms that succeed one another to form a suite-type 

form as in the waṣla.  

As mentioned previously, The Burda is conceptualised as a continuum 

whose organic development leads to distinguishable sections; it’s not re-

ally clear what the difference is. When asked about the parallel with the 

suite form, Said stated, “yes, the piece uses the main elements of a tra-

ditional waṣla but in a very different format”.  Nonetheless, it is evi238 -

dent that the variety of musical material, of timbral and rhythmical 

combinations — to which is added its conception as a continuum in the 

style of a ḍhikr — turn it into a contemporary piece with a complexity of 

its own.  

3. The Burda: a contemporary Arabic music piece. 

3.1 The Very First Draft recording 

The Burda was first circulated amongst Aṣīl’s musicians, in an mp3 file, 

as a draft played and sung entirely solo by Mustafa Said in early 2013 

( Track 4, CD 3). This Very First Draft, as Said title it, had the duration of 

27’4’’, in which a clear outline of the piece’s structure was laid. The 

 Personal communication 10 March 2016238
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draft was received with awe by Aṣīl’s musicians who could attest to its 

innovative characteristics and creative experimentation. A close observa-

tion of this draft informs us about which elements of The Burda were 

part of its original conception and those that have been introduced at a 

later stage, frequently in rehearsals. In particular, some of the most in-

novative elements of the piece which were present from the beginning, 

such as the alternation between varying degrees of improvisation, tex-

tural and rhythm, can be identified as having been present in the first 

draft. 

The textural variety given by interplay between the singer and the biṭāna   

(vocal chorus) is also a foundational characteristic of The Burda. This ex-

change is particularly distinguishable by the repetition of the melodic 

line so it is heard three times (the only exception being the second half 

of verse 58, as we will show). However, the draft naturally omits longer 

improvisation sections, timbral variety and specific instrument idiomatic 

phrasings (lawāzim) that could only be devised and fixed during re-

hearsal work with musicians. Also, attesting to the draft nature of this 

recording, there is the different selection of verses from the poem (See 

Track 4, 19’07’’ to 20’51’’ CD 3). Although the over-arching structure 

may already have been set in the first draft, several aspects of the piece 

changed over the course of rehearsals from January 2013 until the debut 

of the piece in Beirut, in May 2014.  

Perhaps one of the most significant differences between this draft and 

the later development of The Burda relates to the evolution of the selec-

tion of the verses taken from the original poem. Some verses and their 

corresponding musical material were not included in the final form of 

the piece as recorded on CD. To illustrate this, the section between 

19’07’’ to 20’37’’ (on Track 4, CD 3) consists of a semi-improvised me-

tered section leading into to rhythmic section which indicates an ensem-

ble unison that does not appear on the CD. Similarly, the section starting 

at 21’03’’ (on Track 4, CD 3)  in the draft includes an improvised section, 
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whilst on the final version there is a biṭāna on verse 43. However, on 

other occasions, the text has remained the same but the musical materi-

al accompanying it has entirely changed. For example, the text “fa-

mdud ilayhi yadan, yamdud ilayka yadā” ( فَاْمْدُدْ إلَيْهِ يَدًَا يَمْدُدْ إلَيْكَ يَدَا)  239

which we find in the CD recording to be a set melody that is exchanged 

between solo voice and biṭāna (Track 9,CD 5), consists of a vocal impro-

visation with a rhythmic accompaniment on the ‘ūd ( Track 4 at 20’46’’ 

CD 3) in the draft. Regardless of these differences, many melodic struc-

tures sections remain similar to this Very First Draft, including impro-

vised and semi-improvised ones. 

This coincidence of many sections maintaining the same melodic struc-

tures of improvised sections between the draft and the final CD record-

ing may bring into question the extent to which improvisation is taking 

place. The mastery of improvisation is considered by Aṣīl’s musicians as 

one of the most distinctive elements of Said’s — as well as the ensem-

ble’s — musical practice. It is a crucial element that connects their prac-

tice with that of the Mašāyikh of the Nahḍa era. Also, it is the practice 

and mastery of this style of improvisation that musicians claim sets them 

apart from their counterparts in the contemporary classical music scene 

in Lebanon. It was frequently mentioned during interviews that most of 

the musicians of classical Arabic music in Lebanon were in the habit of 

preparing melodies which they would perform in concert in sections that 

were meant to be improvised. It is therefore legitimate to question if 

this coincidence between the very first draft and the CD recording would 

pattern itself in the same way despite claims to the contrary.  

The following examples illustrate the coincidence of very similar (or 

identical) melodic structures. The melodic structure of the improvised 

section at 21’11’’ (Track 4 CD 3) on the Very First Draft closely evokes 

the one on the final CD recording. The melodic structure on the Very 

 Second half of verse 53.239
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First Draft is sung over the second half of the verse 54 (Track 10, 01’47’’ 

CD 5) over the words “ Qamīṣa Yūsufa dāwā” (قَمِيصَ يُوسُف دَاوَى )  (See 240

Fig. 2 ). Similarly, the exclamation “Qālū Muhammad!” (قَالٌوا مُحَمد)  in 241

verse 55 (Track 4  at 21’27’’ CD 3 and Track 10, 02’39’’ CD 5) and its re-

sponse “lawāzim” which appears in the draft from 21’29’’ to 21’50’’. 

Likewise, the continuation from verse 55 to verse 56 over the text “Kāna 

ghayru l-Muṣṭafā” ((كانَ غَيْرُ المُصْطَفَى,  has been fixed in the CD record242 -

ing as it appears in the very first draft despite being part of a larger sec-

tion of improvisation which remained improvised. Also similarly, the em-

phasis placed on the words “Anta al-munādā” (أَنْتَ المُنَادَا)  in verse 57 243

(Track 4 22’08’’ CD 3), remains similar to the CD recording in the melodic 

pattern despite differing in the number of repetitions. These examples 

suggest that although this section has been allocated for improvisation 

what is in fact taking place is the performance of a different variant of 

the melody which conforms to a set structure. In this case, the structure 

follows a descending pattern from the note C to G, as seen in the figure 

bellow (Fig. 2) which can be more or less varied according at the musi-

cian’s discretion. 

Fig. 2: This transcription corresponds to the first repetition exclamation “Qālū Muham-

mad!” corresponding to minutes 21’27’’ of the Very First Draft (Track 4 CD 3).  244

 Translation, “a shirt gifted to Yusuf”240

 Translated as “they said Muhammad”241

 Translation, “It was another Mustafa” meaning that although Mustafa refers to the 242

Prophet’s literal in its literal meaning as “The chosen One” here it referred to another 
man bearing that name.

 Translation, “You are the Called”. 243

  The same moment is in the CD 5 Track 10 at 02’39’’.244
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Musicians of the Aṣīl Ensemble talk about improvisation as a core charac-

teristic of their practice. Although this is true, it is important to recog-

nise that there are different degrees of improvisation, and these ex-

cerpts from The Burda effectively illustrate this. Although there has 

been a tendency from musicians and scholars alike to refer to the prac-

tices of improvisation and composition as opposite practices, Nettl has 

rightfully reminded us of how these two practices are just two different 

processes in the concept of musical creation (Nettl 1974: 2). Further-

more, Nettl has commented that, “musician that repeatedly improvises 

upon the same musical model does so quite predictably (Nettl 1974: 8) 

which is the case in the examples given here. 

Additionally, Nettl has observed that in improvisation musicians fre-

quently resort to the use of formulaic compositional techniques and de-

vices for micro composition (Nettl 1974: 9–10).For example, he has noted 

the use of repetition, simple variation of short melodic phrases, follow-

ing a melodic pattern as well the tendency to always start an improvisa-

tional section with the same pattern (Ibid.). All of these devises are used 

by Mustafa Said in the performance of the short phrases between verse 

55 and verse 57 of The Burda described above (Track 10, CD 5). In this 

light, the overlapping of these short melodic phrases in the “very first 

draft” as well as on the final CD version seems to illustrate that a 

melody, which was initially conceived as improvisatory, has become rela-

tively stable over time and through the frequent repetition which often 

characterises the interplay between music improvisation and composi-

tion. 

The example of “Qālū Muhammad!” (قَالٌوا مُحَمد) (Fig. 2 Track 10, 2’40’’ 

CD 5) also illustrates the close relationship between melodic structure 

and textual meaning in Said’s musical practice. In a first analysis, this 

relationship could seem to draw upon a musical practice of the Mašāyikh 

known as taṣwīr al-ma‘nā (Danielson 1990: 118; Nelson 2001) whereby 

the meaning of a text is shaped and enhanced by a reciter who should, 
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nevertheless, remain careful not to alter its meaning by so doing (Daniel-

son 1990: 118; Nelson 2001: 13). Despite this technique recalling the 

technique of the Mašāyikh and the establishment of a parallel between 

the practice of Said and the practice of the Mašāyikh, it seems difficult 

to assess the extent to which this parallel holds ground.  

Although it can be argued that, given Said’s training at the Azhār 

mosque, his vocal renditions are inevitably informed by the lengthy 

hours, rigorous training and practice of the specific rules regarding the 

delivery of a text, this parallel with the practices of the Mašāyikh re-

mains elusive. However, what it seems to illuminate is a preference for a 

vocal aesthetic and textual delivery associated with the rendition of the 

Mašāyikh which holds particular relevance for Tajdīd musicians, insofar 

as it rejects the established practices of the turāth and purports the im-

portance of reflecting upon Nahḍa muscle practices in order to bring in-

novations to Arabic music traditions. 

The early draft also attests to the crucial importance of the evolution of 

rhythmical variety since the early stages of development of The Burda. 

Although most of the piece develops over variants of the wahḍa, a two 

or four units per cycle rhythm largely used in Levantine Arabic music 

since the Nahḍa era, the introduction of other rhythmic cycles, like 

those used largely in other Arabic regions or in the Iranian world, are at 

the core of the innovations introduced by this piece. Such is the case of 

the Jūrjina, a ten beat rhythmic cycle, largely used in Iraqi urban music 

traditions which appears in the  Very First Draft (Track 4, 8’10’’ CD 3). 

According to Said, the correct term for this rhythmic cycle is not Jūrjina 

(as I would call it) but Samā’ī khafīf, despite being exactly the same 

rhythmic cycle. Behind this reasoning stands the argument that the term 

Jūrjina is associated with music of the Kurds, particularly the Iraqi 

Kurds. Said argues that once this rhythm is taken outside of the regional 
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Iraqi and Kurdish context it stops being Jūrjina and becomes samā’ī 

khafīf.  245

3.2. Emergence of the First Draft recorded by the Aṣīl Ensemble. 

The first recording of The Burda performed by the entire Aṣīl Ensemble 

was planned for late August 2013 (Track 1 CD 4). After holding rehearsals 

in spring and more intensive rehearsals throughout the summer, Said set 

out to record the first version with the full ensemble. Joss Turnbull was 

flown in  from Germany with the traditionally Iranian percussion instru-

ments he specialises on the tombak and the daff so the ensemble would 

be complete.  This enabled the entire group to learn the piece togeth246 -

er in rehearsals, whilst allowing Said to explore further timbral variety. 

Therefore, this recording demonstrates the impact that the instrumental 

and timbral diversity of the ensemble on the timbral make-up of the fi-

nal cut. The presence of the ensemble also attests to the contribution of 

improvisational and technical skills of the musicians to the expansion of 

the overall structure of the piece in comparison with the Very First 

Draft. The final cut also demonstrated how the ensemble serves as a 

platform for musical experimentation in which the aesthetics of the 

Nahḍa is developed to provide a commentary upon contemporary cultur-

al reality.  

Titled as First Draft, the recording consists of a longer version than the 

Very First Draft recorded solo by Said and now lasted for about 

41’30’’ (track 1 CD 4). Perhaps one of the first aspects that sets this 

recording apart from the final CD version, relates to the use of instru-

mental idiomatic phrasing (lawāzim). Lawāzim are small linking melodic 

phrases with the function of responding to the main vocal or instrumen-

tal melodic phrase whilst connecting it to the next one. They demon-

strate the level of skill, experience and inventiveness of a musician. Dur-

 Personal Communication, London 03 June 2016.245
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ing most of the rehearsals in 2013 the musicians would be free to play 

lawāzim, long, short or none at all, according to their level. The level of 

freedom accorded to individual ensemble musicians at this stage enabled 

each musician to experiment and learn with their peers. Although, 

through first hand experience as the group’s cellist, I would see that mis-

takes were frequently allowed and uncriticised. Each musician was en-

couraged to use the ensemble as a platform to develop his or hers im-

provisatory skills. The process of fixing these idiomatic phrases would 

come from a free responsorial improvisation within Arabic music parame-

ters by a musician who would be more experienced.  

In Aṣīl, the musicians who would play lawāzim were very skilled and, 

more often than not, would be the qanūn player Ghassan Sahhab, the 

violinist Khalil el Baba, the santur player Bilal Bitar (or qanūn player if 

Ghassan was absent), the violist Reda Bitar, and, obviously, Said himself 

on the ‘ūd (or vocals). Having so many different phrasing possibilities on 

the one hand emphasised the sense of play that seems to go hand in 

hand with the act of learning to master improvisation, but on the other 

hand, created a cacophony of sound. As a result, during the rehearsals 

held in 2014, and especially during in the intense daily preparations prior 

to the debut of the piece at Masrah al-Madina in Beirut, Mustafa decided 

to fix these otherwise improvisatory lawāzim.  

 

The Aṣīl’s First Draft recording attests to the evolution of some lawāzim 

prior to being fixed as a type of instrumental arrangement, although this 

wasn’t the case for all lawāzim throughout the piece. The absence of 

most of the lawāzim in this recording can be attributed to the fact that 

most of the musicians at that stage were still going through the process 

of learning process the piece. One such example can be taken from verse 

2 (Track 1,  6’30’’  CD 4), the only lawāzim present here are played on 

the qanūn not only because it is a typical idiomatic style of that instru-

ment but also because it was played by one of the most  
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Fig. 3: Rehearsing The Burda in Said’s house in Mar Elias during the daily two 
hour power cut in Beirut. August 2013. 

experienced musicians of the ensemble (Ghassan). In the final recordings 

these responsorial type phrases would be ascribed to the bowed string 

section both at the end of the first hemistich as well at the end of the 

verse before the return to the instrumental tutti by the full ensemble.  

These lawāzim, either at the improvised or fixed stage, contribute to a 

sense of timbral and textural diversity unique to this piece, as it is in its 

final form. An example can be drawn from the lawāzim from verse one. 

On the First Draft, the lāzima (pl.lawāzim) between the first and second 

hemistich of the verse is played only by Said’s on his‘ūd (Track 1, 05’25’’ 

CD 4), and because there is no lāzima at the end of that verse, the musi-

cians go straight into the second repetition of the verse. On the second 

repetition, however, in the improvisatory framework that time, a lazima 

was excluded in the first iteration despite between hemistich  ( Track 1, 

05’36’’ CD 4), but included in the second one by the qanūn player inserts 

at the end of the verse ( Track 1 05’41’’ CD 4), which leads onto the sec-
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ond verse (Fig. 4). However, on the CD recording both lawāzim are fixed 

and are played by the full ensemble. 

Fig. 
4: In this transcription we can see how there is a lāzima played by the ‘ūd be-
tween the first and second hemistich of the first repetition on the first rendi-
tion of verse 1. The second rendition there is no lāzima between hemistiches 
but there is one played at the end of the verse by the qanūn which leads into 
verse 2. This transcription is based on the Aṣīl’s First Draft recording per-
formed at Said’s house in Mar Elias on the 12 of August 2013. 

Fig. 5 : Like the previous example, this transcription corresponds to Verse 4 as 
performed in First Draft by Aṣīl. Whilst on the CD (Track 2) the lawāzim be-
tween hemistich and at the end of the verse are emphatic and resounding, on 
this recording there is no lawāzim between the first and second hemistich and 
a long lāzima by the qanūn at the end of the verse. This transcription is based 
on the Aṣīl’s First Draft recording performed at Said’s house in Mar Elias on the 
12 of August of 2013 

Verse 3 continues this practice of introducing gradually instrumental 

lawāzim whilst simultaneously including rhythmic and vocal improvisa-

tion. Whilst the singer places the emphasis on the first words of the 

verses “wa sunnat Allāh” ( ِوَسُنة اّاله), the second vowel of the word Allāh 

is elongated in the first repetition over one note, and in the second rep-

etition there is a descending and ascending progression (Track 1, 06’57’’ 

to 06’52’ and 7’05’’to 07’14’’ on CD4). First and foremost, these small 
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improvisations in the second repetition are a humble introduction to 

Said’s virtuosic vocal skills. They also attest to the unique quality of his 

natural voice despite some nasality, which vouches for his religious musi-

cal training.  

This improvisation returns us to an evocation of the practice of taṣwīr 

al-ma‘nā used by the Mašāyikh which was particularly common among 

that tradition of the Nahḍa. It was – and remains so in contemporary 

recitations of the Qur’an – that the word “Allah” is emphasised on one of 

the long vowel Alef (ا). Adding to this, the improvisation also serves to 

emphasise the maqām of the piece, bayyātī. But the most significant as-

pect that improvisations introduce is the extent to which they serve to 

depict the meaning of the word so that the emphasis remains on the 

text. This not only refers us back to the practices of the Mašāyikh 

whereby the melody of The Burda – in that instance the melody of al-Bu-

sairi’s Burda – was used to teach measured vocal improvisation. It also 

illustrates how the Mašāyikh’s practice of taṣwīr al-ma‘nā, has found its 

way into a contemporary piece of Arabic music in Said’s Burda.  

Verse three also shows that although rhythmic diversity is already 

present it hasn’t been as fully explored as it is in the final CD. Like the 

absence of lawāzim, the absence of rhythmic accentuation can be at-

tributed to musicians being in an early stage of learning the piece. 

Whilst in the final recording there is a clear emphasis on the waḥda 

rhythmic cycle (4/4) by both the percussion and the melodic instru-

ments, in this early recording this emphasis is absent. Nevertheless, the 

First Draft recording marks the emergence of the initial dialogue be-

tween solo voice and biṭāna in verse ten; this introduces the first textur-

al variation of the piece. But perhaps what should be emphasised is how 

the introduction of the new textural variation is incorporated within the 

piece.   
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Fig. 6: The ensemble rehearsing The Burda at Mustafa Said’s home in Mar Elias. 
From left to right: Mustafa Said, Farah Kaddour, Ossama Abdel Fattah, Adeb 
Kobeissy, Ghassan Sahhab, Bilal Bitar (hidden), Ali Hout, Redha Bitar, Khalil el-
Baba and Maria Rijo. Photo taken in the rehearsals prior to the First Draft by 
Aṣīl in September 2013. 

4. The Burda: CD and debut concert (Beirut 2014) 

The recording of The Burda CD was taken from the debut of the piece in 

the Beirut Madina Theatre on the 22 of May 2014 (Tracks 1 to 10 CD 5). 

The opening night was intensively prepared, frequently the piece was 

rehearsed with a break in between in rehearsals that would last for 

about four hours. At each rehearsal, the piece was usually played from 

beginning to end with mistakes being corrected along the way and, af-

terwards, Mustafa would give extensive and detailed feedback about the 

performance of the musicians. These notes would range from setting the 

lawāzim to rhythmic precision or dynamics. Usually Said would address 

his feedback to the entire ensemble, then address an instrumental group 

or section, like bowed strings or percussion, or specific instruments and 

instrumentalists. Musicians would listen attentively and make mental 

notes, only rarely writing notes on the ever-present sheets of the poetry 

that lay around the musicians. 
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The poetry was the only guide for the music. Every musician would have 

a copy of the poem which they would use as reference and would use to 

note a lawāzim at the end of a particular verse or the name of the 

rhythmic cycle played at a given moment. These exhaustingly detailed 

rehearsals were held everyday during the fifteen days prior to the con-

cert. A few days before the debut, a private concert was held at Kamal 

Kassar’s house in a room that seemed prepared especially for the playing 

and listening of music. The audience included Kamal; his wife; a few of 

their guests (one of whom was a journalist for a Lebanese newspaper); 

and others artists. 

Two days before the debut, we were joined by the poet Tamim al-Bargh-

outi for that day’s rehearsal at Bitar’s house. This rehearsal was sup-

posed to be Tamim’s preview of the piece but it also would be the first 

time we would hear the entire poem recited by its author. Although the 

sense of tension and nervousness was palpable amongst the musicians, 

we were all spellbound by the power of Tamim’s intoxicating recitation 

skills during that rehearsal. On the usual cigarette break before the sec-

ond part of the rehearsal, some musicians were restless. Although some 

confessed the meaning of the poem was extremely hard to understand, 

especially those of a Christian background like Ghassan or Khalil, others 

whose upbringing had been more closely linked with Islam, such as Abed, 

Ali and Bilal , could follow the meaning with greater ease.  

However, disquiet about the political implications of the poem became 

palpable in the demeanour of the musicians. Abed Kobeissy, one of the 

most extrovert elements of the group, expressed his concerns to other 

musicians during the break. My Arabic language skills were insufficient to 

allow me to fully follow the conversation so musicians would frequently 

revert into English to enable both Josh and me to fully participate in the 

conversation. However, the sense remained that not all was explained. 

Mostly, Kobeissy said, the issue was about turning the concert into a po-

litical act of contestation, while the musicians wanted it to remain as a 
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purely musical event. The presence of Tamim and his reading of the 

poem conjured a sense of uneasiness hitherto not present.  

This unease was directly linked to the notion of resistance (muqāwama) 

evoked by both the presence of the poet and by the suggestion of the 

poem per se. As evoked by Tamim al Barghouti in his Burda, resistance 

referred to injustice and corruption among the ruling elites in the Arab 

world at large. However, the word resistance or (muqāwama) in Lebanon 

is used to refer to Hezbollah.  In a group with such varied religious 247

backgrounds this association was unwelcome. The musicians returned 

from the break on the balcony to play the second repetition of the 

piece. By the end of the rehearsal it was agreed between Tamim and 

Mustafa that the word resistance would not be mentioned — a condition 

set by Mustafa himself to perform in the concert — and that Tamim 

would refrain from emphasising the political meanings of his poem. De-

spite the agreement, the concert did become a highly politicised event. 

The day of the concert the musicians were called to the Madina theatre 

for a sound-check at ten in the morning and to prepare for the evening’s 

performance. After the sound-check was done, the musicians were left 

to rest and prepare the customary white trousers and shirt that consti-

tute the ensembles trademark image, before returning to the theatre. A 

second sound-check was done in the afternoon with a brief run through 

of some particular moments, and the musicians’ mood seemed to be 

eased by the usual jokes. As usual, Mustafa would take some time back-

stage to sit on his own in a separate room requesting silence, or the 

maximum silence possible amongst the remaining musicians. Amongst the 

whispering and group selfies, the tension was palpable but so was the 

immense joy of finally being able to give a live performance of a piece 

we had all worked so hard together to bring to life.  

 The Hezbollah is know is frequently referred to as “the resistance”. Its paramilitary 247

wing is understood to have  played crucial role in deterring Israeli invasions in 1982, 
1993, 1996 and 2006.
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Once on stage we all headed to the seats where each of our instruments 

lay, in the customary semi-circle disposition. From our seats we could 

see that the audience was not only the predominantly secular intellectu-

al theatre-goers who usually frequent Hamra performances. The audi-

ence was equally comprised of people who seemed usual here on this 

theatre, seemingly more religious with plenty of veiled ladies, and judg-

ing by the reaction that would follow, a fair number of Palestinians or 

people of Palestinian descent. Kamal Kassar sat in the front row at the 

centre.  

The ensemble entered the stage, followed by Tamim al-Barghouti who, 

after a brief introductory talk, began reciting The Burda. Unlike recita-

tion in the rehearsal that lasted approximately half an hour, his perfor-

mance lasted a full hour. He emphasised some verses, repeated them 

and was interrupted by a loud and enthusiastic response from the audi-

ence; his poetic performance was enchanting. However, the musicians 

were tired of being on stage behind the enthused poet. Indeed, they 

were not only tired, but some were becoming angry. Even though the 

music concert hadn’t yet started the performance had already turned 

into what some feared the most: a political act. The crowd cheered, re-

sistance (muqāwama) was repeatedly chanted. There was no doubt that 

this poem had a clear political message. A message against political and 

ruling elites, who despite having a just ruler in the example of the 

prophet, would turn a blind eye to this example, as stated in the poem. 

Towards them, the Arab ruling elite and the West, an act of resistance 

was not only needed but almost mandatory (Al-Barghouti, 11 June 

2016)  in order to restore the Arab Middle East to a natural balance.  248

The concert was played and well received by the audience, despite last-

ing for two hours with no intermission. However, the political message 

seemed to obscure the music. Abed stormed off after the concert and 

 Phone Interview with Tamim al-Barghouti held in 11 June 2016,248
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was not seen again until the next day, when a meeting was summoned to 

discuss the eventful debut. That night after the concert, I joined some of 

the musicians who, on this occasion spoke amongst themselves; never-

theless discontent was palpable. Ghassan, Ali and their wives, and Bilal 

and Khalil, sat in the locally famous intellectual hang-out restaurant Ta-

Marbouta. A veiled girl, elegantly dressed, interrupted us as we stood 

outside for a cigarette: “the concert was fabulous but Tamim went on for 

too long. I loved it, I’m a Palestinian but it was too long!” she said smil-

ing. The musicians exchanged glances.  

The Burda — in both Barghouti’s poetic form and Said’s musical setting — 

is embedded with socio-political significance. The above narrative de-

scription of the debut concert held in Beirut 2014 enables us to see how 

the overt message of Barghouti’s recitation obscured Said’s musical mes-

sage. 

4.1 Timbre 

One of the most relevant innovations introduced by this piece is the 

complex interplay between timbre. The analysis of this piece provides a 

fascinating insight onto how complexity is weaved onto the piece as it 

progresses in a process that could well resemble the weaving of a man-

tle, which is the literal meaning of the word Burda. Performance of the 

Burda progresses through increasingly complex combinations of rhythm, 

timbre and melodic structures, as well as many gradients of improvisa-

tion which seem to vary according to the emphasis placed on the mean-

ing of the text. The first significant textural variety comes with the first 

biṭāna over verse 10 (Track 3, 0’00’’ to 00’56’’ CD 5). Introduced over a 

rhythmic cycle of samā’ī thaqīl in 10/4, the melody is opened by the 

solo voice of Said with only the percussion marking the rhythm (Fig. 6).  
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Fig. 6: Transcription (my own) of the first call-response exchange between solo 
vocals and biṭāna in Track 3 (0’00’’ to 00’56’’ on CD 3). 

The biṭāna (Track 3, 00’14’’ CD 5) introduces the texture of the full en-

semble singing and playing the same melody over the same rhythm (Fig. 

6). The following verse (verse 11) introduces a new texture. This time, 

the melody is introduced by Said’s solo voice accompanied by the full en-

semble which provides the rendition with a fuller texture. The biṭāna re-

peats the melody again accompanied by the instruments over the same 

rhythmic cycle. The second biṭāna, in its first solo rendition is also much 

freer in interpreting the melody, standing somewhere between the fixed 

melody and semi-improvisation. The ensemble repeats the same melody 

in a similar way. However, the second rendition sees Said pushing the 

limits of this semi-improvisational form towards free improvisation espe-

cially over the final words of the verse (al-ẓabyu mā ‘ahidā) (Fig. 7). 

However, the biṭāna repeats the simpler version of the melody providing 

a set/established pace which indicates that there is improvisatory 

movement but not totally free improvisation. 

 10 -َيا  الئِـمي هَلْ أَطَاعَ الصب الئِـمَةُ   قَبْلِي فَأَقبلَ مِنْكَ اللّوْمَ و اللّدَدَا   

Yā lā’imī hal aṭā‘a al-ṣabbu lā’imahu qablī fa-aqbala minka al-lawma wa 

al-ladada. 

O, My Blamer! Has any lover ever listened to his blamer and envier?  
    So how can I accept your blame and enmity?

11-قُلْ للقُدَامَى عُيُونُ الظبْيِ تَاْسِرُهُمْ   مَا زالَ يفْعَلُ فِينا الظبْيُ ما عَهِدَا 
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Qul li-l-qudāmā ‘uyūnu al-ẓabyi ta’sīruḥum mā zāla yaf‘alu fīnā al-ẓabyu mā 
‘ahidā.

Tell the ancients they were captivated by the gazelle’s eyes, And  the gazelle 
continues to captivate us as it has always done .249

 

Fig.7: Transcription of the second call-response exchange between solo vocals 
and bitana in Track 3 (00’58’’ to 01’57’’ CD 5) . 

In the overall structure of the piece, the sections of responsorial ex-

change between solo voice and biṭāna hold a particular relevance. Firstly 

they serve to introduce timbral variety to the piece, as we have seen in 

the examples above (Figs. 6 and 7).  

Although some biṭāna sections occur as a call-and-response exchange be-

tween soloist and biṭāna, not all have this form. As we will see bellow, 

crucial moments in the piece are exclusively introduced by the solo biṭā-

na (Track 3, 02’53’’ to 03’12’’ CD 3  and Track 5 CD 5). Such is the case of 

the main refrain of the piece, ‘alā al-nabiyyi wa-ahli al-bayti wa-’l-

shuhadā, Mawlāya ṣalli wa-sallam dā’iman abadā which is subsequently 

repeated throughout to introduce a section in a different maqām. As we 

can observe at the beginning of Track 5 (CD5), the expressive power of 

this refrain is taken from the biṭāna singing in a low register with only a 

rhythmic accompaniment; no other instrumentation is added.  

 Translation by Luay Abdulillah Mohammad.249
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Timbral variety is also derived from the nature of the instruments that 

form the ensemble. This variety is displayed in the taqsīm, for example 

the taqāsīm performed on the qanūn, the ‘ūd, the violin and the santūr. 

Furthermore, not all biṭāna sections correspond to a call-and-response 

exchange between the solo voice and biṭāna. Sometimes the biṭāna ap-

pears on its own without a previous melody sung by the soloist, which is, 

per se, enough to create textural and timbral variety. Also, it is on the 

second — and sometimes third and fourth repetition of the phrase — that 

the gradients of improvisation are expanded from semi-improvisation to 

an almost free improvisation in the solo parts. Finally, and perhaps most 

significantly, the solo-biṭāna exchanges serve to introduce new rhythmic 

complexity and variety. It is during these sections that rhythms such as 

Jūrjina, the Basit or Muhajjar are introduced. The emergence and in-

crease in rhythmic variety in tandem with solo-biṭāna sections is an ele-

ment present since the first stage of creation of the piece, as seen in the 

Very First Draft circulated by Said.  

4.2 Rhythmic Innovation 

One the most strikingly innovative aspects of The Burda is the usage of a 

large variety of rhythms. Some of these rhythms originate from outside 

of the Arab Levantine music tradition, deriving from traditions in the 

Iranian Gulf region, Iranian traditions and elsewhere.  Said claims that 

these rhythms are recorded in Arabic music theory books. However the 

rhythms are relatively unknown both in practice and in their origins. I 

will discuss these rhythms in accordance with their order of appearance 

in the piece. Having already mentioned how the biṭāna section serve to 

introduce rhythmic variety, I will focus on the first of these sections to 

do so.  
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4.2.1 The Jūrjina 

The third biṭāna section of the piece corresponds to verse 14 and intro-

duces a rhythmic cycle new to the Egyptian and Levantine music tradi-

tions (Track 3, 02’53’’) . In rehearsals, this cycle would be mostly be 

called by its common name of jūrjina, although it was occasionally re-

ferred to as samā’ī khafīf, which Said considers the more correct form 

for the context; Said was attempting to generalize a usage separate to 

Iraqi nomenclature. Jūrjina consists of an odd rhythmic cycle, which in 

this case is the 5/8 (or 10/8 or even 10/4). This rhythm, which is closely 

associated with the urban musical traditions of Iraq, creates an apogee 

in the first section of the piece. Although the Jūrjina is associated with 

the Arab music tradition of Iraqi-urban song (peste) as well as Kurdish 

folk traditions, it was unfamiliar to many musicians of the Aṣīl Ensemble. 

I understood that the use of these rhythms served not only to innovate 

Levantine music traditions by borrowing from other Arabic and regional 

traditions, but also suggested a sense of belonging to the wider Arab 

world, all-encompassing in its regenerative potential. It also emphasises 

the solemn moment that follows on verse 19 (Track 4 CD3) by providing a 

timbral contrast between the loud instrumental and vocal unison and the 

new section which was introduced by a silence followed by solo biṭāna 

vocals singing a capella. 

The relationship between poetic meter and rhythmic cycles is of particu-

lar importance. Firstly, it illuminates our understanding of the innovative 

elements brought about by The Burda. Secondly, it tells us about devel-

opments in an area that scholarship has hitherto failed to explore in 

depth, namely the relationship in the construction of melody between 

poetic metre and rhythmic cycle. Ethnomusicological literature about 

music in the Arab world has mostly privileged the study of melodic struc-

tures and music performance in relation to its own cultural context. Few 

studies take in consideration the relationship between text and melody, 
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and even fewer, the relationship between poetic metre and rhythmic cy-

cles. 

The Burda of Tamim al-Barghouti is in the basīṭ metre, the full form of 

each hemistich being defined in prosodic terms (tafā‘īl ) as Mustafʿilun 

Fāʿilun Mustafʿilun Fā‘ilun, which can be represented as: / –  –  ⋃ –  /   –  

⋃ –  / –  –  ⋃ –  /   –  ⋃ –  / .  Thus each hemistich is divided into four 250

metric units. During rehearsals Said would recite the tafā‘īl whenever 

there would be problems of adjusting the positioning of the verse to the 

melody or to the rhythmic cycle. Occasionally, the musicians were asked 

to repeat the melody of a given section and sing it over the tafā’īl. The 

table bellow demonstrates how the verse 14 comprises a total of four 

metric unites per hemistich summing up a total of eight metric units per 

total of the verse (Table 1).  

Table 1: Arabic prosody subdivision of verse 14  

Verse (bayt) 14

ضَاقَتْ بِمَا وَ سَعَتْ دُنْياكَ وَ اْمْتَنَعَنْ

Hemistich 1 (Sadr) Ḍā-qat bi-mā / wa 

sa-‘āt /

dun-yā-ka wam / ta-

na -‘āt /       

عَنْ عَبْدِهَا وَ سَعَتْ نَحوَ الذي زََهِدَا

Hemistich 2 (ajuz) ‘ān-‘ābdi-ha / wa 

sa-‘-āt

Naḥ-nū al-la—ḍī/   Za-

hī-da.

 Tafā’īl Basīṭ Mus-taf-‘i-lun / fa-’i-

lun,

Mus-ta-fa-‘i-lun / F’a-

‘i-lun, 

 See Frolov, D.V. (2000): Classical Arabic Verse: history and theory of ‘arud. Brill, Lei250 -
den, Netherlands.
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The coincidence between the melodic structure and the tafā‘īl perfectly 

correspond to the poetic verse  as is demonstrated in the transcription 

below (Fig. 8 bellow). The melody descends from the initial G to final D, 

which encompasses the entire verse.  

Fig. 8: Third biṭāna in the rhythmic cycle of jūrjina , or Samā’ī khafīf. Tran-
scription according to CD tract 3 (2’53’’–3’12’’). 

However, melodic descent is divided into two smaller melodic units that 

illustrate each of the hemistichs. From G to D descent in the first melod-

ic unit, and from D ascending to B flat and descending again to the final 

part of the maqām in D in the second hemistich (Fig. 8). These two units 

can also be subdivided in another two smaller melodic cells correspond-

ing to the tafā’īl basīt. 

Therefore, there are four small melodic cells that correspond to the four 

repetitions of the basīt and together encompass the entire melody of the 

verse. However, there is no such exact correspondence between poetic 

verse and rhythmic cycle. The jūrjina rhythm, as mentioned above, is a 

rhythm composed of ten units per cycle which poses some challenges to 

the setting of the verse in tafā’īl basīt. This challenge comes from the 

fact that the poetic metre of the basīt subdivides into four units , there-

fore adjustment is needed to enable compatibility with a ten units per 

rhythmic cycle like the jūrjina. 

Said found a simple but creative solution to combine the poetic metre 

and the rhythmic cycle whereby each pair of metric feet is distributed 
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over one rhythmic cycle aided by the inclusion of a pause between each 

units (See Fig. 8). Each metric foot of tafā’īl basīt of / –  –  ⋃ –  /   –  ⋃ 

–  /  (Mustafʿilun Fāʿilun) is separated by a pause which renders the met-

ric feet and the rhythmic cycle compatible. This solution represents an 

important element of innovation regarding the Nahḍa models. 

This introduction of the jūrjina (or samā’ī khafīf) is also an innovation 

within traditional music practices of the Arab Levantine region and 

Egypt. There is no recorded precedent for the use of the jūrjina during 

the Nahḍa period, in which most poems were set in a cycle of four - or 

subdivisions of the unit.  These pieces were known as qaṣīda al- waḥ251 -

da, or qaṣīda (poem on the beat) which were both a secular and a Sufi 

musical form.  For example, the qaṣīda, Alā fī sabīl allāh sung by 252

Shāyḥ Yuṣūf al-Manyalāwwī or the qaṣīda, Kam bat’āna ma’ al-nasim 

sung by Abou al-‘Ula Muhammad, two landmark Nahḍa musical pieces, 

both serve to illustrate the pervasive use of the wahḍa metric cycle or 

rhythmic cycles divisible by four. These examples reinforce the extent to 

which Mustafa Said departed from the Nahḍa rhythmic conventions with 

his use of the jūrjina rhythmic pattern. 

4.2.2 The Basīt 
Another innovative element brought about by The Burda is the juxtaposi-

tion between poetic prosody and rhythm through the use of a rhythmic 

cycle, the basīt, named after Arab poetic metric foot. This cycle is com-

prised by eleven units per cycle and it can be described as follows: 

 Mustafa Said, personal communication 10 March 2016.251

 See AMAR Foundation Podcast Series Episode 1 “Al-qaṣīda ‘alla al-waḥda” http://252

www.amar-foundation.org/001-alqasida-ala-al-wahdah/
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Fig. 9: Basīt rhythmic cycle from Track 9, 00’15’’  (CD 5) here transcribed with 
the tafā’īl basīt subdivision. 

This rhythmic cycle is a recent invention. Said claims to be uncertain of 

the origins of this rhythmic cycle stating that it was “possibly used in 

nineteenth century Turkish music ”(London, 10 March 2016).   However, 253

he has no evidence for the practice of this rhythm in this context. Fur-

ther, he states that the basīt is not used in recordings he has heard gath-

ered at the AMAR Foundation of Nahḍa music traditions. Additionally, 

renowned musician and Arab musicologist Ahmad al-Salhi states on the 

Burda CD leaflet that “[he has] never heard or known about this rhythm 

before” (al-Salhi 2015:7)  reaffirming the innovative element brought 254

about by the adaptation of the tafā’īl basīt   / –  –  ⋃ –  /   ⋃  ⋃ –  / to a 

rhythmic cycle . 

Despite this lack of evidence, Said claims that the basīt rhythmic cycle is 

“in the books” (London, 10 March 2016)  and pointed to Arabic music 255

theory where descriptions of the basīt rhythmic cycle could be found, 

mentioning for example, “al-Urmawi, the Book of Songs by Isphahani, 

and al-Khulā’ī or any book or treatise on music theory in Arabic, Turkish, 

or Iranian sources”(Ibd.).  This broad-brush naming of sources didn’t 256

add clarity in the search from the origins of this rhythmic cycle. Howev-

er, it does highlight a need to be anchored in the theoretical tradition as 

 Mustafa Said, personal communication London 10 March 2016.253

 The Burda CD released in 2015 by the AMAR Foundation.254

 Mustafa Said, personal communication London 10 March 2016.255

 Ibid.256
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a guarantee of authority. No such cycle is cited in the literature, and it 

has evidently been derived from the metre of the poem, as, indeed Said 

states, “like many other rhythmic cycles, it was taken from the ‘arūd 

[poetic prosody]”(London, 10 March 2016).  257

The use of the basīt in the piece appears after refrain “‘’ālā-n-nabīū” 

sung by the entire biṭāna in verses 50 to 53. The qaṣīda (poem) is intro-

duced by a repetitive lawāzim performed by all instruments in the basīt 

rhythmic cycle (Fig. 8) (Track 9 0’15 to end CD 5). After this instrumental 

introduction of the rhythm Said starts singing the qaṣīda. His delivery of 

the text demonstrates how this section perfectly juxtaposes the poetic 

metre in Tafā’īl basīt, the rhythmic basīt in 11/8 and the melody which 

is helped by the melody's syllabic structure. All the musical elements 

(rhythmic and melodic) place an emphasis on the Mustafʿilun Faʿilun 

structure of the verse.  

In this sense, it follows closely the structure of the qaṣīda al-waḥda, 

since the poem is sung on the beat without the need to include pauses to 

make all different elements perfectly conflate. However, the main dis-

tinction between this section and a Nahḍa qaṣīda al-waḥda is that these 

used to be set on waḥda, — a rhythm of four beats per cycle — or rhyth-

mic cycles that would be multiple of the waḥda— whereas here the cycle 

comprises 11 beats per cycle. Therefore, one can argue that this section 

functions as a contemporary take on the Nahḍa qaṣīda al- waḥda where 

the rhythmic cycle is derived directly from the poetic metre, which is in 

this line. This section ends with an exchange between soloist and biṭāna 

over the second hemistich of verse 53 reaching a climatic point with the 

full ensemble and biṭāna (Fig. 10). 

 Ibid.257
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Fig.10: Transcription of the lawāzīm in basīt Track 9 ( 0’15” to 0’31’’ CD 3). 

هللاُ جَارُ الوَرَى مِنْ شَر أَنْفُسِهِمْ فَاْمْدُدْ إِلَيْهِ يَدًَا يَمْدُدْ إِلَيْكَ يَدَا

Allah jāru al-wārā min sharru an-fusihim 
Fāmdud īlāihi yadā yamdud īlāihi yadā 

God has protected human beings from the evil inside them;  
Those who believe in God and seek help from Him will be answered and 
helped.  258

4.2.3 The Muhajjar 

Perhaps one of the most sticking moments of the piece is achieved with 

the introduction of the rhythmic cycle known as muhajjar. Before the 

introduction of this rhythm, the qaṣīda is sung solo by Mustafa Said in a 

semi-improvised melody over verses 63 to 68. The melodic flow is steady, 

mostly emphasising the upper tetrachord of maqām nahawand in G. The 

melody descends on the last hemistich of verse 68 from G to D, display-

ing the entirety of maqām bayyātī, in a cadence reiterating main maqām 

of the piece. This vocal melodic section is followed by a new section in 

which a short melodic phrase is exchanged between the ensemble’s 

plucked stringed instruments and the bowed string instruments and nāy 

(Fig 11).  

Fig. 11: Instrumental melody exchanged between the ensemble’s plucked string 
and bowed strings with a nāy section. The first time the melody is played by 

 Translation by Luay Abdulillah Mohammad258
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the first group with a response on the notes signalled by the opposite group and 
vice versa on the second repetition. 

Underlying this melodic exchange, which is repeated twice, the percus-

sion section plays a discrete rendition of the muhajjar rhythm. After 

this, the melody disappears leaving the entire ensemble to play only the 

rhythmic muhajjar on the lower bass note D of each instrument. Howev-

er, only the beats 1, 2, 3, 7, 11 and 13 of the rhythmic cycle are played 

(Fig. 12). The depth of register combined with the repetition of those 

beats in muhajjar creates a moment of quiet mystery. This is a climatic 

tension that almost feels like an anti-climax since, unlike most musical 

climaxes, it is not reached through a melodic progression to a high regis-

ter with a full-blown mass of instruments playing at full power. This cli-

max is achieved by the withdrawal of melody, leaving only a few beats of 

the rhythm to narrate the unresolved tension that relates to meaning of 

text. 

Fig. 12: Instrumental tutti over the bass note D emphasising beats 1, 2 ,3, 7, 11 
and 13 of the rhythmic cycle of the fourteen beat cycle of Muhajjar on Track 12 
00’40’’ CD 5 

The tension inferred by this phrase is alleviated by the re-introduction of 

melody by a solo improvisation on the ‘ūd while the full ensemble con-

tinues repeating the beats of the muhajjar in a hypnotic pulse under-

neath  (Track 12, 00’52” CD 5). The first few notes of the improvisation 

emphatically mark the return to maqām bayyātī. Whilst Said improvised 

on the ‘ūd the full ensemble marks the predetermined beats of the 

muhajjar for six bars. The end of this improvisation leads to a return to 
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the melodic phrase which was exchanged between the plucked and 

bowed string instruments, and nāy before returning to that same pattern 

and the number of repetitions described in Fig. 11.  

Similar to this pattern, after two exchanges of this melody between both 

instrument groups, a new variation over the muhajjar is introduced. 

Whilst the ensemble carries on emphasising muhajjar over the bass note 

D, Oussama, the second solo vocalist performs a new vocal melody on 

top over verse 66. After this verse is repeated twice, the group returns 

to a melody-less emphasis of the muhajjar cycle on bass D, as shown 

above in Fig. 12, for the duration of two cycles. Following this, a new 

vocal variation is introduced by a vocal semi-improvisation, over the 

muhajjar, and played as before by the entire ensemble. The improvisa-

tion resembles a syllabic recitation on one pitch on the first hemistich 

verse 67, progressing to a slight variation of melodic range through the 

second hemistich, and continuing on into the following verse (Track 12, 

3’00’’ to 03’37’’ CD 5) 

The conclusion of this section explores multiple timbral and melodic va-

rieties over the muhajjar, which appears with a biṭāna over verse 69 

(Track 12, 03’37’’ CD 5). This verse is sung by entire ensemble with a syl-

labic melody (Fig. 11) which is repeated twice. The syllabic structure of 

this melodic phrase allows for the emphasis to remain on the rhythmic 

cycle of muhajjar, rather than dispersing it to the melody. 

In a practice that resembles the weaving of a mantle (Burda), melodic 

and timbral combinations are introduced, removed and reintroduced 

again with a new combination until the section is complete. First, there 

is the timbral exchange between plucked and bowed instruments over 

the same melody, after which we are left with the bare rhythmic struc-

ture. Woven on top of it, Mustafa Said continued to explore different 

melodies either sung by himself, or by the second soloist Oussama or by 

the entire ensemble, giving variations not only of the melody but also of 

the texture. In this sense, Said is true to the poetic practice of mu’āraḍa 
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which claims that in each re-writing of a given work something is added 

to it. 

5. Musical mu’āraḍa: underlying musical legacies 

The musical mu’āraḍa of this Burda is most visible in its structural bor-

rowing from the Sufi mystical tradition. Said claims that the overall 

structure of the piece follows the structure of a Sufi waṣla, namely from 

the Ḍhikr al-Atawani. In fact, Said is specific about directly quoting the 

melody heard in the ḥalqat al-ḍhikr (حلقه الذكر ) while growing up in 

Egypt. He used this melody in the second Biṭāna with the following text, 

عَلَى النبِي وَآلِ البَيْتِ والشهَدَا   مَوْاليَ صَل وَسَلمْ دَائِمًَا أَبَدَا

‘ālā n-nabīū wa-āli al-bāyti wa al-shuhada 

maūlay ṣalli wa sallam dāimān ‘ābadā 

May God’s peace and prayer be always and forever upon the Prophet, his 

family, and all the martyrs, God grant them peace and blessings forever 

never.  259

The melody upon these words can be heard in a rendition of Al-Burda by 

Sheikh Adbel Azim al Atwani’  260

In al-Atwani’s version, the poetic metric is hazaj (هزج) tafā’īl described 

as, Mafā’īlun Mafā’īlun, unlike the tafā’īl basīt of Said’s version. The 

difference in metre between the two poems renders the comparison be-

tween it and the rhythm irrelevant. However, what is clear is that in 

both cases the musical phrases and the subsequent musical patterns fol-

low a simple syllabic structure which can be easily performed by a group 

 Translation by Luay Abdulillah Mohammad.259

 Soundcloud Page called Al-Burda https://soundcloud.com/alBurda/i (accessed 260

28.March 2016)
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of voices. In al-Atwani’s version the melody is exchanged in a call-and-

response pattern first performed by the Sheikh to the congregation, and 

responded to by the congregation (Fig. 13 bellow). 

Fig. 13: Transcription of The Burda sung by Al-Atwani and his congregation.  261

The Burda melody of the Sufi dhikr is used in Mustafa Said’s music com-

position to emphasise two key characteristics of this piece. Firstly, it 

presents the overall melodic progression of the piece and subsequently 

draws attention to the musical form of the piece. Secondly, the repeti-

tion of the Burda melody throughout the piece draws attention to the 

socio-political meaning of the poetic text. In its first rendition the entire 

ensemble performs the Burda melody a cappella over a similarly simple 

syllabic melodic structure. The first time The Burda melody is introduced 

by a short pause followed by a rendition by the entire ensemble a cap-

pella in both cases there is no instrumental accompaniment. 

The melody is sung starting on D, the base note of maqām bayyātī and 

the main maqām of the piece (Track 5, 0’00 to 0’17). After this, the 

same melody is repeated another three times over different notes. On 

the second repetition it is sung over the note E (segah) (Track 5, 0’22’’ to 

0’36’’ CD 3 ), while the third repetition sung over F (jaharkah) (Track 6, 

0’37” to 0’50’’ CD 3), and finally over G (nawa) (Track 6, 0’50” to 1’05’’ 

CD 3). According to Said, this repetition establishes a map of the melodic 

progression which will be developed throughout the duration of piece; 

nearly one hour.  The melody is again repeated at the start of each 262

 Ibid.261

 Mustafa Said personal communication on 10 March 2016262
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subsequent section, following the melodic progression of segah E (Track 

6 CD 3), jaharkah (Track 7 CD 3) and nawa (Track 9 CD 3).  

On the first rendition of The Burda melody, the ensemble, led by Said, 

performs a short pause among each hemistich of the verse (Track 5, 

0’00” to 0’17’’ CD 5). This pause serves to draw the attention of the lis-

tener to the meaning of the text. The first hemistich of the verse follows 

the one sung by al-Atwani which is the characteristic text and melody of 

The Burda as it is performed in Sufi congregations. However, in the sec-

ond hemistich of the verse a further interpretation of the verse is re-

vealed to the listener. Again, the first three words al-Barghouti follows 

the original Sufi text which asks God (maūlay) to grant peace and bless-

ings upon those invoked. However, the final word of the verse introduces 

a sudden change in the meaning of the verse. Al-Barghouti has written 

the words dāimān (always) and ‘ābadā (never) consecutively at the end 

of the verse. The apparent contradiction introduced by these two last 

words sheds light onto a new meaning intended by Said and emphasised 

by Said in his musical setting. 

  

The meaning of this verse encapsulates the overall message expressed in 

Said’s selection of verses for his Burda musical setting. According to 

Mustafa Said and Asil’s musicians, this meaning of The Burda highlights 

how the message of peace and social justice that was revealed to the 

Prophet Muhammad has been not been established in the Arab Muslim 

world either due to the failure of Arab leaders to instigate it or by virtue 

of the successive empires that have colonised this part of the world. 

Conclusion 

The Burda is embedded in ideals of a regional reform established by 

thinkers during the Nahḍa period. However, unlike Shawqi, here there is 

not a call to a “restoration of the Islamic Umma” but rather a call to 

humanistic, secular values. According to Said, the use of religious and 
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Sufi mystical material serves to engage with a cultural heritage, and en-

ables musicians to reach out to the Arabic speaking population in a lan-

guage that is likely to be more familiar.

Commentary in the corruption on the ethical values of the Arab rulers 

(quotes from the text): destruction of local heritage and preference and 

allegiances with the West - who at times, and very clearly stated by the 

musicians, not  always, are in direct opposition with regional culture and 

heritage. Said, and Aṣīl’s musicians understanding is that progress should 

be made from within the regional heritage. This, does not imply the de-

nial of western music instruments, techniques, or ideas if and as long as 

they are compatible with the local heritage if local progress can be at-

tained from such combination.  
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Chapter 6  

Music Tradition, Cultural Policies and Institutions  

The current chapter explores the types of actions for the preservation, 

promotion and dissemination of musical tradition that are fostered by 

public institutions in Lebanon. Also, it probes the relationship, or lack of 

thereof, between public and private initiatives. Finally, it seeks to ex-

plore how these actions, or lack of thereof, align with beliefs about na-

tional identity as well as the politics of belonging and remembrance. In 

order to explore these questions further I have carried out interviews 

with state bodies dedicated to music sponsorship. I have carried out in-

terviews along the Lebanese Minister of Culture, Mr Hanna al-Amin, and 

representatives of the Ministry of Education as well as the Lebanese Cen-

tre for Policy Studies (LCPS). Responsible figures in both ministries sug-

gested that further research should be carried out along education insti-

tutions. Although there was a widely positive reply to my queries from 

all the interviewees, their statements gave rise to need to re-adjust the 

focus of this research towards educational policies. 

My initial aim was to analyse the differences between private and gov-

ernmental support for musical tradition. I intended to focus especially on 

what concerns the existence and prerequisites for attribution of grants 

or other funding schemes that promote music tradition. However, the 

limited existence of these schemes led to the need to re-adjust the focus 

of the research onto assessing the role of education policies. Perusing 

such policies proved to be crucial to determine how state sponsorship of 

music operates in Lebanon. Limited public support is available through 

the Ministry of Culture with the assistance of the Conservatoire Na-

tionale de Musique. However, most State investment translates into edu-

cational policies purveyed by the Conservatoire and the Centre Na-

tionale de Development et de Rechérche (CNDR). The CNDR establishes 

the educational policies for public schools in Lebanon while the Conser-
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vatoire deals with specialist teaching of music in the country. Both insti-

tutions contribute to the current policies practiced in music education 

provided in schools, both regular and specialist. Critiques of these poli-

cies are rendered by pedagogues, Bouchra Bechealany and Hayyaf Yassin. 

Furthermore, Bechealany and Yassin have added to their critique a pro-

posal for a new music pedagogical system in line with the tenets of the 

Tajdīd.  

In this chapter, I discuss the role of sectarianism in the politics of re-

membrance and representation in music tradition. Taking into account 

the fragmented nature of Lebanese social fabric, the notion of a single 

Lebanese turāth, which has dominated discourses on Lebanese music 

tradition since the 1950s, seems doomed to remain a heavily contested 

term bound to exclude one or another part of society, particularly, in a 

country constituted by eighteen religious sects, each with particular mu-

sic traditions, which coexist side by side. In this sense, coexisting but 

discordant notions of music tradition inevitably lead to divergent policies 

regarding the preservation, promotion and dissemination of music tradi-

tion. As I have demonstrated in Chapter 2, the emergence of the 

Lebanon national music canon, or turāth, was concomitant with the 

emergence of Lebanon as an independent nation state during the 1940s 

and 1950s, and served to represent the agenda of the leading sect in the 

country at the time, the Christian Maronites. The emergence of the civil 

war from 1975 to 1990 caused the stifling of Lebanese music turāth. I 

will describe and analyse the role of civil strife in curbing change in 

Lebanese music turāth until the present day. Furthermore, in an attempt 

to inform my understanding of the politics of representation and remem-

brance, I have approached UMAM Foundation director, Lūkman Slim. This 

interview provided me with an insight into the music traditions of 

Lebanese Shi’ites, its practice and party sponsoring. Although seemingly 

tangential, this rare insight allowed me to appreciate the lack of diversi-
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ty represented in what is considered today the mainstream Lebanese 

music canon. 

1.The Politics of Identity in Musical Tradition: State-sponsored Initia-

tives 

Enquiring on cultural policies has allowed me to understand the diver-

gent criteria behind private and public sponsoring of traditional music. 

Frequently, the criteria rely on discordant perceptions regarding what 

constitutes musical tradition (turāth). Despite the existence of a wide 

array of public institutions in Lebanon, of both national and international 

character, contributing to music policy making none deals with the 

preservation and promotion of Nahḍa music. As I have discussed in Chap-

ter 2, mainstream notions of music tradition  tie in closely with the 

emergence of nationalisms and the nation-state (Harris 2008, p.6; 

Bohlman 1992). The construction of the Lebanese music canon relates 

deeply to the notion of “invented tradition”, which:  

 […] is taken to mean a set of practices governed overtly or tacit-
ly accepted rules and of ritual or symbolic nature, which seek to 
inculcate certain values and norms of behaviour by repetition, 
which automatically implies continuity with the past. (Hobsbawm 
1983:1). 

Echoing Hobsbawm, the Lebanese turāth was invented for nationalist 

purposes and further inculcated onto the population through the use of 

media – such as film, radio and television – and festivals, like Baalbek 

Festival. Also, as demonstrated in Chapter 2, the creation of the 

Lebanese turāth in the 1950s emerged under conditions of “persistent 

Francophilia and Phoenicianism amongst certain sector of the Lebanese 

elites” (Stone 2007:24) which dictated its main characteristics. These 

consist of the creation of a repertoire that espoused Western classical 

music and Lebanese folklore.  
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This association between Western classical music and local Lebanese 

folklore provides a clearer insight into the Lebanese turāth. The appro-

priation of popular music  serves the double purpose of establishing a 

connection with the past but also conferring a stamp of authenticity. Kir-

shenblatt-Gimblett has suggested that the appropriation of folklore is 

fundamental in cultural politics since it legitimises the creation of na-

tional culture and its institutions by claims to a past and older civiliza-

tion (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1991:423). Similarly Chatterjee considers the 

“appropriation of the popular” (Chatterjee 1993:73) crucial in the cre-

ation of national culture since it allows for a connection between past, 

present and future. He claims the popular to represent the “the timeless 

truth of the national culture, uncontaminated by colonial reason” (ibid). 

Therefore, it is no surprise that President Chammaoun negotiated the 

terms of participation of the Rahbani brothers and Fairuz in the festival 

of Baalbek, which served to stage the Lebanese nation in 1958. However, 

the programme appropriated and presented by the Rahbanis correspond-

ed to a sanitised version ready for consumption by the elites. 

The nature of the Lebanese turāth is therefore marked until present day 

by the way Maronite Christian elites of that time wanted to portrait 

Lebanon . That is, as a westward looking country whose so-claimed 263

Phoenician origins were at the heart of its culture an civilisation (Stone 

2007: 38). The problem inherent to this musical canon lies in the fact 

that, as stated by Stone, “Islam had no place in this textual and perfor-

mance-based enactment of the nation” (ibid). In a country with a popu-

lation divided almost in equal parts between Christians and Muslims, it is 

no surprise that issues of representation and identity would emerge 

amongst the excluded groups. However, according to my fieldwork find-

ings, contemporary Lebanese musicians across the sectarian divide, feel 

a certain degree of alienation from their cultural and musical tradition, 

turāth. 

 See §2.2 and §2.3263
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The lack of diversity and representativity of the turāth was justified by 

my interviewees in multiple ways. For some turāth was a Westernised 

music project, for others too embedded in a past which bears no resem-

blance to contemporary Lebanese reality. Others claimed this lack of 

representation to be rooted in the media which had created a gap be-

tween musical tradition and contemporary listeners. Whatever the rea-

son presented by my interlocutors, dissatisfaction with turāth was clear 

and related to a wider discontent with cultural politics, and with politics 

in general. It seemed to be understood by the musicians, musicologists 

and pedagogues with whom I worked extensively during 2012 to 2013 

that the exclusion of the Arab Muslim tradition does not only affect that 

sector of population but also Lebanese Christians from all sects who per-

ceive themselves as a part of a wider Arab world, whose common tradi-

tion has been under-explored.  264

Yet, as Hobsbawm points out, the “inculcation of certain values and 

norm of behaviour” (Hobsbawm 1983:1) resulted in the establishment of 

the musical canon known as the Lebanese turāth. Starting off as a Chris-

tian Maronite project, and therefore embedded in this community’s par-

ticular values, the turāth has promoted the inculcation of such values to 

non-Christian Lebanese. Contemporary Lebanese self-perception contin-

ues to present a country on the borders of the Arab Muslim and Christian 

world; a country inhabiting a space between its geographical reality of 

the Arab Levantine region and the imagined cultural space which juxta-

poses European colonial, Arab  and Christian legacies as well as Kurdish 

and Armenian or Chaldean. From the period of glory of the Lebanese na-

tion, which can be described between the 1950s until the outbreak the 

civil war in 1974, followed multiple processes that contributed to create 

the complex social, cultural and overtly political realities of the present. 

During the mid to the second half of the twentieth century there was a 

rise in processes of urbanisation, industrialisation, and technological ad-

vances which came to alter the social fabric.  

 See §3.4 264
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Concomitant with these processes was the emergence of national star 

singers, best represented by Wadi al-Safi, Zakih Nassif or Fairuz and the 

Rahbani Brothers, or Farid al-Atrash, or Sabah, amongst others. These 

musicians became symbols of a modern Lebanese state identity. Both 

their images and songs aligned with the spirit of the “culture Libanaise” 

as promoted by President Camille Chammoun in the 1950s. However, the 

successive years of unrest that unset Lebanon from 1975 onwards gave 

way to the emergence of a nostalgia with multiple manifestations. One 

the one hand, it longs for the years of peace, prosperity and countryside 

idyll as projected galvanised by the voice of Fairuz, and on the other, the 

restorative nostalgia identified by Svetlana Boym (Boym 2001:41) which 

looks to the past in order to reshape both present and future. This 

restorative nostalgia also looks outside the confined borders of the 

Lebanese nation state for an answer to the present discontent. Regard-

less, of how the responses of Lebanese musicians, musicologists and 

pedagogues I have worked with during fieldwork may manifest itself, 

there seems to be general agreement amongst them for the need to nav-

igate the multilayered contemporary reality, and further, the need to 

expand the contemporary idea of national tradition to encompass 

greater diversity to represent the multiple identities which constitute 

Lebanon. 

The historical lack of consensus on Lebanese cultural tradition directly 

relates to the intrinsically sectarian nature of its socio-political and eco-

nomical fabric. To the mainstream Lebanese canon there are several 

“alternative musical canons” (Regev 2004:4) that challenge the main-

stream narrative of turāth. The Tajdīd with its revival and recreation of 

the music of the Nahḍa is one such case. It reflects:  

Interlacing and often contesting ideologies underlying the articu-
lation of civic, ethnic or economic national identities along with 
the institutional structures and dominant social groups that may 
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support some constructions of musical ‘nationalness’ over others. 
(O’Flynn 2007:28) 

It also corresponds to a challenge to a narrative of musical tradition as 

singular in perhaps one of the most plural nations in the world. Consti-

tuted by eighteen religious sects the existence of multiple understand-

ings is inevitable. Despite it, the mainstream Lebanese  turāth remains 

attached to the narrative of the Christian Maronite elites of the 1950s. 

This attachment is particularly visible in Lebanese of public institutions 

related to the promotion or teaching of music. It further expands onto 

the works of the Lebanese commission for the UNESCO. 

In discussing the kinds of damage and destruction that might threaten 

cultural tradition, be it the national turāth, regional folklore or urban 

song, Howard (2012:8) points to article 25 of the UNESCO convention 

which emerged from a world conference held in Mexico in 1982. The 

terms of the article state that:  

Even more intolerable [than processes of urbanisation, industrial-
isation or technological penetration] is the damage caused to the 
cultural tradition by colonialism, armed conflict, foreign occupa-
tion and the imposition of alien values. All these have the effect 
of severing a people’s links with and obliterating the memory of 
its past. (UNESCO art. 25 p. 3)  

Applied to the Lebanese contemporary reality, nothing could resound 

more truly. The many interlocutors, fellow musicians, musicologists, 

pedagogues and music aficionados I have meet in the course of fieldwork 

in Lebanon are bracing themselves, not so much for the physical destruc-

tion of Lebanese tradition but mostly for the obliteration of cultural 

memory mentioned in the convention article. It this obliteration of cul-

tural memory that leads to the loss of a sense of self and the great cul-

tural malaise which is experienced by contemporary Lebanese. However, 

the Lebanese Commission for UNESCO’s promotion of the Lebanese 

turāth serves to maintain the status quo, which aims at preserving one 
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single version of cultural memory rather than the plural narratives Luk-

man Slim, head of the UMAM Foundation points out.   265

Taking into account that music is constitutive rather than reflective of 

identity (Stokes 1994:12) it comes as no surprise to find alternative mu-

sic traditions coexisting in Lebanon. However, such traditions are mostly 

supported by private sponsorship. The Lebanese establishment’s reluc-

tance to acknowledge, absorb and financially support diversity is telling 

of the despondency underpinning the relative peaceful coexistence of its 

multiple sects. This stifling of the notions of Lebanese turāth by public 

institutions serves to preserve the identity of the country in a veneer of 

stability. Yet, the multiple music traditions working in tandem with the 

notion of Lebanese turāth reflect the Lebanese social fabric.  

1.1.The Ministry of Culture and the Conservatoire Nationale de 

Musique 

Governmental policies remain faithful to the principles laid down ones at 

the emergence of the Lebanese nation-state. Howard has highlighted the 

relationship of mutual dependency between cultural production, politi-

cal power and opposition (2012:8). Furthermore, he has pointed out how 

the increase of state control is related to processes of deterritorialisa-

tion (other than modernisation and westernisation) related to globalisa-

tion (ibid). My interview with the Lebanese minister of culture served to 

illuminate how such relationships between cultural production, power 

and state control operate in the Lebanese context. The Minister of Cul-

ture Mr. Hanna al-Amin received me in his office on a hot August day of 

2013 to discuss the Ministry’s public policies regarding the preservation, 

promotion and dissemination of Lebanese musical tradition. As an answer 

to my question he indicated the investment the Ministry of Culture puts 

into the Conservatoire National de Musique, which clearly indicated that 

all policies are educational policies. He states: 

 §6 3.1265
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The conservatoire is a public institution that benefits from finan-
cial and administrative independence but is under the tutelage of 
the Ministry of Culture, so this Ministry is the greatest contributor 
to the budget of the conservatoire. The total budget is about 15 
million Lebanese pounds, approximately 10 million dollars, of 
which the biggest part is from the Ministry of Culture. (Beirut, 31 
August 2013) 

I asked more specifically about the policies in place for the preservation 

or Lebanese musique savante  hoping that using a new term would re-266

shape the answer. Nonetheless the same answer was restated. The Minis-

ter claimed that the main aim of Lebanese policies regarding music was 

to “give to give the biggest number of Lebanese children the possibility 

to learn music” (ibid). Thus, education becomes the main outlet by 

which mainstream national musical turāth is divulged and promoted.  

Mr. Hanna al-Amin pointed out the broad spectrum of education by re-

minding me that music education is offered in the curricula of all prima-

ry schools throughout Lebanon. Furthermore, he pointed to the crucial 

role of the National Conservatoire in forming musicians: 

We offer three degrees at the conservatoire: we offer the diplo-
ma, or ‘license’, a BA in music and also a Masters degree (Beirut, 
31 August 2013). 

The Lebanese Conservatoire had more than five thousand students during 

2012 and 2013. This unprecedented number, as stated by Minister al-

Amin, has lead to the opening of another branch in the town of 

Choueifat, and in engagement in a process of modernisation, which I will 

discuss below. However, these degrees in music are paralleled by other 

universities that offer Music degrees, such as Antonine University or Kasi-

lik University, attesting to wide opportunities to train musicians in Arabic 

music traditions in Lebanon, in particular in and around the capital city.  

 French expression commonly used to mean musical tradition.266
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The result of such state investment in music education facilitates the 

democratisation of music practice despite it being still an expensive ac-

tivity for large sections of the population. The result of such policies, 

which prioritise music education over music practice, have a deep im-

pact on the professionalisation of musicians.  This can be seen by the 

quantity of highly skilled, and some very successful musicians, who main-

tain other jobs outside the music profession. If being a musician is con-

sidered an unreliable profession (here as elsewhere), being a music 

teacher is, however, a desirable one. This is due not only to the status of 

the profession of ‘teacher’ but mainly to the salary and state guaranteed 

social security. In a country that has been devastated systematically by 

wars and civil strife it comes as no surprise that this is a frequent choice 

amongst musicians. 

Given the multitude of institutions, private and public, offering the same 

type of music degrees, I asked the Minister about the existence of col-

laboration between them. The minister replied: 

The conservatoire is an independent institution. [pause] There 
are agreements with other Institutions especially foreign ones. 
For example, there is an agreement, that should be put into prac-
tice soon, with the Conservatoire Regionalle de Lyon, in the city 
of Lyon. But this cooperation with the Conservatoire the Lyon has 
the objective of modernising [italics mine] the programme of the 
conservatoire, the syllabus, the method of teaching. (Beirut, 31 
August 2013) 

This statement demonstrates how the state-crafted agenda of moderni-

sation and westernisation of the 1950s still seems to be in charge in the 

politics of music. As stated by the Minister, the educational model pre-

sented by the Conservatoire is based upon the models of the European 

Conservatoires. The Minister also stated that the collaboration with the 
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Conservatoire de Lyon consists of “a modernisation project [sic] in ad-

ministrative and financial aspects but also in terms of the program, 

teaching program (ibid). By ‘administrative aspects’ the Minister meant 

the acquisition of software that will facilitate enrolment, keeping of 

records and “archives of the conservatoire” which the Minister claimed 

would be easier to manage as software data rather than in paper form. 

However, it is the collaboration with the Conservatoire de Lyon instead 

of collaboration between national, or regional musical institutions that 

deserves further attention.  

The modernisation of the music syllabus of the Conservatoire does not 

only draw on European models, but the relationship with the former 

coloniser country is highly contested by members of the Tajdīd, as I will 

discuss later. The modernisation of music institutions not only echoes the 

Maronite elite political agenda of the 1950s, but it echoes further what 

seems to be an inescapable condition of subalternity, as discussed by  

Spivak (Spivak 2009, pAn ). This condition of subalternity in Lebanon is 

attributed to all Arabic music traditions situated outside the sphere of 

turāth, such as the music of the Nahḍa and its contemporary revisita-

tions by the Tajdīd. These subaltern musical traditions are situated in a 

sphere in which “access to power is radically obstructed” (Morris 2010:8) 

by the state. The Lebanese State pushes these musical traditions to be-

come, as Morris pointed out “less an identity that what one might call a 

predicament” (ibid), as surely most members of the Tajdīd would agree. 

The project of modernisation of the curriculum of the Music Conserva-

toire, as described my the Minister of Culture Mr Hanna al-Amin, empha-

sises the hegemonic role Western music holds not only over Arabic music 

traditions, but also over the turāth, in itself a Westernised version of 

Arabic music tradition.  
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1.2  Lebanese National Orchestras: Lebanese Philharmonic Orchestra 

and the Arab Oriental Orchestra 

The government’s process of modernisation also affects the management 

of the two national orchestras, the Lebanese Philharmonic Orchestra 

(LPO) and the Lebanese Arab Oriental Orchestra. Run on a state budget 

both orchestras have as their aim: “to promote culture and oriental mu-

sic amongst Lebanese people” (Beirut, 31 August 2013) . Despite this 267

claim, Minister Hanna al-Amin emphasises the works of the LPO. He 

states that the LPO has an international repertoire dedicated to Western 

classical composers such as Mozart, Beethoven or Chopin. He claims that 

the administrators of the orchestras, as well as the Ministry, “insist” on 

expanding the repertoire to include contemporary music which includes 

works by “Lebanese composers who are living in Lebanon or 

abroad” (Beirut, 31 August 2013).The orchestra plays a total of thirty 

concerts per year, fifteen of which, i.e., fifty per cent the Minister esti-

mates being by Lebanese composers. However, regardless of the nation-

ality of the composers the music presented draws upon western contem-

porary music canons. Although, Lebanon is represented in the repertoire 

of the orchestra by the nationality of the composers, but this represen-

tation rarely includes Arabic musical characteristics . 

The Arab-Oriental Orchestra plays a repertoire consisting entirely of 

“classical oriental repertoire”(Beirut, 31 August 2013) , in other words, 268

the repertoire of the Arab Levantine, and Egyptian turāth. This reper-

toire has been established as the national canon in Lebanon since the 

emergence of the Lebanese nation-state. The performance style, con-

texts and repertoire of the orchestra meet what Harris has suggested are 

traits of musical canons across different nation states (2008: 6). These 

include particular “modes of reception, performance venues, and ten-

 Interview with the Minister of Culture Hana al-Amin Beirut, 31 August 2013.267

 Interview with the Minister of Culture Hana al-Amin Beirut, 31 August 2013.268
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dency towards large ensembles or fixed compositions” which also widely 

characterises turāth. The Minister deemed the repertoire of this orches-

tra “not commercial”. However, he claimed that there is a wide audi-

ence for concerts, citing the case of a recent performance which was 

sold out. He also mentioned that this particular performance took place 

in a church, which again sheds light in the nature of the turāth and its 

audience. 

In a multi-ethnic and multi-religious state, the politics and representa-

tion of music conspicuously favour the Christian sect, as well as the mid-

dle and upper echelons of society (Tarābulsi 2007:163). Harris has 

demonstrated how the showcasing of diverse ethnic groups and regions is 

crucial in the formulation of the People’s Republic of China a multi-reli-

gious state (Harris 2008:9). However, Lebanese State actions on music 

seem to purposefully steer away from showcasing diversity. In Chapter 2, 

I demonstrated the purpose behind the creation and showcasing of the 

Lebanese turāth in the 1950s which: 

Allowed for the propagation of an image that the Maronite na-
tional elite was keen to project: a Westward looking nation that 
had reclaimed its original Phoenician role as a cultivator of cul-
ture and civilization. (Stone 2007:39) 

However, the maintenance of this project up to the present day can be 

further explained by the wider politics of representation. Such politics 

can be said to be dominated by the will to maintain the balance of socio-

political power, as established in the National Pact in 1943 which gave 

the country its independence and most of all a veneer of stability. 
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2. Private Initiatives: Tajīd’s Dissident Voices 

 2.1. The pedagogical projects for the obligatory teaching of music in 

non-specialist schools by Bouchra Bechealany and Hayyaf Yassin. 

The Lebanese Ministry of Culture invests most of its annual budget in 

promoting music through educational policies. These policies are set 

forward by the CNDR, which has established the program for non-special-

ist music education in schools in Lebanon. According to research by the 

Lebanese musicologist Lena Farah in her article  on the teaching of Ara-

bic singing at the University of Saint Esprit de Kasilk “the compulsory 

teaching of music is limited to reception and primary school 

years” (2010:117). 

Farah adds that most of this music education is done as a recreational 

activity in which children do not receive any notion of solfege (ibid). Her 

description of the compulsory music teaching for schools states that: 

It is essential to mention that the teaching of Arabic music in 
schools throughout Lebanon is totally inexistent. By Arabic music, 
we mean not only singing in Arabic language were the melody is 
set in major and minor modes of the western music tempered 
scale system. But, also arabic songs and Lebanese traditional 
songs, modelled upon the characteristics of the Arabic musical 
language such as the maqām Rast, Bayyati, Segah etc. so as to 
accustom children to listening and diction of the quarter tones 
(notes mobiles) [sic] that characterise the maqām (Farah 
2010:117) 

Farah’s account on the state of compulsory music teaching in Lebanon 

resonates with the description given to me in interview by Father Badiah 

el-Hajj, head of the Centre for Research at the USEK. 

Lebanese musicologists and pedagogues consistently agree upon the need 

for state intervention in reforming policies related to compulsory music 
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teaching in schools (el-Hajj 2013 personal interview, Bechealany 2013 

personal interview; Yassin 2013 personal interview, Farah 2010). El-Hajj 

stated:   

“the role of the Lebanese state through the Ministry of Education 
and Culture is to implement the obligatory teaching of teaching 
of Arabic music as source material for all Lebanese schools begin-
ning in the reception year” (Kasilik,25 July 13)  269

The absence of the Arabic musical system in school as part of the com-

pulsory curriculum has lead to the proactive development of a method 

by pedagogues Hayyaf Yassin and Bouchra Bechealany. 

I met Bouchra Bechealany in order to gather further detail about this al-

ternative program for teaching the Arabic musical system in schools. She 

speaks in perfect French punctuated by Arabic expressions, at a fast 

pace and friendly tone. She began by stating a preference to discuss 

about the system is schools at large rather than specialist music educa-

tion, since she has taught music in schools over fifteen years. Her de-

scription of the compulsory teaching of music restated Farah’s and al-

Hajj’s previous accounts. She further added details about the model for 

this pedagogical system.  

The Centre de Development et de Rechérche (CNRD) proposed a 
program that was taken from the French model. It consists of 
nine books for the student and nine books for the teacher from 
year eleven, i.e. from six years old, to year thirteen, i.e. to four-
teen and fifteen years old. These books consist of translations of 
the French music system dealing exclusively with Western music 
theory, musicians, the symphonic orchestra: everything except 
local music. ( Beirut, 11 September 2013) 

The frustration regarding this educational system for music and the lack 

of action from the CNRD, the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Cul-

ture is expressed clearly in her words.  

 269
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During her PhD study, both at the Antonine University and Sorbonne Uni-

versity in Paris, Bechealany developed a pilot study in which she de-

scribed the reactions of children to particular characteristics of Arabic 

musical language, such as the zalzalean intervals  and rhythmic 270

cycles.   The positive outcome of her pilot study led Nidaa About Mrad 271

to write a letter to the CNDR proposing to add the teaching of Arabic 

music to the compulsory curriculum for school children. This letter was 

followed by a meeting attended by the Minister of Culture, the president 

of the CNDR, Nidaa About Mrad, Bouchra Bechealany and Hayyaf Yassin 

as well as other teachers from the Conservatoire. The outcome was posi-

tive, leading to a joint effort to create such a program, and was followed 

by a couple more meetings. However, after three months the project 

ended without further notice or explanation to its members. 

The frustrated attempt to work along state institutions to reform the 

current official music program did not end Bechealany’s attempts for re-

form. She describes how a team consisting of herself, Nidaa About Mrad, 

Ghassan Sahhab, Hayyaf Yassin, Mustafa Said and Amer Didi, continued to 

develop a program for schools.  Since it was impossible to implement 272

such a program without the approval of the CNDR, the team decided to 

create a course of pedagogy in Arabic music at the Antonine University. 

State obstruction to the reform of the music curriculum has served to 

increase the gap between public and private educational institutions. Al-

though, Bechealany, Yassin and Didi attempted to establish the same 

program at the Faculty of Pedagogy of the Lebanese University at a later 

stage, the gap between public and private education is marked (Tạrābul-

sī 2007:163) 

 Quarter tones270

 It has not been possible to retrieve her PhD Thesis.271

 I am aware via personal communication that Mustafa Said’s involvement in this 272

project ceased from 2013 since he stopped teaching. 
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Over the past six years, the team has trained Masters students of music 

pedagogy to teach the Arabic music system to children despite it being 

excluded from the official programme. Furthermore, Bechealany said 

that she encourages Masters students to research Arabic music tradi-

tions, adding: 

The tradition is rich in material. A revival must be done as well as 
a research on identity because when we talk about music what 
we are actually talking about is identity ( Beirut, 11 September 
2013).  

Although Bechealany leaves the meaning of tradition vague, I am aware 

that she is part of the Tajdīd movement based at the Antonine Universi-

ty. I reason that, like other members of the Tajdīd she is referring to 

Egyptian Nahḍa music, Egyptian and Lebanese music from the mid-twen-

tieth century that ebbs from western music influences, as well as 

Lebanese folklore. Further along the interview I ask for her definition of 

the term. She stated: 

[the] tradition, as well as something that is not marked (influ-
enced) by the external (foreign), that remains pure, that remains 
intact. (ibid) 

This assertion more than definition of tradition illuminates our under-
standing of Bechealany’s “imagined community”. A community that 
hasn’t been affected by colonial powers not the impacted on by globali-
sation, western influences or modernisation. This imagined community of 
Bechealany’s tradition has never existed in Lebanon and therefore can 
never be revisited, nor revived. Chatterjee would call this the need to 
access “the timeless truth of the national culture, uncontaminated by 
colonial reason” (Chatterjee 1993: 73).  

Bechealany and her team work in the project for reform of the Lebanese 

music education system in two fronts: by training future teachers and by 

teaching school children their contested teaching method. The method, 

she claims, does not come to erase the official method currently of the 

CNDR. The team has proposed to the Centre that: 
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We suggest to teach six year old children for three months, chil-
dren between the ages of seven and eight years old also for three 
months, and nine year old children for six months. Like that, they 
[the CNDR] have six months to teach the official programme of 
occidental music and we have the remaining three months of the 
school year to put our method in practice (ibid) 

The team has found a gap in the legislature of the Ministry of Education, 

which permits the method to be put in practice. In order to do so, they 

must have a document by this Ministry stating there is no objection to it. 

Simultaneously, they invite school teachers to attend the session in order 

to persuade them to implement the method. 

Bechealany and Yassin have strategically developed this method without 

a book which facilitates its implementation.  In one hand it is inexpen-

sive for the children and schools and in the other, according to 

Bechealany’s claims, it perpetuates the oral nature of Arabic music tradi-

tions (ibid). The project is financially supported entirely by the Antonine 

University, which enables Bechealany and Yassin to develop the program 

and its implementation. Parallel to the development of this method is 

the release of two CDs also sponsored by the Antonine University. These 

CDs, Beddi Nghanni (We Want to Sing) and Ana wa el-Mijana (Me and the 

Mijana) document Hayyaf Yassin’s work with children in his pioneer 

school NAME. Yassin has recorded children between singing a hundred 

songs of the Lebanese folkloric repertoire. Additionally, a third CD titled 

Yallah, en-Esm’a (Come, let’s listen) draws upon exclusively the 

melodies of muwaššḥāt, dawalīb (s. dūlab) and other forms from the 

waṣla (Fig.1). Bechealany and Yassin believe their method will succeed 

in reviving the Arabic music tradition within the schools systems given 

time. 
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Fig.1: (From right to left) Covers of the CDs Ana wa el-Mijana and Yal-
lah en-Esm’a. (Photo courtesy of Hayaf Yassin) 

The main obstacles faced by this project of educational reform consist 

not only of the deterrence from the government-run CNDR but also from 

the media. Lebanese musicologists and pedagogues concur that the un-

der-representation of musical tradition in the media in contemporary so-

ciety leads to its obscurity (Ghada Shbeir [interview DATE]; Abed Kobeis-

sy [interview date]; Bouchra Bechealany [interview] and Hayaf Yasin [in-

terview].  

3. Lebanese National Music Traditions: the Politics of Representation 

and Remembrance  

The politics of representation in a country formed by a total of eighteen 

religious sects represents an extremely delicate matter. The National 

Pact  was based upon the last national official census of 1932 (during 273

the French Mandate period), which stipulated that more than half of the 

population in Lebanon was Christian. Therefore, Lebanese Christians 

have hold the power balance not only due to its majority in numbers but 

also due to the privileges that had been granted to Christians since Ot-

toman times. However, the constant sectarian friction led into a fifteen 

year civil war in which is estimated 120,000 people died whilst giving 

 Pact that established Lebanon as an independent nation-sate.273
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rise to mass exodus.  This prolonged conflict ended with the Taīf 274

Agreement, mediated by Saudi Arabia, which agreed upon the withdraw-

al of Syrian forces from Lebanon and reestablished the principle of mu-

tual coexistence between Lebanese sects (Tạrābulsī 2007: 240). The Taīf 

Agreement also aimed at a transfer of power from the Maronite Chris-

tians towards the Sunni Muslim population which now constituted the 

majority. Although, this transference has been translated in the current 

governmental system, Christians, and Maronites in particular, have not 

ceased to have a stronghold on power and privilege characteristic of an 

elite. Therefore, the practice of parliament ever since has been to ap-

point a Sunni Muslim Prime Minister, a Christian Maronite President and a 

Shi’a Muslim as Speaker of Parliament (Tarābulsi 2007: 244-5). Although 

abolishing sectarianism was established as a priority in the Taīf Agree-

ment, ample evidence from my fieldwork experience attests to the ubiq-

uitous friction between sects. As Fawwaz Tarābulsi states, this arrange-

ment has led to “the most unstable power relations 

imaginable” (Tarābulsi 2007: 246).  Nonetheless, it is under this unsta275 -

ble power relations that Lebanon has been able to avoid civil strife since 

1990s. However, as many of my interviewees would state, there has been 

no real peace in Lebanon since the outbreak of civil war. 

This extremely abbreviated account of the relationship between power, 

conflict and sectarianism serves to illuminate the Lebanese State politics 

of representation of music. It demonstrates how the definition of nation-

al culture is indissociable from a “struggle for legitimacy and domi-

nance” (Regev 2004:4). By promoting a notion of turāth that remains al-

most faithful to a representation of Lebanon that goes back to the 1950s, 

the Lebanese government reproduces wider power relations in Lebanon. 

In these, Christians still hold the representational power although gov-

  Information retrieved from the UN Security Council Report Commission Enquiry on 274

Lebanon, 23 November 2006; http://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/
%7B65BFCF9B-6D27-4E9C-8CD3-CF6E4FF96FF9%7D/Lebanon%20A%20HRC
%203%202.pdf accessed on 20/10/16. 

 For further details on power relations, see Tạrābulsī (2007).275
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ernmental power has been shared with the other groups, as described 

above. Such sharing of representational power has not been translated 

into the policies of music representation. Then, as now, “Islam had no 

place in this textual and performance-based enactment of the 

nation” (Stone 2007:.38). Even if the lack of representation of Islam in 

Lebanese turāth could be attributed to the historically rooted frictions 

between Islam and music, the same argument could not be applied to 

Armenian, Kurdish or Druze communities in which the relationship be-

tween music and identity is less contested. Nevertheless, Lebanese poli-

cies towards music fail to represent the real diversity that constitutes 

this small nation.   276

3.1 The Politics of Remembrance and Memory in the Dahyieh: an ac-

count of under-explored state sponsored musical traditions. 

The hegemonic nature of turāth, both the Levantine and the Lebanese 

one, folklore, is rooted in memories of war. During the summer of 2013, I 

decided to ask Lūkman Slim, head of the UMAM Foundation  for an in277 -

terview hoping to obtain a different perspective. I had heard that this 

foundation had a department called the Hangar in which works of art 

challenged the political status quo. Although, the few of my colleagues 

from Asīl who knew of this venture thought of it a pointless journey, I 

decided to venture into the heart of the Dahiyyeh, the Hezbollah con-

trolled area of Southern Beirut, to ask Slim about music. The trip to the 

Hangar wasn’t easy from my house in the Armenian neighbourhood of 

Geitawi. I had to take two services, since no driver located in the part of 

town I was living in would venture into the southern suburbs of the city. 

By then, I had become accustomed to the invisible green line still run-

ning through the memory of all Beirutis. After taking the second service, 

I arrived at a small Ottoman house surrounded by gardens in which the 

 Lebanon has a population of under six million.276

 UMAM Foundation Website: http://www.umam-dr.org/ (accessed on 20/10/16).277
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foundation was based. However, to my disappointment Lūkman Slim 

asked an American intern named Kelly to speak to me since he was un-

available.  

I ventured into UMAM a second time to interview Lūkman Slim, which 

contributed to further my understanding on politics of representation 

and remembrance in Lebanon. Lūkman Slim’s Foundation is located in his 

old family house. Like their neighbours in the southern suburbs, they are 

also Shi’ites, however, he and his foundation challenge Hezbollah’s tradi-

tional understanding of Islamic theological interpretations. At the time 

of the interview, in October 2013, UMAM’s main artistic and political 

project was called Memory at Work: a guide for Lebanese peace and 

war.  This project consisted of a photographic exhibition of people who 278

had disappeared during the civil war and whose disappearance had not 

been investigated by the government. It was a call for political account-

ability using art as a vehicle. Although my aim was to question him about 

the under-explored music traditions of Shi’ite Lebanon in this particular 

situation, the roles reversed, and it was Slim who started by asking me 

details about my research. For Slim, the current revisitations of tradition 

represent “metaphorical reactions to certain political situations”. For 

him, the connection between music and identity politics is clear. Similar-

ly, he understands that music tradition in Lebanon: 

Cannot be situated outside – I won’t say sectarian, but the tradi-
tional fault lines which determine the traditional make up of this 
country.” (Dahyyeh, 17 October 2013) 

He added: 

We cannot, talking specifically about Lebanon [pause] those who 

mainly promoted the idea of a national, or a pan-Lebanese 

[meaning cross-sectarian], tradition are those who promoted the 

 Memory at Work website can be found here http://www.memoryatwork.org/ accessed 278

on 20/10/16
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notion of Lebanon. Therefore, it was not all the Lebanese. 

(Dahyyeh, 17 October 2013) 

For Slim, Lebanon cannot have one tradition due to its highly divided 

sectarian nature. He restated what I have already demonstrated above, 

that Lebanese music tradition as such is the legacy of “those who creat-

ed this nation”, meaning the Christian Maronites allied to the former 

French authorities of the mandate. This legacy, as he calls it, cannot be 

shared by all eighteen Lebanese religious sects.  

Additionally, Slim drew my attention to new traditions, such as the ones 

originated by Hezbollah. The highly contested Lebanese Shia Islamist po-

litical party is rarely associated with the topic of musical traditions; 

rather more frequently it is regarded as an “armed group”, “the resis-

tance” or more recently as an internationally banned armed terrorist or-

ganisation . However, Slim points out that Hezbollah produces music 

which draws upon the Shi’ite tradition of mourning rituals (latmia) and 

supplications (du’a). He points out that the party’s music has developed 

in the years between 2000 and 2006, the year in which a short war with 

Israel broke out, to: 

borrow from Lebanese pop style rather than remaining faithful to 

the Shi’ite tradition (Dahyyeh, 17 October 2013) 

It is common for political parties throughout the world and across the 

political spectrum to have their own promotional hymns. However, what 

drew my attention was Slim’s claim that there is a Shi’ite music tradi-

tion, although he said, “we do not call it music” (ibid), and that this tra-

dition is set totally aside from notion of turāth. Not only Lebanese 

turāth but that of Egypt and the Arab Levantine region, since it mostly 

corresponds to the Sunni Muslim area. 
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Further into the interview, a new perspective onto state sponsorship of 

music emerged. Slim claimed that the Party has its own composers, mu-

sicians and ensembles or “bands” as he prefers to call it. I asked him 

whether Hezbollah invests in music. He said: 

Of course! For example when they produce what they call a sym-
phony then you have the musicians and singers wearing fatigues 
and performing meaning that it is not just improvisation. When it 
is taking place at one of its biggest facilities, under the auspices 
of their MPs and Ministers it means it is sponsored. (Dahyyeh, 17 
October 2013) 

Slim points out that Hezbollah, as a political party with wide political 

representation in the Lebanese parliament, invests in the creation and 

dissemination of a new musical tradition. Although, it stems from the 

Shi’ite rituals of mourning, it has been re-made in order to sound like 

Lebanese popular songs, perhaps in order to appeal to the less religiously 

devout part of the population. Similarly to the mainstream turāth, 

Shi’ite Lebanese hymns and rituals have changed due to a combination of 

factors. The change in these musical-ritual practices shares with the rest 

of Lebanese musical traditions the factors underpinning its change, i.e., 

colonial and Western influences to which are added the impacts of mod-

ernisation and globalisation. However, it can be said that Party politics 

play a singular role in shaping these traditions, especially if we taken 

into account that Hezbollah monopolises the notion of Lebanese Shi’ite.  

One of the loudest dissenting voices comes from Lūkman Slim and his 

collaborators who strive for a more diversified understanding and repre-

sentation of the Lebanese Shi’ite community. Hezbollah also organises 

international concerts, such as one I have attended with the National Or-

chestra of Tehran at the UNESCO Palace in Beirut, when the LPO usually 

performs. At this concert were present several high clerics and MP’s at-

testing for the existence of financial resources to invest in music. How-

ever, Party policy gives priority to its political and defence role, or 
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rather, its role as the national ‘resistance’. Music seems to serve the 

purpose of strengthening the Party’s political, economic and ideological 

links to Iran. The diversification of the Lebanese turāth remains outside 

of the sphere of this Party in its governmental role. However, I also recall 

having met Sheikh Ahmed Hamdani at Conference of the ICTM Middle 

East  and North Africa Study Group held at the Antonine University in 279

2012. Sheikh Hamdani, who wrote many hymns for Hezbollah, as also 

produced a Masters thesis about Shi’ite ritual traditions in Lebanon un-

der the supervision of Nidaa Abou Mrad that same year. 

Fig.2: This image has been taken from a video by the popular Shi’ite singer Ali 
Barakat. It depicts singers / militia in military fatigues, carrying flags of the 
government party Hezbollah. In the background we can see senior Shia clerics 
and MPs State officials. Standing on the left side is a figure who closely resem-
bles Party leader Hassan Nasrallah.  280

This further attests to the existence of musical traditions in Lebanon 

which are subordinate to the mainstream Lebanese and Egyptian turāth. 

The investment of the Hezbollah in Shi’ite music/rituals attests to the 

existence of a wide array of musical traditions that coexist without in-

 See Hamdani 2013279

 Source https://youtu.be/a_xURJsh9Ro accessed on 20/10/2016.280
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teracting, as Lūkman Slim would maintain. Although Lebanese traditions, 

such as Shi’ite hymns and rituals, may be sponsored by state parties, or 

the state itself, they remain nonetheless, subaltern traditions. Tradi-

tions, not only of the Shia Muslims, but of Sunni, Kurdish, Armenian, 

Chaldean, Coptic communities, to mention just a few of the eighteen 

sects that constitute Lebanon, are under-represented in the concept of 

Lebanese turāth. They do not contribute to the mainstream narrative of 

Lebanese identity, which remains monopolised by an ideal established by 

Maronite Christians in the 1950s. The politics of musical representation 

in this country function in the same way as sectarian coexistence in 

Lebanon. Apart from some pockets of mixed peaceful coexistence in pro-

secular and pro-civil society areas, such as the central district of Hamra, 

the constitution of Beirut and the country’s geographical fabric is segre-

gated along sectarian lines. 

In order to suppress the memory, and the imminent resurgence, of civil 

strife, changes in the politics of representation in music are avoided. 

Governmental actions focus on the musical canon established with the 

emergence of Lebanon as a nation state. In doing so, not only does it dis-

regard its community’s musical diversity, but it also disregards the im-

pact of a shared past with its neighbouring Arab countries. Policies of 

representation, or rather of under-representation, such as these serve to 

contain national identity under a singular notion of Lebanon. Whilst 

promoting national stability, as much as it is possible, these policies ex-

clude diachronic (historical) and synchronic (geographic) evolution and 

tradition. The urban musical tradition of the Nahḍa period in the Arab 

Levant is another case of a Lebanese tradition which is disregarded by 

the Lebanese establishment. Its revival relies on the sponsorship of the 

AMAR Foundation.  Since it is closely associated with Egypt, which is 281

undoubtedly its main centre of production, Lebanese governmental insti-

 §3: for a detailed account of the AMAR Foundation.281
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tutions regulating music considered it to lie outside of the scope of their 

policies for the preservation of musical tradition.  

Conclusion 

The legacy of Nahḍa music tradition is common to all nation states in the 

Arab Levant region as well as Egypt. However, during the process of cre-

ation of the turāth it has been excluded from integrating Lebanese tradi-

tion since belonging to a wider Arab Muslim region was perceived as a 

threat to the identity and religious values of Lebanese Christians, espe-

cially Maronites.  However, I argue that the lack of policies regulating 282

the Nahḍa music tradition in Lebanon not only diminishes its cultural 

capital but also fails to recognise the multiple layers of Lebanese music 

tradition. By promoting a notion of musical tradition that emerges pri-

marily in the post nation-state period, Lebanese public institutions are 

taking away from the nation’s cultural wealth. 

The lack of public policies promoting the Nahḍa legacy can be seen as an 

attempt to emphasise ties with Europe – and the Western world at large – 

which has, for the last century at least, supported Lebanese elites. Simi-

larly, the lack of financial support for contemporary musicians and music 

initiatives that recognise such tradition serves to isolate Lebanon from 

the wider Arab world. This connection to an Arab world which has been 

depleted, war torn and repeatedly devastated seems to be avoided by 

authorities regulating on music, most especially since the war in neigh-

bouring Syria and the emergence of Daesh threatens internal and in-

ternational safety alike. Perhaps for this reason, the Tajdīd plays a cru-

cial role in creative dissent towards the established musical national 

canon. It highlights the importance of re-establishing a cultural memory 

that engages not only with the past (diachronically) but also between the 

diversity of communities within Lebanon (synchronically).   

 See Chapter 2 pages 17 to 20.282
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Conclusion 

I have started this research with the aim of investigating the impact of 

widest collection in the world of Arab traditional musics from the Nahḍa 

period, gathered at the AMAR Foundation on contemporary notions and 

practices of Arab traditional music in Lebanon. Through this research I 

have found that the collection significantly impacted upon a small group 

of individuals who are musicians, musicologists, pedagogues as well as 

music aficionados working in multiple areas — such as music perfor-

mance, recorded music (CD collections) and book publishing and distrib-

ution, radio podcasting and teaching — all contributing towards the re-

vival of the Nahḍa music tradition in Lebanon. This group of people has 

been called in this thesis  as the Tajdīd (renewal) group, an abbreviation 

of the longer term Tajdīd min al-dakhil (internal renewal) which was 

coined in 2012 by Mustafa Said, artistic director of the AMAR Foundation 

and founder of the Aṣīl Ensemble, and refers to their aim of the group in 

renewing Arab music tradition by drawing upon the musical idiom of the 

Nahḍa. 

During the twentieth century Egypt and the Arab Levantine region saw 

the emergence of a modernised Arab music tradition (turāth) and the 

downfall of the Nahḍa music tradition, as it has been described and dis-

cussed in chapters 1 and 2. The modernised music tradition (turāth)  

that emerged around the 1940s suited the image that the new nation-

states of this region wished to portray of themselves and which the old 

tradition of the Nahḍa was unsuited to convey. The new nation-states 

with their new technologies and industries, such as the radio, the film 

industry and the recoding industry, demanded for light music, less em-

bedded in the Mašāyikh style, simpler melodic lines, less improvisation 

and less ornamentation (Lagrange 1994:  210—211). Egypt and the Arab 

Levant wanted glamour and romance and in the newly revamped musical 
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world that was emerging in the 1940s  the Mašāyikh of the Nahḍa no 

longer had a role in the public eye because they evoked the old Ottoman 

times, religiosity which was now unwelcome. Unless that is they would 

convert to the chanson de variétés or the musical theatre as the notable 

Salama Higazi did, but that was one exception (Lagrange 1996:86). The 

Nahḍa music was condemned to disappearance and the recordings that 

were taken at the turn of the twentieth century were relegated to pri-

vate collections and remained away from the public eye for decades. 

There was also an appeal for musicians and singers to become more like 

the “stars” that were such a sensational export from Hollywood to the 

world in 1940s and 1950s and so the region produced they own start sys-

tem (Stone 2007:140-141, Danielson 2008, Zuhur 2001). 

As I have discussed in Chapter 2, the modernised turāth which emerged 

in 1935 and peeked in 1975 became the classical or traditional Arab mu-

sic imprinted in the hearts and minds of Arab people in Egypt and the 

Arab Levant through the powerful aid of state agendas and star singers 

of that period like Umm Kulthum, Mohammad Abdel Wahhab , Asmahan, 

Farid al Atrash and the Lebanese Fairuz. However, the inherent issues 

that this modernised tradition brought about was the partial or complete 

erasure of fundamental elements of Arab music tradition such as the 

practice of improvisation, the decay of customary musical from the 

waṣla, the reduction of a complex system of melodic modes (maqamat) 

to the prevalence of those that could resemble western melodic scales, 

such as nahawand or hijaz (which contain no zalzalian intervals). Fur-

ther, contributing to this change was the institutionalisation of music, 

both in music conservatoires as well as in schools,in a way that also priv-

ileged the western art music, or western music sung with arabic texts, as 

Bouchra Bechealany mentions on chapter 6, leaving only a small room for 

the teaching of the Arabic music idiom. 
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However, as I mentioned in chapter 1 and 2, the seeming prosperity of 

the years of rapid modernisation came to a halt with the Arab defeat in 

1967 and further with the signing of the Camp David Agreement in 1978. 

As I have pointed out in chapter 1 these events ushered in a period  “cul-

tural malaise” (Kassar 2009: 1-15) which was exacerbated in Lebanon by 

a fifteen year civil war (1975-1990) and successive invasions by Israel 

(1982, 1993, 19966, 2006) all leading to a change in the zeitgeist.  

In chapter 1 I have argued that this socio-cultural malaise has lead to a 

second Nahḍa, as coined by moroccan historian Abdullah Laraoui, which  

reshaped in notions of identity, tradition and belonging (Kassab 2009:82). 

And, In chapter 2, I added that what we are witnessing today in Lebanon 

is a revival of the Nahḍa era’ music tradition but also a revival of its 

philosophical concerns which despite the distance in years remain 

poignant today. I have asserted that the “colours of 

enchantment” (Zuhur 2001) faded, from mid twentieth century Egypt 

and Arab Levant,  into an outlook marked by restorative nostalgia, that 

is, that's revival seeks to reinstate what it considers true and traditional 

and has been lost (Boym 2001:xviii, 41). Two examples of this outlook 

have been given through interviews with two Lebanese musicians, Ghada 

Shbeir and Nidaa Abou Mrad, who despite their divergent approaches, 

engage in the revival of past musics in order to counter the cultural 

malaise and reshape their sense of self and belonging. 

Further challenges in notions and practices of mainstream music tradi-

tion (turāth) emerged after the creation of the AMAR Foundation in 2009 

and the appointment of Mustafa Said as its artistic director.  Said, an ‘ūd 

virtuoso with an impressive vocal technique which he learnt from the 

Sheiks at the Azḥar Mosque in Cairo, was a key agent for change to the 

notions and practices of music in Lebanon. He moved from Cairo to 

Beirut were he taught the Nahḍa music tradition at the High Institute of 

Music at the Antonine University in Baadba. This lead to a new genera-

tion of young performers both high skilled and competent in the musical 
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idiom of the Nahḍa. It was some of these musicians that came to inte-

grate Said’s music ensemble, the Aṣīl Ensemble. 

In chapter 4 I have discussed the ways in which the Aṣīl Ensemble is an 

agent for revival of both the Egyptian as well as the Arab Levantine 

Nahḍa music traditions. The Aṣīl Ensemble led by Mustafa Said revives 

the music of the Nahḍa first and foremost by performing its repertoire, 

basing their concerts on the structure of the waṣla.  But also revive the 

Nahḍa’s performance praxis and  aesthetics which is manifest in their re-

fusal of using musical notation and their embrace of the practice of im-

provisation. However, this revival is accompanied by innovation in regis-

ter and timbre.  

The  Aṣīl Ensemble Mustafa Said founded in 2003 was based upon the in-

struments of the Arab take of the Nahḍa, a small ensemble composed by 

‘ūd, nay, qanūn, kamanche and riqq.  However, Mustafa Said decided 283

to expand on this formation by adding instruments that would have the 

possibility of expanding on the upper or lower register of the sound of 

the takht and that would be compatible with the aesthetics and idioms 

of Arab music tradition. In this light, as pointed out in chapter 4 and 5, 

has musicians that accumulated both instrumental expertise and interest 

in the Nahḍa music became available Said included new instruments in 

the ensemble. Such is the case of the tambūr, the buzuq, the santūr, 

the viola, the cello, the tombak and the daff that are now a fundamen-

tal characteristic of the ensembles aesthetic and constitute an element 

of timbral and pitch innovation regarding Nahḍa models. In this sense, 

the revival of the takht of the Nahḍa era lead to the creation of a new 

type of expanded takht which is the Aṣīl Ensemble contemporary forma-

tion. 

 §1283
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The revival of the Nahḍa also lead to the composition of new music 

repertoire, such as The Burda (2014) analysed in detail in this thesis on 

chapter 5. In this chapter I have traced the poetical and musical histori-

cal lineages of the from The Burda in order to further understand Said 

new musical piece who sets to music a section of verses from Palestinian 

poet Tamim al-Barghouti. The first innovative element that Said’s Burda 

brings about are the transposition to music of a poetic technique called 

mu’āraḍa (contrafaction). In chapter 5 I have described mu'arāḍa as a 

practice whereby the poet re-writes the Burda whilst selectively employ-

ing common features of theme, rhyme and metre simultaneously adding 

innovative elements. It is in this way that the Burda was conceived and 

created.  

An unprecedented  and innovative compositional act within contempo-

rary Arab music tradition was introduced by Mustafa Said’s application of 

the poetic principle mu’ārāḍa. The musical mu’ārāḍa consisted of imi-

tating a pre-existing melody performed through the Middle East and 

North Africa, in Sufi contexts known as the lāzima Burda  and expanded 284

upon it. The generative principle used to develop this melody and com-

pose this piece is based upon another musical element taken from the 

Sufi ḍhikr, that is, the progression of the melody by raising it diatonically 

in a  step by step progression on first few notes of the lower tetrachord 

of the main maqām.  

Mustafa Said’s Burda also draws upon the waṣla, the musical form of the 

Nahḍa par excellence. The Burda, like the waṣla is also constituted by 

distinct sections which vary in degree of improvisation in each of the 

musical forms within it. I have argued that The Burda and the waṣla are 

similar in the way they progress from pre-composed pieces towards in-

cluding higher degrees of improvisation as the piece progresses. In this 

sense, It can be said that the innovation introduced by Mustafa Said 
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through The Burda has been derived from the Nahḍa albeit reformulating 

the, or by decontextualising and recontextualising (Bithell and Hill 

2014:9) these elements into a new musical language that is now a part of 

Contemporary Arab music repertoire. 

Further innovation relates to the use of rhythm. In particular the rhyth-

mic cycle Said has called basīt introduces an groundbreaking innovation 

since the rhythmic cycle was derived from Arabic poetic prosody. Al-

though Said sought justification in historical sources on Arab music theo-

ry, such as al-Urmawi or al-Iphahani such justification could not be con-

firmed in this these.What I have found is, as Said also pointed out,a new 

rhythmic cycle derived from the Arabic prosody. The study of the rela-

tionship between poetic meter and rhythmic circles is scare and so it is 

an area with wide scope for further research. 

Also in chapter 5 I have looked at the Mustafa Saids use of  Arab music 

rhythms from t outside the traditions of Egypt and the Arab Levant. I 

have argued that the symbolism underpinning Mustafa Said’s choice to  

draw upon musical elements from the wider Arab world is telling of the 

postcolonial malaise of Lebanese society. This is further enhanced by his 

choice to borrow musical material from neighbouring countries such as 

Iran and Turkey that share the same postcolonial angsts. 

On chapter 6 I explored the types of actions for the preservation, promo-

tion and dissemination of musical tradition that are fostered by public 

institutions in Lebanon. This allowed me to assert that the Lebanese 

State remains loyal to a notion turāth that has emerged in 1940s which 

reflected Lebanon’s demographic and power balance that favoured the 

Christian Maronite elites and their European allegiances. 

No efforts have been done in order to promote a notion of Lebanese tra-

ditional music (musics) that reflects the diversity of Lebanese social fab-

ric which is comprised by eighteen different communities each with par-

ticular music traditions. This is demonstrated by the opposition encoun-
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tered by Bouchra Bechealany and her group faced to their attempts of 

reforming the national curricula for music teaching in school so as to in-

clude Arab music elements such as, maqām, rhythms and musical forms. 

Also, In chapter 6 I have argued that this lack of diversity in the 

Lebanese turāth can be explained by the determination in maintaining 

the socio-political status quo which has grown increasingly delicate since 

the end of the civil war in 1990s up to today when the eminence of vio-

lent conflict in Syria threats to spread into Lebanon. The interview with 

the head of UMAM centre, Lukman Slim, was particularly revealing inso-

far that it confirmed my hypothesis on the socio-political motives under-

lying the lack of diversity and representativity of the Lebanese turath. 

The interview with Slim demonstrated the delicate intricacies surround-

ing politics of remembrance and representation which stem from the 

signing of the Ta’if agreement which put an  abrupt end to the civil war 

(1975-1990) without trials for war crimes. 

 Remembrance in Lebanon is, therefore, undesirable lest it destabilises 

the country leading it again into years of violent  conflict. It is for this 

reason, I argue, the music traditions that are not in line with the state 

sponsored notion of turath can only survive through private sponsored 

initiatives. The examples discussed in this chapter on the Shi’ite tradi-

tions of hymns and rituals of mourning are a good example of living tra-

dition which is ignored by the state. Although, it is sponsored by con-

tested group which has a large number of seats in parliament , the 

Hezbollah, the sponsoring of its traditions is done outside the frame of 

Lebanese traditional musics. In this sense the lack of representation os 

Shi’ite rituals as part of wide variety of Lebanese traditional music gives 

the Hezbollah the power monopolises Shi’ite rituals for its own political 

and belligerent agenda. Although there is some literature covering 

Lebanese shiite rituals (Hamdani 2013, Pieslak 2009) this is an area that 

could benefit from further study within the discipline of ethnomusicolo-

gy. 
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During the course of my fieldwork research in Lebanon I was able to at-

test for the ubiquitous relationship between music and violence. Music 

was made against the backdrop of eminent conflict,  music was made 285

to mock the underlying violence of autocratic rulers (Firqa Rahel el-

Kabir),music was made to escape the memories of past conflict or the 

possibility of new eminent conflict, music was made to evoke possible 

new futures (revival of the Nahḍa). This ubiquitous presence shapes the 

lives, the choices and perhaps the aesthetic preferences of musicians, 

musicologists and music aficionados I have worked with in Beirut in the 

years between 2012 and 2013. Although the relationship between music 

tradition and violence was touched upon at the end of chapter 2 more 

research could be done in this field. 

This  thesis has proposed the reader to embark on a journey of discovery 

of the Nahḍa and, most especially, on the contemporary revival and in-

novation that stem from its revisitation in Lebanon. The Tajdīd min al-

dakhil consists on a small group of people but their conjoint effort in the 

areas of archiving, dissemination and promotion of the Nahḍa Arab tradi-

tion are have been a success. Equally, the Aṣīl Ensemble has been well 

accepted by audiences in Lebanon and abroad. The work of Mustafa Said 

both at the AMAR Foundation and as a composer and musician in the Asil 

as proved essential to challenge the notion of turath and proposing new 

path for experimentation and creativity in contemporary Arab music. Af-

ter two years of research spent along the AMAR Foundation, Mustafa Said 

and the Aṣīl Ensemble I am convinced that there work will continue to 

interest musicians, audiences and researchers alike. 

 During the summer of 2013 there was imminent threat of attack to Damascus from 285

the USA and its allies. This lead to a sudden change in the life of Beirutis, for days the 
streets were empty, foreigners left the city to return to their home countries, there 
was a quiet and highly tense atmosphere felt all over Beirut until the possibility of at-
tack was vetoed against in the EU
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Glossary 

Ahat!-  improvised musical section, frequently of a dawr, sung over the 

syllable Ah! 

Araq - an Arab Levantine alcoholic drink containing around 50% of alco-

hol. 

Ashrafiyyeh - the name of a district in the eastern part of Beirut. 

Ashrafiyyeh is one of the old districts of the Lebanese capital city 

being both a commercial and district. It has been home to the old 

Lebanese christian and christian greek orthodox that have ruled 

Lebanon for centuries. It is also an area popular amongst in-

ternational expats because of its European flair and the liberal life-

style of its demography. 

Aṣīl - authentic 

‘Atābā - popular song form sung in colloquial Arabic and traditional from 

the Arab Levantine region. 

‘Awālim - (literally, learned women), refers especially to the female per-

former of the Nahḍa period. 

Bilād al-Sham - the Arab Levantine region comprising the territories of 

todays states of Syrian, Lebanon, Palestine and Jordan. 

Bašraf (from the Ottoman Peršrev)- a pre-composed instrumental met-

ric form with a repeated instrumental melodic refrain. 

Bitāna - vocal chorus 

Buzuq -long neck fretted lute used in urban music traditions in the Mid-

dle East and in Kurdish folkloric musics. 

Dabke - a folkloric group circle of line dance from the Arab Levantine 

countries (Lebanon, Syria, Palestine and Jordan) but also popular in 

Iraq and northern ares of the Arabian Peninsula. It is frequently 

danced in weddings and festivities and characterised by vigorous 

movements. Although it is a mix genre dance it is frequently dance 

by all-men groups.

Daff - a round frame drum usued in North Africa, Middle east and Central 

Asia usually associated with Sufi mystical rituals.
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Dawr (pl.adwār) - semi-composed vocal piece metric piece formed of 

two sections, the second section is highly improvised by the singer 

in call-and-response with a chorus. 

Dhikr - (litetally, remembrance) Sufi music ritual dedicated to the re-

membrance of God and the Prophet Mohammad. 

Dulāb - short pre-composed instrumental piece used at the start of a 

waṣla to establish  

the melodic mode (maqām) of thief the following pieces. 

Ghunnāh - nasality, a vocal quality of the voice. This term is usually as-

sociated with the vocal techniques of the recitation of the Qur’an. 

Ghusn 

Ḥafla - (literally, party) public musical gathering. 

Hamra -  the name of a street in central Beirut which gives name to an 

entire district. Hamra is a commercial district famous for its shops, 

cafes, bars, theatres as well as being home to the American Univer-

sity of Beirut (AUB), the Lebanese American University (LAU) and 

the Haigazian University which make Hamra a home to many in-

ternational students.  Hamra’s demography is characterised by a 

mix of the various religious sects that comprise Lebanon. It is also 

frequented by artists and intellectuals and associated with a socio-

political demography.

Hank - the second part of a dawr improvised in a call-and-response 

structure between solo singer and a chorus. 

Inšād - Islamic religious or Sufi ritual chanting evoking God usually sung a 

cappella or with the accompaniment of a frame drum 

Kamanche - a shot neck upright bowed spike fiddle with a small rounded 

resonating body which was used in the takht ensemble until the 

nineteenth century. from the twentieth century onwards it became 

used to refer to the modern western violin which replaced the Ara-

bic kamanche. 

Khedive - it title Ottoman title given to the Arab viceroy or ruler of 

Egypt during the second half of the nineteenth century until the 

outbreak of the first word war (1914) in early twentieth century. 
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Khedivate - usually referring to the Khedive of Egypt (1798 - 1914) which 

was an autonomous tributary state of the Ottoman Empire.

Layālī - Solo vocal improvisation both metered or non-metered sung over 

the words Yā lāil! Yā ‘āin (Oh Night! Oh Eye) 

Lāzima (pl. lawāzim) - short instrumental phrases played between vers-

es on a vocal music form. 

Maqām (pl. maqāmat) - Arab music melodic mode 

Mašāyikh -  title given to learned islamic scholars. 

Mašreq - the East, refers to the Arab Levantine region. 

Muwaššaḥ  - a pre-composed vocal piece sung in classical or colloquial 

Arabic with a complex rhythm structure. It is originally associated 

with the traditional repertoire of Allepo but sung in entire Arab 

Levantine region and Egypt. 

performed by the entire ensemble. 

Mawwal - Vocal improvisation metered or non-metered sung over a short 

poem in classical Arabic.  

Mījanā - popular monodic song sung in colloquial Arabic traditional in the 

Arab Levantine region. 

Muhajaba -  an Arabic term that refers to women that wear the Islamic 

hair covering veil (or hijab). 

Musique Savante - French term meaning, classical or learnt music. 

Muqaddima - (literally, introduction) a precomposed instrumental intro-

duction to a song form. 

Muqawwama - (literally, resistance) in Lebanon it colloquially used to 

refer to the political and armed faction of the Hezbollah. 

Nahḍa - Arab Renaissance period 

Nāy - end-blown reed flute used in Middle East, North Africa and Central 

Asian musics. 

Qadd (pl. qudūd) - pre-composed strophic song form in colloquial Arabic 

typical from the Syrian Aleppo tradition. 

Qānūn - trapezoidal pulled zither. 

Qaṣīda -  (Literally, poem) Improvised vocal genre sung over texts in 

classical Arabic. It is both used in Sufi and secular music traditions 
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in Egypt and the Arab Levant. 

Qaṣīda al-wahda - vocal song form sung in the rhythm of wahda (4/4) 

Riqq -  small tambourine with five sets of cymbals mounted symmetrical-

ly along the frame 

Sam’ai - instrumental piece composed usually by three to four sections 

and a refrain-type section that is repeated in between section. 

Sheykh - religious title. 

Tafsīr - interpretation 

Taḥmila - an instrumental piece that alternates between a theme and 

individual solo improvisations would also be part of the repertoire 

performed by the traditional ensemble 

Tajdīd - literally, renewal 

Tajdīd min al-dakhil - literally, renewal from within 

Tajwīd - recitation of the Qur’an 

Takht - (literally, platform) the traditional instrumental ensemble of the 

nahda period usually composed of  four or five instrumentalists 

playing the ‘ūd, qanūn, nāy, kamanche and riqq. 

Tambūr - a fretted long neck plucked lute typical from Ottoman music 

repertoire. 

Tarbūsh (or, Fez) type of rounded hat which was part of the Arab male 

attire during Ottoman times.

Tarjamah - (literally, translation) instrumental accompaniment that re-

produces or paraphrases a leading musical passage. 

Ṭarab - ecstasy or heightened emotionality. 

Taqṭῡqa (pl. Taqātīq) - a popular song typical from the female repertoire 

during the  nineteenth century Nahḍa period having entered the 

male repertoire at the turn of the twentieth century in Egypt and in 

the Levantine repertoire. 

Tawšiḥ - a Sufi musical genre of flexible metre that alternates passages 

between solo voice and chorus. 

Tombak - a goblet drum used in both classical and folkloric traditional 

musics in Iran 
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Turāth - (literally, heritage)  the twentieth century modernised tradition 

of Arabic music from Egypt and the Arab Levantine region. 

Ughniyyah - a long song from developed in the twentieth century and 

traditional of Egypt and the Arab Levantine region. 

Wasla (pl. waṣlāt) -a suite form which consists of a sequence of instru-

mental and vocal musical pieces in the same maqām. The pieces of 

a suite vary in degrees of improvisation between the pre-composed, 

semi-improvised and improvised. 
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